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Preface

The present book contains the proceedings of the 12th International Winterschool on Electronic Properties of Novel Materials in Kirchberg, Tyrol, Austria. The series of these schools started in 1985. Originally the school was held every second year and was devoted to conducting polymers. After the discovery of high temperature superconductors the periodicity changed to an annual format and the topic alternated between conjugated polymers and superconductors. Since fullerenes are both conjugated compounds and (in some cases) superconductors, it was tempting to choose fullerenes as topic for the Kirchberg schools. The evident extension of this topic is carbon nanotubes and so the title changed from Fullerenes via Fullerene Derivatives and Fullerene Nanostructures to Molecular Nanostructures. This gradual change enables us to keep a fairly large interdisciplinary scientific community together and to stimulate numerous international cooperations. A compilation of the previous Kirchberg Winterschools will be presented in the table at the end of this preface.

The term Molecular Nanostructures implies the “bottom-up” (synthetic) approach, as opposed to the “top-down” (lithography and etching) techniques in semiconductor technology. As for the physics, we are in a field where solid state physics and molecular physics overlap. This is nicely seen on the example of carbon nanotubes: Their diameter is in the order of a few nanometers and thus perpendicular to their axis nanotubes are molecular (different diameters lead to different electronic structures), along their axis they are extended solids.

Most oral contributions to the winterschool were on carbon nanotubes, and there are also three chapters of the proceedings and a large part of the chapter on applications devoted to this topic. The majority of the posters was on fullerenes and fullerides. A special chapter deals with endohedrally “doped” fullerenes, and in the chapter on “clusters” an attempt is made to point to common aspects in carbonaceous and in inorganic nanometer-sized structures.

The meeting could not have taken place without financial support from the Bundesministerium für Wissenschaft und Forschung in Austria, the US Army Research Development and Standaerization Group in London, UK, and the Verein zur Förderung der Internationalen Winterschulen in Kirchberg, Austria, as well as from numerous industrial sponsors. Without their contribution, all the enthusiasm and dedication could be wasted and so we express our gratitude to the sponsors and supporters.

Finally, we are indebted, as ever, to the managers of Hotel Sonnalp, Herr Gradnitzer, and Frau Jurgeit, and to their staff for their continuous support and for their patience with the many special arrangements required during the meeting.

H. Kuzmany
J. Fink
M. Mehring
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NANOTUBES: PREPARATIONS
Production of Carbon Single Wall Nanotubes Versus Experimental Parameters


1 Groupe de Dynamique des Phases Condensées, Université Montpellier, 34095 Montpellier, France
2 Laboratoire de Physique du Solide, ONERA, 92322, Châtillon cedex, France
3 Laboratoire de Physique Cristalline, IMN, Université de Nantes, 44072 Nantes cedex 3, France
4 Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA

Abstract. Bundles of carbon single wall nanotubes (SWNTs) are produced by sublimating selected metal mixtures and carbon in an inert atmosphere during an electric arc [1]. Various experimental parameters such as the nature and relative proportions of metallic catalysts [1] or the kind and pressure of gas can influence the quantity and geometry of bundles produced by the arc process. In this paper, we particularly focus on the role of the nature and pressure of gas used. Systematic studies have been made and we present the results obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and High Resolution Raman Spectroscopy (HRRS).

INTRODUCTION

Since their observation for the first time [2] as a by-product of fullerene materials formed by the arc technique, carbon nanotubes have attracted a great interest from a fundamental point of view and as well for future applications. Even if some production techniques have been improved [1, 3], the main point remains obtaining large quantities of pure nanotubes. Only a systematic study of the production parameters and their influence on the growth of carbon nanotubes can enhance the quantity and quality of nanotubes produced. In the following sections, we will study the effect of the nature and pressure of gas used during the production of carbon SWNTs by the arc technique.

Experimental

The synthesis are carried out in a water-cooled experimental chamber [4] first evacuated and then filled with an inert gas. Two graphite rods (also cooled with water) are used as electrodes. One is pure graphite while the other one is drilled and filled with a mixture of Ni: Y: C. This composite rod, acting as the anode, is moved towards the fixed cathode until the distance between them is so small that a current (100 A) passes through them, producing an electric arc discharge. The temperature of the plasma created in the interelectrode region is extremely high (on the order of 3000 K) and carbon sublimes. By controlling the voltage (around 35-40 V), the distance between rods can be controlled and kept constant, in order to reduce the fluctuations of the plasma.
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Various pressures of both helium and argon ranging from 100 to 1500 mbar have been tested. The macroscopic products obtained are very different depending on the gas and pressure. At low pressures (from 100 to 300 mbar) of helium, a small (Å1g, 1.5 cm long) hard grey deposit grows at the surface of the cathode. Around this deposit is formed a small (Å200 mg), black and crumby collaret. Crumbly soot is also collected from the reactor walls. Increasing the helium pressure between 400 and 800 mbar, we observe a very long (Å2.5 g, 5.5 cm long) deposit at the surface of the cathode and a very large (Å600 mg) and spongy black collaret similar to a soft belt around it. A lot of web-like structures can be found growing from the cathode to the reactor walls where rubbery soot is now collected in large pieces. At higher pressures (900-1500 mbar), a medium (Å2g, 3.5 cm long) deposit is grown on the cathode. When formed (under 1300 mbar), the collaret is very small (Å20 mg). A few webs are found and the soot on the reactor walls is again crumby. When using argon instead of helium, we find, at low pressures (100-300 mbar), a medium (Å2g, 3 cm long) deposit, a very small collaret (Å50 mg), no webs and a very few of crumby soot. At intermediate pressures (400-800 mbar), the deposit is bigger (Å3g, 6 cm long) but the collaret is always small (Å20 mg) and no webs are formed. A very small quantity of crumby soot is collected from the reactor walls. Between 900 and 1500 mbar, the deposit is quite long (Å3g, 5 cm long), the collaret is becoming smaller and smaller (Å10 mg), the soot is crumby and no webs are observed.

Known to contain the highest density of SWNTs among the products formed by the arc technique [1], the collaret was studied in details using SEM, HRTEM, XRD and HRRS for each of the experimental conditions described above.

Results

SEM pictures obtained at low (100-300 mbar) (fig.1) and high (900-1200 mbar) (fig.3) pressures of helium show a low density of fibrilar structures demonstrated to be bundles of SWNTs [1]. On the contrary, at medium (400-800 mbar) pressures (fig.2), a large amount of such fibrilar structures curved and crossing each other is observed. The diameter of these fibres is between 10 and 20 nm. Their length is always more than 1 mm.

These results are well correlated with HRTEM studies. At low pressures, we observe a low density of short and small bundles of carbon SWNTs covered with amorphous carbon. Increasing the pressure, we increase the density, the length and the size of bundles of carbon SWNTs. In a bundle, a few tens individual SWNTs are found to be very well organized in a two-dimensional triangular lattice with a parameter of about 17 Å. These bundles are free of amorphous carbon at medium pressures while they are covered with at higher pressures. In this latter case, also isolated tubes are observed.

XRD studies (fig.7) on the samples obtained at intermediate helium pressures show an intense peak at Q=0.43 Å⁻¹ and smaller ones in the low Q region (from 0 to 2.5 Å⁻¹) while no peaks are observed at low and high pressures. These peaks have already been explained as related to the organization of SWNTs in a two-dimensional triangular lattice having a parameter of 17 Å [1, 3] which is consistent with the HRTEM observations. At the high Q values and for each pressure, we observe two peaks (3.1 and 3.6 Å⁻¹) which correspond to pure (111) and (200) FCC nickel respectively.

HRRS experiments (fig.8) show no effect of the pressure on the diameter of the SWNTs. Indeed whatever the pressure is, the obtained spectra are exactly the same, presenting a narrow distribution of tube diameters between 10 and 20 Å.
Concerning the results obtained by varying the argon pressure, preliminary SEM pictures show that the highest density of fibriles structures is observed at low pressures (fig.4,5,6). Compared to helium, the optimal pressure for the formation of carbon SWNTs with argon seems to be lower. With the arc technique, results obtained with argon are quite different from those obtained with helium while they are exactly the same using helium or argon with the laser ablation method.

![Figure 7: XRD spectra at various pressures](image)

![Figure 8: Raman spectra at various pressures](image)

**Discussion**

From the observations obtained by varying the helium pressure, it seems that pressure forces the individual SWNTs to arrange themselves in bundles. From 400 mbar of helium, the SWNTs are very well organized in a two-dimensional triangular lattice while this is not observed at lower pressures. There seems to be an optimal pressure around 400-600 mbar where the bundles are very long, very large and not covered with amorphous carbon.

From the observations obtained by varying the argon pressure, we can say that the optimal pressure for the formation of carbon SWNTs is shifted to lower pressures. It seems that helium is more favorable to the production of carbon SWNTs than argon as the density of fibrilar structures is higher in the case of helium than in the case of argon but we need more characterization experiments.

**Summary**

Only systematic studies of the influence of the experimental parameters on the production of carbon SWNTs can lead to optimal conditions and can give a better understanding of their growth mechanism.
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Laser-assisted Production of Multi-walled Carbon Nanotubes from Acetylene
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Abstract. A batch method for the gas phase production of carbon nanotubes by the catalytic decomposition of acetylene has been developed. Metal clusters are formed by laser vaporization of solid nickel in situ in the hot reaction tube containing a mixture of acetylene and argon. The laser generated clusters act as catalysts for the growth of nanotubes. With this method multi-walled tubes were obtained with inner diameters of 3-10 nm and outer diameters of 10-100 nm, respectively. TEM analysis shows that the tubes are well graphitized.

INTRODUCTION

For at least four decades the chemical vapour deposition (CVD) has been known as a technique suitable for the production of filamentous carbon by the catalytic decomposition of carbon monoxide or hydrocarbons on metal catalysts (1-7).

During the past years new methods for the production of carbon fibrils have been developed which are based on the co-vaporization of graphite and a metal catalyst either in an electric arc discharge (8-10) or by high power laser irradiation (11).

We have combined the laser vaporization technique with the CVD method. In our set-up the laser is used to vaporize the solid catalyst and generate catalytic metal aggregates in situ in the hot reaction tube while the carbon is being introduced as a gaseous compound. In this way it should be possible to achieve higher absolute yields, since the supply of carbon is not limited by the vaporization of solid graphite. The growth of tubes take place in the gas phase as well as at the walls of the reaction tube. Most of the process parameters can be controlled independently.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments have been performed in a reaction chamber originally designed for the laser vaporization of graphite and modified according to Figure 1. A nickel target attached to a water cooled rod was placed in the center of the tube. The quartz reaction chamber was filled with a mixture of argon and acetylene at a pressure of 300 mbar (P(Ar) = 260 mbar, P(C2H2) = 40 mbar). The focussed laser beam of the high power laser was scanned over the target in a circle using a rotating mirror. Experimental results were obtained with two pulsed Nd:Yag-lasers with λ=1064 nm, ν=20 Hz, pulse length 5 ns or 30 ns and pulse energy 700 mJ or 1000 mJ respectively. The laser was operated for 2 to 4 minutes generating highly excited nickel aggregates.

After cooling down the reaction chamber the reaction products were removed from the target holder and from the walls of the chamber. The samples were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX).
RESULTS

The laser parameters were not optimized with respect to the particle size. From TEM pictures of our samples the size of the nickel aggregates can be estimated to be between less than 1 nm and 100 nm.

The reaction product removed from the chamber contains parts that consist almost entirely of multi-walled nanotubes as shown in Figure 2. These tubes have outer diameters of 10 to 40 nm, in some cases 50 to 100 nm. Inner diameters are between 3 and 10 nm. High resolution TEM clearly demonstrate an almost perfect crystalline graphitic structure of the walls. Some of the tubes have a nickel aggregate at its end. Others have open ends, possibly by a loss of the catalyst particle. Most of the metal aggregates found at the end of the tubes are rather elongated than spherical. The size of these particles is 15 to 25 nm in the smaller dimension. Clusters incorporated in or between tubes vary between 5 and 10 nm in diameter. Other tube containing parts of the samples are covered with a significant amount of amorphous carbon. Very small nickel clusters are often embedded in this material between the tubes.
GROWTH MODEL

The growth model for CVD was first proposed from Baker et al (4) who found a remarkable correlation of the directly measured activation energies for the growth of the fibrils with those for the diffusion of carbon through the corresponding metals. The model describes the formation of carbon nanotubes in four stages:

1. Hydrocarbon molecules are adsorbed at the surfaces of small metal aggregates. Its surfaces have different catalytic activity. (Figure 3a)

2. The active metal surfaces crack the carbon – hydrogen bonds. The carbon diffuses into the bulk material. For unsaturated hydrocarbons this process is highly exothermic, leading to a heating of the active sides. (Figure 3b)

3. When the saturation limit for carbon at the cooler surfaces of the particle is reached, the carbon is precipitated from the metal surface which is an endothermic process. The resulting temperature gradient from the active surfaces to the other sides within the particle is the driving force for the carbon diffusion through the particle. The rather slow diffusion determines the overall reaction rate. To avoid energetically unfavorable dangling bonds a carbon tube with a closed cap is formed. (Figure 3c)

4. In the hot environment the acetylene also reacts with itself to form larger molecules, which condense at the surfaces of the tubes and particles. If this excess carbon does not diffuse fast enough into the metal particles, the metallic particles become completely encapsulated and thus stopping further growth. (Figure 3d)
DISCUSSION

In our experiment the laser generated nickel aggregates react with the acetylene either directly in the gas phase or after deposition on the quartz walls of the reaction chamber. The smaller the particles are the faster should be the growth rate. For big particles the reaction should be too slow due to the long diffusion lengths and the short reaction times. This explains why there is almost no contribution of aggregates larger than 25 nm under our reaction conditions.

We believe that very small particles are also not useful for the growth of tubes. To avoid dangling bonds during the growth process the whole tube end should be in contact with the metal surface. But tubes of very small diameters are not favorable because of its inner strain. Therefore the particle’s diameter should be at least as large as the tube’s ones.

The tube growth in the gas phase according to the model should only take place, if there are surfaces of different reactivity. Theoretical studies (12) suggest that icosahedral cluster structures are favored for small clusters with less than a few thousand atoms, while single crystals are estimated to occur at 17000 atoms corresponding to a minimum particle size of about 7 nm.
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Effect of Hydrogenation on Catalytically Produced Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract. Carbon nanotubes can now be produced in large scale by catalytic decomposition of acetylene in the presence of various supported metal catalysts. However, purification of the tubes obtained by this process is very difficult because it requires the separation both from the catalyst (support and metal particles) and the amorphous carbon which is a product of the thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons. In this work, separation of nanotubes from the catalyst has been carried out using an acidic treatment. On the other hand, the elimination of amorphous carbon by hydrogenation has also been investigated. The quality of the nanotubes was characterized by means of transmission electron microscopy and the yield of pure nanotubes was also determined.

INTRODUCTION

Since 1993, the catalytic decomposition of acetylene in the presence of various supported transition metal catalysts has been widely investigated in our laboratory (1-3). In these studies, it was shown that the catalytic decomposition of acetylene is an effective method to synthesize carbon nanotubes of different forms and having lengths up to 60 μm. However, the tubes produced by this method are always associated with a significant amount of amorphous carbon which comes from the thermal decomposition of the hydrocarbon. In this work, elimination of amorphous carbon by a hydrogenation treatment was investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Carbon nanotubes were produced by catalytic decomposition of acetylene over supported catalyst Co / zeolite NaY containing about 2.5% weight of metal. The catalyst was prepared by the impregnation method described earlier (4). The synthesis of nanotubes was carried out in a fixed-bed flow reactor (quartz tube of 50 mm diameter, 80 mm in length in a Carbolite horizontal reactor) at 600°C with a time of...
contacting of acetylene (reaction time) of 60 min. The acetylene and nitrogen flow were 20 ml/min and 110 ml/min, respectively. For the characterization of the samples obtained by this catalytic process, transmission electron microscopy (Philips CM 20) was used.

From figure 1a, it can be seen that catalyst particles are covered by a large amount of carbon nanotubes. Separation of the nanotubes from the catalyst (support and metal particles) was performed using fluorhydric acid (4-5) with stirring during 24 hours. According to low resolution TEM observations, amorphous carbon (dark spots in Figure 1b) is released from the inner pores of the zeolite support during the acidic treatment.

![TEM images](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Low magnification TEM images of carbon nanotubes produced in the decomposition of acetylene at 600°C over Co / NaY catalyst. a) As made nanotubes over the support b) Nanotubes recovered by filtration after dissolution of the catalyst in HF.

Elimination of amorphous carbon by hydrogenation was then investigated under different conditions of temperature, reaction time and gas flows. For this purification process, each time 50 mg of carbon deposit obtained after the HF treatment (Figure 1b) hydrogenated in a horizontal reactor.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Influence of hydrogenation temperature**

The reaction temperature was varied between 750 and 1000°C under different conditions of hydrogenation. It was observed that by varying the temperature, the carbon yield obtained after the hydrogenation treatment is unchanged (See graph 1). Concerning the quality and purity of hydrogenated nanotubes, low magnification TEM images showed that amorphous carbon could be partially removed from the initial
sample during hydrogenation (Figure 2a) but nanotubes were also consumed (Figure 2b).

![Low magnification images of carbon nanotubes after hydrogenation.](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Low magnification images of carbon nanotubes after hydrogenation in the conditions: H₂ flow 10 ml/min, N₂ flow 10 ml/min, temperature 900 °C. a) Amorphous carbon is partially removed from the sample. b) Long and mainly short carbon nanotubes.

**Influence of the reaction time**

The reaction time was investigated between 5 min to 8 hours. As a result, the carbon yield decreased when the reaction time increased (Graph 2), but no selectivity was observed in the hydrogenation process: amorphous carbon but also nanotubes were partially eliminated from the initial sample.

**Influence of the hydrogen and nitrogen flows**

The hydrogen and nitrogen flows were both varied between 10 ml/min to 50 ml/min. These series of experiments showed no variation of the carbon yield and hand no selectivity between nanotubes and amorphous carbon in the hydrogenation process: they were consumed in the same time.

**GRAPH 1.** Carbon yield variation versus temperature in the following conditions: H₂ flow 50 ml/min, N₂ flow 50 ml/min, reaction time 270 min.

**GRAPH 2.** Carbon yield variation versus reaction time in the following conditions: H₂ flow 10 ml/min, N₂ flow 10 ml/min, 900 °C.
CONCLUSION

Although hydrogenation can eliminate part of the amorphous carbon contained in the samples produced by catalytic decomposition of acetylene, this treatment is not selective and destroys also the nanotubes. The lack of selectivity is probably due to the high temperature required for the hydrogenation process (> 700°C).
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The Role of Catalyst Support in Carbon Nanotube Synthesis
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Abstract. Acetylene decomposition over supported cobalt (or iron) catalysts proved to be an effective method for the preparation of well-graphitized carbon nanotubes. Compared to other techniques, catalytic synthesis is operated under relatively mild reaction conditions (700°C, atmospheric pressure) and experimental apparatus is very simple.

In order to improve catalyst performance, we try to understand the reaction mechanism. Catalysts were prepared by the impregnation method using different materials as catalyst support. Physico-chemical characterization of the samples were carried out by XRD, IR, etc. Surface acidity was measured by pyridine adsorption technique. Catalyst samples were tested in the decomposition of acetylene in a fixed bed flow reactor at 722°C. The quantity of carbon deposit was weighted (catalyst activity). The quality of carbon nanotubes produced was characterized by means of transmission electron microscopy.

INTRODUCTION

Acetylene decomposition over supported cobalt (or iron) catalysts proved to be an effective method for the preparation of well-graphitized carbon nanotubes. Catalytic synthesis is operated under relatively mild reaction conditions (~700°C, atmospheric pressure) and experimental apparatus is very simple. Some of our previous investigations suggested that beside catalyst particles, catalyst support also has a significant role in activity and carbon nanotube selectivity.

Unsupported catalyst samples showed neither activity nor selectivity in carbon nanotube synthesis [1]. Previous results were obtained mainly using silica gel or zeolite as catalyst support [1-4].

In order to improve catalyst performance, we try to understand the reaction mechanism. Various materials with different crystallinity, structure, surface area, acidity have been applied as catalyst support, and tested in carbon nanotube synthesis.
EXPERIMENTAL

Catalysts were prepared by the impregnation method using different oxide materials (different silica and alumina materials, zeolite-type materials, TiO₂, SnO₂, and MgO) as catalyst support. Cobalt was deposited on the surface from a slightly basic solution, and the final catalysts contain 1 w% of cobalt, respectively. Before reaction, the samples were calcined in air at 450°C for 4.5 hours. Physico-chemical characterisation of the samples were carried out by XRD and density measurements. Surface acidity was measured by pyridine adsorption technique.

Catalyst samples (approx. 60 mg in each reaction) were tested in the decomposition of acetylene (20 ml/min in 80 ml/min nitrogen flow) in a fixed bed flow reactor at 722°C (Thermolyne F21130-26 oven). The quantity of carbon deposit was weighted. Catalyst activity is given as a ratio of carbon deposit and initial catalyst (g/g). The nature of carbon nanotubes produced was characterized by means of transmission electron microscopy (Tesla BS-500). For EM sample preparation copper grid and the glue technique was applied.

RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes results of XRD and density measurements and carbon yields in catalytic test. Crystallinity and surface acidity of support have no significant effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>cryst.</th>
<th>carbon yield (g/g)</th>
<th>( \rho ) (g/cm³)*</th>
<th>( \rho ) (g/cm³)**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co/MgO</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.2126</td>
<td>1.4279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/TiO₂ (rutile)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.4856</td>
<td>3.9844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/TiO₂ (anatase)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.5295</td>
<td>3.6166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/SnO₂</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.2929</td>
<td>4.5148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/Bentonite-H</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.5009</td>
<td>2.0448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/alumina</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.8385</td>
<td>3.8840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/alumina (Katalco)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.4118</td>
<td>1.5879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/alumina, activated basic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.9403</td>
<td>3.5202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/fumed alumina</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.0281</td>
<td>3.5943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/kieselgel</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.5043</td>
<td>2.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/silicagel 15-40µ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.4063</td>
<td>1.5760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/silicagel 5-25µ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.2683</td>
<td>1.9880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co/Cab-O-Sil</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>1.6278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* apparent density
** true density

Table 1  Cristallinity, carbon yield and density of catalyst samples
on carbon nanotube synthesis. A considerable difference was found in apparent density values. Relevant surface area could not be measured for materials having pore diameter larger than a few nanometers. Many catalysts produced carbon yield of 1.0 g/g or higher value, but the quality of carbon deposit was very altering, as it is illustrated on electron microscopy images.

MgO-supported Co catalyst has high activity but absolutely no tubular carbon was found on the surface. Both forms of TiO$_2$, namely rutile and anatase were used for catalyst synthesis. Neither activity nor selectivity was remarkable. Co/SnO$_2$ sample did not give special results. After having good experiences with zeolites [3], carbon fibers formed over montmorillonite-supported sample were a kind of regress.

Carbon yield of alumina-supported catalyst was quite low, and the quality of the tubes was satisfactory. Using activated basic alumina improved both catalyst activity and selectivity. Prominent results were obtained with fumed alumina support. Carbon nanotubes were produced in a good quality with a yield of about 1.0 g/g. While some regions are similar to other samples, carbon nanotubes can also be found separately from the catalyst particles as it can be seen on Figure 1.

![Carbon nanotubes on the surface of Co/fumed alumina](image)

**Figure 1** Carbon nanotubes on the surface of Co/fumed alumina

SiO$_2$ materials with different morphology were also used for catalyst synthesis. Pure quartz sand is not suitable for support. Kiesel gel has an average activity and produced tubes with varying quality. Certain silica gel proved to be a good support with high carbon yield and well-graphitized nanotubes. Catalysts on Cab-O-Sil (fumed silica) support gave the best results. Carbon nanotubes with regular spirals can be seen on the TEM image of Figure 2.
DISCUSSION

From our investigations it can be concluded that both activity and selectivity is very sensitive to the nature of catalyst support.

SiO₂ and Al₂O₃ provides a great variety of possible structures. Microamorphous silica materials are composed of ultimate particles or structural units <1μm. So-called pyrogenic silicas are formed at high temperature by condensation of SiO₂ from the vapor phase. They have high surface area and very low apparent density. These features provide very high outer surface for cobalt dispersion.

Catalysts using support with low apparent density showed not only high activity but produced well-graphitized carbon nanotubes. With a view to high yield and good separability, fumed materials (mainly silica and alumina) seem to be the most advantageous catalyst supports.
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Pyrolysis of C_{60}-thin films yields
Ni-filled sharp nanotubes
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Abstract. Highly graphitised needle-like elongated carbon nanostructures containing encapsulated Ni, are produced by heating alternating thin films of C_{60} and Ni on a silica plate at 950 °C. High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) studies reveal that these tapering structures are fully filled with Ni and are closed at both ends. The diameters of the needles (ca. 2-5 μm in length) range between 10-20 nm at one end and 30-200 nm at the other. A surprisingly high degree of graphitisation was observed for the nanostructures. They may prove to be useful as Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) tips due to their shape.

INTRODUCTION

Chemical/wetting and capillarity methods are used to fill the inner cores of carbon nanotubes with pure metals or metal oxides (1-3). However, these processes only result in partial incorporation of the metal/oxide. The modified Krätschmer-Huffman apparatus, in conjunction with graphite/metal mixtures as anodes also generates nanotubes partly filled with metals (e.g. Se, Sb, Ge, Mn) (4,5) and metal carbides (e.g. ZrC, TaC, HfC, etc.) (6) in addition to encapsulated carbon particles. Condensed-phase methods are now available which permit efficient introduction of low melting point metals (e.g. Bi, Sn, Pb) into carbon nanotubes, which exhibit moderately disordered graphite domains (7). In this context, we describe the generation of carbon nanotubes, fully filled with Ni using C_{60} as a pure carbon source. The graphitisation of the tubes is remarkably high and, due to their ferromagnetic properties, they may prove to be useful as magnetic data storage devices and novel STM probes.
EXPERIMENTAL

Alternating thin (ca. 20-30 nm) films of C_{60} and Ni (5 in total; see Fig. 1a) were successively deposited on a silica substrate (5 mm wide; 25 mm long; 1 mm thick). In the following way. First, C_{60} powder was sublimed from a tungsten boat on to the silica plate. Then an electron beam (15 A, 4-5 kV) was used to sublime Ni onto the C_{60} film. The procedure was repeated, and a final C_{60} layer was deposited on top of the second Ni-film (Fig.1a). At this stage the upper C60 film was a shiny dark. The coated substrate was inserted into a silica tube (600 mm long; 5 mm OD), which was placed inside a furnace fitted with a temperature controller. An Ar flow (40 ml/min) was passed through the tube in the direction of the furnace in order to remove oxygen from the system. The furnace was then heated to 950 °C, and was then moved towards the cold (room temperature) substrate. After 2-5 min, the furnace was removed and the substrate, upon cooling, taken out of the silica tube. (see Fig.1b) The upper C_{60} surface of the substrate was now a matt black. The silica plate was sonicated in acetone (2 cm³) for 5 min and a few drops of the resulting suspension was transferred onto a holey carbon grid (400 mesh) for TEM and HRTEM observations (JEM400 at 400 keV, Hitachi 7100 at 125 keV).

![FIGURE 1](image)

(a) Alternating thin (ca. 20-30 nm) films (5 in total) of C_{60} and Ni deposited on a silica plate; (b) thermolysis apparatus.

RESULTS

A TEM inspection of the material revealed the presence of needle-like structures (fully Ni encapsulated nanotubes) (Fig.2) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Both types of structure were highly graphitic. The quality of graphitisation is unusual for pyrolytic material produced at 950 °C (see Fig.3a) (the temperature associated with arc discharge methods is much higher (2000-4000°C)). The Ni-filled needles (2-5μm long taper from and 200-30nm to 20-10 nm OD Fig.3b,c).
In some cases, the encapsulated Ni creates steps along the needle axis (Fig. 4). We believe that gaseous carbon (arising from the $C_\infty$ fragmentation at high temperature) diffuses through the metallic Ni and subsequently is extruded as graphite sheets, thus creating needles and/or tubes. It is noteworthy that in all the observed cases, Ni single crystals are contained into the inner core of the nanostructures.
CONCLUSIONS

Pyrolysis of a layered Ni/C\textsubscript{o} mixture yields novel needle like carbon structures, resembling drawn out capillaries, which are mostly Ni filled. Such needles are more ordered than hollow carbon nanotubes formed during the same process. The latter may be due to extrusion and/or compression of graphene layers which migrate through the Ni. It is noteworthy that pyrolysis of hydrocarbons or other organic precursors over catalysts (e.g. Ni, Fe, Co) never lead to such highly graphitic material, possibly due to the presence of hetero-atoms (e.g. H, N, etc.) within the carbon network. Therefore, the use of C\textsubscript{o} as a pure carbon source during thermolysis experiments proves to be advantageous and to offer a new route to ferromagnetic metal-filled carbon nanotubes.
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Nanotechnology of Nanotubes and Nanowires: From Aligned Carbon Nanotubes to Silicon Oxide Nanowires
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Abstract. Laser etching of Co, Ni and Fe films, in conjunction with the pyrolysis of solid organic precursors (e.g. aminochlorotriazine, melamine, etc.) generates aligned carbon nanotube bundles and films of uniform length (< 200 μm) and diameter (30 Å - 80 Å). However, nanotube alignment strongly depends upon laser etching conditions (e.g. laser power, pulse duration and focus distance). Additionally, condensed-phase techniques, using mixtures of molten LiCl and soft metals (e.g. Bi, Pb, etc.) as electrolytes, generate high yields of metallic nanowires (< 45% overall material and < 2 μm in length, < 100 nm OD). Finally, it is shown that novel 3-D flower-like silica nanostructures are produced by a simple and surprising solid-phase approach. It is observed that single catalytic nanoparticles act as nucleation sites, leading to unusual morphologies of silicon oxide nanofibres (20-120 nm OD and < 200 μm). The latter structures may be useful in the context of catalysis, 3-D composite materials, and optoelectronic devices, thus breaking new ground in nanowire and nanofibre technology.

INTRODUCTION

Nanometer scale materials research continues to accelerate and, as a result, novel structures with remarkable mechanical and transport properties have been developed. Some of these nanostructures may prove to be very useful as microscope probes (1), field emission sources (2), gas storage materials (3), and as super-strong carbon-fibre-reinforced materials. In this context, we describe new results obtained using pyrolytic, electrolytic and gas-solid methods, which lead to aligned carbon nanotubes, metal nanowires and silicon oxide nanofibres respectively.
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ALIGNED NANOTUBES

The generation of aligned nanotube arrays, was first achieved by cutting thin slices (50-200 nm thick) of a nanotube-composite polymer (4). The tubes appeared to be well separated as a result of mechanical deformation suffered by their being embedded in the polymer. However, the alignment was impractical for larger areas (4). In this context, two recent reports describe the large scale synthesis of aligned carbon nanotubes, of uniform length and diameter, by pyrolysis of organic precursors over templated/catalyst supports (5,6). These methods are by far superior as compared to plasma arcs, since other graphitic structures such as polyhedral particles, encapsulated particles and amorphous carbon are notably absent.

Metal thin films (ca. 10-100 nm) were deposited on silica plates using sublimation techniques. The plates were then exposed to air and etched with single laser pulses (Nd:YAG 266nm and 355nm; 5-20 mJ per pulse) using cylindrical lenses (65 mm focal length), thus creating linear tracks (width 1-20 mm; length ≤ 5mm; Fig. 1) where the metal had been ablated.

FIGURE 1. AFM image of an etched nanotrack (laser in focus on the film) showing how the uniform channel is made. It is believed that along this channel/track uniform metal and/or metal oxide nanoparticles (≤ 50nm OD) are generated evenly by the laser striking the thin film.

In particular, the pyrolysis of organic precursors containing nitrogen (e.g. 2-amino-4,6-dichloro-s-triazine, melamine, etc.) over laser-etched thin metal films (e.g. Ni, Co, Fe) yields aligned nanotubes that grow perpendicularly to the catalytic substrate 'only' in the etched regions (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2. SEM images of aligned nanotube films generated by pyrolysis of melamine over laser etched Fe thin films (laser out of focus, thus creating wider tracks): (a) low magnification, in which films of nanotubes grow along the laser etched tracks; (b) higher magnification of a single track showing aligned nanotubes of uniform length (20 μm) and diameter (30-80 nm).
FIGURE 3. SEM images of aligned nanotubes produced by pyrolysing aminodichlorotriazine over laser-etched Fe thin films (laser in focus): (a) low magnification of an area showing well-aligned nanotubes; (b) higher magnification of (a) exhibiting aligned nanotubes with uniform dimensions. HRTEM images of this sample showed extremely good graphitisation within the nanotube walls.

Pyrolysis experiments were conducted with aminodichlorotriazine and Fe laser-etched thin films, generated long aligned nanotube bundles (< 200 μm, 20-40 nm OD; Fig. 3). It is important to note that laser etching energies > 10 mJ per pulse or double laser shots on the thin films, frustrate (almost totally) the nanotube growth. Therefore, careful control of the laser energy should be excercised when generating the catalytic substrate.

NANOWIRES

Condensed phase processes offer alternative routes to nanotubes and encapsulated compounds (7,8). Electrolysis experiments, performed using pure LiCl as electrolyte in conjunction with graphite electrodes, produced mainly nanotubes (30-35 nm OD.; 5-7 nm id.) and graphite-like nanostructures (7). Interestingly, with 0.5-1% SnCl2 in LiCl, fully-filled carbon nanotubes (termed nanowires) were generated (30-50 % of extracted material) (8). Electron and X-ray powder diffraction studies indicated that the encapsulated material was β-Sn. Furthermore, the presence of small quantities of Pb or Bi (< 1% by weight) in LiCl also yielded nanowires of the respective metals (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 4. (a) HRTEM image of a Pb nanowire generated by electrolysis of graphite in molten Pb-LiCl mixtures (1:100 ratio) at 600 °C. The nanowire walls appear to be essentially graphitic, but fairly disordered; (b) Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum of (a), exhibiting Pb and C signals (Cu signals arise from the TEM grid).
It is important to note that the epitaxial relationship between the metal crystals and carbon (graphitic) shells, which is usually observed in arc discharge material (produced in the presence of high melting point metals), was absent. In general, the carbon nanowire walls appear to be essentially graphitic, but fairly disordered (see Fig. 4).

**SILICON OXIDE NANOSTRUCTURES**

Novel flower-like nanostructures consisting of silicon oxide nanofibers, radially attached to a single catalytic particle, are generated in bulk quantities by a simple yet effective solid-gas-solid method. In this process, a mixture of SiC and Co powders, deposited on silica substrates and heated under an Ar atmosphere at ca. 1500°C, produced material with unusual 3-dimensional (3D) networks of nanofibers of uniform diameter (ca. 20 - 120 nm) and length (ca. 10 - 250 µm).

SEM, HRTEM and X-ray powder diffraction analyses reveal that the generated nanofibres are amorphous and consist only of silicon oxide. The formation of the nanostructures is catalysed by large Co particles, which act as nucleation centres and templates for the 3D growth (see Fig. 5).

![Figure 5](image)
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**FIGURE 5.** SEM images: (a) surface of the bulk material covered by silicon oxide flower-like nanostructures; (b) higher magnification of a nanoflower exhibiting pronounced 3-dimensional features radiating from a spherical core.

It is possible that smaller Co particles act as aggregation sites for fiber growth, and may prevail at the growing ends during nanoflower formation. It is noteworthy that the number of arms and the size of the central particles within the nanoflowers are intimately related. For instance, as the size of the central core decreases, the more radial grown nanofibres appear. HRTEM and EDX analyses confirmed that the single spherical particle, located in the radial centers of the nanoflowers and surrounded by silicon oxide, is metallic Co. Experiments using Si₃N₄ and Si in conjunction with other catalysts (e.g. Fe, Ni and CoO) yield similar results and confirm that the resulting SiOₓ fibres display virtually unique and remarkable radial growth starting from single metal particles.
CONCLUSIONS

Matrices consisting of aligned nanotube bundles may be useful as novel mechanically strong composite materials and as ultra-fine field emission sources. However, further research is needed in this direction. The novel electrolytic technique for the production of fully-filled metallic nanowires (e.g. Pb, Bi, Sn) has been discussed. Note that in the arc discharge method, the encapsulated material inside carbon nanotubes is usually a metal carbide and is not fully located within the nanotube. Finally, the elegant silicon oxide (flower-like) nanostructures may prove to be useful in nanoscale devices, optoelectronic sensors, 3-dimensional composite materials, novel catalytic supports and biological microfilters and, in particular, in situations where network growth is important.
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Bulk Properties of Crystalline Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes: Purification, Pressure Effects and Transport
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Abstract. Pulsed laser ablation (PLA) has been scaled up to yield several grams/day of single-walled nanotubes. Annealed, purified material is highly crystalline, essentially free of amorphous carbon, fullerenes and catalyst residues, and about 3 times denser than the highly porous, as-grown product. In principle the interactions between tubes in a rope, and/or between rope crystallites, may be “tuned” by 3 different approaches - chemical doping, hydrostatic pressure, or purification/annealing, all of which have a dramatic effect on the temperature dependence of resistivity. In particular, we suggest that the crossover from positive to negative dR/dT at low temperature is a 3D effect and not an intrinsic property of isolated neutral SWNT.

Large quantities of single-walled carbon nanotubes are produced in good yield by laser ablation (1) or carbon arc (2). A purification scheme involving acid reflux, cross-flow filtration and vacuum annealing has been developed (3). Combined with an enlarged graphite target and 10 cm. diameter quartz flow tube, this scheme is capable of producing grams/day of high purity randomly-oriented SWNT material. A primary goal of this work is to characterize this material.

Purification begins with a 45 hr. reflux in 2-3 M nitric acid, followed by centrifugation. The sediment still contains substantial trapped acid which is removed by repeated washing in de-ionized water. Electron microscope observation of the sediment showed that the SWNT were coated with acid decomposition products, which could be removed by vacuum filter washing with pH 11 NaOH solution and hollow fiber cross-flow filtration (CFF). The use of a surfactant (Triton X 100, non-ionic, Aldrich, Milwaukee, WI) helps to maintain the SWNT in suspension during this procedure.

High resolution TEM images at this stage show the material to still contain a significant quantity of impurities. In order to remove these, our approach has been to use successively more oxidizing acid treatments. These are sufficiently reactive to attack the SWNT from the sides so the reaction times are kept much shorter. The
first of these is a (3:1) mixture of sulfuric (98%) and nitric (70%) acids (typically 500 ml) stirred and maintained at 70 °C in an oil bath for 20-30 min. This is followed by another CFF cycle as described above. The final polish is done with a 4:1 mixture of sulfuric acid (98%) and hydrogen peroxide (30%) following the same procedure as with the sulfuric/nitric mixture. TEM imaging at this stage reveals the SWNT to be largely free of impurities.

X-ray diffraction was performed in order to determine the effects of chemical treatment and annealing on the nanotubes and their crystalline organization, to follow the evolution of impurity phases throughout the process, and to obtain another estimate of the diameter distribution. Figure 1 shows the evolution of diffraction profiles from the as-grown material to the final product. Crystallinity is largely destroyed by the acid treatment and is restored and enhanced by vacuum annealing. Surprisingly the intermediate product also exhibits peaks attributable to crystalline C_{60} which must have been present as isolated molecules or small aggregates in the initial material. Peaks associated with small crystallites of Co/ Ni catalyst are essentially gone after purification, although the material still responds (weakly) to a permanent magnet.

![X-ray diffraction data](image)

Figure 1. Raw x-ray data for 2 inch SWNT material. TOP (zero shifted to 20000 for clarity): as-grown and acid-treated material. (*) indicate peaks from Ni/Co catalyst and (+) are indexable as fcc C_{60}. BOTTOM: after final vacuum anneal.

The directionally averaged resistivity $\langle \rho \rangle$ was measured on rectangular pieces 2-4 mm wide and 8 mm long. In Figure 2, the temperature dependence of $\langle \rho \rangle$ from 90 K to 550 K shows some unexpected variation with purification. The combination of chemical processes reduces the absolute value of $\langle \rho \rangle$ by a factor of 25, which we attribute to the removal of non-conducting impurities and some degree of compaction which improves interparticle contacts. Subsequent vacuum annealing increases $\langle \rho \rangle$ by about 4 times. The major difference between these
two states of the material is the more highly developed inter-tube ordering in the latter (cf. Figure 1). More dramatically, the temperature dependence changes sign after annealing. $\langle \rho \rangle(T)$ is strongly metallic for the as-grown material, with positive $d\rho/dT$ persisting down to at least 90 K; previous experiments (4,5) on non-purified, vacuum-annealed samples showed a crossover to negative $d\rho/dT$ at 200 K. $\langle \rho \rangle(T)$ remains metallic after acid treatment albeit with a smaller slope, but the slope changes sign after vacuum-annealing the purified material. The x-ray data suggests that the latter should come closest to the intrinsic behavior of well-ordered, randomly oriented, rope crystallites while the as-grown and acid-treated samples no doubt contain large fractions of isolated tubes or very small crystals.

![Resistivity vs Temperature Graph](image)

Figure 2. Four-probe resistivity vs. temperature for 2 inch material. The acid purification results in a 25-fold reduction in rho with little change in temperature dependence. Vacuum annealing increases rho somewhat and the T dependence changes from metallic to non-metallic (see text).

The sign change of $d<\rho>/dT$ with crystallinity is consistent with an effect we observed upon potassium doping of highly crystalline but unpurified material. Before the development of the acid/filtration process, the usual procedure was to vacuum-anneal the raw product to remove fullerenes and some of the metal impurities; the resulting material was used for our initial x-ray studies of the triangular rope lattice (1). After vapor-transport doping with potassium in sealed glass tubes at 400°C, the major effect on diffraction was an overall loss of Bragg intensity suggesting a reduction in inter-tube correlations (6). The corresponding effect on $<\rho>$ is again dramatic - a 40-fold overall reduction, probably associated with charge transfer (7,8) and again a sign change of $d<\rho>/dT$. Figure 3 shows the normalized temperature dependence before and after doping. The pristine sample shows the typical shallow minimum near 200K while the doped sample shows no sign of the low-T divergence. The latter curve suggests classical Matthiesen's rule.
behavior: \( \rho = \rho_{\text{defects}} + AT^n \) with \( 1 < n < 2 \). The undoped sample is more crystalline than the doped one, so this trend in \( < \rho > (T) \) correlates with inter-tube interactions in the same manner as described above. Similar results were obtained after doping with bromine, an electron acceptor.

![Figure 3](image1.png)

Figure 3. Four-probe resistivity vs. temperature for unoriented unpurified material, before and after doping. Approximate composition of the doped material corresponds to KC_8.

![Figure 4](image2.png)

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of resistance (2-probe) measured at 4 fixed pressures. Data at one atm. from Ref. 5; the rest obtained from the lenticular cell. Note especially the sign change in the derivative between 10 and 22 kbar.

Hydrostatic pressure provides a direct probe of inter-tube interactions. Experiments were performed in an anvil apparatus up to 90 kbar with no pressure-transmitting fluid. Measurements of \( V(P) \) showed that 2-3 cycles up to 27 kbar
yielded a stable compact pellet for which subsequent P cycles yielded reproducible and reversible data (9). Figure 4 shows the evolution of \( \langle \rho \rangle (T) \) with increasing pressure, measured over a limited temperature range. At low pressure the slope remains positive despite a very large volume reduction - the density increases from a few mg/cm\(^3\) to 1-2 g/cm\(^3\). With increasing pressure, the slope decreases continuously, changing sign at about 12 kbar; the crossover temperature \( T^\ast \), from positive to negative slope, increases with increasing pressure. Even after compaction the modulus is 2-3 times lower than theoretical estimates for the inter-tube contribution, so some other processes (e.g. crushing, kinking or bending of tubes) dominate the volume change. The effect of pressure on \( \langle \rho \rangle (T) \) is consistent with the annealing and doping results: the slope becomes negative (or \( T^\ast \) shifts to higher temperature) as the sample becomes more 3D, either from increased inter-tube coupling or improved interparticle contacts.

Several ideas have been proposed to explain the differences between transport in isolated SWNT and crystalline ropes. Backscattering by torsional shape fluctuations is believed to reduce the resistivity slightly with no change in slope (10), contrary to observations. The loss of some symmetry elements upon crystallization was shown to open a 0.1-0.2 eV pseudogap in the density of states (11); this would appear to be far too large to explain the crossover phenomenon which can occur as low as 50 K in an oriented single-rope measurement (5). The dependence of the low-T resistivity on T and electric field was shown in pristine material to be consistent with localization and 3D variable range hopping (12). Here the \( \sim 1 \mu m \) length scale is attributed to defects within a tube or rope rather than interparticle contacts. If this model is correct, we need to explain the extreme reduction in length scale upon doping (or conversely, its extreme increase with annealing after acid treatment). Detailed field- and T-dependent measurements on doped and annealed samples may help clarify the situation.
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Chromatographic purification and size separation of carbon nanotubes
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Abstract. The efficient purification of single-wall and multi-wall carbon nanotubes (NTs) by columnar size exclusion chromatography (SEC) is reported. In this process, carbon nanospheres (polyhedra), amorphous carbon and metal particles are removed from aqueous surfactant-stabilised dispersions of NT raw material. TEM and AFM investigations revealed that more than 40-50% of the purified material consists of individual tubes. In addition, length separation of the tubes is achieved.

1 INTRODUCTION

Several large scale synthesis routes for carbon nanotubes have been reported (1, 2) which, however, lead to by-products of other carbon species. In addition to NTs the soot of a conventional arc discharge experiment contains fullerenes, carbon polyhedra, and amorphous carbon, which are interconnected to a dense network. In the growth of single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) by arc discharge (3) or laser ablation (4) a catalyst is essential (Fe, Ni, Co) which leads to an additional contamination by metal particles. For a number of proposed applications of NTs including hydrogen storage (5), field emission (6), or the fabrication of electronic devices (7, 8, 9), efficient purification and size separation of NTs is very important.

In destructive purification methods like oxidation, the smaller particles are decomposed while some tubes remain. However, the caps of the tubes are opened and chemical functionalities are introduced on the tube surface (10, 11). Non-destructive methods like filtering or flocculation have been reported but their efficiency is limited (12, 13, 14, 15), and especially in filtration techniques blocking of pores is a severe problem. Another disadvantage is that a number of successive filtration steps are required to achieve satisfactory purity and that size selection of the tubes is not easily attained.

Here we report the purification and size separation of multi-wall as well as single-wall NTs through size exclusion chromatography (SEC). The success of this procedure strongly relies upon an appropriate stationary phase like controlled porous glass (CPG)
which is available with large, defined pore sizes and is characterised by a high
chemical stability. SEC is known as a powerful tool for the separation of large
molecules, e.g., biological macromolecules or virus particles (16).

2 EXPERIMENTAL

Dispersions of NTs in water were prepared with the aid of sodium dodecylsulfate
(SDS). For that purpose, 10 mg of MWNT raw material (prepared via a conventional
arc discharge experiment) or 1 mg of SWNT raw material (produced by arc discharge
or laser ablation with Ni/Y catalyst) were added to 2 ml of a 1wt% aqueous SDS
solution and sonicated for 5 min with an ultrasonic tip. After a settling time of 15 min
a black supernatant and a sediment of some undispersed aggregates were obtained. The
supernatant, which is stable for days, was directly subjected to chromatography.

Two successive columns were used for the fractionation of the MWNTs. The
purpose of the first column was to remove the majority of small particles and
fullerenes. The packing (7 cm x 2 cm$^3$) of this column consisted of controlled pore
glass (CPG) with an average pore size of 140 nm (CPG 1400 Å, Fluka). The column
was loaded with 1.5 ml of the supernatant and eluted with a 0.25 wt% aqueous SDS
solution buffered at pH 7. The flow rate was adjusted to 9 ml/h. After a void volume
of 16 ml, two fractions of 6 ml were collected. The first fraction was concentrated to
1.5 ml by addition of 100 mg of polyacrylamide adsorbent gel (Fluka) followed by
continuous shaking for 30 min. The concentrated first fraction was loaded onto
the second column (33 cm x 1 cm$^3$) filled with CPG with an average pore size of 300 nm
(CPG 3000 Å, Fluka). Elution was performed similar as described above with a flow
rate of 5 ml/h. After a void volume of 16 ml, eight fractions of 1.5 ml were collected.

For the SWNT purification, the dispersions were directly loaded onto the second
type of column. Subsequent to fractionation, the SDS concentration was raised to
1wt%, and the fractions were centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min (Eppendorf
Centrifuge 5417 C). Treatment of the Si wafers and the NT adsorption were performed
as described recently (17).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Generally, the dispersed tube material moved completely through the column,
except for a number of larger particles (roughly 10wt%) which precipitated on top of
the column. These particles consist of network fragments that could not be
disintegrated during the ultrasonic treatment.

The particles in the different fractions were characterised by transmission and
scanning electron microscopy (TEM/SEM). Fig. 1 shows a representative TEM
micrograph of fraction 3 of purified MWNTs. Individual MWNTs are clearly
recognised, demonstrating that the network of the soot was successfully disintegrated by the surfactant. In fraction 1 from the second column, aggregates of NTs and other carbon species were found while fractions 7 and 8 contained mainly spherical particles and a few short tubes, both smaller than 0.1 µm. Fractions 2 - 6 consisted of individual nanotubes and, for the later fractions, a low content of spherical particles. A similar composition of the fractions was found for the SWNTs. In this case, however, centrifugation was additionally performed subsequent to the chromatographic separation. This step removes the majority of the tubes with attached catalyst particles, but also lowers the overall yield of SWNTs.

![Transmission electron micrograph of multi-wall nanotubes purified by size exclusion chromatography (fraction 3).](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Transmission electron micrograph of multi-wall nanotubes purified by size exclusion chromatography (fraction 3).

In order to evaluate the NT sizes in the different fractions, NTs adsorbed onto amino-functionalised Si-wafers were investigated by SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM). As a representative example, Fig. 2 displays AFM images of fractions 3 and 5 obtained from a chromatographic SWNT separation. Only a small number of catalyst particles, which are attached to the tubes, can be detected.

Detailed studies have shown that the purified material is composed to about 50% of both, ropes of SWNTs and individual SWNTs (as deduced from a height of between 1 and 2 nm). It is further apparent from the AFM images that the average tube lengths are different in the two fractions. Such length separation was observed for both MWNTs and SWNTs. A statistical evaluation was performed with NT lengths determined from a number of SEM and AFM micrographs. The histograms of the SWNT length distribution in fraction 3 and 5 are shown in Fig. 3a and b, respectively.
FIGURE 2. AFM images of single-wall carbon nanotubes adsorbed on a chemically modified Si wafers after chromatographic separation. The average length of the tubes is larger in fraction 3 (left) than in fraction 5 (right).

FIGURE 3. Histograms of single-wall nanotube lengths in fraction 3 (left) and fraction 5 (right).

There is a significant difference in the length distribution of the SWNTs: the average length in fraction 3 was calculated to be 1 μm and in fraction 5 to be 0.6 μm. Similar results were obtained for the MWNTs (17).
CONCLUSION

Size exclusion chromatography is an effective, non-destructive method for purification and size separation of carbon NTs. Moreover, the method can easily be scaled up, and by the use of more sophisticated chromatographic systems like high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), the size separation might be improved.
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Assembling techniques for micellar dispersed carbon single-walled nanotubes
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Abstract. Surfactant-stabilised aqueous dispersions of carbon single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) provide attractive possibilities for different types of assembling processes. The adsorption behaviour of chromatographically purified, micellar suspended SWNTs on silica substrates and metal electrodes is presented. Chemical modifications of the substrate surface allow to control the adsorption kinetics and the fraction between adsorbed individual SWNTs and bundles of SWNTs. Tube alignment occurs presumably due to flow effects upon removal of the surfactant. As a second assembling technique, we describe the preparation of Langmuir-Blodgett films consisting of SWNTs embedded in a surfactant matrix.

1 INTRODUCTION

Disintegration of single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) raw material in an aqueous surfactant solution provides the basis for purification methods like filtration (1, 2) or size exclusion chromatography (3). Especially with the latter technique, length separation of the tubes can be achieved simultaneously to the removal of amorphous carbon, carbon nanospheres and catalytic particles. It is further expected that no or only very little defects are introduced to the tubes by above techniques as compared to purification by oxidation (4) or by filtration during excessive sonication (5). Therefore, chromatographically purified SWNT dispersions represent attractive starting materials for the investigation of electric or magnetic properties of SWNTs.

If an ionic surfactant is used, the micelles incorporating the tubes expose charged groups which in principle allow the tubes to be guided to oppositely charged surface regions. Such properties of surfactant-coated SWNTs open the possibility of controlling tube assembly to a degree which is not accessible through simple drying of tube suspensions or spin-coating. One important goal is to gain control over the density of adsorbed tubes by appropriate adsorption times, the concentration of SWNTs, and surface chemistry. High densities of SWNTs would be desired for, e.g., surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, whereas only a few tubes per μm² are needed for electrical measurements on individual tubes. In the present contribution, we describe studies of tube adsorption from purified, micellar suspended SWNTs onto...
(chemically modified) silica surfaces and electrode arrays. In addition, the organisation of SWNTs at the gas/liquid interface and the transfer of the mixed SWNT/surfactant monolayer onto solid substrates are presented.

2 SWNT ADSORPTION ON (PATTERNED) SUBSTRATES

Assembly of the tubes was performed with SWNTs dispersions purified by size exclusion chromatography similar to the procedure described previously for multi-walled nanotubes (3), except for the use of the lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) as surfactant instead of the sodium salt (SDS). Compared to the latter, LDS is somewhat more water soluble, which is favourable for the removal of surfactant subsequent to tube adsorption. After chromatography, the LDS concentration was raised to 1 wt%. After a few days, the dispersions usually contain some precipitated aggregates which can easily be re-dispersed through short ultrasonic agitation.

Adsorption kinetics and composition of the deposited material were observed to sensitively depend on the chemical nature of the surface. Closely arranged SWNTs were obtained in case of adsorption on silica with positive surface charges. For that purpose, ammonium groups were attached to Si/SiO₂ wafers via silanization (6). Fig. 1 displays a representative AFM image of particles adsorbed onto such type of surface.

![AFM image of SWNTs adsorbed from a surfactant-stabilised, chromatographically purified dispersion on an amino-silanized silica surface. The substrate was rinsed with water to remove the surfactant.](image)

**FIGURE 1.** AFM image of SWNTs adsorbed from a surfactant-stabilised, chromatographically purified dispersion on an amino-silanized silica surface. The substrate was rinsed with water to remove the surfactant.
Due to the electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged LDS molecules around the tubes and the amino-functionalised SiO$_2$ surface, high coverages are achieved by a relatively short adsorption time of 20 min. Subsequent to the adsorption step, excess surfactant can be removed by rinsing with pure water. It is, however, not possible to deduce from the AFM results whether some traces of surfactant remain between tube and surface.

The particles observed in Fig. 1 consist of individual SWNTs (with a height of between 1 nm and 2 nm) as well as ropes of SWNTs. Inspection of a larger number of samples revealed that about half of the particles in the purified material are individual tubes. The situation changes if the SWNT adsorption is performed on a pure SiO$_2$ surface. Chemically unmodified silica exhibits negative surface charges at not too low pH values. Thus the repulsive interactions between the negatively charged LDS surfactant shell and the SiO$_2$ surface slow down the adsorption process. As a consequence, much lower tube densities than in Fig. 1 are obtained even after several hours of adsorption. Remarkably, the fraction of adsorbed individual tubes is found to increase from about $\frac{1}{2}$ to more than $\frac{2}{3}$. This result can be explained by a lower kinetic stability of the surfactant/individual tube complex as compared to a surfactant-stabilised thicker rope. On the contrary, this difference does not seem to play a role in the time scale of the much faster adsorption onto the positively charged SiO$_2$ surfaces.

**FIGURE 2.** AFM image of an individual SWNT deposited on an array of eleven electrode lines (electrode distance = 75 nm). The measured height of the tube is about 1.6 nm.
It turned out that for SWNT assembly on noble metal electrodes, no specific chemical surface modification is needed to attain good adhesion of the tubes. This observation is in accordance with the known affinity of noble metal surfaces to π-conjugated molecular systems. Adsorption of SWNTs from surfactant-stabilised dispersions allows an easy and reproducible access to tubes which are deposited over extended electrode arrays. As an example, Fig. 2 shows an individual SWNT crossing eleven electrode lines. The Au/Pd lines are 75 nm in width, 14 nm high, and are separated by about 75 nm. By using a fixed adsorption time of 30 min, a similar number of adsorbed tubes per area as in Fig. 2 is obtained with different substrates. Again the question arises whether a surfactant monolayer separates the tube from the electrode surface. Room temperature electrical measurements on the deposited tubes revealed a resistance of maximally a few 10 MΩ. Because surfactant molecules with a length of between 1.5 nm and 2 nm (as for LDS) should lead to highly insulating behaviour (7), the presence of an intact surfactant monolayer is unlikely.

In the adsorption experiments, tube orientation was observed if after the appropriate adsorption time the dispersion was removed by exposing the surface to a fast stream of water. An example is given in Fig. 3 which shows SWNTs adsorbed close to an electrode array with a different geometry from that shown in Fig. 2. As a striking feature in Fig. 3, the tubes are aligned within two regions denoted as 1 and 2, respectively.

**FIGURE 3.** AFM image of SWNTs adsorbed in vicinity of an electrode array. The tubes are aligned in two different, almost perpendicular directions within the regions 1 and 2, respectively.
Within region 1 the tubes are oriented parallel to the array consisting of four electrode lines, whereas the tubes in region 2 follow the same direction as the lower left lead. These observations can be explained by assuming that the electrodes with a height of 25 nm act as mechanical barriers for the tubes which exert flow forces during removal of their surfactant shell. Tube orientation effects of similar extent were found for electrode arrays like the one depicted in Fig. 2.

3 SWNTs IN LANGMUIR-BLODGETT FILMS

Mixed SWNT/LDS surfactant monolayers can be prepared at the gas/liquid interface by directly spreading the aqueous SWNT dispersions onto a subphase in a Langmuir trough. For that purpose, the subphase must consist of an aqueous solution of a positively charged polyelectrolyte (e.g., poly-allylamine, PAA). This leads to the formation of an insoluble complex between the positively charged polymer and the oppositely charged LDS molecules and prevents the SWNTs from being transferred into the subphase. After compression of the monolayer to the Langmuir film, horizontal dipping allows the transfer of the latter onto various types of substrate. In Fig. 4, an AFM image of a SWNT/LDS monolayer deposited on a hydrophobic silicon substrate is displayed.

![AFM image](image)

**FIGURE 4.** AFM image of a mixed SWNT/surfactant Langmuir-Blodgett monolayer transferred onto a hydrophobic silicon wafer. Shown is a rope of SWNTs with a measured height of ~ 5 nm.
The image shows a SWNT rope surrounded by a matrix composed of an ionic LDS/PAA complex. The density of tube particles (individual SWNTs or ropes of SWNTs), which are homogeneously dispersed in the Langmuir-Blodgett films without agglomeration, typically ranges between 1 and 5 per \( \mu \text{m}^2 \). The film matrix is not continuous but consists of dot-like islands with a height of about 3 nm. These islands are surrounded by regions exposing the bare substrate surface. It is assumed that upon transfer to the hydrophobic surface, the LDS/PAA system undergoes a structural change to almost spherical micelle-like aggregates.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Surfactant-stabilised SWNT dispersions are very useful in the assembly of carbon nanotubes on different substrates. The density and composition of deposited particles can be controlled via chemical surface modifications. In addition, the surfactant can also play the role of a film matrix in Langmuir-Blodgett films incorporating SWNTs. Such films are promising for the realisation of ultrathin composite layers containing SWNTs which are oriented by flow effects originating from the dipping of the substrate.
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ABSTRACT

Heat-treated catalytic multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were intercalated by K and FeCl₃ in vapor phase, using the two-bulb technique. A first stage KCl intercalation compound was formed with potassium. After elimination of potassium, the tubular morphology is still preserved showing that intercalation is a reversible phenomenon. In the case of FeCl₃, the saturated compound is less rich than with graphite. However, well defined in plane hk bands prove the intercalation. Due to the position of the 002 line at 0.345 nm, it is likely that intercalation is incomplete and that the material is a mixture of intercalated and non intercalated zones. A model of catalytic nanotubes is presented which accounts for the reversibility of the intercalation reactions.

1. Introduction

Various kinds of carbon nanostructures such as filaments, nanofibers...[1] and MWNTs [2] have been already obtained by the catalytic decomposition of hydrocarbons. Catalytic MWNTs were synthesized in a large scale through the catalytic decomposition of acetylene [3].

Due to their tubular morphology, nanotubes are a very attractive 1D-type host lattice for insertion reactions [4,5]. Catalytic MWNTs have been already applied for lithium insertion [6,7].

In the present work, they have been used in reactions with potassium and iron (III) chloride, in order to modify their electronic properties. On the other hand, intercalation-deintercalation is a way to better elucidate the dilemma of Russian doll and scroll structures.

2. Experimental

Cobalt nitrate supported on silica (1 g) was placed in a graphite crucible at the centre of a vertical flow furnace, and reduced at 500°C by hydrogen diluted in nitrogen (1:9 volume ratio). Acetylene diluted in nitrogen (1:9 volume ratio) was decomposed at 900°C on the catalyst during two hours, after what the system was cooled down to room temperature under nitrogen. Subsequent chemical treatments allowed to dissolve the silica substrate in 73% hydrofluoric acid and the main part of cobalt in 3N nitric acid. In a typical experiment, 600 mg of purified nanotubes were obtained starting from 1 gram of catalyst.

The catalytic nanotubes were heat-treated between 2500 and 2800°C in a graphitization furnace under argon flow during 15 minutes; the selected temperature was reached at 20°C/min heating rate. Heat-treatments enable to improve the structural and
microtextural characteristics of the nanotubes and to eliminate the encapsulated metallic cobalt.

Intercalation reactions on the heat-treated MWNTs were performed in the vapor phase by using the two-bulb technique [8]. The reagent (K or FeCl₃) and the nanotubes were respectively placed at the opposite ends of a pyrex glass tube. After being carefully evacuated under vacuum (10⁻⁵ mbar), the tube was sealed and placed four days in twin furnaces at two temperatures, respectively Tₚnano tube = 350°C and T_K = 300°C for the reaction with K and T.nano tube = 300°C and T.FeCl₃ = 270°C in the case of the reaction with FeCl₃.

For their characterizations by X-ray diffraction (INEL CPS 120) and Electron Spin Resonance (BRUKER ESP 300E spectrometer), the samples were transferred into a quartz capillary (diameter = 1 mm) in a glove box under high purity argon atmosphere.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) on heat-treated catalytic MWNTs

The ESR line recorded at 300 K is symmetrical (figure 1); the g factor and the linewidth ΔHₚₚ are temperature-dependent with a maximum at about 100 K (figure 2). The susceptibility given by the intensity of the signal shows a Curie-Pauli behaviour with temperature (figure 3), suggesting the existence of free carriers and of a small amount of localized paramagnetic centers. Its quasi-constancy over the range 50-300 K is in favor of a true metallic character.

3.2 Intercalation-deintercalation of K in MWNTs

The brown colour of the sample after reaction is a proof of a charge transfer and consequently of modified electronic properties for the nanotubes. The weight uptake (35%) gives the composition KC₉₅₁, which is close to the usual MC₈ stoichiometry of the 1st stage GICs with heavy alkali metals.

The X-ray diffraction data (figure 4b) are those of a 1st stage compound. Indeed, after reaction, the 00l reflections confirm an identity period of 0.54 nm, whereas the hkO lines fit well with the 2*2 superstructure. The asymmetry of the hk bands show that the arrangement of the carbon layers is still turbostratic.
Fig. 4: X-ray diffraction patterns of catalytic MWNTs heat-treated at 2800°C (a), intercalated with K(b), after deintercalation (c).

\[ \lambda_{\text{CuK\alpha}} = 0.15405 \text{ nm.} \]

Intercalation is well supported by the ESR measurements (figure 5) showing a broad and asymmetrical (asymmetry ratio=2.3) line very comparable to that of the KC\textsubscript{8} GIC. The g factor and the linewidth (figure 6) are nearly temperature-independent. As compared to the pristine nanotubes and similarly to the parent graphite-potassium intercalation compound, the susceptibility is increased by a factor 40 and is almost independent of temperature (figure 7). This Pauli-like dependence is the fingerprint of a a metallic behaviour. The effective number of spins is in agreement with a 1\textsuperscript{st} stage intercalation compound.

In order to check the reversibility of the reaction, the compound was introduced into a two-bulb tube under high vacuum and heat-treated at 450°C during two days with one end of the tube at room temperature. After deintercalation, the diffractogram (figure 4c) is similar to that of the starting nanotubes (figure 4a). Moreover, Transmission Electron Microscopy observations have shown that the tubular morphology is still existing, however with some additional defects.

### 3.3 Intercalation of FeCl\textsubscript{3} in MWNTs

After the reaction with FeCl\textsubscript{3}, the sample remains black. The weight uptake is only 25% while it is usually 55% for the 1\textsuperscript{st} stage saturated FeCl\textsubscript{3}-GIC. The diffractogram (figure 8) exhibits well defined in plane \( hk \) bands coming from the bidimensional superstructure of the intercalate. The 00l lines are interpreted by a mixture of 3\textsuperscript{rd} and 4\textsuperscript{th} stages derivatives with an identity period of about 18 Å. The still important reflection of the pristine nanotubes present at \( d_{002} = 3.44 \text{ Å} \) suggests that the intercalation is incomplete and leads to a mixture of intercalated and non-intercalated zones.
We could not detect any signal by ESR on this derivative. This is not surprising, since FeCl₃-GICs present an extremely broad (325 G) asymmetrical line. We could suspect that nanotubes intercalated with FeCl₃ could give an even broader signal which would be undetectable.

4. Conclusion

The fact that the catalytic carbon nanotubes can be reversibly intercalated by potassium has to be related with the numerous defects still existing even after high temperature treatment. Continuous layers, as one can imagine them in the Russian doll arrangement, would not allow an easy intercalation reaction. Anyway, if such a process would occur, it would lead to the destruction of the tubular morphology. Therefore, we suggest that the catalytic nanotubes are built of concentric shells separated by boundaries through which the reagent can penetrate (figure 9). In the case of FeCl₃, it cannot be excluded that there is, at least partly, an insertion in the microtexture or in the canal.

This work has been supported by E. C. TMR program: NAMITECH, ERBFMRX-CT96-0067 (DG 12-MIHT).
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NANOTUBES: EXPERIMENTS
Electrical Resistivity of Single-wall Carbon Nanotubes Obtained by the Arc-Discharge Technique
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Abstract. Electrical resistivity studies performed on single-wall carbon nanotubes obtained by the arc discharge method are reported in the present paper. The experiments have been performed on both doped and undoped non-purified bulk samples and the results are compared to those reported for single-wall carbon nanotubes obtained by the laser vaporisation technique. Except the fact that we never observed a “normal” metallic behaviour, both kind of materials exhibit the same electrical properties.

INTRODUCTION

Nonchiral single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are extensively studied since they are produced in high quantity. The first method leading to a high yield of production is the laser vaporisation technique\(^1\). The bulk resistivity of the “as grown” material ranges in the milli-Ohm.cm scale and its thermal behaviour is characteristic of a metal (\(dp/dT > 0\)) above a sample dependent temperature \(T^*\) of about 100-250 K\(^2,3\). Below \(T^*\), \(dp/dT < 0\) while the ESR signal characteristic of a highly conducting system remains\(^4\). Moreover, the resistivity is found to be non-linear below \(T^*\) and quantum effects, like weak localisation with a large coherence length, are invoked to interpret the low-T behaviour of the resistivity\(^5,6\). SWNT have also been shown to be easily intercalated either by Potassium or Bromide leading to a drop of the room temperature resistivity by a factor 30 and 15 respectively\(^7\). The second synthesis method is the arc-discharge technique leading to a high density of SWNT in a “collaret” around the cathod\(^8\). In this paper, we report electrical resistivity measurements on the bulk “as grown” material obtained by this technique. Both pristine and doped samples are studied and the results are compared to those performed on SWNT obtained by the laser vaporisation method. We also report the possibility of intercalating SWNT using a chemical route.
EXPERIMENTAL

SWNT are produced using the arc discharge method described in reference 8. From published SEM images, the main apparent differences between samples obtained by this technique as compared to those produced by laser vaporisation are a weaker mean diameter of the ropes and a larger density of ropes.

Br2 or I2 intercalated SWNT were obtained by exposure to halogen vapour, following the procedure described in ref. 7.

For the chemical doping, the procedure is as follows: a THF solution of naphthalene radical anion with a potassium contre-ion (N·K+) is prepared under high vacuum in a sealed glass ampoule equipped with a break-seal. The SWNT sample, mounted on a glass support with two pressed electrical contacts, is inserted in a separate glass apparatus fitted with airtight outlets allowing resistivity measurements. The glass ampoule containing N·K+ is then sealed onto this apparatus, and is later air evacuated on a vacuum line and sealed.

Both kind of doping were performed on non-pressed samples taken from the soot.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The electrical resistivity of the as grown material in the temperature range 4-300 K is shown on figure 1. On the whole temperature range, we observe a negative slope of $\rho(T)$. This constitutes the main difference between this material and the one obtained by laser vaporisation which shows a metallic behaviour above a sample dependent temperature of about 150 to 250 K. However, we measured the microwave resistivity on ten different samples of different shapes and found that the room temperature resistivity of each sample is characteristic of a metallic system and equal to the dc resistivity (50 to 400 m$\Omega$cm, depending on the sample). As the upturn in the thermal behaviour of the resistivity in the samples obtained by laser vaporisation is shifted to very high temperature when the sample is exposed to hydrostatic pressure, we argue that the difference between both kinds of materials is related to a difference in the ropes density.

By exposure to I2 and Br2 vapours, the room temperature resistivity drops by a factor 12, close to what is reported for SWNT obtained by laser vaporization. However, we found that opening the apparatus to lab. air leads to an increase of the resistivity which stabilises after a few hours to a
value of 1/4 that of the undoped material. The temperature dependence of the resistivity of the doped samples still exhibits a negative slope, but the increase of ρ with decreasing temperature is very much weaker than for the undoped material, using the same applied current (1mA), as can be seen on figure 2.

![FIGURE 1. Temperature dependence of the normalised resistance of SWNT (I=1mA)](image1)

![FIGURE 2. Temperature dependence of the resistance of undoped (●) and doped SWNT. The experiment has been performed on the same sample (I=1mA).](image2)

For the chemical doping, the breakseal separating both part of the glass apparatus is broken and the N·K⁺ solution is poured over the sample and the evolution of the resistance recorded. A fast decrease of the resistance is observed indicating that electron transfer occurs as soon as the sample is immersed in the N·K⁺ solution (figure 3). The discontinuity around 1000 sec in the R(t) curve results probably from changes in the soot structure, linked to the sample texture. However, it can be seen that the reaction goes on up to, at least, 30000 s.

![FIGURE 3. Time dependence of the resistance upon chemical doping.](image3)

![FIGURE 4. Thermal variation of undoped SWNT for different field intensities. (▲ 4.6mA, 0 0.46mA, • 0.046mA). Inset: resistance vs. I at room temperature.](image4)

Taking into account the accident in this preliminary experiment, a total drop of the resistivity of the same amplitude as observed for gas vapour
doping can be expected. The interest in this route of doping is that the amount of transferred electrons can be directly derived from the decrease of the concentration of N-K+. However, due to the small amount of sample used in the present study (less than 1 milligram), the total consumption of N-K+ was too small to be estimated.

We also studied the effect of the electrical field intensity on the resistivity of this material and found the same non-linearity as already reported for samples obtained by laser vaporization. However, we observed non-linearity in I(V) curves up to room temperature. It is tempting to compare the effect of increasing the current intensity and the electron transfer on the apparent resistivity of the material and to conclude that charge injection occurs before reaching the ohmic behaviour. As the resistance is strongly dependent on the applied current, we prevent ourselves fitting the temperature dependence of ρ by any power law that could lead to a misinterpretation of the electrical behaviour of SWNT. According to us, magnetoresistivity measurements are better suited to check weak localisation effects.

CONCLUSION

From the above results, we conclude that SWNT synthesised by both techniques have the same electrical properties. This is supported by the disappearance of the upturn in ρ(T) for purified samples obtained by laser vaporisation for which the density is three times that of the pristine material.
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Electrical transport in carbon nanotubes
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Abstract. Network samples of different purified multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are prepared for electrical property studies. Classic electrical properties of tubes are responsible for electron transport in the high temperature region, while quantum behaviors control electron transport in the low temperature region. In particular, metallic behavior is observed in the high temperature region (T > 104 K). Based on experimental studies and theoretical predictions, the metallic behavior is attributed to scattering of electrons by twistons in entangled tubes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNT) by S. Iijima (1), electrical properties of this new material have drawn more and more attention (2) due to their implications of fundamental physics and potential applications in electronic devices. So far, most experimental studies have been performed on either bulk samples or single tube/bundle samples. Bulk samples are easy to prepare, but impurity components such as amorphous carbon, fullerenes, metal catalysts, and carbon polyhedra particles still exist in the sample, which makes experimental analysis more difficult. On the other hand, experiments on single tubes or bundles require complicated e-beam techniques, which sometimes modifies the electrical properties of samples (3). In this paper, network sample of purified carbon nanotubes are used for electrical studies. Experiments on a series of network samples of purified multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have been performed, classic and quantum transport behaviors are observed.

2 SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT

The MWCNTs samples were synthesized by cracking of acetylene with the help of Co catalysts (4) and purified by the liquid oxidation method. The SWCNTs are produced by the d.c. arc-discharge method and purified by the size exclusion chromatography method (5) and centrifugation method (6). After purification, pure
MWCNTs and SWCNTs are obtained with very few catalyst impurities. With the help of sodium dodecyl sulfate surfactant (SDS), tubes are uniformly dispersed in suspensions that are stable for a long time (at least one week). Then, suspensions are dropped over an electrode array on a SiO$_2$(1 μm)/Si chip, and washed with pure water after drying in order to remove extra surfactant. In this way, a series of MWCNT and SWCNT network samples with good contacts to electrodes is obtained. The electrode array has 6 parallel electrodes separated by a 3 μm gap, the electrode width is 2 μm. The insulation resistance between neighboring electrodes is larger than $10^{13}$ Ω before covering with the tube network, and about 10~300 Ω at room temperature after covering. Figs. 1a and 1b are typical SEM images of the MWCNT and SWCNT tube networks, respectively. The networks are composed of bundles of pure tubes. In this paper, six network samples are studied, three are MWCNTs and three SWCNTs. A home built four-probe measuring system is used to investigate electrical transport properties.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b present the temperature dependent resistance $R(T)$ of the six network samples from 4.2 K to 300 K. The resistance of each sample has been normalized to its room temperature resistance $R(T = 300 \text{ K})$. For each sample, high and low currents are applied for the $R(T)$ measurements. In both MWCNTs and SWCNTs, it is found that Ohm’s law (linear current/voltage characteristics) holds till a very low temperature $T^0$ ($T^0 \approx 50 \text{ K}$). $T^0$ is called „Ohmic temperature“. In the Ohmic conduction region ($T > 50 \text{ K}$), the temperature dependence of the resistivity is different in different MWCNT samples, but almost the same in different SWCNT samples. Since the electron thermal energy $kBT$ is very high (>$4 \text{ meV}$) in the Ohmic region, electrical transport in tubes is „classic“, i.e. determined by the energy band structures of the tubes and influenced by sample morphologies (disorder, strain, coupling among
tubes). Considering that the energy band structures of tubes are determined by tube configurations (diameter, length, helicity, tube layers), the experimental observations indicate that, (I) the deviation of the tube configurations is large in the MWCNT samples and small in the SWCNT samples, (II) the morphology influence is strong in the MWCNT samples and weak in the SWCNT samples, which is in agreement with the SEM investigations (see Fig. 1a and 1b). Among the six network samples, five show semiconducting behavior (i.e. the resistivity increases on cooling) and one MWCNT sample (T14_3) metallic behavior in the high temperature region (i.e. the resistivity decreases on cooling).

The metallic behavior of the sample T14_3 is plotted in Fig. 3. The resistance reaches a minimum at T* of about 100 K on cooling. In another serious of MWCNT samples, T* is found to vary between 18 K (4) to 250 K depending on sample preparation process. The temperature dependence observed here is similar to that observed previously on single-walled nanotubes. The resistance decrease on cooling is consistent with the freeze-out of phonons (like in ordinary metals) or with the freeze-out of twistons, as proposed by Kane et al. (7). The upturn of the resistance below T* shows that the metallic behavior in the sample differs from that in normal metals. Twistons are long wavelength, low energy torsional modes, which strongly interacts with conduction electrons. The twiston spectrum depends strongly on defects, strains and network entanglement and therefore the strong dependence of T* on sample preparation process is taken as an evidence of the importance of twistons in the sample.

A remarkable feature, as seen in Fig. 2 and 3, is that the resistance in the non-Ohmic regime depends on the electric current through the sample. Some authors
propose that in this regime charge- or spin- density waves form in the tubes (8). To investigate the transport properties in this regime magneto-transport measurements have been carried out. Electron-electron interactions, electron interference, weak localization (two-dimensional in MWCNTs and one-dimensional in SWCNTs) and antilocalization induced by spin-orbit coupling are observed. Studies show that these quantum behaviors take place in individual tubes, and contribute to electron transport. Since the quantum transport are very sensitive to local situations (disorder, strain, coupling among tubes) in tube layers as well as tube configurations, different conduction behaviors are expected in different samples and even in the same sample with applying different currents. Detailed studies will be published elsewhere (9).

4 CONCLUSION

A series of network samples of purified MWCNTs and SWCNTs has been prepared for electron transport studies in tubes. It is found that in the high temperature region classic behavior dominates the electron transport in the tubes, while in the low temperature region quantum behavior controls the electron transport. Metallic behavior is observed in one of the MWCNT samples, which is attributed to electron scattering by twistons in the tubes.
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Abstract. Magnetoresistances of individual multiwall nanotubes have been measured at low temperatures in a four-probe configuration with low-ohmic contacts. A negative magnetoresistance is found which is in agreement with weak-localisation theory in one dimension. A large coherence length \( L_\phi > 200 \text{nm} \) is deduced at \( T = 4.2 \text{K} \). Measurements on different nanotubes show only minor variations in the value of the resistance and in its temperature dependence.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes are attracting increasing interests as a new class of nanoscale material. One distinguishes between multi-wall nanotubes (MWNTs), consisting of a series of coaxial graphitic cylinders, and single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs). The latter have been predicted the remarkable property to be metallic or semiconducting depending on how the graphite layer is wrapped into a cylinder.¹ Wildöer et al.² have been able to verify this prediction on single SWNTs with scanning tunnelling spectroscopy. For MWNTs, there is at present no consensus whether such drastically different behaviours are observable. Using four-probe measurements, Ebbesen et al.³ reported metallic as well as semiconducting temperature dependences. Resistivities, measured at \( T = 300 \text{K} \), varied by six orders of magnitudes. In contrast, experiments by Dai et al.⁴ showed a much smaller variation in electrical resistivities at 300K. Here, a brief account of our (four-probe) electrical resistance measurements on single MWNTs with low-ohmic contacts is presented.

CONTACTING ONE SINGLE MWNT

MWNTs are prepared by arc-discharge evaporation and purified by centrifugation and sedimentation.⁵ Transmission electron microscopy reveals an outer diameter of \( 9 \pm 5 \text{nm} \) and an inner diameter of \( \approx 2 \text{nm} \) for these nanotubes. The deduced
number of shells is $10\pm 7$. Four metallic Au electrodes are attached to single MWNTs by two methods (figure 1): in method (a), the nanotubes are deposited onto an oxidised Si wafer first. Then, an arbitrarily positioned array of 200 similar electrode-structures, each consisting of four Au fingers, are fabricated. Inspection with the scanning-electron microscope (SEM) allows to identify those structures that have only one single nanotube contacted. Contact resistances as low as $300\Omega$ are found. In the second method (b), the Au electrodes are fabricated before the deposition of the nanotubes. In contrast to method (a), measured contact resistances are initially very large ($1M\Omega...1G\Omega$), but can substantially be reduced to values of $4k\Omega...30k\Omega$ by locally irradiating the nanotube-Au contacts with a large electron dose in the SEM (the nanotubes are “spot-welded“ to the contacts). Method (b) has the advantage that even in situations for which more than one nanotube happen to bridge the four electrodes, a single nanotube can be selected by local electron-beam exposure. We mention, that imaging in the SEM and the local electron-beam exposure does not seem to cause any damage to the nanotubes (at least for doses used in our work), since the four-probe resistances of nanotubes are not observed to change.

**ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL MWNTS**

Using both contact methods, the four-probe resistances of single MWNTs at $T=300K$ lie in a narrow range between $0,35k\Omega$ and $2,6k\Omega$ (more than 30 samples). At $T=4K$, the resistances vary between $1,0k\Omega$ and $5,2k\Omega$ (11 samples). A representative resistance versus temperature dependence $R(T)$ is shown in figure 2. All measured $R(T)$ curves have in common a negative slope ($\partial R/\partial T<0$) describing a rather moderate increase of $R$ of at most a factor of 3.5 on lowering the temperature from 300K to 4K.
Since variable-range hopping or semiconducting (activated) behaviour cannot account for this increase, the MWNTs are believed to be metallic, although $\partial R/\partial T<0$. Figure 3 shows the magneto-resistance (MR) of one MWNT aligned perpendicular to the magnetic field $H$. It is found to be negative. In addition, there is a field range (0.7T...1.7T) in which large temporal fluctuations are observed, giving rise to a strong scatter in the data. Furthermore, at higher fields (>2T) oscillations appear which are possibly caused by universal conductance fluctuations. In this brief paper, only the negative MR will be discussed further. The negative MR is interpreted in the framework of weak-localisation in one dimension (1D) from which a consistent picture emerges. A theoretical 1D-WL curve is fitted to the curvature of the measured $R(H)$ data around zero field. These curves (thin solid in figure 3) are seen to represent the overall magnitude of the MR in the full magnetic-field range of 0...3T in a satisfactory way. Furthermore, the deduced phase-coherence lengths $L_\phi$ of order 200nm are larger than the circumference of the nanotube in agreement with the requirement for one-dimensional behaviour. Applying a similar procedure, but using 2D-WL theory, either the magnitude of the MR or the curvature around zero field cannot accurately be fitted. Even worse, however, is the deduced coherence length, which is of order 500nm, inconsistent with the assumed dimensionality. 1D-WL together with a large coherence length for our MWNTs is strikingly different to previous measurements on MWNTs by Langer et al., who found 2D-WL behaviour and a short coherence length of only 10nm. This difference presumably arises from the fact that our nanotubes are less disordered.

The temperature dependence of the phase-coherence length $L_\phi(T)$ can be described by $L_\phi(T)=A\cdot T^{-1/2}$, where $A$ is a constant (see inset of figure 3). This power law is in agreement with the model of Altshuler, in which $L_\phi$ is destroyed by the
interaction of electrons with electromagnetic fluctuations. In this theory, A only depends on the diffusion constant D. We obtain D=0.03m²s⁻¹. From D=\(v_f^2\tau/2\), where \(\tau\) is the elastic-scattering time and \(v_f=10^6\text{m/s}\) the Fermi velocity for turbostratic graphite, an elastic mean-free path of \(l=60\text{nm}\) is derived. This estimation gives a first indication that MWNTs are quasi-ballistic one-dimensional conductors at low temperatures. Moreover, quantum-size effects caused by the periodic boundary condition along the tube circumference should be observable. In figure 3, the resistance is seen to increase on lowering the temperature even in large magnetic fields. Therefore, there is an additional field-independent contribution to the resistance, which is not yet understood.

**CONCLUSION**

We have reported two different techniques to attach low-ohmic electrical contacts to single multi-wall nanotubes. Only minor differences are found in the electrical resistance and its temperature dependence when comparing several measured nanotubes. The magnetoresistance at low temperature can consistently be interpreted by weak-localisation in one dimension. Both the coherence length and the elastic-mean free path are larger than the tube diameter, placing multiwall nanotubes into the exciting category of one-dimensional quasi-ballistic quantum-wires.

---
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We have measured the electrical transport properties of mats of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) as a function of applied electric and magnetic fields. We find that at low temperatures the resistance as a function of temperature R(T) follows the Mott variable range hopping (VRH) formula for hopping in three dimensions. Measurement of the electric field dependence of the resistance R(E) allows for the determination of the Bohr radius of a localized state a = 650nm. The magnetoresistance (MR) of SWNT mat samples is large and negative at all temperatures and fields studied, and can be qualitatively described by theories of MR for VRH systems. The Hall coefficient RH is positive and nearly temperature-independent. The sign of RH agrees with the sign of the thermopower. The small magnitude of RH suggests a large carrier density, but may be the result of cancellation of electron and hole terms.

Introduction

The electrical transport properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes are currently the subject of much debate. Individual achiral (armchair) SWNT are predicted to be metallic 1-3. Resistance measurements on bulk samples (mats) of such tubes indeed show metallic behavior (positive dR/dT) at high temperature, but negative dR/dT at low temperature 4. Transport measurements 5,6 on individual tubes or bundles of tubes show some samples to be conducting to low temperatures, but the quantized electron energy levels which lead to such spectacular phenomena as Coulomb blockade cloud interpretation of the temperature dependence of the resistivity. It is then important to determine whether the properties of the mat samples are intrinsic to the nanotubes or are a product of impurities or poor inter-tube connections.

The samples used in this study were produced by catalyst-assisted arc-vaporization 7 or laser-vaporization 8 of a graphite source, yielding similar results. The resulting material was purified in HNO3 to remove catalyst impurities and amorphous carbon, and then washed and filtered. The samples are observed by transmission electron microscopy to consist of bundles of tens or hundreds of tubes arranged in a triangular lattice. The mats consist of a random network of these bundles, connected on a length scale of approximately 100nm. Electrical contact to the bundles was made using silver paint in a standard four probe or Hall bar configuration. Sample resistances at room temperature ranged from 100 to 3000 Ohms.
Nonlinear Resistance

The R(E) measurements used a standard pulsed current technique: 10μsec current pulses were applied to the sample. The current and voltage were monitored simultaneously as a function of time using an oscilloscope, allowing the intrinsic resistance to be separated from (time-dependent) self-heating effects.

Figure 1 shows the R(T) behavior of a SWNT mat at various applied electric fields. The resistance of SWNT mats shows a striking dependence on E; a modest electric field can completely suppress the resistance upturn and recover metallic behavior from 2.2K to 300K. The inset of figure 1 shows the metallic high temperature resistance.

In order to clarify the nature of the non-linear resistance, measurements of R(T) and R(E) were repeated on the cold stage of an adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator, to temperatures as low as 227mK. Figure 2 shows the low-temperature R(T) data plotted semi-logarithmically as a function of $T^{-1/4}$; the data indicate $R \propto \exp(-T^{1/4})$, the Mott variable range hopping formula for three dimensions.

Temperature and electric field both have a similar delocalizing effect on the carriers. The two energy scales for temperature and electric field are $kT$ and $eE_a$, respectively, where $k$ is Boltzmann's constant, $e$ the electronic charge, and $a$ the Bohr radius of an electronic state. It is found that\textsuperscript{9}:

$$R(kT,0) = \frac{R(0,0)}{\sqrt[4]{2}} e^{3E_a}$$

valid for finite values of $R$. Our R(T) data are measured in the Ohmic regime, and thus give $R(kT,0)$. We measured $R(0,E)$ at 227mK. The data are plotted

Figure 1. Resistance versus Temperature of SWNT mat at several applied electric fields. Inset shows high temperature R(T) at low electric field.

Figure 2. Resistance versus $T^{-1/4}$ of SWNT mat showing three-dimensional variable range hopping.
together in Figure 3. The temperature in Kelvin is scaled by the factor 3.5 in order to match the electric field in V/cm. The scaling of the two curves indicates $a = 650$nm.

SWNT mats are localized electronic systems where the electronic states are three-dimensional, with a radius of approximately 650nm, much greater than the average distance between bundle contacts observed by TEM. This result is inconsistent with any model of localization in which the electrons are confined to an individual tube or bundle. The dimensionality in Mott's VRH formula indicates that the number of available states for hopping is proportional to the distance $r$ from the localized state raised to the d power. Hopping confined to a single tube or to nearest-neighbor bundles is one-dimensional, since the number of available states scales linearly with $r$ along the tube. Only if the localized state extended across many tube crossings would the number of available states be proportional to $r^3$. We conclude that the localization is not due to poor junctions between tubes or bundles, but rather due to some intrinsic disorder, either in the individual tubes or bundles, or in the morphology of the network, which is inherently random.

Magnetoresistance

Figure 4 shows the magnetoresistance (MR), defined as the change in resistance divided by the resistance at zero field, of a SWNT mat sample at various temperatures. The MR is negative at all fields and temperatures measured, but shows a minimum, increasing at higher fields.

Figure 5 shows the MR data replotted on a double logarithmic scale. The lines on the plot indicate $H^2$ dependence of the MR, in agreement with the variable range hopping model. A tendency to saturation is also observed at high field, but the positive high field slope is unexplained.

In hopping systems, the effect of magnetic field can be modeled by considering the interference between all different hopping paths between two states. Magnetic field induces a phase difference.
in the different paths, which has a net delocalizing effect. In this model MR in variable range hopping systems is predicted to be negative, with a quadratic dependence at low magnetic field, saturating to a constant value at high field.

**Hall Effect**

SWNT mat samples were prepared with a standard Hall bar geometry in order to measure the Hall effect. In order to circumvent the uncertainty in thickness of the SWNT films caused by their unusual morphology, the mass and area of each SWNT mat were measured. The experimentally accessible quantity is $\Delta R_{xy}/\Delta H$, the change in Hall resistance ($R_{xy}$) with magnetic field. In a single band model,

$$\frac{\Delta R_{xy}}{\Delta H} = \frac{R_H}{t} = \frac{1}{nec}$$

where $R_H$ is the Hall coefficient, $t$ is the thickness of the sample, and $n$ is the density of carriers per area. Knowing the mass per area of the film allows for a calculation of the number of carriers per carbon atom. Figure 6 shows $R_H/t$ and $n$ for a SWNT mat sample. The Hall coefficient is positive and nearly temperature independent. The positive sign of $R_H/t$ agrees with the sign of the thermopower$^{11}$. The magnitude of $R_H/t$ indicates a carrier density of approximately 0.1 holes/atom in a single band picture. For a metallic (10,10) tube this corresponds to about 4 holes per 40 atom unit cell, assuming all tubes in the sample are metallic, and contributing to the Hall effect. The presence of some percentage of semiconducting tubes would increase this number.

**Band structure**
calculations for the armchair nanotubes show 2 states at the Fermi level, with an electron-hole symmetry. The electron-

Figure 5. Negative magnetoresistance of a SWNT mat is plotted on a double-logarithmic scale. Solid lines represent the experimental data; straight dotted lines indicate $H^2$ behavior.

Figure 6. Hall coefficient divided by sample thickness and carrier density of SWNT mat plotted as a function of temperature. The solid line (Hall coefficient) corresponds to the left scale, the dotted line (carrier density) corresponds to the right.
hole symmetry should lead to zero Hall effect and thermopower, but significant positive Hall effect and thermopower are observed. Furthermore, the apparent n from the single band picture is much too large. It has been predicted\textsuperscript{12} that interactions between tubes in a bundle will significantly perturb the states near the Fermi level leading to the formation of electron-like and hole-like pockets of the Fermi surface, much as are found in graphite. We suggest that these electron and hole terms incompletely cancel, leading to a small RH/t, and apparent large n.

We note that although a small downturn of the carrier density is observed at low temperatures, this cannot account for the large upturn in resistance. This is further evidence that the resistance upturn is a reduction of the mobility of the carriers, as would be expected in the case of localization, not in their number, as would be the case if a gap in the Fermi surface were causing the resistance upturn.

Conclusions

We have measured the electrical transport properties of SWNT mats in electric and magnetic fields. Although composed of one-dimensional wires, mats of single-walled carbon nanotubes exhibit three-dimensional metallic behavior, as evidenced by their metallic resistivity and the Hall effect. At low temperatures, the carriers are localized, leading to a 3D variable range hopping form of the resistance. Comparison of the temperature and electric field dependencies of the resistance allows for the extraction of the Bohr radius of localized states a = 650nm, consistent with three-dimensional states. The magnetoresistance of SWNT mats is consistent with theories of MR for variable range hopping, although the high-field positive component of the MR remains unexplained. The Hall effect is positive in agreement with TEP results and small in magnitude, which would indicate an unusually large hole concentration in a single band model. The small Hall coefficient likely results from the cancellation of electron and hole terms, supporting the idea that tube-tube interactions in a bundle perturb the Fermi surface significantly.

We thank Prof. R. E. Smalley for providing some of the samples used in this study. This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences Division of the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, and by the National Science Foundation, Grant No. DMR95-20554.
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Transmission Electron Microscopy and Electrical Transport Investigations performed on the same Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube

G. Philipp, M. Burghard, and S. Roth

Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung. Heisenbergstr. 1, D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany

Abstract. Electrical transport measurements and high resolution transmission electron microscopy performed on the same (rope of) single-walled carbon nanotube(s) (SWCNTs) allow to establish links between structural and electronic properties of the tubes. The tubes are deposited on electron transparent ultrathin Si₃N₄-membranes bearing Cr/AuPd-electrodes defined by electron beam lithography. TEM-micrographs of the setup reveal mostly ropes consisting of 2-3 tubes which also appear on a scanning force microscope image of the same area. A current-voltage trace of the ropes at 4.2 K is also presented.

I INTRODUCTION

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful tool for investigating structural properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes like packing or helicity [1–3]. The obtainable resolution is better than that of the scanning force microscope (SFM), where true resolution (but not the lattice resolution) is limited by the tip radius. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), in contrast, allows to resolve the atomic structure of the tubes and to study electronic properties normal to the tube axis [4,5]. So far electronic properties of SWCNTs along the tube axis were studied with the structural information obtained from SFM imaging [6].

II SWCNTS ON MEMBRANES

The approach presented here allows to study electron transport along the tube axis and to perform high resolution transmission electron microscopy on the same tube. To achieve this it is necessary to have metal electrodes for electrically contacting the tubes defined on a substrate that is extremely flat and also transparent for electrons. Suitable substrates for this purpose are Si₃N₄ membranes that can be prepared using conventional silicon processing techniques [7].
FIGURE 1. Schematic of the device. The tubes are deposited on a electron transparent Si$_3$N$_4$ membrane with interdigitated Cr/AuPd electrodes. The corresponding TEM micrograph is shown in FIG. 2.

FIGURE 2. TEM micrograph of a carbon nanotube rope bridging two electrode fingers of the device shown in FIG. 1. The three tubes making up the rope can be recognized.
FIGURE 3. TEM micrograph of an area of the membrane where nanotubes are adsorbed.

The obtained Si$_3$N$_4$ membranes have a uniform thickness of 20 nm over an area of 200 $\mu$m x 200 $\mu$m with a roughness of less than 0.5 nm and can be easily handled using normal tweezers. To define electrodes (5 nm Cr, 15 nm AuPd) on such membranes a standard bilayer PMMA resist electron beam lithography process was used.

Fig. 1 shows schematically an electrode array with deposited SWCNTs. Before deposition the single-walled carbon nanotube raw material was disintegrated with the aid of a surfactant and the resulting dispersions purified by size exclusion chromatography [8]. Prior to tube adsorption the substrate was exposed to UV ($\lambda = 254$ nm) radiation in order to improve the wetting of the surface by aqueous media. Subsequently, the purified tubes were deposited onto the otherwise untreated substrate as described in [9].

The TEM micrograph in Fig. 2 shows a rope consisting of three carbon nanotubes bridging two electrode fingers of the device shown in Fig. 1.

III COMPARISON SFM - TEM

In addition to TEM, scanning force microscopy (SFM) can be applied to the electron transparent silicon nitride membranes. This allows to investigate the same area on the membrane by both methods and thus obtain a better assessment of the features in the SFM image. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 an TEM micrograph and a SFM image of the same area are shown. The structures seen in the SFM image can be clearly identified in the transmission image Fig. 3. Zooming in easily allows to establish the number of tubes in a rope and also their structural arrangement.
FIGURE 4. SFM image of the same membrane area as in Fig. 3 with the same nanotubes

IV ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT

A current-voltage characteristic at T=4.2 K of the device sketched in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 5. The nonlinear behaviour is indicative of Coulomb blockades, which will be investigated in more detail when experiments are continued to lower temperatures.

FIGURE 5. Current-voltage trace at T = 4.2 K of a rope similar to that shown in Fig. 2
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Thermoelectric Power and Thermal Conductivity of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

J. Hone, I. Ellwood, M. Whitney, M. Munu, C. Piskoti, and A. Zettl

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, and Materials Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720 USA

We have measured the temperature-dependent thermopower (TEP) and thermal conductivity (κ) of bulk samples of single-walled nanotube (SWNT) bundles. The TEP of SWNT’s approaches zero as T→0, indicating a metallic density of states at the Fermi level in spite of their non-metallic resistivity behavior. At moderate temperatures, the TEP is large and positive, while a single metallic tube should have electron-hole symmetry and thus a zero thermopower. The measured data can be fit using a model comprising hole-like metallic tubes and electron-like semiconducting tubes in parallel. The thermal conductivity of SWNT’s is found to be large, and dominated by phonons at all temperatures. At low temperature, κ(T) is linear. The data can be fit by a single-scattering-time model; the model confirms that the low-temperature linear behavior is due to the thermal conductivity of a single one-dimensional phonon subband, and that the phonon mean free path is of order 100 nm.

Introduction

Most investigations into the properties of carbon nanotubes have focused on either their electrical properties or their mechanical properties. However, their thermoelectric and thermal properties are equally interesting. Thermopower is a sensitive probe of the bandstructure of materials, and in particular can discriminate between different possible mechanisms for the low-temperature resistivity upturn seen in bulk single-walled nanotube (SWNT) samples. The thermal conductivity of nanotubes has been predicted to be quite large—similar to that of diamond or graphite; such a large thermal conductivity could represent a significant advantage for nanotubes in electronic device applications. In addition, nanotubes are an ideal system in which to study low-dimensional thermal conduction effects.

The samples used in this study are ‘mats’ of SWNT bundles. The bundles contain tens to hundreds of nanotubes in a triangular lattice, and can be microns in length. They were synthesized by an arc-vaporization method; samples synthesized by the laser-vaporization method were used to check the results. A portion of the tubes were ‘sintered’ by resistively heating them under pressure in an attempt to improve the contacts between tubes. It was found that the electrical conductivity of these sintered tubes is in fact lower than that of the as-grown samples, and that the conductivity shows nonmetallic temperature dependence at all temperatures.

Thermoelectric Power

Figure 1 shows the measured thermoelectric power (represented as the solid squares) of a representative SWNT mat, taken at a number of fixed temperature points from 300 K to 4 K. The TEP of other samples, including the sintered sample, shows similar behavior. Thus we believe that the measured TEP represents the intrinsic properties of the SWNT bundles composing the mat. The measured thermopower is large...
and positive, indicating hole-like conduction, and approaches zero as \( T \) approaches zero. Because a system with a gap at the Fermi level should display a \((1/T)\)-dependent thermopower, we conclude that the opening of a gap is not the cause of the nonmetallic resistivity observed in SWNT mats at low temperature.

We first examine the predicted one-dimensional bandstructure of a metallic armchair nanotube to examine whether it is consistent with the observed TEP. The Mott formula for the thermopower of a metal reduces in one dimension to

\[
S = -\frac{\hbar^2 k_B^2 T}{3e} \left( \frac{\nu'}{\nu} + \frac{\tau'}{\tau} \right),
\]

where \( \nu \) is the band velocity, \( \tau \) is the electron relaxation time, the derivatives are with respect to energy, and the expression is evaluated at the Fermi points. An armchair nanotube is expected to have two one-dimensional bands which cross at the Fermi points\(^3\). These bands are highly linear, and thus should exhibit electron-hole symmetry and a thermopower close to zero; we calculate a maximum contribution of 0.5 \( \mu \text{V/K} \) for the room temperature contribution from Eq. (1). This is two orders of magnitude smaller than the observed TEP. Likewise, the electron-hole symmetry of this tube should produce a small phonon drag contribution to the TEP. Therefore we conclude that the expected contribution from an armchair tube is insufficient to account for the measured thermopower.

Since nanotube bundles likely contain tubes with a range of chiralities, we consider the possibility that semiconducting tubes, in parallel with metallic tubes, could be producing the measured TEP. We do this by employing a two-band model. By assuming simple functional forms for the thermopower and conductivity of the metallic and semiconducting contributions, we obtain

\[
S = AT + (B\lambda + CT)\exp\left(\frac{\tau}{T}\right).
\]

In this formula, the first (linear) term represents the contribution of the metallic channel, while the second represents the contribution of the semiconducting channel. We first assume that the metallic tube retains its electron-hole symmetry, and thus \( A=0 \). The solid line in Fig. (1) represents an attempt to fit the measured data to Eq. 2 using \( A=0 \). This clearly does not produce a good fit—

---

**Figure 1.** Thermopower of SWNT's. The solid line is a fit to the measured TEP data to Eq. (2) with \( A=0 \), representing metallic tubes with electron-hole symmetry; the dashed line represents a fit with an arbitrary contribution from the metallic tubes.
the observed low-temperature behavior cannot come from semiconducting tubes, because their contribution freezes out at low temperature. Therefore we conclude that there must be at least some metallic tubes with broken electron-hole symmetry. We model this by allowing the A parameter to vary arbitrarily. The dashed line in Fig. (1) represents this fit to the measured data. The high quality of this fit leads us to the conclusion that a model comprising hole-like metallic tubes and electron-like semiconducting tubes is a viable explanation for the magnitude and temperature dependence of the measured thermopower.

**Thermal Conductivity**

Figure (2) represents the thermal conductivity $\kappa(T)$ of a representative SWNT sample as a function of temperature from 350 K to 8 K. The same temperature dependence was observed in as-grown samples and the sintered sample; and therefore we conclude that it reflects the intrinsic $\kappa(T)$ of SWNT’s. The thermal conductivity is near-linear at all temperatures, in contrast to that of graphite and carbon fibers, which display a $T^2$-like $\kappa(T)$. The inset to figure (2) represents the low-temperature behavior of $\kappa$. It is strictly linear in $T$, and extrapolates to zero as $T \to 0$. This linear behavior is usually associated with electron thermal conductivity; however, we will demonstrate below that it is in fact the signature of one-dimensional phonon thermal conductivity.

We first attempt to deduce the magnitude of the thermal conductivity of SWNT’s from the measured data. Using just the dimensions and measured thermal conductance of the sample, we obtain a room-temperature thermal conductivity of 0.7 W/m-K. Because the filling fraction of the tubes in a mat is only about 2%, we correct for this factor to obtain a value of 36 W/m-K for the thermal conductivity of a dense-packed SWNT mat. However, even a dense-packed mat will have a disordered structure: the longitudinal thermal conductivity of a single tube or rope will likely be significantly larger. To deduce this value, we note that the longitudinal electrical conductivity of a single rope has been measured to be 50-150 times that of the bulk mat$^4$. If the same holds true for the thermal conductivity, then the longitudinal thermal conductivity of a single rope is 1800-6000 W/m-K (comparable to or greater than that of graphite or diamond) at room temperature.

We now address the observed temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity. We first seek to determine whether $\kappa$ is due to electrons or phonons. To do this, we measure the thermal and electrical conductivity of each sample using identical contact geometries to determine the Lorentz ratio $\kappa/\sigma T$. All samples displayed a Lorentz ratio which ranged from $2-6 \times 10^{-6}$ W-Ω/K² over the measured temperature range; this value is

![Thermal conductivity graph](image)

**Figure 2.** Thermal conductivity of SWNT’s. The inset highlights the low-temperature behavior.
two orders of magnitude larger than what would be expected for electrons. The thermal conductivity of SWNT’s is dominated by phonons at all temperatures.

We next attempt to model $\kappa(T)$ by calculating the phonon thermal conductivity of a single tube. The diagonal term of the thermal conductivity tensor is given by

$$\kappa_n = \sum C v_s^2 \tau,$$

(3)

where $C$ is the heat capacity and $v_s$ is the sound velocity of a given phonon state; the sum is over all phonon states. We consider only the four acoustic modes of a tube (one longitudinal, one twist, and two transverse) as contributing significantly $\kappa$, and use estimates of 2, 1, and $0.8 \times 10^6$ cm/s for their sound velocities. In addition, we carefully consider the circumferential quantization of the phonon wavevector: this has the effect of splitting up the phonon modes into multiple 'subbands,' with $\Delta k_x = 1/R_{\text{tube}}$. Figure 3 shows the results of Eq. (3), evaluated separately for all of the subbands of the 'twist' mode, for a 1.4 nm diameter tube. The zero-order subband passes through the center of the Brillouin zone; as a true one-dimensional acoustic mode, it provides a linear $\kappa(T)$ at low temperature. Higher subbands do not contribute to $\kappa$ at low temperature; the first subband begins to contribute significantly near 30 K, just the point where the measured $\kappa(T)$ diverges from linearity.

The solid line in Fig. (2) shows the total expected contribution to $\kappa(T)$ from all four phonon branches, scaled to best fit the measured data. This line represents a fit with only one free parameter, the scattering time $\tau$. It clearly matches the overall behavior of the measured $\kappa(T)$, and confirms that the low-temperature linear behavior is in fact due to the thermal conductivity of a single one-dimensional phonon subband—the first observation of one-dimensional phonon thermal conductivity. From the measured magnitude of $\kappa(T)$, we can extract an estimate of $\tau$; its value of $10^{11}$ s implies a scattering length of $100$ nm, smaller than the length of a single tube, but consistent with the distance between inter-tube contacts; these contacts could in fact be acting to scatter phonons.

---

Electronic structure studies of single-wall carbon nanotubes using electron energy-loss spectroscopy in transmission

M. S. Golden¹, T. Pichler¹, M. Knupfer¹, J. Fink¹, A. Rinzler² and R.E. Smalley²

¹Institut für Festkörper- und Werkstofforschung Dresden, Postfach 270016, D-01171 Dresden.
²CNST, Rice Quantum Institute, Rice University, Houston, Tx 77251, USA.

Abstract. We present momentum-dependent electron energy-loss measurements of bulk samples of purified single-wall carbon nanotubes. The π and the π + σ plasmons have dispersion relations similar to those of the graphite plane, and thus signal the graphitic nature of the electronic system along the tube axis. In contrast, the interband plasmons at low energy, which are related to transitions between the characteristic singularities in the nanotube density of states, have a vanishingly small dispersion in momentum space and can be used to show that these samples contain a significant fraction of semiconducting nanotubes.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes are a promising new member of the growing family of novel fullerene-based materials, and represent model building blocks for nanoeengineering as a result of their special electronic [1] and mechanical [2] properties. Nanotubes can be envisaged as rolled-up graphene sheets which are capped with fullerene-like structures. Their electronic properties are predicted to vary depending upon the wrapping angle and diameter of the graphene sheet, thus giving either metallic or semiconducting behavior [3]. Single wall nanotubes (SWNTs) are the best system in which to investigate the intrinsic properties of this new material class. However, macroscopic nanotube samples generally contain a distribution of tubes with different diameters and chirality and thus present the experimentalist with an averaged picture of their properties. One approach which has been successfully used to overcome this problem is to study individual SWNTs. Consequently transport measurements [4] and scanning tunneling spectroscopic (STS) and topographic (STM) studies of single nanotubes [5] have done much in the recent months to advance our knowledge regarding the properties of SWNTs, for example by experimentally verifying the remarkable relationship between nanotube geometry and their electronic properties. In addition, spatially-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) has been performed on individual multi-wall nanotubes [6] or on a single bundle of SWNTs [7]. In this contribution, we report recent EELS in transmission
results from bulk samples of purified SWNTs, recorded with both a high energy and momentum resolution. We show that SWNTs support two general types of electronic excitations and that in particular the low energy excitations can be used to distinguish between semiconducting and metallic SWNTs in bulk samples.

SWNTs were produced by the laser vaporization of graphite [8]. The material consists of up to 60% SWNTs with approximately 1.4 nm mean diameter and was purified as described in Ref. [9]. Free-standing films for EELS with an effective thickness about 1000 Å were prepared on standard copper microscopy grids via vacuum filtration of a nanotube suspension in a 0.5% surfactant (Triton X100) solution in de-ionised water, with a SWNT concentration of ~ 0.01 mg/ml. The surfactant was then rinsed off and the grid was transferred into the spectrometer. EELS was carried out in a purpose-built high-resolution spectrometer [10] which combines both good energy and momentum resolution. For the data shown here, an energy and momentum resolution of 115 meV and 0.05 Å⁻¹ were chosen. Unlike many electron spectroscopies, EELS in transmission is volume sensitive, which in the context of the inhomogenous nature of bulk samples of SWNTs is a crucial point. All spectra were recorded at room temperature.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

![Graph showing electron diffraction profiles and C1s excitation spectra](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Left panel: electron diffraction profiles raw and purified SWNT material. Right panel: C1s excitation spectra of purified SWNTs and HOPG (in plane).

By setting the energy-loss to zero, we can carry out electron diffraction experiments in-situ in the EELS spectrometer. The left-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows electron diffraction data for the raw and purified SWNT material. The data are consistent with the published x-ray diffraction results which were interpreted in terms of a triangular lattice formed by the individual SWNTs in the ropes [8]. It
can be seen that the essential features of the electron diffraction profile of the raw SWNTs occur at the same q-values in the purified material. The rest of the data presented in this paper are from purified SWNT, but the untreated material gave qualitatively similar data in all cases.

The right-hand panel of Fig. 1 shows the EELS C1s excitation spectrum of purified SWNT compared to that of HOPG (measured with the momentum transfer in the graphite plane). The spectrum of the SWNTs strongly resembles that of graphite. By comparison with directional-dependent C1s excitation measurements [11,12], we see that the SWNT spectrum most closely resembles an average of the in-plane and out-of-plane graphite spectra. In graphite the maxima at the $\pi^*$ [13] and the $\sigma^*$ [12] onsets are both excitonic in nature, and it is reasonable to assume that the same holds for the SWNTs.

The left-hand panel of Fig. 2 shows the loss function (Im(-1/$\epsilon$(q, E))) of purified SWNTs for q=0.15 Å⁻¹, plotted both before and after subtraction of the quasi-elastic line. In contrast to the EELS data of nanotubes published up to now [6,7], we can measure reliably down to energies as low as 0.5 eV, which is a direct result of the superior momentum resolution of the dedicated, non-spatially resolving spectrometer used here. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 2 we show the q-dependence of the loss function, after the subtraction of the quasi-elastic line and the effects of multiple scattering from the raw data. At low momentum transfer, features in the loss function are visible at about 0.84, 1.44, 2.0, 2.55, 3.7, 5.2 and 6.4 eV. These peaks in the loss function are, by definition, plasmons, and originate from transitions between the occupied and unoccupied $\pi$ electronic levels of the SWNTs. Two distinct q-dependences are observed: the $\pi$ plasmon disperses strongly from 5.2 eV at q=0.1 Å⁻¹ to 7.4 eV at q=0.6 Å⁻¹, whereas all the other peaks have a
vanishingly small dispersion in \( q \). The dispersion of the \( \pi \) plasmon strongly resembles that observed in the graphite plane and can be therefore be assigned to the response function of the SWNT's polarized along tube axis [14]. The non-dispersive features on the other hand arise from interband transitions between the characteristic DOS singularities of the SWNT and thus represent the response function perpendicular to the nanotube axis. After transformation of the loss function to give the optical conductivity via a Kramers-Kronig analysis, the energy positions of the interband transitions can be directly compared with the energy separation of the DOS singularities either from tunneling experiments on single tubes [5], or from theory [3]. Such an analysis has been performed and clearly indicates the presence of a significant proportion of semiconducting SWNT in these bulk samples [14].
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13\textsuperscript{C}-NMR in Carbon Nanotubes
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Department of Molecular Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Sakyo-ku,
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Abstract. 13\textsuperscript{C}-NMR studies of multi-wall carbon nanotube (MWNT), which was purified by
oxidation technique, are reported. Temperature dependence of 13\textsuperscript{C}-spin lattice relaxation time \( T_1 \)
clearly shows a metallic behavior, \( T_1 \sim \text{const} \) law, at 9.4T between 4.2K and 77K. This
suggests that there are metallic tubes in the sample at 9.4T. The field dependence of \( T_1 \) is also
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Physical properties of carbon nanotube (CN) [1] strongly depend on
structural parameters, like diameter and chirality [2]. For example, metallic and
semiconducting tubes are distinguished by chiral vector. About one third of the
chiral vectors lead to metallic tubes, and the others are semiconducting tubes.
Another striking feature of CN is behavior of the electronic states in a magnetic field.
According to Ajiki & Ando [3], the energy band gap oscillates as a function of magnetic
flux passing through the cross section of tube with a period of flux quantum, \( \phi_0 \).

The aim of the present study is to clarify the electronic states of CN, especially as
a function of magnetic field, by 13\textsuperscript{C}-NMR technique. We expect that this technique
can be one of powerful tools to study local structures and electronic properties of CN,
as in other carbon-based materials. Here, we present preliminary results on multi-wall
carbon nanotube (MWNT) and the related materials.

SAMPLE PREPARATIONS

MWNT was prepared as cathode deposit in arc discharge of carbon rod at inert gas
atmosphere [4]. In order to purify the crude materials that include a lot of impurity
carbon forms such as nanoparticles and amorphous carbon, we employed oxidation
technique in air [4]. Samples used are summarized below.

 Sample 1: crude MWNT (cathode deposit)
 Sample 2: heated in air at 940C for 25min.

Abundance of MWNT is \(-80\%\).
Sample 3: heated in air at 900°C for 20 min. 
An average outer diameter is 32 nm.

Sample 4: heated in air at 900°C for 27 min. 
An average outer diameter is 25 nm.

Sample 4 is sample 3 after additional heating for 7 min at 900°C. The samples after heat-treated still included significant amount of nanoparticles as shown in TEM picture in Fig. 1. The crude materials for samples 2 ~ 4 were purchased from Vacuum Metallurgical Co., LTD.

FIGURE 1. TEM image of MWNT (sample 4).

$^{13}$C-NMR SPECTRA

We show $^{13}$C-NMR powder spectra of MWNT and the related materials (graphite powder, diamond powder, solid C$_{60}$, and pressure induced C$_{60}$ polymers) in Fig. 2. Diamond powder exhibits typical powder spectrum of sp$^3$ carbon, which is sharp (isotropic) and located around 35 ppm. On the other hand, solid C$_{60}$ gives typical spectrum of sp$^2$ carbon that is nearly axial symmetric with a width about 170 ppm. Graphite powder also shows axial symmetric powder spectrum, but the anisotropy is much larger than those of typical sp$^2$ carbons [5, 6]. This corresponds to a large diamagnetic susceptibility for the external magnetic field perpendicular to the graphite plane. The powder spectra of C$_{60}$ polymers are interpreted as superposition
of those of sp² and sp³ carbon atoms [7]. Therefore, we can obtain, from the ¹³C-NMR spectra, information on diamagnetic susceptibility and local structures of carbon atom such as the coordinate number.

From the ¹³C-NMR powder spectra in Fig. 2, we know that the sp² carbon is major constituent of MWNT. The anisotropic line width for MWNT is comparable to that of graphite and much larger than in C₆₀ solid, suggesting that the diamagnetic susceptibility is very large when the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the tube axis. This is consistent with a theoretical prediction [3].

FIGURE 2. ¹³C-NMR spectra of MWNT and related materials (diamond powder (a), solid C₆₀(b), and pressure induced C₆₀ polymers (c, d), and graphite powder(e)).

¹³C-NMR SPIN-LATTICE RELAXATION TIME T₁

In order to obtain more detailed information on the electronic states, we performed ¹³C-T₁ measurement. The results measured at 9.4T for sample 2 are shown in Fig. 3, where the temperature dependence of T₁ in graphite (HOPG) [8, 9] and K₃C₆₀ [10] is also indicated. It is found that MWNT, as well as graphite and K₃C₆₀, follows a metallic Körringa like relation, T₁T=const, suggesting that there are metallic tubes at least 9.4T. If we assume that the observed (1/T₁T)⁰.₅ is simply proportional to the electronic density of states at the Fermi level, N(E_F), we can estimate N(E_F) of metallic MWNT, which is very close to N(E_F) of HOPG.
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**FIGURE 3.** $^{13}$C-NMR $T_1$. The value for graphite is averaged over the magnetic field direction.

**FIGURE 4.** Field dependence of $^{13}$C-$T_1$ in randomly oriented MWNT. $\phi$ is the magnetic field times the average outer cross section of the tube.
However, the electronic state of carbon nanotube is theoretically expected to depend on the external magnetic field. Metallic (insulating) tubes can be converted to insulating (metallic) tubes by changing the magnetic flux passing through the cross section of tube. Therefore, we tried to measure $T_1$ at different fields (4T and 9T) and for the samples with different diameters (sample 3 and sample 4). The magnetic field strength and the sample diameter can change the flux passing the tube cross section. These measurements suggested that the value for $\langle 1/T_1 T \rangle^{0.5}$ increases with a decrease of the magnetic flux (Fig. 4). This is quite different from the cases of HOPG, GIC and $K_3C_{60}$ where the $T_1$ is field-independent. Although the observed field dependence may be ascribed to the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect in carbon nanotube predicted by Ajiki & Ando [3], more detailed experiments on better quality samples should be required to identify the origin.
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Observation of Elastic Deformations in Single-walled Carbon Nanotubes by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
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Abstract: Scanning Tunneling Microscopy is used to obtain atomically resolved images of single-walled carbon nanotubes, in ropes of several tens to hundreds of tubes. The images confirm that in this environment strong elastic deformations of the tube lattice occur frequently. In particular, bent and twisted tubes have been identified. The observed distortions could play an important role in explaining the electronic transport properties of nanotubes.

INTRODUCTION

Since it has become possible to synthesize single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) in macroscopic quantities, the interest in the structural, mechanical and electrical properties of this new carbon material has grown considerably. Due to its very nature as an inherently perfect, one-dimensional quantum system, many interesting features have been found theoretically and experimentally. In previous reports the atomic structure of individual tubes has been related to their electronic properties and experimental evidence for the relation between the semiconducting/metallic behavior and the chirality has been established. On the other hand, transport measurements at various temperatures on bulk SWNT samples show a complicated behavior of the transport characteristics varying greatly depending on the method of sample preparation. As a reason for these large variations the influence of doping, tube-tube interactions and the mixture of tubes with different chiralities has to be taken into account. Moreover, theoretical works have shown that elastic deformations of tubes, in particular a twist along the tube axis, can strongly change the electronic density of states (DOS), causing for example a metallic armchair tube to become semiconducting. In this situation, it is important to get a more detailed picture of the local structure of
real SWNTs which can only be obtained by real-space imaging techniques with spatial resolution below 0.1 nm. Scanning tunneling microscopy is one of the outstanding techniques for this goal with the additional capability to get local electronic information by tunneling spectroscopy.

**EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

In order to get well-defined, atomically flat substrates for high-resolution STM imaging, we evaporated gold onto mica substrates at 300° C. After annealing in a gas flame, atomically flat Au(111) terraces several hundred nanometers in size were obtained. As-grown nanotube material which was produced by laser ablation was sonicated for 30 minutes in dichloroethane, then a small drop of the solution was put on the gold surface and blown dry in a nitrogen stream. Alternatively, small pieces of solid nanotube material were pressed onto the substrate. Using appropriate forces, a small amount of the material remains on the gold if the piece is removed. Measurements were taken in air with commercial Pt-Ir tips and an STM of the Besocke design (the Beetle STM from Omicron, Inc.). Although the instrument has a rather small scan size (about 2μm), it allows a reliable coarse lateral movement with steps in the range of 50 to 200 nm, making it possible to find useful sample regions in a few minutes, even with low SWNT density. Lateral dimensions were calibrated to an estimated accuracy better than 15 % using atomically-resolved images of Au(111), highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), and decanethiol monolayers on gold. The vertical scale was calibrated at monoatomic steps between terraces of Au(111). Images were obtained with tunneling voltages in the range of 700-900 mV and setpoint currents between 350 and 900 pA. No significant influence of the voltage polarity was noticed.

**RESULTS**

Figure 1 shows two examples of tube arrangements as they are found in typical STM images. In Fig.1(a), a bundle of ropes is visible, each consisting of several tens of individual tubes. The ropes exhibit bends with typical radii below 100 nm. Part (b) shows a single, large rope with a very pronounced, layered structure. This image illustrates the character of ropes as single- or polycrystalline arrangements of tubes. As can be seen from the inspection of the edge, the order is not perfect, and individual tubes can be elastically deformed on a length scale of only a few nanometers, especially if they change their position between different rope layers. Figure 2 shows the atomic structure of a tube which is embedded in a rope. In order to accentuate the atomic corrugation, the surface is displayed flattened. The direction of the tube axis was derived from larger scale images. The honeycomb lattice was reconstructed by connecting the centers of hexagons along all three possible directions as shown in the
FIGURE 1: STM images of ropes of single-walled nanotubes. The rope morphology can vary considerably; part (a) shows several ropes of similar diameter which are crossing each other, while in part (b) one large rope with a distinct, but not perfect layer structure can be seen.

sketches drawn for the right and the left part of the image. This image clearly shows that the STM can resolve not only the average lattice structure but also a deviation which shows up as a bend of the tube with an angle of about 8° and a radius of only few nanometers. Moreover, while the angle between the lattice base vectors is nearly correct for the left part, it differs by about 20° from the undistorted direction for the right part, indicating a strong elastic shear deformation along the tube axis.

The second example of a strongly distorted tube is shown in Fig. 3(a), which is taken on top of the rope of Fig.1(a). Figure 3(b) shows a line scan perpendicular to the tube axis as indicated by the white line in part (a). From this cross section we derive a tube diameter of about 1.5 nm. Based on this diameter and the angle of 4° (0.07 rad) between tube axis and the direction of the most pronounced rows of hexagons, a wrapping vector of (12,9) could be assigned to this tube. But a more detailed analysis

FIGURE 2. High resolution image of the surface of a single tube. The three thick lines are drawn by connecting the appropriate centers of hexagon cells. The lower line visualizes the direction of the tube axis. From the reconstructions of the lattice in the left and the right part the strong variation of the elastic distortion of the tube can be seen.
FIGURE 3. Constant current image of an individual tube embedded into amorphous background. The upper left part shows the height shape with a line scan shown below. The right part shows the same area flattened in order to accentuate the atomic structure. The reconstruction of the lattice is described in the text.

shows that if the angles between different armchair and zig-zag directions are taken into account, it is more consistent with the data to interpret this image as an armchair tube which is twisted. This twist results in an angle between zig-zag direction and tube axis of 4°. Although this value is large, it is consistent with what is known about the mechanical properties of SWNTs. They can be modeled rather well as if the tube were a continuous cylinder with a wall thickness of 0.34 nm, the interplane spacing in graphite. A tube in a rope will try as much as possible to align its hexagons with those of neighboring tubes as in the AB stacking of graphite. In a rope containing tubes of differing helicities, frustration will induce tube twists. Countering this tendency is the energy cost associated with an elastic twist distortion. Little is known about the details of this energy balance and possible energy barriers that define local energy minima.

We can estimate the magnitude of twist that could be induced by interactions between tubes of differing helicities. Mentally unrolling the SWNT reveals that a twist distortion of a tube is equivalent to a shear of the underlying single plane whose modulus we take from bulk graphite as $M_h = 0.45$ TPa. Similarly, a rotation of the tube away from the equilibrium alignment with its neighbors in the rope likely has a modulus similar to that of a shear distortion along the graphite c-axis, $M_c = 0.004$ TPa. For a (10,10) tube, which is invariant under a rotation of $\pi/5$, the maximum angular deviation from ideal alignment that can occur is $\pi/10$. Since the tube radius is 0.75 nm, the equivalent shear for two graphite planes separated by 0.34 nm is about $e_{\text{max}} = 0.67$.

The energy stored per unit volume under a shear is the product of the relevant modulus
and the square of the shear. This implies that an upper limit on the twist that can occur for the tube is $e_{nx}/\sqrt{M_s/M_t} = 0.067$. Although this agrees very well with the observed twist, the underlying assumptions are strongly overestimating the energy gain from the intertube shear relaxation. But another reason for strong twists could be due to the production of ropes by laser ablation within a high temperature plasma that is rapidly quenched. As a result, there could be substantial population of non-equilibrium geometries.
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Spring-like Behaviour of Carbon Nanotubes Observed by Transmission Electron Microscopy
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Abstract. Multi-wall carbon nanotubes can be bent by changing the current density of the electron beam in a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). The effect could be observed in a small fraction of nanotubes in all of the investigated samples. The bending can be varied continuously, is reversible and highly reproducible. On removing the force which make them bend, they relax to their originally straight shape without any damage, thus exhibiting spring-like behaviour. We estimate the force which is applied to such a bending tube.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many theoretical reports predict that carbon nanotubes (1) have an extraordinary strength-to-weight ratio and particularly, high stiffness and axial strength (2,3,4). Experiments confirmed these predictions and have also shown that carbon nanotubes are at the same time very flexible. Investigations of thermal vibrations (5) of nanotubes have shown that nanotubes have higher Young’s moduli than steel or even diamond. Atomic Force Microscopy observations using carbon nanotube probes (6) showed that nanotubes bend whenever the tip is “crashed” into a hard surface, and then snap back to its original straight position when the tip is withdrawn. A recently published paper shows that multi-wall carbon nanotubes can be bent repeatedly through large angles using the tip of an atomic force microscope (7). A range of responses to this high-strain deformation was observed, which together suggests as well that nanotubes are remarkably flexible and resilient. Wong et al. (8) used atomic force microscopy to determine the mechanical properties of individual multi-wall nanotubes that were pinned at one end. Bends in nanotubes have been studied by TEM (9,10), but the deformations in the investigated nanotubes were either defects already present or permanently introduced during specimen handling. We report the manipulation of multi-wall carbon nanotubes with the electron beam of a TEM.
2 EXPERIMENTAL

TEM investigations were performed using a JEOL JEM-2000FX microscope with an acceleration voltage up to 200 kV. TEM samples were prepared by sonicating a tiny amount of the raw soot produced by the conventional arc discharge method (11) in about 1ml ethanol. A single drop of this suspension was put on top of a polyvinyl formate (formvar) coated copper TEM grid. Dry prepared samples were also used: A tiny amount of the raw soot was placed on a velin tissue, a second tissue was placed on top of it and the sample was ground between them. The TEM grid was then carefully pressed onto the sample. A previously unreported effect was observed for both methods of sample preparation.

3 OBSERVATION

A small number of nanotubes can be found, which bend by increasing the current density (brightness) of the electron beam and/or by moving the centre of the electron beam relative to the sample. Bending tubes are usually attached to carbon clusters, thus probably not directly attached to the formvar film on the TEM grid. The bending of a tube can always be varied continuously between its straight position and its maximum bending position. The bending is always reversible and highly reproducible. The bending effect does not show any hysteresis, i.e. for a certain current density and for a certain position of the electron beam, a bending tube always shows instantaneously a certain curvature. By reducing the current density below a threshold value, where no bending is occurring, the tube reverts back to its original straight shape, thus exhibiting spring-like behaviour. Thus the geometry of a tube does not change and no permanent defects are induced. However if the beam intensity is increased to values much higher than necessary to observe the effect, some of the bending tubes jump away and cannot be found anymore.

Figures 1 and 2 show two different tubes which show the described bending behaviour. It was found that the maximum bending position and the threshold value of the current density varies from tube to tube. For some tubes bending could even be achieved in different directions. The threshold value for the current density varied for different tubes from 80 to about 220 pA/µm². Bending could be observed for different electron energies between 100 and 200 keV.
**Figure 1.** Left: A bending tube in its original (straight) position. It is clamped at one end in a big carbon cluster (right lower corner). Middle, Right: Above a threshold value of current density the tube can be bent continuously by moving the centre of the electron beam relative to the sample. The strongest bending takes place in a small part of the tube close to the fixed end. The radius of curvature at this position is about 500 nm.

**Figure 2.** Another bending tube in its original position (left) and its maximum bending position (right).

### 4 ESTIMATION OF THE FORCE

Even though we do not fully understand their origin, we estimate the strength of the applied force using calculations from solid state mechanics. The force which acts on a bending rod can be calculated by the change in geometry of the rod if the modulus of Elasticity (Young's modulus) is known. Consider for example an applied force perpendicular to the original direction (η-direction) of the tube (see Figure 3). Then, after Landau and Lifshitz (12):

\[ f = \frac{2EI}{x_0^2} \cos \theta_0 \]
where $f$ is the force, $E$ is the Young's modulus, $I$ is the moment of inertia of the tube, $x_0$ is the x-coordinate of the free end and $\theta_0$ is the angle between the tangent of the rod at the free end and the y-axis.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 3:** A rod clamped at one end and a force applied on the other end

For a rod with a circular cross-section the hollow core of the inspected nanotube is negligible, $I = \frac{1}{3} \pi R^4$, where $R$ is the radius of the tube. From Fig. 2 the following quantities are obtained: $x_0 \approx 2.3 \, \mu\text{m}$, $\theta_0 \approx 70^\circ$, $R \approx 12 \text{ nm}$. Considering a Young's modulus of 1.3 TPa (4,8) yields a force of $f = 2.7 \times 10^8 \text{N}$.
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Abstract. The radial breathing mode of single wall carbon nanotubes was used for the analysis of conformational and electronic properties of the tubes. We report resonance excitation of this mode with 12 different laser lines in the visible and near IR. Very sharp resonances were observed and compared to calculated cross sections. The position of the modes were evaluated from a high level first principles calculation which allows for the first time to identify the tube geometries from observed frequencies.

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of a technique to prepare single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) [1] the interest in such materials increased dramatically. However, the interpretation of many experiments such as, for example, spectroscopic measurements, turned out to be difficult since samples were shown to consist of a distribution of tubes with various diameters and chiralities.

One of the most powerful analytical methods is Raman spectroscopy. Besides testing the normal mode frequencies it is also sensitive to the electronic structure of the tubes. The characteristic excitation energies of the SWCNTs extend from the near IR to the UV spectral range which results in a resonance enhancement for the modes with strong coupling to the electronic system. There are 15 or 16 Raman active vibrational modes in the SWCNTs depending on the type of the tubes but independent from their diameter [2]. Only four of these modes are strongly resonance enhanced from the experiments [3, 4]. Three of them with symmetry A, E₁ and E₂ are located around 1600 cm⁻¹. They are derived from the C-C stretch mode of the graphene sheet. The fourth strong band around 200 cm⁻¹ is the radial breathing mode (RBM), where all atoms are moving in phase perpendicular to the tube axis. We focus on the RBM because it is unique for the tubes, without any counterpart in graphene. Increasing the tube diameter, the frequency of the RBM approaches zero as this mode becomes a pure translation for zero curvature.

The various nanotubes are characterized by their Hamada vector (n,m) which describes how the graphene sheet is rolled up to establish the tube. n and m are
integer numbers. Tubes with \( n = m \) are called armchair, tubes with either \( n = 0 \) or \( m = 0 \) are called zigzag and all other tubes are called chiral [2].

From x-ray measurements it was claimed that the majority of the tubes had a diameter of 1.38 nm, corresponding to (10,10) tubes. Recent calculations [5] also pointed out that (10,10) is the energetically most stable form, although there are several other tubes with similar diameter which have almost the same stability. Tubes with significantly smaller diameter are less favourable due to the larger folding energy, whereas tubes with significantly bigger diameter are less favourable because of the larger edge energy. On the other hand several different armchair, zigzag and chiral tubes were found in the same type of material as investigated here by means of topographic and spectroscopic scanning probe microscopy [6].

Another evidence for a size distribution of the tubes comes from preliminary Raman analyses, which showed that both bands, the one from the graphitic mode and the one from the breathing mode, depend dramatically on the exciting wavelength [3, 4, 7, 8]. This dispersion is a consequence of the photoselective resonance Raman effect combined with the distribution of various kinds of tubes in the samples, similarly to the dispersion effect observed in conjugated polymers [9]. The dispersion effect was recently used to analyze different types of SWCNT material [10].

**EXPERIMENT**

SWCNTs were prepared by the laser evaporation process using two collinear laser pulses [1]. Raman spectra in the range of the RBM were excited in backscattering with 12 different laser lines extending from 1.064 \( \mu \)m to 0.458 \( \mu \)m. Relative scattering intensities were derived from a calibration of the instrument with the resonance of the F2g mode in Si. The response for the various lasers was dramatically different with respect to line shape and intensity. An example for three selected spectra is shown in Fig. 1. A careful analysis of all 12 spectra revealed 14 components with Voigtian line-shapes in a frequency range between 140–230 cm\(^{-1}\). As described in more detail in [11, 12] the positions of these components do

![Figure 1: High resolution Raman spectra of single wall nanotubes as excited with various lasers.](image-url)
Table 1: Vibrational frequencies used to fit the experimentally observed Raman lines of the radial breathing mode of single wall carbon nanotubes in comparison to calculated results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>observed lines</th>
<th>147</th>
<th>156</th>
<th>162</th>
<th>167</th>
<th>172</th>
<th>177</th>
<th>182</th>
<th>185</th>
<th>190</th>
<th>195</th>
<th>199</th>
<th>206</th>
<th>211</th>
<th>230</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>calculated for</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>175</td>
<td></td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
<td>219</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armchair tubes</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculated for</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td>214</td>
<td>231</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zigzag tubes</td>
<td>(19)</td>
<td>(18)</td>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>(13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chiral tubes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>172</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>190</td>
<td></td>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not change by varying the wavelength of the exciting laser and can be assigned to the contributions of the various tubes to the overall response. Table 1 lists the frequencies together with some results from a first principle calculation [13]. Strongest response was recorded for the lines at 177, 185, and 195 cm⁻¹, respectively.

**EVALUATION of MODE FREQUENCIES and INTENSITIES**

The value of the RBM frequency as a function of diameter and chirality is crucial for the evaluation of the experiments. Frequencies calculated from semiempirical methods have been reported several times [2, 3]. Considering a force constant model for the graphene sheet with interactions up to fourth nearest neighbors the RBM frequency was found inversely proportional to the radius of the tube. From this the frequency for the (10,10) tube was 156 cm⁻¹[2] or 165 cm⁻¹[3], respectively. In contrast the maximum intensity in the Raman spectra was recorded for 177, 185, 195 cm⁻¹ as discussed above.

The evaluation of the mode frequencies was performed with a well adapted first principles LDA calculation. Achiral tubes with diameters between 10 and 16 Å were considered which means armchair tubes from (8,8) to (12,12) and zigzag tubes from (13,0) to (20,0). The number of atoms was less then 100 even for the largest tubes investigated. For the evaluation the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) was used which already proved to be very accurate for determining the phonon dispersion relations of diamond and graphite [14]. The calculations were carried out at the Alpha Cluster of the Vienna University. The starting geometry of a tube was obtained by simply wrapping up a graphene sheet – according to (n,m) – with a carbon-carbon distance $a_{C-C} = 1.4$ Å. The number of carbon atoms in the unit cell is 4n for both (n,n) and (n,0) tubes. The calculations were performed for a tetragonal lattice but are related to single tubes since the lattice constant was chosen 20 Å.

The evaluation of the system was performed in two steps. First the geometry was optimized in two consecutive procedures. In the first procedure the carbon atoms were allowed to relax both perpendicular and parallel to the tube axis. This
was a procedure with slow convergence because the unit cell – and so the basis set – was changing, at least in the tube axis direction. The final optimization was done with fixed unit cell parameters, which means the carbon atoms were only relaxed perpendicular to the tube axis. The Cartesian components of the forces on the individual atoms in the relaxed geometry were less than 0.03 eV/Å. The carbon-carbon bond lengths turned out to be nonuniform. In armchair tubes they were 1.401 Å and 1.417 Å with the shorter bond perpendicular to the tube axis. In zigzag tubes they were 1.408 Å and 1.413 Å with the shorter bond parallel to the tube axis. Details of the evaluation procedure are described in [13].

In the second step the frequency of the radial breathing mode was calculated by the frozen phonon method. The tube was blown up and pressed together perpendicular to the long axis that is the tube radius was increased and decreased by 1-2% around the relaxed value. The total energy was calculated at each configuration. From a quadratic fit the harmonic force constant was obtained, which, taking into account the mass of the unit cell resulted in the RBM frequency. A small shift of less than 0.1% in the tube radius corresponding to the minimum of the quadratic fit is a measure either for not perfect relaxation or for possible anharmonicity.

As a test for the accuracy of the calculation we evaluated the radial breathing mode of the C60 molecule with the same procedure. The calculated frequency was 494 cm\(^{-1}\) which is in excellent agreement with the experimental value of 493 cm\(^{-1}\) [15].

The calculated frequencies are listed in Tab. 1 for several armchair and zigzag tubes. The agreement with the experiment is surprisingly good and strongly suggest to assign the mode observed at 177 cm\(^{-1}\) to the RBM of the (10,10) tube.

The other calculated frequencies line indeed very well on a 1/R curve as it was predicted from the semiempirical calculation [2]. The fit yields \(\nu[cm^{-1}]= \frac{A}{R[Å]}\) with \(A = 1181\) for armchair and \(A = 1152\) for zigzag tubes, respectively. With this the assignment for all other observed modes is straight forward and as shown in the table. Even the frequencies for chiral tubes may be evaluated using the 1/R law and an average value for \(A\).

There are several modes which could not be assigned to either armchair or zigzag tubes. It is very probable that they correspond to chiral species. Chiral species may as well overlap some of the armchair or zigzag tubes.

The other important quantities for the interpretation of the resonance Raman spectra are the one electron energy levels. The band structure near the Fermi level was evaluated as well by LDA-VASP for several tubes and found in very good agreement – at least within a few eV interval around the Fermi level – with tight binding calculations using a tight binding parameter \(\gamma = 2.5\) eV.

From the band structure the density of states \(g(e)\) can be evaluated and, in turn, the Raman cross section [16]. A comparison of such calculations with the experiments for the various modes revealed reasonable good agreement with the experiment, at least for the strongest observed lines, for a fitting parameter of \(\gamma = 2.6\) eV. An example is given in Fig. 2a for the RBM mode of the (16,0) tube with a RBM at 185 cm\(^{-1}\). The full drawn line is as calculated for constant transition matrix elements and a damping factor \((\Gamma)\) for the excited state of 0.1 eV. Even though most of the experimental results fit well to the calculations there are some points in the center of the spectrum which deviate considerably. It turns out there are a few chiral modes with RBM frequencies close to 185 cm\(^{-1}\). However, only one of them exhibits a resonance transition at the energy which matches the experiment. This is the tube (13,5) with a chiral angle of 15.6°. A selected number of branches in the dispersion relation for this tube are depicted in Fig. 2b. The
selection was performed to retain those branches which exhibit a divergence in the density of states. There are only 19 such branches. The seven with the lowest energy are shown (without the symmetrical counterparts below the Fermi energy). The branch, which is responsible for the deviation of the experimental results in Fig. 2a from the smooth curve is plotted as bold in Fig. 2b. From the low scattering intensity for this tube species its concentration can be estimated to be rather low. This is remarkable since its diameter is close to the diameter of species which appear with high frequency.

**SUMMARY**

We have demonstrated, that the Raman response of SWCNTs grown from laser deposition exhibit a strong dispersion effect. First principle calculations of the frequency for the RBM allowed to assign the observed modes to tubes with well defined helicity. The RBM for the (10,10) tube was assigned 177 cm\(^{-1}\). From a comparison of the observed Raman intensities with calculations the tight binding parameter \(\gamma\) was determined to be 2.6 eV and evidence for chiral tubes was found.
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Raman scatterings from optical phonons in single-wall nanotubes of mean radius between 0.55 nm and 1.0 have been measured in the wavelength of incident laser beam between 450 nm and 800 nm. The observed multiple splittings of optical phonon peaks and their resonant enhancement at the wavelength in the vicinity of 690 nm show the definite presence of zone-folding effect in both phonon and electronic systems. The results are well accounted for by the two-dimensional graphite dispersion relations. These measurements, therefore, provide direct experimental evidences on the diameter-dependent properties induced by the cylindrical symmetry of nanotubes.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotube has a unique feature that its basic physical properties may be analyzed in terms of the zone-folding effect based on the two-dimensional graphite (1-8). Both electronic and vibrational states can be deduced from the graphite dispersion relationships which have been studied in details both theoretically and experimentally. Because of the cylindrical symmetry of nanotubes, the translational symmetry present in the single layer of graphite remains the same along the tube axis but no longer exists around the circumference which turns to a cyclic one. As a result, the wavevectors of both electrons and phonons remain to take continuous values along the direction corresponding to the tube axis in the Brillouin zone, but can take only sets of discrete values \( q_n = n/r \) (\( r \): tube radius, \( n \): 0,1,2,...) given by the cyclic period around the circumference. Hence, the Brillouin zone of nanotubes consists of a set of equally spaced lines separated by \( 1/r \) along the circumference direction in the hexagonal Brillouin zone of a graphite layer.

The zone-folding effect in the electronic structure induces one-dimensional \( E^{1/2} \) singularities in the density of states at energies with their wavevectors equal to \( q_n \) in the band structure of two-dimensional graphite(6). Many of these critical points lie in the energy range of 1 eV and may play decisive roles in the electronic as well as optical properties of nanotubes derived from graphite. It is, therefore, essential to identify and characterize the low-lying electronic states in understanding the basic size-dependent properties of nanotubes.

In the phonon system, energies in the graphite dispersion relation at wavevectors
q_n correspond to vibrational energies of normal modes in nanotubes. There are 15 Raman active modes in general chiral tubes of a given diameter in contrast to only one in the two-dimensional graphite.

The zone-folding method is applicable so long as the finite curvature effect of the graphite sheet is negligible. This paper presents our recent investigation on resonant Raman scattering to show that the zone-folding method is a good approximation for nanotubes of radii larger than 0.5 nm.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Single-wall nearly mono-size nanotubes were synthesized by an arc discharge method with the positive graphite electrode mixed with different metals such as Ni&Fe, Co and La. Our electron microscopic observation shows that the mean radii of these samples prepared with Ni&Fe, Co and La are 0.55 nm, 0.65 nm, and 1.0 nm, respectively. The radius distribution is measured under electron microscope and is rather sharp and its half-width is less than 0.1 nm for each sample. Details of sample preparation process are given in our previous publications (10, 11).

The inset in Fig. 1 shows our Raman scattering spectrum measured in a back scattering geometry with 514.5 nm line of Ar-ion laser on nanotubes prepared with the positive graphite electrode filled with Ni and Fe (mean tube radius 0.55 nm). It shows three well resolved peaks at 1590.9 cm\(^{-1}\), 1567.5 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1549.2 cm\(^{-1}\) indicated
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**FIGURE 1.** Plot of observed energy positions of multiply split peaks denoted by triangles in the spectrum in the inset vs 1/r for nanotubes prepared with Fe&Ni (r=55nm), Co (r=65nm) and La (r=1.0nm). Dashed lines are theoretical LO and TO modes in graphite along the Γ-M. The ordinate, 1/r, corresponds to the phonon wavevector q for the curve with n=1 (fundamental vibration), and wavevector q/2 with n=2 (first harmonic vibration).
by triangles. Our measurements show that the spectral splittings become narrower in going from the samples prepared with Ni&Fe to Co to La, and merge to the peak position at 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) of \(E_{2g}\) (stretching) mode in graphite shown as the lower spectrum in the inset.

Figure 1 shows a plot of observed energy positions of multiply split peaks(2) of samples of radius 0.55 nm (Fe&Ni), 0.65 nm (Co), and 1.0 nm (La). Dashed lines in Fig. 1 are optical phonon dispersions of longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO) modes in graphite calculated along the \(\Gamma-M\). (12) The abscissa, \(1/r\), corresponds to the phonon wavevector \(q\) for the curves with \(n=1\), and \(q/2\) for the curves with \(n=2\). Observed peak positions coincide well with \(n=1\) or \(n=2\) dispersion curve, showing the evidence of size-dependent discrete dispersions. The peaks (indicated by triangles in the inset), therefore, may be assigned, in order from the highest energy, to LO phonons with \(n=1\) (denoted by L1), TO phonons with \(n=1\) (T1) and TO phonons with \(n=2\) (T2), respectively. Those peaks fitted on the \(n=1\) curves correspond to optical phonons of the fundamental vibrations with their wavelength equal to the circumference of the tube, and \(n=2\) the first harmonic vibrations with their wavelength equal to 1/2 of the circumference. These peaks with \(n=1\) and \(n=2\) are assigned to the Raman active \(E_1\) and \(E_2\) modes, respectively, for general chiral tubes (2) represented by the symmetry group \(C_{\infty v}\). Other \(E_2\) modes with \(n>2\) are Raman inactive (9) and may contribute to the tails of the multiply-split peak. The good agreement of experimental results with graphite dispersion shows that nanotubes with radii from 0.5 nm to 1.0 nm exhibit diameter-dependent discrete dispersion which is the unique feature of nanotubes not present in any other condensed matter. The zone-folding effect is present clearly in the phonon system in nanotubes and well accounted for by the dispersion relation in graphite.

To investigate the zone-folding effect in the electronic states, the resonant Raman scattering is measured by varying the wavelength of incident photons in the visible range(4). Figure 2 shows our Raman scattering spectra in the wavenumber region from 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) measured on the sample of radius 0.55 nm (Fe&Ni) at the wavelength from 488 nm to 783 nm. As the wavelength increases from 488 nm to 690 nm, the intensity of L1 peak decreases, whereas those of T1 and T2 increase. They become comparable to each other at around 690 nm. From 690 nm toward 800 nm, they return to their values observed at 488 nm. This behavior shows that the incident photons of wavelength 690 nm (1.8 eV) is resonant with the electronic transition between zone-folded electronic structures shown in the inset in Fig. 2. Our optical transmission measurement also shows a dip around the same wavelength(3). The recent measurement on scanning tunneling spectroscopy finds similar values for the zone-folded electronic state(13).

According to the calculation(2), the transition energy, \(G_1\) between the pair of singularities nearest from the Fermi energy (\(\varepsilon_0\)) is 0.76 eV, and \(G_2\), the next nearest is 1.55 eV for \(r=0.55\) of zigzag tubes (14,0) with \(\gamma_s=3.14\), the nearest neighbor overlapping integral. For the armchair tube with radius 0.54 nm of type (8,8), \(G_1=1.91\) eV for \(\gamma_s=2.5\) estimated by a local density functional calculation(2). These values of \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) lie in the energy range of resonance in our measurement.
FIGURE 2. Raman scattering spectra between 1400 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1700 cm\(^{-1}\) from single-wall nanotubes of radius 0.55 nm excited by the incident laser of wavelengths from 488 nm to 783 nm. The inset shows schematics of zone-folded electronic structures in nanotubes.

Our experimental results, therefore, show that the zone-folding effect is present in both vibrational and electronic states in nanotubes and the diameter-dependent properties are explained well in terms of the two-dimensional graphite.
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Abstract. Resonant Raman scattering has been measured on single-wall nanotubes of diameters from 1.1 nm to 1.4 nm. The spectra show groups of peaks near 180 cm\(^{-1}\), 360 cm\(^{-1}\), 440 cm\(^{-1}\), 600 cm\(^{-1}\), 720 cm\(^{-1}\), 880 cm\(^{-1}\), 1070 cm\(^{-1}\), 1320 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1580 cm\(^{-1}\). Observed resonant intensity enhancements show that peaks in each group belong to the same vibrational mode of different diameters, and hence different dependencies on the incident photon energy. These measurements, therefore, determine the diameter dependent vibrational modes and zone-folded electronic structures, yielding mode assignments that groups of peaks near 600 cm\(^{-1}\), 859 cm\(^{-1}\), 1070 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) belong to optical modes and the rest to acoustic ones in graphite in the zone-folding scheme. Peaks near 360 cm\(^{-1}\), 720 cm\(^{-1}\) and 880 cm\(^{-1}\) are harmonics of 180 cm\(^{-1}\) or 440 cm\(^{-1}\).

INTRODUCTION

Raman scattering measurements have provided considerable information on the basic nanometer-scale properties of carbon nanotubes, not only in the phonon system but also in electronic structures by tuning the photon energy of incident laser beam to particular energy levels (1-5). Raman spectrum, for example, reveals diameter-dependent discrete dispersion of optical phonons and singularities in the low lying electronic states predicted in the zone-folding scheme based on graphite. This paper presents our investigation on the diameter-dependent vibrational modes and electronic structures by resonant Raman scattering measurements on single-wall nanotubes of diameter from 1.1 to 1.4 nm.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Samples were prepared by arc discharging of graphite electrodes \((f)\) in He gas of pressure 600 Torr with the positive electrode was filled in the center with Fe and Ni powders of equal atomic weight. The samples were purified by the hydrothermal treatment \((7)\). Our electron microscopic observation indicates that the diameter of our samples ranges from 1.1 nm to 1.4 nm. The Raman scattering was measured in a backscattering geometry at room temperature with a single monochromator connected to a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD camera. Ar ion laser together with a dye laser and a Ti-Sapphire laser are used as excitation sources.

Figure 1-(a), 1-(b), and 1-(c) display our Raman spectrum excited by laser beams of wavelengths at 488 nm, 726 nm and 780 nm, respectively. Figure 1(a) shows dominant
peaks centered at 1580 cm\(^{-1}\). These peaks are assigned to the vibrational modes originating from the optical phonons in graphite split into longitudinal (LO) components to higher energies and transverse (TO) ones to lower energies (1,3). Figure 1-(a) also shows peaks near 180 cm\(^{-1}\). This group of peaks have been assigned to the breathing mode (radial acoustic vibration) of tubes of different diameters (2). As the wavelength of laser beam increases to 800 nm, peaks of both 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) and 180 cm\(^{-1}\) change their intensities significantly, and many other groups of peaks appear and disappear between them. Dominant ones are those in the vicinities of 360 cm\(^{-1}\), 440 cm\(^{-1}\), 600 cm\(^{-1}\), 720 cm\(^{-1}\), 880 cm\(^{-1}\), 1070 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1320 cm\(^{-1}\).

Figure 1 reveals that the group of peaks near 180 cm\(^{-1}\) consists at least of four peaks at 162 cm\(^{-1}\), 173 cm\(^{-1}\), 185 cm\(^{-1}\) and 198 cm\(^{-1}\). With a single laser wavelength, not all of
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**FIGURE 1.** Raman scattering spectra of single-wall nanotubes measured with the laser beam of wavelengths at 488 nm (a), 726 nm (b) and 780 nm (c).
them can be observed in a spectrum. The peaks near 440 cm\(^{-1}\) consist of three major
peaks at 424 cm\(^{-1}\), 438 cm\(^{-1}\) and 446 cm\(^{-1}\), and those near 880 cm\(^{-1}\) consist of 849 cm\(^{-1}\),
859 cm\(^{-1}\), 871 cm\(^{-1}\) and 891 cm\(^{-1}\). Based on the spectral positions and intensities,
groups of peaks near 360 cm\(^{-1}\) and 720 cm\(^{-1}\) are identified as the second and fourth
harmonics of the peaks near 180 cm\(^{-1}\). Similarly, peaks near 880 cm\(^{-1}\) (849 cm\(^{-1}\), 871
\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-1}\) and 891 cm\(^{-1}\)) are the second harmonics of group 440 cm\(^{-1}\) (424 cm\(^{-1}\), 438 cm\(^{-1}\) and
446 cm\(^{-1}\)). The peaks near 1340 cm\(^{-1}\) are rather sharp but resemble a broad peak
around 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) commonly observed in various graphitic materials with structural
imperfections(8).

Figure 2 shows intensity profiles of each peak in the wavelength range from 450 nm
to 800 nm. The profile of LO components denoted as LO has a broad minimum and
those of TO denoted as TO1 and TO2 have broad maxima around 700 nm (3). Our
optical absorption measurement (3) also shows a broad peak in the same region indicating
the presence of electronic structures not existing in graphite. Hence, they are interpreted
as an anti-resonance for LO and a resonance for TO in the Raman scattering of the
incident beam via one of the zone-folded electronic structures (4). Profiles of 859 cm\(^{-1}\)
and 1070 cm\(^{-1}\) peaks are also broad and show similar dependencies to that of TO.

The intensity profiles of other Raman peaks in Fig. 2 are sharper than those of TO
and show their resonant maxima at different photon energies. These maxima, however,
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**FIGURE 2.** Intensity variations of Raman scattering peaks vs wavelength of incident laser
beam. Optical phonon peaks for longitudinal is denoted as LO, and transverse as TO1 and
TO2. Other peaks are denoted by their energies. Optical mode for graphite is also shown.
appear roughly at either one of three different wavelengths. The first is around 700 nm for a set of peaks at 185 cm\(^{-1}\), 424 cm\(^{-1}\) (849 cm\(^{-1}\), the second harmonics). The second is around 750 nm for peaks at 173 cm\(^{-1}\), 438 cm\(^{-1}\) (871 cm\(^{-1}\)) and the third is around 780 nm for peaks at 162 cm\(^{-1}\), 446 cm\(^{-1}\) (891 cm\(^{-1}\)). Since each set of peaks exhibit their maxima at a common photon energy, they form a Raman spectrum of nanotubes of a common type (diameter and chirality) having the same zone-folded electronic structure for the resonance. Hence each group belongs to one of the vibrational modes in nanotubes and the lowest energy group near 180 cm\(^{-1}\) is assigned to the breathing mode.

Figure 2 shows that the wavelength of resonant maxima is shorter for peaks with higher vibrational energies in the group of peaks near 180 cm\(^{-1}\). This experimental fact is consistent with our assignment that this group belongs to the breathing mode. The energy of breathing mode is nearly proportional to the inverse of the diameter (5), as the zone-folded electronic structure (9). Hence the shorter the wavelength of resonant maximum, the higher the breathing mode energy and the smaller the tube diameter.

In the group near 440 cm\(^{-1}\), the wavelength of resonant maximum is longer for a higher peak energy as oppose to the group near 180 cm\(^{-1}\), breathing mode. This result can be explained if this group belongs to an acoustic mode near the M-point in the graphite Brillouin zone. The energy of the lowest acoustic mode in two-dimensional graphite is zero at the Γ-point and increases to 447 cm\(^{-1}\) at the M-point (10). In nanotubes, the vibrational modes become Raman active only for those having their wavevectors in the circumference direction equal to the inverse (and its integer multiples) of the tube radius. The allowed wave vector measured from the M-point towards Γ-point is larger for smaller diameter tubes, Hence the energy of vibration becomes smaller for smaller diameter tubes.
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Abstract. We report on a Raman scattering study of single wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) prepared by three different routes: laser ablation (LA), electric arc discharge (EA) and solar energy (SE). We emphasize some differences in the Raman spectra that we discuss in terms of distribution of tubes diameters and helicoidal pitches. Nanotubes prepared via EA are found to be quite monodisperse in opposite to samples prepared via LA or SE. The signature of unusually large tubes is observed for LA samples and confirmed by neutron diffraction measurements. Some infrared data are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Many physical (mechanical, electronic) and chemical (gas adsorption) properties of single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCN) are expected to depend both on their molecular structure and intermolecular interactions (1). Mass production techniques are nowadays available (2,3), and this is an actual challenge to probe the structure of SWCN both at the molecular scale (diameter and polydispersity, helicoidal pitch) and at the bundle scale (cell parameter, bundle size) in order to relate the structural informa- tions to the intrinsic properties. This can be achieved in the direct space using microscopic techniques but only local informations can be derived. In the reciprocal space, diffraction techniques (X-ray, neutrons, electrons) are useful tools to probe the packed crystalline structure of the SWCN bundles as well as the tubes symmetries. In the frequency space, vibrational spectroscopic techniques are well designed to characterize the molecular structure since the vibrational density of states depends both on the tubes diameter and helicoidal pitch (4,5). Raman, and especially micro-Raman, scattering has been first widely used (6-8) to characterize SWCN because of the small quantities required and the intense resonant signals recorded (9). Unfortunately, no quantitative analysis of the tubes size distribution can be easily derived in Raman precisely because of the resonant character of the signal. Infrared
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and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) studies do not suffer this inconvenience but only a few FTIR studies (10) and no INS have been reported up to now because of the small signals recorded (and the large mass required for INS).

In this report, we present a vibrational spectroscopy study of SWCN prepared with three different techniques: laser ablation (LA) (2,11), electric arc discharge (EA) (3) and solar energy (SE) (12) and various catalysts mixtures. Some differences are emphasized in the micro-Raman spectra and discussed in terms of polydispersity of diameters and helicoidal pitches. Differences at the microscopic scale are correlated to “bulk” differences observed in neutron diffraction (ND) and mid infrared absorption (MIR). Preliminary INS data have been presented at the winterschool and will be analyzed in details elsewhere (13).

SAMPLES DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENT

The LA samples were prepared using a cw CO₂ laser operating at 10.6µm in a 530 mbar Ar atmosphere using the following catalysts mixtures: Ni-Y (2/0.5% at.) and Ni-Co (0.6/0.6% at.). Details can be found elsewhere (11). The EA sample was prepared under a 600 mbar He atmosphere using a catalysts mixture Ni-Y (4.2/1% at.) (3). SE samples were synthesized under a 0.25 m³/h Ar flux in a 400 mbar atmosphere using Ni-Y (4.2/1% at.), Ni-Co (2/2% at.) and Ni-La (2/2% at.) as catalysts (8,12). At the time of this study, only limited quantities of SE samples were available, this is why they have been studied only in Raman.

The micro-Raman spectra have been recorded on a Jobin-Yvon T64000. The ND spectra were measured on the G6-1 spectrometer at Laboratoire Léon Brillouin, Saclay, France using incident neutrons with wavelength \( \lambda = 4.743 \) Å. The infrared absorption spectra were recorded in the MIR on a Bruker IFS 113V FTIR spectrometer (SWCN were mixed with KBr to prepare pellets).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Raman results

As stated above, a micro-Raman spectrum only gives a local picture of the material and a detailed study requires to present different spectra recorded on various spots of the samples. Here, we will only present some typical spectra, i.e. frequently observed for a same sample, and emphasize typical differences between the samples.

Figure 1 is a zoom in the low frequency range that was operated in a triple grating configuration to achieve an optimal resolution and with two incident wavelengths to illustrate the resonance effect. The number of individual peaks in the low frequency bunch appears to be very sample dependent. It was shown that each peak corresponds to a different tube diameter (no significant helicoidal pitch dependence is expected) (4) and thus one can identify three kinds of samples:
i) the EA and Ni-Co, SE samples appear rather monodisperse,

ii) at least five peaks can be resolved in the LA samples and Ni-La sample spectra indicating a significant polydispersity, including some larger tubes (peaks at low frequencies (3)),

iii) the low frequency bunch of sample Ni-Y, SE covers an unusually broad frequency range, indicating a huge polydispersity, including unusually small SWCN.

**Figure 1.** Low-frequency Raman spectra for various SWNT.

**Figure 2.** Mid-frequency Raman spectra for various SWNT. $\lambda=514.5\text{nm}$. Peaks assigned to harmonics or combinations are labelled with a star.
Only peaks of rather small intensities are recorded in the intermediate intramolecular frequency range (figure 2). Only a weak diameter-dependence is expected in this range while significant shifts are expected for tubes of different helicoidal pitches (4,8). This is interesting to find out that some differences in the spectra exist in the range 750-780 cm\(^{-1}\) between the same three groups of samples than above: a single peak is observed for EA and Ni-Co, SE, two peaks for LA and Ni-La, SE and a very broad ill-defined peak for Ni-Y, SE. This is another signature of polydispersity, possibly in terms of helicoidal pitch (4,8). One also notes the various shapes and intensities of the bunch at 1350 cm\(^{-1}\), assigned to the D-line of graphite, that indicate different degrees of samples purity.

**Neutron diffraction results**

Figure 3 (left) present some ND spectra for LA and EA samples. The main feature is the difference in the position of the main peak, that shifts from 0.43\(\text{Å}^{-1}\) for EA to 0.34 or 0.32 \(\text{Å}^{-1}\) for LA, and slightly broadens. This peak corresponds to the (1 0) Bragg reflexion on the hexagonal bidimensional network formed by the tubes (2). This indicates that the mean cell parameter of the bundles is significantly larger for LA samples. The mean diameter of the tubes in LA is thus certainly larger and the broader linewidth indicates a larger size distribution. This is a “bulk” confirmation of the microscopic features observed in Raman.
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**Figure 3.** Left: raw neutron diffraction spectra for various SWCN. Right: transmission FTIR spectra for various SWCN (in KBr pellets). Lines tentatively assigned to harmonics or combinations are labelled with a star.

**FTIR results**
The FTIR transmission spectra of LA and EA samples are presented in figure 3 (right). Some peaks (859, 1045, 1189 and 1585 cm\(^{-1}\)) are observed for all samples while others (528 cm\(^{-1}\) for Ni-Co, La; 1128, 1382 and 1672 cm\(^{-1}\) for EA) are sample-specific. The peaks at 859 and 1585 cm\(^{-1}\) are close to those of graphite (4) but slightly downshifted. The peaks at 527 and 1189 cm\(^{-1}\) are found to be close to that of fullerene C\(_{60}\). This is unlikely that a significant amount of fullerene exist in the samples and we rather think that these peaks are the signatures of modes involving displacements of carbon hexagons that may be similar in fullerenes and SWCN. An excellent agreement is found with zone folding calculations (4) for the modes at 859 and 1585 cm\(^{-1}\) and a correct agreement for the modes at 528, 1189 and 1382 cm\(^{-1}\). Further studies will be necessary to confirm the assignment of these modes. Unfortunately, there is no diameter-dependence of the modes in the MIR frequency range. A structural characterisation is to be undertaken in the far infrared frequency range. Such a study is in progress.

**CONCLUSION**

The structure of SWCN depends on the preparation technique and the catalysts mixtures used. Vibrational spectroscopy techniques are useful tools to characterize the samples in terms of diameter, polydispersity and helicoidal pitch. Correlations can be evidenced between "local" Raman characterisation and "bulk" ND measurements.
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Abstract. We performed Raman and infrared spectroscopy on singlewalled carbon nanotubes. Applying statistical methods we found two infrared-active modes at 874±2 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1598±3 cm\(^{-1}\). Spatially resolved Raman measurements exhibited the strong sensitivity to symmetry and tube diameter of the low-energy mode at 165 cm\(^{-1}\) in contrast to the high-energy mode at 1985 cm\(^{-1}\). We will discuss the results of the infrared studies as well as the Raman data in comparison with theory.

INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) are based on the special closed-shell structure and were shown to be unique by experimental (e.g. [1,2]) as well as by theoretical means (e.g. [3,4]). Vibrational spectroscopy, i.e. Raman and infrared spectroscopy, yields information about the structural properties. Since only few experimental results on the infrared-active modes were published [5,6], Raman spectroscopy was proven to be a powerful tool for structural investigations [2,6–8]. In contrast to the infrared spectra, the Raman data are in good correspondence with theoretical predictions. [4]

EXPERIMENTAL

Carbon nanotubes were produced by the arc-discharge technique and a metallic catalyst (4.2% Ni and 1% Y) was used to provide the growth of singlewalled tubes. The sample we examined was taken from a deposit around the cathode and contained about 80% nanotube ropes. For details see [9]. We performed infrared reflectivity investigations using a BRUKER IFS 66v fourier spectrometer. A freestanding sample was produced by pressing the material into a
thin film. The spectra were collected in the spectral region of 700–7000 cm$^{-1}$ with a resolution of 2 cm$^{-1}$.

Raman studies were carried out using a DILOR XY 800 triple grating spectrometer and an Ar$^+$/Kr$^+$-gas laser for excitation at 488 nm. Application of microscope optics enabled us to chose a laser power density of typically 15 kW/cm$^2$ and a focus diameter of about 1 $\mu$m.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In Fig. 1 the infrared reflectivity of SWNT is shown. Upon strong magnification a weak feature related to lattice vibrations is seen near 1590 cm$^{-1}$. For comparison we performed studies on polycrystalline graphite and observed the infrared-active modes at 868 cm$^{-1}$ and 1590 cm$^{-1}$ in correspondence to literature. [10] To estimate the frequency of these low-intensity absorptions we analyzed the corresponding minima of the first derivatives. The measurements were repeated on different parts of the sample and on different samples to get representative results.

A statistical analysis of all results is shown in Fig. 2. The modes at 868 cm$^{-1}$ as well as the modes at 1590 cm$^{-1}$ are statistically distributed with respect to the frequencies. For the lower-frequency mode we find that the frequency 871±4 cm$^{-1}$ (std. deviation) occurs significantly often, while the higher-frequency mode is found at 1597±4 cm$^{-1}$ with statistical relevance. Both of these frequencies are higher than the respective graphite modes.

If we believe that the frequencies, which in Fig. 2 occur directly at the graphite frequencies, actually originate from graphitic parts of our sample, we may narrow down the standard deviation of our SWNT frequencies: We then find 874±2 cm$^{-1}$.
FIGURE 2. Statistical analysis of a series of reflectivity measurements like the ones shown in Fig. 1. The columns represent how often a particular frequency occurred in our measurements, the graphite mode frequency is marked with an arrow, and the hatched areas indicate the theoretically predicted frequency range for various nanotube symmetries and diameters between 0.7 and 2.3 nm from Ref. [4].

and 1598±3 cm⁻¹, again significantly higher frequencies than those of graphite. The theoretical models based on force-constant calculations predict frequencies which, for the infrared-active vibrations considered here, are generally equal or lower than the graphite frequencies. [4] Although the theoretical frequencies depend on diameter and symmetry of the nanotube the results we find are outside the range for all symmetries (Fig. 2, hatched regions). We thus conclude that while the force-constant model of Ref. [4] gives a reasonable prediction for the absolute frequencies of the two high-energy infrared-active nanotube vibrations considered here, there are discrepancies with the experiment as far as the relative positions (compared to graphite) are concerned.

Using spatially resolved Raman measurements information about structural variations in the samples can be obtained. We applied microscope optics for realizing a laser focus diameter of 1 μm and a spatial resolution of 0.1 μm and performed linescans in 5 μm steps over a distance of 45 μm on the sample. On every spot a first-order Raman spectrum (100–1800 cm⁻¹) was taken.

The results on the most prominent vibrational mode bunch at about 1600 cm⁻¹ is shown in a map in Fig. 3. The Raman intensities of the individual spectra were translated into a greyscale. The Raman frequencies were plotted as a function of the spot position on the linescan. From the inset the characteristic finestucture of the high-energy mode (HEM) can be seen. The main peak was detected at 1585 cm⁻¹ with a shoulder to higher energies. The second prominent peak in this mode bunch was detected at 1561 cm⁻¹ with a shoulder to lower energies. Over the large distance of 45 μm the relative intensities of the individual phonons do not change in this mode. From the spatially resolved measurement of the HEM the examined area thus appears homogeneous.
FIGURE 3. Map of the high-energy mode. The individual spectra were normalized with respect to the smaller mode at 1561 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.

In Fig. 4 a map of the same linescan as mentioned above is shown, but plotted for the low-frequency region. From the inset the closely arranged phonons of the low-energy mode (LEM) at 45 μm can be seen at 151 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 165 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 173 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 178 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and 184 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Over the distance of 45 μm the intensities of the individual phonons change dramatically with respect to each other. At the spot position of 5 μm in Fig. 4 two maxima at 163 and 172 cm\textsuperscript{-1} were detected, but in the range of 15 and 25 μm only one maximum at 178 cm\textsuperscript{-1} can be seen. At 35 μm the maximum shifted to 175 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.

The observed changes are assumed to originate from the symmetry and diameter-dependent frequency dispersion of the nanotube vibrations. A comparison of Fig. 3 and 4 manifests the strong sensitivity of the LEM to symmetry and tube diameter. In consequence this mode yields sensitive information about the homogeneity of SWNT samples. The HEM is less suitable because of its comparatively spot-independent signal.

Kasuya et al. showed that the phonon frequencies of the HEM are strongly correlated with the tube diameters [11], what is in good correspondence to our TEM and Raman data. Our samples should thus exhibit only a narrow diameter-distribution of 1.4±0.1 nm. Consequently, the structural variations responsible for the intensity changes in the LEM should be a result of different SWNT symmetries.

CONCLUSION

We have reported two infrared-active vibrations of SWNT at 874 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 1598 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. These frequencies are higher than the corresponding ones of graphite
by 6 and 8 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, and higher than those predicted by recent calculations.

We have presented spatially resolved Raman measurements of the LEM and HEM of SWNT and found that the LEM is much more sensitive to spatial variations than the HEM. Since the latter is known to have a diameter dependence, we presume that the observed amplitude variations of the LEM are predominantly related to variations in nanotube symmetry.
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Abstract. Raman results have been used in a systematic study of one collaret obtained by the electric arc discharge method and split into several parts. In studying several spots for each part, we can put in evidence a significant inhomogeneity. Indeed, the diameter distribution of the nanotubes can change drastically from one spot to the other which can be followed with the low frequency band intensity. This could signify that the tube diameter depends on the location in the synthesis chamber. For comparison, we will present also studies of samples obtained by other methods of synthesis: laser ablation and solar energy. Information about the production process and the influence of some synthesis parameters will be presented.

Introduction

Extensive Raman studies (1, 2, 3, 4) have been performed recently on singlewalled nanotubes (SWNT's). Several features have been observed which provide a great deal of information on the tubes present in the studied samples. Then, these results allow us to use this technique as a fine characterization method at the micrometer scale. In this way, we have performed a systematic study on the synthesis products. Indeed, we present here a study of a collaret obtained by the electric arc discharge method. Also, a comparison is made with other synthesis processes: laser ablation and solar energy. In studying several spots for each case, we can put in evidence typical inhomogeneity which can be related with the influence of some synthesis parameters.

Synthesis

SWNT's were produced by creating an electric arc discharge between two graphite rods. The anode was drilled and filled with a mixture of nickel and yttrium used as catalysts. The synthesis was performed in a water-cooled chamber first evacuated and then filled with a static pressure of 660 mbar of helium. A current of 100 A was applied and a voltage of about 35 V was maintained constant by continuously translating the anode towards the cathode. Details on the synthesis can be found in Ref. 3. After the synthesis, the extracted product characterized is the "collaret" found around the deposit on the cathode, where the concentration of tubes is given to be near 70%.
All spectra have been recorded with a Jobin Yvon spectrophotometer T64000 in ambient air and at room temperature for the visible line (457.9, 514.5 and 676.4 nm) whereas the near infrared experiments (1064 nm) have been performed on a Brucker RFS100 FT Raman. In this case, we have used Surface Enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) in depositing SWNT's, dispersed in a solvent (ethanol or CH3Cl), on a rough metallic surface (Ag, Au, Cu).

Fig 1: Raman spectra of singlewalled carbon nanotubes (electric arc sample)

![Raman spectra of singlewalled carbon nanotubes](image)

Fig 2: Low frequency range (electric arc sample)

Fig 3: Frequency range 250 - 1200 cm⁻¹ (electric arc sample)

Each first order spectrum exhibits two main groups of peaks. The first one, which shows at least four components: 1589, 1562, 1550 and 1530 cm⁻¹, is the splitting of the \( E_{2g} \) graphite mode due to the introduction of a curvature in a graphene sheet. The second one, in the low frequency range (100-260 cm⁻¹), is related with the breathing mode whose frequency depends on the tube diameter (higher frequency, lower diameter) (1, 5). So one peak observed can be associated with one diameter. This is what is seen on the figure 2. Indeed, this figure presents different spectra recorded with different wavelengths, given by the letters on the right side (B: 457.9, G: 514.5, R: 676.4 and IR: 1064 nm), and different locations on the sample given by the
number. It is clear that for each wavelength, the position of the peaks are identical whereas their relative intensities are changing from one location to the other. This means that each peak provides an indication of the concentration of one specific diameter relatively to the others and then the entire group gives information about the diameter distribution. In this way, we can see that the diameter distribution of the G1 spectrum is dominated by large tubes whereas this distribution is shifted to the lower diameters in the G3 spectrum.

Other features are also visible between these two frequency ranges (250-1200 cm\(^{-1}\)). In particular, it is possible to identify two asymmetric peaks at 750 and 780 cm\(^{-1}\) on the G spectra. In fact, only armchair tubes gives a calculated mode in the 700-800 cm\(^{-1}\) range, which increases in frequency with the diameter. This observation allows us to put in evidence the existence of tubes with this configuration from (6/6) to (12/12). The asymmetric profile comes from the superposition of several bands of different intensity as each diameter gives response related to its proportion in the location studied and then follows the diameter distribution seen with the low frequency group. Since this mode is no longer seen it with other wavelengths, we can suggest that armchair tubes are no more visible and that we observe tubes with other configurations (zigzag or chiral). Apart the overtones of the low frequency bands near 300 cm\(^{-1}\), it is difficult to assign the other features because no modes are calculated at these frequencies even if it is possible to make some correlations with the diameter distribution. This is the case of the 950 cm\(^{-1}\) peak which is shifted to a higher frequency when the carbon decreases.

With all these informations given by the Raman spectroscopy, it is possible to make systematic studies on samples containing SWNT's. For all spectra shown below, the laser excitation wavelength is the argon line at 514.5 nm.

In a first step, we have performed experiments on one collaret. After having separated it in several parts, we have studied several spots on each as shown in the example of figure 4. We have been able to see an evolution of the diameter distribution on this part with the low frequency group of bands. Then it is clearly observed that along the sample from point 1 to point 6, the diameter distribution evolves continuously from low diameter to higher ones. This is an indication that as the conditions in the synthesis chamber are not homogeneous, the tube production changes from one point to the other and then some specific diameters are favoured compared to others. This means that the location in the synthesis chamber has a great influence on the tube diameter.

In a second step, we have studied samples produced by other methods, namely laser ablation and solar energy. As shown in figures 5 and 6, the two Raman spectra obtained for laser ablation and the upper one of the solar energy really look like similar to those obtained with the electric arc samples. We can always observe the E\(_{2g}\) splitted mode, the same peaks at the same position at low frequencies or in the intermediate (250-1200 cm\(^{-1}\)) range.
It seems that the tubes produced by the electric arc or laser ablation are identical. Or the other hand, some other parts of the solar energy sample lead to the lower spectrum of fig. 6. This spectrum presents a broad peak at 1520 cm$^{-1}$ and more than 10 peaks from 130 to 255 cm$^{-1}$. This corresponds to a very large diameter distribution shown by the low frequency bands and confirm by the broader splitting of the E$_{2g}$ graphite mode. In this case, the diameter is expected to go from a very low value near 8 A to 20 A. So, it seems that in this latter case, the synthesis conditions are not completely comparable to the two other processes, even if a large scale of SWNT’s are also produced. From these observations, it can be suggested that the sublimation parameters do not play a major role in the production of nanotubes. On the contrary, the plasma conditions after sublimation turn out to be of real importance.

**Conclusion**

We have presented Raman studies on SWNT’s. This non-destructive method is efficient to characterize these materials since we can get a diameter distribution and confirm the existence of "armchair" tubes or induced selective study by resonance effects. Therefore, it is possible to perform systematic studies. As an example, we are able to show that on the collaret, the diameter distribution changes significantly from one spot to another and then, that the location in the synthesis chamber is of a great importance in the tubes production. On the contrary, the sublimation process of graphite seem to show little influence, since similar spectra are observed on SWNT’s produced by different methods.
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Resonance Effects in Raman Spectra of Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract. Simultaneous monitoring of the frequency position and the excitation-dependent behaviour of the dominating mode in a low-frequency part of the Raman spectrum of single-wall nanotubes grown by arc-discharge technique in helium atmosphere allowed to establish a presence of fractions with diameters 12.2Å, 12.5Å, 13.6Å, 13.7Å, 14.2Å in the material.

INTRODUCTION

The Raman scattering appeared to be among the techniques being able to measure the geometrical parameters of carbon nanostructures. Though this method doesn’t possess a direct high spatial resolution (as HRTEM or STM), the Raman spectrum shape is strongly influenced by the atomic-scale variations of nano-geometry due to changing the selection rules for the scattering process. This allows to estimate correctly the average size of a nanostructure. Moreover in case of the single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) the diameter-selective resonance enhancement of the Raman scattering intensity takes place. This is a result of a diameter-dependence of the electronic density of states (DOS) for SWNT [1-3]. An analysis of the resonances in the Raman spectra registered with a scanned excitation energy gives information about the nanotube distribution over the fractions with the different diameters.

In this work we varied the excitation energy in the range 2.4-2.7 eV and measured the Raman spectra of SWNT produced by helium arc discharge. We tried to estimate the geometrical parameters of nanotubes and their distribution over diameter.

EXPERIMENTAL

The single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) were produced by arc discharge under static pressure of helium (500 mBar) using pure graphitic electrodes: 20 mm (cathode) and 5 mm (anode) in diameter. A 3 mm diameter hole was drilled in the anode and filled with a graphite-Ni-Y mixture with weight proportion 2:1:1. The
voltage and current used were 25 V and 100 A correspondingly. The nanotubes were predominantly found in the webs rather than in the cathodic deposit.

High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) observations of the web material revealed a high density of SWNT arranged in ropes (Fig.1) which were sometimes covered by an amorphous carbon overlayer. The average tube diameter was around 13 Å.

The Raman measurements were performed for as-deposited (unpurified) SWNT material. A surface of a web-like deposit was flattened by compacting between two plane glasses. After this procedure a probe was placed under the objective of a micro-Raman spectrometer «Jobin-Yvon S-3000». The low power Ar⁺ laser excitation was used to avoid SWNT modification in the laser spot. No visible changes have been observed. The excitation energy was varied in the range of the working wavelengths of Ar⁺-laser (2.41-2.71 eV).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The typical Raman spectrum of SWNT material is shown in Fig.2. For all excitation energies the spectra of SWNT show a splitting of the mode at 1582 cm⁻¹ (being single in the spectrum of a planar graphite) into few components. Their positions and relative contributions are slightly dependent on excitation energy. The splitting is a result of the circular boundary conditions in nanotube leading to the “slicing” of the 2D-graphite Brillouin zone with a step proportional to the tube diameter [1]. As a result all “cut” points become equivalent to the Γ point (k=0) of a Brillouin zone. The phonons with corresponding energies are allowed to participate in the Raman scattering process. The optical branch of the graphite dispersion curve is less steep than the acoustical one. Therefore the optical modes corresponding to the
nanotube fractions with different diameter easily overlap and form a broadened summary contour which is almost unchanged with the tube diameter variation. The acoustical modes appear to be more sensitive to the diameter value.

In our spectra the most dramatic excitation-induced changes occur in the spectral range 100-200 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig.3). For each excitation energy the spectrum is dominated by the only mode: for the energy 2.7 eV - by the mode at 179 cm\(^{-1}\), for 2.54 eV - by the mode at 162 cm\(^{-1}\), for 2.4 eV - by the mode at 150 cm\(^{-1}\). A frequency of the dominant (being resonant) mode decreases while the laser wavelength increases. A separation between the mirror spikes in the electronic density of states (DOS) of SWNT is smaller for the larger tube diameter. This correlates well with our observation. The laser energies used (2.4-2.7 eV) are in the range of an optical transition between the second spikes in DOS for tubes with diameter 12-15 Å [1,2]. As the energy decreases a transition between the first spikes is also activated successively for all tube fractions beginning from the tubes of a minimal diameter.

The diameters estimated from the resonance conditions and from the mode positions coincide well. According to the calculations [4] the position of the strongest low-frequency Raman mode (so called “breathing” radial A\(_g\) mode) shows no chirality dependence. Its frequency \(\omega(r)\) is almost inversely proportional to nanotube radius \(r\) in the range 3\(\text{Å}\) < \(r\) < 7\(\text{Å}\):

\[
\omega(r) = \omega_{(10,10)} \left(\frac{r_{(10,10)}}{r}\right)^{1.0017 \pm 0.0007},
\]

where \(\omega_{(10,10)} = 165\ \text{cm}^{-1}\), \(r_{(10,10)} = 6.785\ \text{Å}\).

In our SWNT material the fractions with diameters 12.5 Å (\(\omega = 179\ \text{cm}^{-1}\)), 13.7 Å (\(\omega = 162\ \text{cm}^{-1}\)) and 14.2 Å (\(\omega = 150\ \text{cm}^{-1}\)) undergo the resonance coinciding with the “second spikes” transition. For the minimal energy used (2.41 eV) also the first-order resonance seems to be activated for the modes at 183 cm\(^{-1}\) and 165 cm\(^{-1}\). They may be ascribed to (9,9) tubes (diameter 12.2 Å) and (10,10) tubes (diameter 13.6 Å) [2].
FIGURE 3. Dependence of the low-frequency part of the Raman spectra of SWNT on the laser excitation energy (E).

The resonance Raman technique seems to give more information about the diameter values of main fractions in SWNT material than about an exact tube geometry. But the diameter is the most important parameter determining the electronic DOS of a nanotube, and (as a result) a semiconducting or metallic type of its behaviour [1].

The Raman spectrum shape was the same for all probes measured confirming the homogeneity of our SWNT material. We suppose that it contains a limited number of nanotube fractions because all “breathing” modes are observed in a spectral range (150-185 cm\(^{-1}\)) which is much narrower than those (measured at the same energies) for the nanotubes produced by another techniques: 148-224 cm\(^{-1}\) [5], 142-225 cm\(^{-1}\) [6].
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Micro-Raman Investigation of the Low-Energy Mode of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract. We investigated multiwalled carbon nanotubes applying Micro-Raman spectroscopy. Well separated vibrational modes were found in the low-energy region at special positions of the sample; we conclude that only rare and unique structures in the sample provide this signal. We show that nanotube vibrations generate those phonons and we discuss different possibilities for their origin.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes were established as a new allotrope form of carbon by Iijima et al. in 1991. [1] The strong correlation between the tubular structure and the physical properties opens up a large number of possibilities for unique applications and generated intense research activities on the structural and electronic properties of carbon nanotubes. [2]

The structural similarity between carbon nanotubes and graphite is responsible for the strong correspondence in the Raman spectra, especially in the high-energy region. Multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT) and graphite exhibit a single peak at 1580 cm⁻¹. [3] Singlewalled nanotubes (SWNT) reveal a fingerprint-like Raman mode at 1591 cm⁻¹ with a typical finestructure [4] originating from symmetry and diameter-dependent dispersion as theoretical works predicted. [5] In the low-energy region the differences become more exalted. Typically, MWNT do not show any low-energy modes (LEM). The LEM in graphite is known to be at 42 cm⁻¹, [6] in SWNT the radial breathing mode is known to be at about 165 cm⁻¹, again revealing a finestructure. [4]

We found phonons in the low-energy region in MWNT, unique in shape and frequency, on special parts of the sample. The origin of these LEM will be discussed in comparison with related materials.
EXPERIMENTAL

The samples contain multiwalled carbon nanotubes produced by the arc-discharge technique. The raw soot was purified by a liquid-phase separation and a purification degree of 90 % was obtained. From transmission electron micrographs we estimated a tube length of around 200–5000 nm, a mean outer diameter of 10–20 nm, and predominantly 10–20 sheets in a tube; occasionally we observed up to 100 sheets. Details on the production and purification process were published elsewhere. [7]

For the Raman studies we employed a Dilor XY 800 triple grating spectrometer and an Ar+/Kr+-gas laser for excitation at 488 nm. Typically, a laser power density of 15 kW/cm² and a focus diameter of about 1 μm were realized applying a microscope optics. The spectra were collected in back-scattering geometry at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To obtain spatially resolved information we performed a series of Raman measurements. Using microscope optics we realized linescans with well defined steps on MWNT containing films. Examinations of the entire sample exhibited predominantly the characteristic Raman spectrum similar to graphite as mentioned above. On some special spots on the sample we observed vibrational modes in the low-energy region.

In Fig. 1 the low-energy region of seven spectra at different sample positions along a line in 1 μm steps is shown. On special points of the linescan, at 1 and 4 μm, well separated sharp peaks were observed. The signal was reproducible concerning the scattering intensity and where it occurred in the linescan. Measurements over a few days revealed a stable signal. Peaks at the frequencies 166 cm⁻¹, 178 cm⁻¹, and 205 cm⁻¹ were obtained with an FWHM (full width at half maximum) of 5 cm⁻¹. Additional measurements on different parts of the sample revealed LEM in the same frequency range of about 150–210 cm⁻¹ in apparently random combination. Hence the peaks seem to have different origins. We assume them to originate from very specific structures. Graphitic particles were excluded since the E₂g phonon of graphite is known to be at 42 cm⁻¹. [6] The detected modes also do not correspond to the finestructured mode bunch at about 165 cm⁻¹, which is characteristic for SWNT. [4] We cannot, however, exclude that the LEM originate from individual SWNT or an SWNT bundle, even if it is unlikely that SWNT grew without catalysts present in the arc-discharge.

In Fig. 2 the Raman intensities of the linescan shown in Fig. 1 were translated into a greyscale. The spectra were plotted only in the frequency range of the LEM (145–250 cm⁻¹) as a function of the spot position in the linescan. From this map it can be seen that the phonons are well separated concerning the frequency and their position in the linescan. The LEM at 205 cm⁻¹ reveals its maximum intensity at
FIGURE 1. A linescan with 1 μm steps. On special spots well separated phonons of low intensity were detected. They were clearly distinguishable from the Raman signal of air (N₂). (The spectra are shifted for clarity.)

4 μm but remains down to 0 μm stable with low intensity. The LEM at 166 cm⁻¹ and 178 cm⁻¹ show their maximum intensity at 1 μm and do not appear again on other parts of the linescan. This special arrangement in frequency and spot position, where the phonons are clearly distinguishable, is typical for MWNT. SWNT exhibit a completely different behavior in spatially resolved measurements as can be seen in Ref. [8]. The phonons are closely arranged in a fine-structured mode bunch and remain present over the recorded linescan with slightly changing intensities. The frequency and spatial arrangement strengthens the assumption that the MWNT phonons in the low-energy region originate from very specific structures which are distributed over the sample. A possible explanation is that only MWNT with a core nanotube of small diameter of around 1–2 nm show a distinct LEM. According to Ref. [5] and [9] the Raman intensities should depend on diameter and symmetry; maybe only a few of the MWNT present in the sample reveal Raman intensities high enough to be detected. Furthermore we could assume a collective, radial vibration of the whole MWNT.
CONCLUSIONS

We observed well separated vibrational modes in the low-energy region at special parts of the MWNT film. These modes seem to originate from very specific MWNT structures. Possible explanations for the origin of these phonons are vibrations of core tubes or collective vibrations. Further measurements on different MWNT samples are necessary to clarify those structures and the eigenvectors of those modes.
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Abstract. Electronic coupling between Carbon nanotubes gives rise to a suppression in the density of states at energies below a pseudogap energy scale, \( W \). We consider the effect of disorder due to random wrapping vectors and orientations of nanotubes in a rope. By analyzing a model in which coupling between tubes is random but translationally invariant we find that: (1) compositional disorder (tubes with random chiralities) tends to reduce the pseudogap energy scale, and (2) due to effects of level repulsion, the dispersion of the energy bands near zero energy is nearly flat, leading to a very small velocity, \( dE/dk \). This leads to a substantial suppression in the electrical conductivity when the Fermi energy is close to zero.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of high quality samples of single wall carbon nanotubes has stimulated great interest in their fundamental properties as well as potential practical applications [1,2]. In their native form, nanotubes are bundled together in “ropes” consisting of a regular triangular lattice of tubes. While there was initial optimism that the ropes were composed primarily of the metallic [10,10] nanotubes, it has become increasingly clear that the ropes contain tubes with a distribution of different diameters and chiralities, which can be controlled to a certain extent by varying growth conditions [3].

The electronic properties of an individual nanotube are determined by the wrapping vector characterizing the tube. In ropes, however, the electronic coupling between neighboring tubes also plays a key role [4,5]. Indeed, it has recently been pointed out that in crystalline ropes of metallic [10,10] nanotubes the intertube coupling gives rise to a suppression of the density of states near the Fermi energy. Electronic structure calculations predict a “pseudogap” of approximately \( W \approx 0.08 \) eV [5].

Though tubes pack into a triangular array, it is unlikely that the ropes are truly crystalline. In this article we argue that disorder in the ropes can play a key role in the rope’s electronic structure. It is useful to distinguish three different categories of disorder. (1) Compositional disorder: Tubes in a rope have a distribution of
chiralities and diameters. (2) Orientational disorder: Even if the rope (or a region within the rope) is composed of purely [10,10] tubes, it is unlikely that these tubes would be orientationally ordered. The nanotubes have a 10-fold rotational symmetry, which is frustrated in the 6-fold crystal environment. (3) Longitudinal disorder: Impurities and defects in lattice registry can give rise to scattering which can limit transport in a rope.

The first two classes of disorder are unique, in that the rope still possesses a translational symmetry. This is clearly the case for an orientationally disordered rope of [10,10] tubes. Moreover, in a continuum theory, a compositionally disordered rope has the same translational symmetry. Since nanotubes are believed to be quite rigid with respect to elastic deformations it is likely that registry between tubes is preserved over a substantial length. Therefore, it is sensible to explore the consequences of compositional and orientational disorder on translationally invariant ropes. The effects of longitudinal disorder, which ultimately will lead to localization, will be studied afterwards.

Translation symmetry allows the electronic eigenstates to be labeled by the conserved momentum \( k_x \). A rope with \( N \) tubes will be characterized by \( N \) one dimensional bands. In a rope of [10,10] tubes without intertube coupling these bands are all degenerate and cross at the Fermi energy. The intertube coupling lifts this degeneracy, and leads to anticrossings in the bands near the Fermi energy, and a suppression in the density of states. The energy scale characterizing this pseudogap is related to the hopping matrix element \( t \) between neighboring tubes. In a hexagonal crystal with 6 neighbors, \( W \approx 12t \). In the following, we argue (1) compositional disorder may substantially reduce the energy scale \( W \) describing the pseudogap and (2) disorder in the ropes leads level to repulsion which suppresses the velocity of the states at the Fermi energy which has important implications for transport.

**COMPOSITIONAL DISORDER: PSEUDOGAP SUPPRESSION**

Here we consider the effects of compositional disorder, in which a rope contains a distribution of tubes with different chiralities. For metallic "mod three" tubes, the electronic states at the Fermi energy are plane waves, with a wavelength determined by the underlying graphite band structure. While in a [10,10] tube, the momentum is aligned with the tube axis, in a chiral tube, the waves are tilted with respect to the axis, so that the component of the momentum along the axis is \( k_F \cos \theta \), \( k_F \) is the Fermi momentum in a [10,10] tube, and \( \theta \) is the chiral angle). Since tunneling between neighboring tubes of different chirality connects states with the same momentum, this implies that for tubes of different chirality, the states coupled by tunneling are no longer degenerate. The difference in energy between the states which are coupled is given by \( \Delta E = v_F k_F \Delta \cos \theta \). When \( t \ll \Delta E \), the bandwidth \( W \approx 12t \) follows from degenerate perturbation theory. However, when \( \Delta E \ll t \),
the bandwidth will be suppressed \( W \approx t^2/\Delta E \). We estimate \( \Delta E \approx 35 \text{meV} \) for tunneling between \( \theta = 0 \) and \( \theta = 5^\circ \). This energy will be larger for other combinations of tubes. This should be compared with the matrix element \( t \) connecting tubes \( t \approx 10 \text{meV} \). We therefore conclude that compositional disorder leads to a suppression of the pseudogap, \( W \).

**LEVEL REPULSION**

We now consider the effect of disorder on the energy levels in a rope. For simplicity we consider a rope without compositional disorder, consisting only of [10,10] tubes. Fig. 1 shows the one dimensional energy bands, obtained from a tight binding model, for (a) an orientationally ordered crystal and (b) an orientationally disordered rope. In both cases, the intertube coupling lifts the degeneracy of the bands and gives rise to anticrossings, where some of the bands do not intersect the Fermi energy, \( E = 0 \). This leads to the pseudogap in the density of states plotted in Fig. 2a. While the suppression of the density of states is quite similar for the orientationally ordered and disordered cases, there is an important difference in the band structures. In the ordered case, Fig. 1a, there are a number of level crossings which result from the symmetry of the crystal. The states at the Fermi energy have essentially the same velocity \( dE/dk \) as an isolated tube. By contrast, in the disordered rope, Fig. 1b, the energy levels avoid each other. This well known phenomena of level repulsion leads to nearly flat bands with small velocities due to the crowding of the energy levels near \( E_F \).

![FIGURE 1. Energy levels as a function of momentum \( k \) along a rope for (a) a crystalline rope of [10,10] tubes and (b) an orientationally disordered rope of [10,10] tubes.](image)

For a translationally invariant metallic system, conductivity is \( \sigma(\omega) = A(E_F)\delta(\omega) \), where the weight of the Drude pole is \( ne^2/m \) (\( n \) and \( m \) are the electron density and mass) which is proportional to the density of states weighted by the velocity squared. In one dimension, \( A(E_F) = \sum_i (e^2/h)v_i(k)^2\delta(E_F - E_i(k)) \), where \( i \) labels the bands bands intersecting the Fermi energy and \( v_i = (1/h)dE_i/dk \). In Fig. 2b we show the Drude weight \( A \) as a function of Fermi energy for the ordered and disordered cases. When the Fermi energy is near zero energy, the level
repulsion and subsequent band flattening leads to a suppression in the weight.

![Graphs](attachment:graphs.png)

**FIGURE 2.** (a) Density of states and (b) weight of the Drude pole in the conductivity in a nanotube rope as a function of energy. The dashed lines are for an ordered crystal, and the solid lines for an orientationally disordered rope. Both quantities are normalized by the energy independent $D_0$ and $A_0$ found in the absence of coupling between tubes.

Longitudinal disorder leads to a lifetime $\tau$ and broadens the delta function. Within Boltzmann transport theory, the DC conductivity is $\sigma = A(E_F)\tau$. One dimensional systems are always unstable to localization. By performing a standard weak localization analysis it is possible to estimate the localization length. We find that the localization length is strongly energy dependent for energies of order the pseudogap energy scale $W$. For a rope containing $N$ tubes it varies from $\ell$ (the mean free path for scattering) when $E_F < W$ to $N\ell$ when $E_F > W$.

Nanotube ropes exhibit an resistivity upturn below a temperature $T^* \approx 50-200K$ [6], and appear to cross over to a localized regime. It is tempting to associate $T^*$ with the pseudogap scale $W$. For a crystal, $W \approx 800K$ is too large, though compositional disorder may play a role in reducing $T^*$ to the observed value.
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Abstract. The effective low-energy theory for single-wall nanotubes including the electron-electron interaction is discussed. Several experimentally relevant consequences of the correlations are described, e.g., the phase diagram, ferromagnetic tendencies, anomalous conductance laws, and a slow decay of the Friedel oscillation.

Single-wall nanotubes (SWNTs) are tubular objects which can be thought of as graphite sheets wrapped into a cylinder, with a radius \( R \) in the nm range. In a remarkable recent experiment [1], it has been demonstrated that single SWNTs can be manipulated and electrically contacted. Such a system is potentially very interesting because electron-electron interactions always lead to the breakdown of Fermi liquid theory in a one-dimensional (1D) metal. Interacting 1D electrons typically form a Luttinger liquid characterized by, e.g., the absence of Landau quasiparticles, spin-charge separation, suppression of the tunneling density of states (TDOS), and anomalous power laws [2]. Due to their structural flexibility and unique band structure, SWNTs are expected to be more stable 1D conductors than conventional systems such as long chain molecules, edge states in the fractional quantum Hall effect, or quantum wires in heterostructures. The nature of the non-Fermi-liquid state theoretically expected in a SWNT, and in particular to what extent the Luttinger liquid is realized, is the subject of our study. Here we omit detailed derivations (see Ref. [3]) and focus on experimentally relevant effects of the electron-electron interaction in metallic SWNTs.

The remarkable electronic properties of SWNTs are due to the special bandstructure of the \( \pi \) electrons in graphite. Wrapping a graphite sheet into a tube leads to the generic bandstructure of a metallic SWNT shown in Fig. 1. First of all, due to transverse momentum quantization, a 1D situation arises with all other bands more than 1 eV away from the Fermi surface. The typical 1D physics can thus be expected even for unusually high energy scales. Furthermore, there are only two linearly independent Fermi points \( \alpha \vec{K} \) with \( \alpha = \pm \) and \( \vec{K} = (k_F, 0) \) [where \( k_F = 4\pi/3a \) in an armchair SWNT, with \( a \) denoting the graphite lattice constant]. Since the basis of the honeycomb lattice contains two atoms, there are
two sublattices $p = \pm$. As is evident from Fig. 1, the SWNT then forms a 1D quantum wire with only two bands intersecting the Fermi energy. To a very good approximation, we have a linear dispersion relation. Finally, by using a suitable gate, one can experimentally tune the average charge density on the SWNT and hence adjust the Fermi energy. In contrast to the situation in graphite, one is normally off half-filling in SWNTs, $E_F \neq 0$.

The construction of an effective low-energy theory is based on the low-energy expansion of the electron operator given in Ref. [4]. This expansion employs the Bloch functions to introduce slowly varying 1D fermion operators that depend only on the transport coordinate $x$. The effective low-energy Hamiltonian is then [3]

$$H = H_0 + H_{\alpha FS}^{(0)} + H_{\alpha FS}^{(1)} + H_{\alpha BS},$$  

where $H_0$ is the kinetic energy. The interactions determine the other three terms. First, $H_{\alpha FS}^{(0)}$ is the direct forward scattering interaction. Second, $H_{\alpha FS}^{(1)}$ is due to the difference of inter- and intra-sublattice forward scattering interactions. This difference matters at short length scales due to the hard core of the Coulomb interaction. However, the corresponding coupling is very small, $f/a \approx 0.05 e^2/R$. Finally, $H_{\alpha BS}$ is due to backscattering and described by the coupling constant $b/a \approx 0.1 e^2/R$. The most important parameter is the correlation strength $K \leq 1$, which is determined solely by $H_{\alpha FS}^{(0)}$. Here a small value of $K$ corresponds to strong correlations [2]. For a SWNT length $L = 3\mu m$, we estimate ($v$ is the Fermi velocity)

$$K \simeq \left(1 + \frac{8e^2}{\pi \hbar v} \ln(L/2\pi R)\right)^{-1/2} \simeq 0.18,$$  

Figure 1: Bandstructure of a metallic SWNT. A right- and left-moving branch ($r = \pm$) is found near each of the two Fermi points $\alpha = \pm$ corresponding to $K$ and $K'$, respectively. Right- and left-movers arise as linear combinations of the sublattices $p = \pm$. The Fermi energy can be tuned by an external gate.
implying very pronounced non-Fermi liquid effects.

The model (1) is equivalent to two spin-$1/2$ fermion chains coupled by the interactions, similar to the standard two-chain problem of coupled Luttinger liquids [5]. It is clear from the bosonized form of $H$ [3] that for $f = b = 0$, the SWNT constitutes a realization of the Luttinger liquid. A finite $b$ then leads to the gap $k_BT_b = D \exp[-\pi u/\sqrt{2b}]$ for charge excitations between the two chains, where $D \simeq 7.4$ eV is the bandwidth. Furthermore, a finite $f$ leads to spin gaps characterized by $k_BT_f \simeq (f/b)k_BT_b$. As both $T_b$ and $T_f$ are well below the mK range, it is in practice justified to ignore these gaps. A metallic SWNT is thus equivalent to a spin-$1/2$ Luttinger liquid with an additional flavor index $\alpha$.

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram of a SWNT in the $T - K$ plane. Since there can be no ordered state in 1D, we characterize a phase by the most slowly decaying correlations. We have studied charge-density wave (CDW), spin-density wave (SDW), and superconducting (SC) correlations. The interactions normally lead to CDW or SDW behavior. Only at extremely low temperatures ($T < T_f$) and externally screened interactions ($K > 1/2$), a singlet superconducting phase emerges. Superconductivity is therefore of little practical importance in SWNTs. We also have to distinguish the spatial oscillation period of the correlations. From Fig. 1 we see that the wavelengths $\lambda = \pi/k_F, \pi/q_F$, and $\pi/(k_F \pm q_F)$ could occur, where $q_F = E_F/v$ arises in the doped case. For instance, consider the SDW correlations which dominate for $K > 1/5$. One can now argue [3] that the slow wavelength is more important,

$$\langle s_x(x)s_x(0) \rangle \sim \cos[2q_F x] x^{-(3+K)/2}.$$  (3)

Since $\cos[2q_F x] \approx 1$ for distances $x$ where the correlations are not already vanishingly small, Eq. (3) is of apparent ferromagnetic character. This reasoning might explain the observed ferromagnetic tendencies [1].

Let us now turn to transport through the SWNT. Since there are four transport
channels, see Fig. 1, a clean SWNT adiabatically connected to leads exhibits the perfect two-terminal conductance \( G = G_0 = 4e^2/h \). The observed conductance is then reduced by at least three mechanisms.

1. The **contact resistance** between the leads and the SWNT will decrease \( G \). More importantly, it causes charging effects implying the presence of an energy scale \( E_c \) that effectively quantizes the spectrum. In Ref. [1], the charging energy \( E_c \approx 2.6 \text{ meV} \) was much larger than the level spacing \( \hbar \nu/L \). Transport at energy scales \( \epsilon \lesssim E_c \) is then blocked ("Coulomb blockade").

2. At high temperatures, backscattering due to phonons or **twistons** becomes effective and leads to a linear temperature increase of the resistance [4].

3. At intermediate-to-low temperatures, **impurity backscattering** is most efficient and discussed below for the linear conductance \( G(T) \). The voltage dependence of the nonlinear conductance follows the same power laws.

Disregarding resonant tunneling, the generic consequences of impurity backscattering can be studied for a single impurity of strength \( \Lambda \) at \( x = 0 \). The effective temperature scale \( T_i \) generated by the impurity is obtained from scaling arguments [6], \( k_B T_i = D(\Lambda/D)^{\gamma/(1-K)} \). For high temperatures \( T \gg T_i \), the conductance corrections \( \delta G \) defined by \( G = G_0 - \delta G \) can then be computed perturbatively. One finds \( \delta G \sim (T/T_i)^{(K-1)/2} \) to lowest order in \( \Lambda^2 \). The full crossover to the low-temperature regime can be obtained for arbitrary \( K \), and at temperatures \( T \ll T_i \), we find \( G(T) \sim (T/T_i)^{(1/K-1)/2} \). Since \( K < 1 \), this implies a total suppression of transport through the SWNT at \( T = 0 \) in the presence of a single, arbitrarily weak impurity [6]. In practice, one has to be aware that a crossover into a temperature-independent conductance occurs at \( k_B T \simeq \hbar \nu/L \). Furthermore, if contact resistances are large, the conductance drops to zero at \( k_B T \approx E_c \). Thereby the above anomalous conductance laws are cut off. It is thus desirable to decrease the contact resistances in order to observe Luttinger liquid behavior over a wide temperature range. Finally, we have assumed here that the temperature stays large compared to the gap scales \( T_f \) and \( T_b \). Otherwise the exponents are different [3].

We now address the TDOS which could be measured in STM experiments. Here electron tunneling occurs close to the impurity position, the role of the impurity being played by the STM tip itself. The presence of an impurity modifies the anomalous exponents [6], and the TDOS is \( \rho_{\text{TDOS}}(\epsilon) \sim \epsilon^{2\Delta-1} \), which is different from the bulk DOS, \( \rho_{\text{bulk}}(\epsilon) \sim \epsilon^{2\Delta-1} \). Here the exponents are defined by the boundary and bulk scaling dimensions [2], \( \Delta = \frac{1}{8K} + \frac{3}{8} \) and \( \Delta = \frac{1}{16} \left( \frac{1}{K} + K \right) + \frac{3}{8} \), respectively. Since \( \Delta > 1/2 \) for \( K < 1 \), the TDOS always vanishes for \( \epsilon \to 0 \). Taking \( K = 0.18 \), the above exponents are 1.13 and 0.46, respectively. For a Fermi liquid (\( K = 1 \)), we would instead have \( \Delta = \overline{\Delta} = 1/2 \), and both exponents are zero.

Finally, we discuss the **Friedel oscillation** building up around an impurity of strength \( \Lambda \) at \( x = 0 \), or at the end of the SWNT (which acts like a strong impurity, \( \Lambda = D \)). Following Ref. [7], the Friedel oscillation can be straightforwardly
obtained. While for $x \gg \hbar v / k_B T$ the Friedel oscillation decays exponentially on the thermal length scale $x_T = \hbar v / k_B T$, the result for $a \ll x \ll x_T$ contains first a 2$q_F$ oscillatory part [8],

$$ \langle \rho(x) \rangle \sim \cos[2q_F x] \left( x / x_i \right)^{-3/4} \quad (x \gg x_i) \quad (4) $$

$$ \sim \cos[2q_F x] \left( x / x_i \right)^{-1/2} \quad (x \ll x_i) , $$

and superimposed a rapidly oscillating contribution,

$$ \langle \rho(x) \rangle \sim \cos[2(k_F \pm q_F) x] \left( x / x_i \right)^{-3/4} \quad (x \gg x_i) \quad (5) $$

$$ \sim \cos[2(k_F \pm q_F) x] \left( x / x_i \right)^{-1/2} \quad (x \ll x_i) , $$

where $x_i = \hbar v / k_B T_i$ sets the length scale generated by the impurity. Here the important point is that the decay is always slower than the standard $1/x$ Fermi liquid result. Furthermore, it becomes even slower as the impurity is approached. Therefore one can expect very pronounced Friedel oscillations in a SWNT, and STM measurements of the screening cloud can potentially give access to the correlation strength $K$.

To conclude, we have predicted experimentally relevant correlation effects in SWNTs. Further manifestations of the electron-electron interaction can be expected in the shot noise and in frequency-dependent transport properties.
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[8] For $K < 1/5$, the wavelength $\pi / 4q_F$ is dominant [3].
NON CONVENTIONAL SCREENING OF THE COULOMB INTERACTION IN C_{60} AND IN CARBON NANOTUBES
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We study the screening of the Coulomb interaction in C_{60} and carbon nanotubes. It is shown that for these systems the screening deviates strongly from the Clausius-Mosotti behavior. The short range interaction is strongly screened and the long range interaction is anti-screened, thereby strongly reducing the gradient of the Coulomb interaction. For the nanotubes a cross-over from quasi one dimensional to two dimensional screening is found with increasing radius of the nanotube. The unconventional screening explains the moderate effect of electron-electron correlations on the electronic structure of these molecules.

In model Hamiltonians set up to treat correlation effects the on-site Coulomb interaction is a very important parameter. It is usually argued that this interaction is only weakly screened relative to the longer range interactions, which justifies the neglect of the later. In order to decide on the importance of the correlation effects precise knowledge of the longer range Coulomb interactions is crucial since of course it is the gradient of this interaction which really matters.

Consider a systems composed of polarizable atoms. If we assume a linear response of the atoms to an electric field, the induced dipole moment $\mathbf{p}(\mathbf{r}_i)$ on an atom on site $\mathbf{r}_i$ is proportional to the local field $\mathbf{F}(\mathbf{r}_i)$: $\mathbf{p}(\mathbf{r}_i) = \alpha_i \mathbf{F}(\mathbf{r}_i)$, where $\alpha_i$ is the atomic polarizability. The energy of the system is lowered due to the induced dipole moment by an amount of $\Delta E_i = -\frac{1}{2} \alpha_i |\mathbf{F}(\mathbf{r}_i)|^2$.

Using this, the screening energy of the Coulomb interaction between two charges can be obtained:

$$V(\mathbf{R}) = \frac{e^2}{R} - \frac{1}{2} \sum_i \mathbf{d}_i \cdot \mathbf{p}_i \equiv \frac{e^2}{R} - 2E_p(\mathbf{R}),$$

(1)

where $\mathbf{d}_i$ is the total external monopole field, $\mathbf{p}_i$ the induced dipole moment at site $i$ and $2E_p$ is the polarization energy. The mathematical description of the microscopic response of a system of point-dipoles to external fields was developed by Mott and Littleton. The matrix representation of the equations for the induced dipoles is in Cartesian coordinates:

$$p_i^{\mu} = \alpha_i d_i^{\mu} + \sum_{j,j \neq i} \sum_{\gamma} M_{ij}^{\mu\gamma} p_j^{\gamma}, \quad \text{with} \quad \mu, \gamma = x, y, z.$$  

(2)
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The elements of the matrix that represents the dipole-dipole interactions are given by:

$$M_{ij}^{\mu\gamma} = \alpha_i (3l_i^\mu l_j^\gamma \left| l_{ij} \right|^{-5} - \left| l_{ij} \right|^{-3} \delta_{\mu\gamma}),$$

(3)

where $l_{ij} = l_i - l_j$ is the vector connecting the two dipoles. The solution of this set of equations gives the exact effective potential for the electrons.

For a 3D system the equations above reduce to the well known Clausius-Mossotti (C.-M.) result when the summations are replaced by integrations:

$$\frac{\epsilon - 1}{\epsilon + 2} = 4\pi \alpha / 3, \quad V(R) \equiv e^2 / \epsilon R.$$  

(4)

The situation is very different for a system where the dipoles and electrons are confined to a plane (2D system) or a line (1D system). As the system is an object in the 3D real space, the bare Coulomb interaction between the two electrons is inversely proportional to the distance between the charges. For a 1D system the polarization energy is calculated exactly and shown in figure 1. At very short distances (till about 2 lattice spacings) the Coulomb interaction is screened. When the separation between the charges is larger, however, the Coulomb interaction is anti-screened: the induced polarization results in an increased repulsion between the two charges. This behavior is markedly different from the C.-M. result.

For a C$_{60}$ molecule we can model the screening by assuming that on each carbon site a dipole moment can be induced due to two excess charges on

![Figure 1: The polarization energy $-2E_p$ as a function of separation between the electrons in one dimension. Negative values of $-E_p$ represent screening and positive values anti-screening. Distances are in units of the lattice spacing.](image)
the molecule. The effective Coulomb repulsion between these two charges is calculated by the method described above.

![C_{60} molecule](image)

![C_{60} molecule](image)

Figure 2: Left: effective Coulomb interaction as a function of the separation of two electrons on a C_{60} molecule. The carbon-carbon distance is 1.391 \& 1.455 Å and ω=0.26 Å^2. Right: effective Coulomb interaction a (6,0) nanotube. The carbon polarizability α is varied between 0 and 0.6 Å^2. In the inset the effective on-site Coulomb interaction is plotted as a function of the inverse of the radius of the nanotube for ω=0.5 Å^2. The lines are guides for the eye.

The results for the C_{60} molecule is shown in figure 2. Whereas the bare Coulomb repulsion depends strongly on the distance between the charges (ranging from ~13.5 to ~2 eV), screening tends to flatten the effective interaction (ranging from ~6 to ~3 eV). This is again due to the fact that at short distances the Coulomb interaction is screened and at large distances anti-screened, as in the 1D case. For C_{60} this behavior compares well with what has been found with other methods.

In figure 2 the effective Coulomb interaction for two electrons on a (6,0) nanotube is shown for different values of the carbon polarizability. The calculations clearly show that the long range part of the Coulomb interaction is independent of the polarizability and that only the interaction between electrons that are close by is efficiently screened. It is found that the screening depends mainly on the distance between the charges, and is independent of the position of the charges on the nanotube. In the inset is shown how the screened on-site Coulomb interaction depends on the radius of the nanotube R_{tube}. The limit R_{tube} → ∞ corresponds to a (2D) honeycomb lattice. There is a smooth crossover from quasi-1D screening for nanotubes with a small diameter to 2D
screening for tubes with a large radius.

Interesting also is that for realistic values of the polarization the on-site and nearest neighbor Coulomb interactions in these systems are almost equal, which really makes a Hubbard-like description very questionable.

We considered, in conclusion, a point-dipole model to account for the screening of the Coulomb repulsion in non-polar insulators. For three dimensional systems the deviations from the Clausius-Mossotti result for the inter-site screened Coulomb interaction are small, but in one and two dimensional systems only local field effects contribute to the screening. At large distances the Coulomb interaction is unscreened and in 1D at intermediate distances the Coulomb interaction is even anti-screened. Applying the dipole screening model to finite size systems like the C₆₀ molecule and carbon nanotubes, we showed that the effective Coulomb interaction is only weakly dependent on the distance between the electrons. So correlation effects are drastically reduced, explaining the success of (effective) one-particle theories for these large molecules.
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Abstract. We report theoretical predictions of the energetic, structural and elastic properties of single wall nanotubes. We shall discuss estimations of the Poisson ratio and Young modulus for C, BN, BC₃ and BC₂N nanotubes. We have focused attention on both arm-chair (n,n) and zig-zag (n,0) nanotubes, with n in the range 5 to 20. For the particular case of C nanotubes we have also considered a number of chiral examples. A brief outline of the theoretical methods will be given, followed by a discussion of the results obtained, paying particular attention to the elastic properties.

INTRODUCTION

In this work we focus our attention on the elastic properties of carbon and BₓCᵧNₓ single wall nanotubes. A more complete report of our results can be found in ref. [1]. Many potential applications of nanotubes depend critically on their mechanical properties, and therefore it is interesting to probe the stiffness of these materials along the axial direction as a function of their structure and composition. In particular, we have considered the following nanotube structures: For the calculations reported here we have used a non-orthogonal Tight-Binding [3] model derived from first principles calculations [4].

ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF SINGLE-WALL NANOTUBES

Although a more detailed characterisation of the elastic properties of nanotubes is possible [5], we focus our attention on the Poisson ratio (σ) and Young's modulus, especially the latter, since this is an experimentally measured quantity [6-8]. The Poisson ratio is given by

\[
\frac{R - R_{eq}}{R_{eq}} = -\sigma \epsilon,
\]

(1)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$B_2C_2N_2$</th>
<th>$(n,m)$</th>
<th>$D_{eq}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$Y_s$ (TPa $\cdot$ nm)</th>
<th>$Y$ (TPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>(10,0)</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6,6)</td>
<td>0.820</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10,5)</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10,7)</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10,10)</td>
<td>1.360</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>(10,0)</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.284</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6,6)</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(10,10)</td>
<td>1.390</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC$_3$</td>
<td>(10,0)</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(6,6)</td>
<td>1.694</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC$_2$N II</td>
<td>(7,0)</td>
<td>1.111</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5,5)</td>
<td>1.370</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>1.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Structural and elastic properties of selected nanotubes obtained from the tight-binding calculations reported here. Young modulus values given in parenthesis were obtained from first-principles calculations. Also the value of $Y$ with the convention $\delta R = 0.34$ nm is given for comparison.

where $R$ is the tube radius at strain $\epsilon$, $R_{eq}$ is the equilibrium radius (i.e. $R(\epsilon = 0) = R_{eq}$), and $\sigma$ is the Poisson ratio. The Young modulus in its conventional form is not a well defined quantity in the case of single-wall nanotubes, because it is not possible to unambiguously assign a thickness to a sheet one-atom thick [1]. For this reason we have adopted the following definition of the Young modulus, which avoids this difficulty:

$$Y_s = \frac{1}{S_{eq}} \frac{\partial^2 E}{\partial \epsilon^2} \bigg|_{\epsilon=0}$$

Here $S_{eq}$ is the surface area defined by the tube at equilibrium ($\epsilon = 0$) and $E$ is the total Tight-Binding [4] energy. In this definition $Y_s$ has dimensions of pressure-length.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In Table (1) we have listed some values of $Y_s$ obtained for selected structures considered in this work. As can be seen from the data, there is a small dependence of $Y_s$ on the tube diameter, the dependence becoming smaller as the tube diameter increases. In the limit of large tube diameters $Y_s$ tends to a value close to that calculated for a flat graphitic sheet. Another conclusion that can be extracted from our results is that the carbon nanotubes are stiffer than any of the composite nanotubes. The BN nanotubes have the smallest Young modulus, but nevertheless
remain considerably stiff. For comparison with the available experimental data [6-8] for multi wall nanotubes, it is useful to convert our data to the convention obtained by adopting a tube wall thickness of $\delta R = 0.34$ nm, the interlayer spacing in graphite. This was the convention adopted in a previous study of the elastic properties of carbon nanotubes [5]. When we do this, we obtain a value of $Y$ around 1.25 TPa for carbon nanotubes with diameters in the range 1.3 nm, in good agreement with the experimental data [6,7]. For the BN nanotubes in the same range of diameters the value is around 0.9 TPa, somewhat smaller than the value measured experimentally [8], but still in reasonably good agreement.
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Self-assembly and electronic structure of bundled single- and multi-wall nanotubes
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Abstract. Detailed growth mechanism of single-wall nanotube bundles and of multi-wall nanotubes of carbon is investigated using \textit{ab initio} and parametrized calculations. Our results show that single-wall tubes grow only in presence of a catalyst, whereas multi-wall tubes, stabilized at the growing edge by a covalent "lip-lip" interaction, may form in a pure carbon atmosphere. The individual tubes in these systems are likely to exhibit a low-frequency twisting motion. The weak, partly anisotropic inter-wall interaction, present in single-wall nanotube bundles and in multi-wall nanotubes, may cause significant changes in the density of states near the Fermi level.

Introduction

Carbon nanotubes, consisting of graphite layers wrapped into seamless cylinders, have been produced in the carbon arc and by laser vaporizing graphite [1–6]. Both single-wall and multi-wall systems have been observed that are up to a fraction of a millimeter long, yet only nanometers in diameter. Absence of defects and chemical inertness suggests that these molecular conductors should be ideal candidates for use as nano-wires.

The present study has been motivated by several open questions. First, the formation of single-wall nanotubes from lightly doped graphite and of multi-wall nanotubes from pure graphite is unusual in view of the fact that spherical finite-size isomers, or graphite and diamond in the bulk, are the most stable modifications of carbon. Also, the spherical counterparts of nanotubes, fullerenes such as C\textsubscript{60}, have been shown to spin within the C\textsubscript{60} solid, whereas spinning or twisting of individual tubes within a bundle or a multi-wall tube has not been discussed so far. Our particular interest in tube rotations results from the fact that both the spinning/twisting motion and the electronic structure of these systems depends strongly on the anisotropy of the inter-tube interaction. We suggest the onset of "orientational melting" at T* as one possible explanation of the unusual temperature dependence of resistivity in nanotube bundles, which show a transi-
tion from non-metallic to metallic behavior when changing the sign of $d\rho/dT$ at $T^* \approx 50 - 100$ K.

These questions are addressed using a combination of *ab initio* and parametrized techniques. To obtain the total energy of nanotubes in perfect lattices or of fragments near the tube end, we use the Density Functional Formalism with a plane wave basis for the solid [7] and a numerical basis for the fragments [8]. Band structure details are studied using a parametrized Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) formalism, with parameters described in Ref. [9]. The inter-tube interaction is described in analogy to the inter-ball interaction in the doped C$_{60}$ solid [10]. Up to 102,400 k-points in the irreducible Brillouin zone are used to determine the electronic structure of ordered nanotube lattices, the "ropes" [7].

**Formation Mechanism**

It is generally agreed that the most stable carbon isomers should be chains and rings for up to $N \approx 20 - 30$ atoms, and closed single-wall fullerenes for tens to hundreds of atoms [9,11-13]. Only beyond several hundred atoms should one observe a transition to spherical multi-layer "onions" [14,15]. Hence, reaction kinetics during the condensation of carbon atoms from the vapor is expected to play a crucial role in the formation of nanotubes.

**Formation of Single-Wall Nanotube Ropes**

The nucleus of a growing nanotube is a short cylinder that is capped on one side and open on the other side [5,8]. The system consists of carbon atoms forming hexagonal rings, six of which have been substituted by pentagonal rings. Substitution of more hexagons by pentagons (up to twelve) would gradually close the tube to a fullerene capsule; a system with less than six pentagons in the structure would resemble a cone with an increasing exposed edge. With a given number of atoms, the half-closed tubule may be either long and thin, thus minimizing the "dangling-bond" energy at the open edge, or short and fat, thus minimizing the strain energy in the cylinder. The equilibrium will lie in-between; as a matter of fact, the equilibrium diameter increases very slowly, only with the cube root of the number of atoms $N$. The tube diameter will eventually be frozen at a critical size estimated to be few hundred atoms under synthesis conditions; then, the rate associated with global structural rearrangements will no longer be competitive with the growth rate. For systems containing few hundred carbon atoms, the equilibrium diameter lies close to 1.4 nm, that of a (10,10) "armchair" tube [5].

Nanotube closure will necessarily be initiated by substituting pentagonal rings for hexagons at the growing edge. It has been shown in Ref. [8] that pentagon formation can be prevented catalytically by transitions metals atoms, such as Ni or Co, adsorbed at the growing edge. These metal atoms have the ability to enter a forming pentagon, with essentially no activation barrier, to form a metallacycle.
and thus to “masquerade” as carbon atoms. In the next step, the metal atom in the hexagonal ring is substituted by a carbon atom. This completes the formation of a hexagon at the defect-free edge of a nanotube.

Short tubes are likely to coalesce as they grow. The attractive inter-wall interaction will attempt to maximize the contact area between adjacent tubes, thus yielding a triangular lattice (a “rope”) of nanotubes, observed in Ref. [5].

**Formation of Multi-Wall Nanotubes**

In absence of metal atoms at the growing edge, which would inhibit dome closure, a different mechanism has to be invoked to explain the growth of carbon nanotubes rather than their energetically favored spherical counterparts. In the first stage of the aggregation process, as in the case of single-wall nanotubes, we expect the formation of a graphitic hemisphere containing six pentagons. While this half-dome is being formed, a second “layer” may aggregate rapidly on this pre-formed graphitic template. This is expected especially if the carbon vapor is very dense, which is the case when focussed laser pulses are used [16].

It has been shown in Ref. [17] that the inter-wall gap at the edge of the double-dome is likely to be bridged by carbon atoms which establish a covalent “lip-lip” interaction, thus saturating eventual dangling bonds. Under this scenario, growth would occur by accretion of carbon at the stabilized edge. In presence of the strong “lip-lip” interactions, which maintain a constant inter-wall separation, eventual tube closure now would involve a concerted addition of pentagons in the inner and outer wall. This is unlikely to occur, and thus we expect the double-dome not to close, but rather to continue growing by adding hexagonal rings, as a double-wall tube. The efficiency of the “lip-lip” interaction mechanism to keep a double-wall nanotube from closing at high temperatures has been confirmed by *ab initio* Car-Parrinello calculations [18].

**Electronic Structure of Single-Wall Nanotube “Ropes”**

The interaction between adjacent nanotubes in a bundle or “rope” is, same as in the C₆₀ solid, not completely isotropic about the tube axis. Individual (10,10) tubes are expected to librate about their axis with a relatively low frequency of 50 – 60 cm⁻¹, close to the observed (but not identified) 41 cm⁻¹ infrared-active mode [19]. Even though the activation barrier for free rotation is only ≤4 meV per atom, individual tubes are not expected to rotate rigidly due to their high total mass. Since the rigidity of nanotubes is limited, finite segments are more likely to twist about the tube axis. The twisting motion is likely to be accompanied by displacement of orientational dislocations that have been frozen in during the assembly of the “ropes”.

Inter-tube interactions in the ropes have been shown to modify the electronic structure of individual tubes by opening a pseudo-gap near the Fermi level [7,20,21].
With the onset of orientational melting, one would expect the pseudo-gap to smear out, thus significantly increasing the conductivity of the system. Inter-tube coupling leads to an increase in the density of states by $\approx 7\%$ outside the pseudo-gap. An even larger increase in the density of states, namely by a factor of $\approx 12$ with respect to the pristine system, is predicted for the potassium doped system with the composition $\text{KC}_8$, in agreement with the observed conductivity increase by a factor of $10\sim 20$ [22].

Electronic Structure of Multi-Wall Nanotubes

Inter-wall interaction in a multi-wall nanotube may cause similar changes in the electronic structure near the Fermi level as the inter-tube interaction in “ropes” of nanotubes described above [23,24]. Our calculation for the $(5,5)@(10,10)$ double-wall tube [25] suggests that due to inter-tube coupling, the density of states near $E_F$ increases by $\approx 3\%$. The value of the rotational barrier per atom in this system is somewhat smaller than in nanotube “ropes”, in agreement with results for the same system published in Ref. [26]. Off-axis displacements of $\lesssim 0.1$ Å in multi-wall tubes cost essentially no energy. For the particular $(5,5)@(10,10)$ double-tube, we expect librational modes to occur at $\omega_{in}\approx 31$ cm$^{-1}$ for the inner tube and $\omega_{out}\approx 11$ cm$^{-1}$ for the outer tube, depending on which of these tubes is pinned. As in the case of nanotube “ropes”, we expect segments of individual tubes to exhibit a twisting motion rather than the entire tubes to rotate rigidly. We also expect an orientational melting transition to occur in multi-wall nanotubes, close to or below the temperature expected in single-wall nanotube “ropes”.

Summary and Conclusions

*Ab initio* and parametrized calculations have been used to show that under specific conditions, carbon atoms condense to form nanotubes. Whereas single-wall tubes form only in presence of an atomically dispersed transition metal catalyst, it is the covalent “lip-lip” interaction at the growing edge that prevents multi-wall tubes from closure even in absence of such a catalyst. The attractive inter-wall interaction stabilizes not only multi-wall nanotubes, but causes also single-wall tubes to pack into ordered “ropes”. This interaction induces additional band broadening by $\approx 0.2$ eV, and opens up a pseudo-gap at $E_F$ in the “ropes”. Due to their large inertia, individual nanotubes do not rotate as a whole. Finite tube segments are rather expected to exert a local twisting motion. Orientational dislocations, which were frozen in during the formation of the “ropes”, lower the activation barrier for tube rotations and hence the orientational melting temperature of the “ropes”.
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Simulation of STM images of 3D objects and comparison with experimental data: carbon nanotubes
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Abstract. Tunneling through a nanotube is a much more complex phenomenon than STM imaging of an atomically flat surface. Besides geometric convolution effects, and resonant tunneling through the two tunneling gaps: STM tip-nanotube, and nanotube-substrate, differences in electronic properties of the nanotube and of the support play a role. We used wave packet dynamical calculation of tunnel current density in the STM tip-nanotube-support system in order to separate the distortion in the STM image formation process in pure geometric and electronic effects. Simulated line cuts for the case of a nanotube on supports with similar and different electronic structures are coincident with experimental data.

INTRODUCTION

There are some differences in STM imaging of a three dimensional object "floating" over the surface of the support as compared with STM applied on flat surfaces. Convolution effects arise from the geometry at the very end of STM tip. This will produce an apparent broadening [1] of the tube. Existence of two tunneling gaps and differences in the electronic structure of the nanotube and that of the support have significant effect on tunneling current.

EXPERIMENT

Carbon nanotube STM samples were prepared by the catalytic decomposition procedure as reported earlier [2,3,1]. Constant current STM images were acquired using tunneling currents in the range of 0.2 nA and bias voltages in the range of 0.4 V. In Fig. 1a and b the STM image and the corresponding line cut are shown for a carbon nanotube placed over other carbon nanotubes stacked in a regular way, i. e. on a "raft". An apparent broadening, (defined as \( B = 2W/h \)), by a
factor of 2.18 is present in the image. In Fig. 1 c, and d we show an STM image acquired over a nanotube on HOPG. Apparent broadening is $B = 3.24$.

![Image of STM images and graphs](image)

**FIGURE 1.** a) Carbon nanotube placed on a "raft"; b) line cut marked in the image taken through a tube well separated from other tubes. c) Nanotubes on graphite; d) line cut marked in the image taken through object A.

**GEOMETRIC AND QUANTUM LINE CUT**

As a first approximation, we have calculated the image distortions caused by finite tip size using a simple geometric method. The support is assumed to be a flat surface. The tube is modelled by a cylinder of 0.5 nm radius floating above the support at a distance of 0.335 nm. STM tip is approached by a rotational hyperboloid of 0.5 nm apex radius and 15 deg aperture angle. Effective surface of the electrodes is 0.071 nm outside the geometric surface. Geometric line cut is shown in Fig. 3 (left). It is defined as the line drawn by the tip apex point, when the distance of the nearest points of the sample and tip effective surfaces remains constant.

We have performed quantum mechanical probability current calculations through a simple two dimensional potential modelling the STM tip – nanotube – support system. The potential is zero outside the effective surfaces of the electrodes, and
−9.81 eV inside. \( E_F = 5 \text{ eV} \), \( W = 4.81 \text{ eV} \). Tunneling probability is calculated from time dependent scattering of a wave packet approaching from the bulk of the tip. Details of calculation are given elsewhere [5,6]. The probability density of the scattered wave packet is shown on Fig. 2. For \( X_{\text{apex}} = 2 \text{nm} \) lateral tip displacement the tip is still far from the nanotube. The wave packet is tunneling simply from the tip apex into the support. For \( X_{\text{apex}} = 0 \text{nm} \) the tip is above the nanotube. It is a resonant tunneling situation because of the two tunneling gaps. STM constant current loop was simulated by finding for each fixed lateral tip displacement that vertical tip displacement which yielded a setpoint tunneling probability value of \( P_{\text{setpoint}} = 3 \cdot 10^{-4} \). Tip displacement values from this procedure are shown on Fig. 3 (left).

**FIGURE 2.** Probability density of scattered wave packet. Effective surfaces of electrodes are shown by thick lines. Size of presentation window is 3.84 nm. Contour lines are drawn on square root scale. Each frame is normalized to its maximum density.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**

When the nanotube is placed on a support with similar electronic structure (on top of the raft, (Fig. 1 a), the geometric line cut does not differ significantly from the quantum line cut (Cf. Fig. 3 (left)). Major distortion that influences the apparent tube diameter is geometric convolution of the tip with the tube. When the tube is on a support with different electronic properties, the simplification used in our calculation: \( E_F \) and \( W \) in the nanotube and in the support is identical, is not valid. In case of geometric line cut this can be taken in account by increasing the value of the tunneling gap over the support as compared to the value over the
nanotube. Ratio of $HW$ to $h$ versus increase of tunneling gap over the support is shown in Fig. 3 (right). Comparing the case of the nanotube over the raft, i.e. identical electronic structure, with Fig. 3 (right), one may conclude that in the experimental case the distortion agrees with the value corresponding to zero tunnel gap increase.

![Graph showing ratio $HW/h$ versus tunnel gap increase.](image)

**FIGURE 3.** *left*) Thick solid line is geometric line cut. Crosses connected by thin solid line show calculated points of quantum line cut. *right*) $HW/h$ versus increase of tunneling gap above the support.

Conclusions: if the electronic structure of the nanotube and support is similar the major distortion arises from geometric convolution of the shape of the tip with the tube geometry. When the electronic structure of the support is different from that of the nanotube, further distortions arise from the modification of the width of tunneling gap over the nanotube if compared to the value over the support. The second tunneling gap may introduce complications in interpretation of STS data.

Acknowledgments: helpful discussion with Prof. Ph. Lambin of FUNDP, Namur, are gratefully acknowledged. The work was partly supported by AKP grant No. 96/2-637.
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Electronic Processes in Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract. An LCAO theory of the tunneling current between carbon materials (sp$^2$) and a metallic tip is developed to simulate their differential conductance and STM images. The tunneling current is expressed by a series expansion of the resolvent operator which is computed with a recursion algorithm. The differential conductance of both chiral and achiral nanotubes is calculated. We emphasize the fact that electronic and geometrical effects must be interpreted with much attention in STM imaging of carbon nanotubes.

INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery, carbon nanotubes (CN’s) have attracted great attention. On the experimental point of view, much effort has been paid to synthesis$^1$ and characterisation. Simultaneously, theoretical works have predicted interesting properties.$^2$ In particular, CN’s can be either metallic or semiconductor depending on their diameter and chirality. Recent experimental confirmations of these properties have been given by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS).$^3$ This paper aims at understanding the electronic processes involved in STM and STS experiments. The first part of this paper is a theoretical study of the tunneling current between a tip and a carbon molecule. This method is used in the second part to simulate both tunneling conductance and STM images. A discussion of our results is given in the last part. In particular, we show that STM images of CN’s must be interpreted with much attention.

MODEL AND METHOD

Our method is based on a tight-binding model (TBM). The TBM has the advantage of still being useful in cases where Bloch theorem is not valid. Indeed, the description of electronic wave functions in this formalism enables us to work in the direct space. The wave functions are expressed by a Linear Combinations of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO). We have used a $\pi$-orbital approximation for the nanotube in which curvature effects
have been incorporated in the hopping parameters (fitted to the band structure of graphite).

\[
I = -\frac{2e}{\hbar} \int_{E_F}^{E_F + V_{bias}} \sum_{i,j \neq 1} V_{ij} R_{ij}^{(1)}(E) V_{ij} R_{ij}^{(2)}(E - eV_{bias})
\]

where \( R_{ij}^{(1)} \) and \( R_{ij}^{(2)} \) are the imaginary parts of the matrix elements of the Green function for the nanotube and for the tip respectively.\(^5\) The interaction \( V_{ij} \) between sites \( i \) (nanotube) and \( j \) (tip) is described in the following paragraph.

In this preliminary model (see Figure 1(b)), the tip was treated as a linear chain of atoms with s-orbitals and was assumed to be terminated with a single atom (denoted as \( j=0 \)). Even if this approximation is inadequate in most instances, it allows us to explore geometrical and electronic effects that may give spurious effects in the imaging of the nanotube.

From this simple tip model, the parameters \( V_{ij} \) are restricted to \( V_{i0} \). Within the Slater-Koster theory, the interaction between an s- and a \( \pi \)-orbital depends on the angle \( \alpha_{i0} \) between them and on the distance \( d_{i0} \) separating the tip end and the atom \( i \) in the following way:

\[
V_{i0} = V_{\alpha_{i0}} \cos(\alpha_{i0}) e^{-\lambda d_{i0}}
\]

We choose \( \lambda = 1.15 \AA^{-1} \) such that the current intensity is decreased by one order of magnitude when the tip moves \( 1 \AA \) away from the substrate.

**STS SIMULATION**

Experimental measurements of I-V curves of single-wall CN's have been made recently. We present our simulation for various kinds of CN's on Figure 2.
Figure 2 Numerical simulation of the differential tunneling conductance of various kinds of CN's. From left to right: a semi-metal, a small gap (washed out by numerical error) and a moderate gap semi-conductor.

Since several groups have reported the differential conductance and others the derivative of the logarithm of $I$ as being representative of the density of states (DOS) of the nanotube, we compare these data in Figure 2. Neither $dI/dV$ nor $V/I$ $dI/dV$ is an accurate representation of the DOS. Nevertheless the essential characteristics of it (Van Hove singularities, band gap, ...) are correctly featured. The conductance curves show some asymmetry due to the off-diagonal elements $R^{(1)}(E)$ of the Green function of the nanotube.

**STM SIMULATION**

Figure 3 Computed STM image of the (11,7) carbon nanotube. The grey scale represents the distance tip-tube axis (Å). The Y axis is corrected as it is explained in the text. The atomic pattern is the projection of the atoms of the tube on the tangent plane (see Figure 4).

We have performed a constant-current STM simulation. In order to eliminate the continuous variation of the tip height due to the nanotube curvature, we have reported the distance from the tip to the tube axis. We reproduce a simulated STM image of the (11,7) nanotube on Figure 3. This choice has been guided by recent experimental measurements on this particular type of single-wall CN.3
One of the main goals of an STM experiment is the determination of the chiral angle of a nanotube. When atomic resolution can be achieved, the image of the hexagonal lattice at the surface of the nanotube leads to the chirality of the tube.

On the other hand, the tube diameter might also be determined by STM measurements. Unfortunately, the π-nature of the orbital at the surface of the nanotube affects the resulted map. At first (see Figure 4), we shall neglect the atomic corrugation. In our scan at constant current, the path of the tip is the dotted line following the curved surface of the nanotube. With atomic corrugation, the tip has to move slightly upward when in the neighbourhood of an atom and downward when in the neighbourhood of the centre of an hexagon. But the height of the tip is not at a local maximum on top of an atom. Indeed, the s-π interaction is maximum when the s-orbital of the ending atom tip and the π-orbital of an atom of the nanotube are aligned. Since this effect only affects the direction perpendicular to the tube axis, it leads to a strong deformation of the image of the nanotube. From that, if no correction is taken into account, the determination of the chiral angle will be erroneous. This correction is easily performed by dividing the y coordinates by \((d+r)/r\) where \(d\) is the mean distance tip-axis and \(r\) is the nanotube radius. Because of the electronic origin of the deformation, such a correction should be still needed for more realistic models of the tip.
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C₆₀-Based Molecular and Electronic Nanostructures
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Abstract. Two new type of molecular/electronic nanostructures are proposed. The formation in water of highly stable fullerene aggregates with size 3.84 nm and a number of molecules N=33 is theoretically predicted and experimentally confirmed. The modelling of the geometric structure and electronic properties of singlewalled fullerene nanotube is carried out. It is shown that the presence of heptagon-heptagon pair as a defect in the structure of this nanotube leads to the formation of the semiconductor-semiconductor heterojunction with the different value of gap.

Molecular nanostructures from fullerene C₆₀ aggregates

Recently a method [1-2] has been offered for production of highly stable and finely dispersed colloidal solutions of fullerenes C₆₀ in water (in the absence of any additives) and this resulted in the generation of solutions with fullerene aggregate sizes from several nanometers to 200 nm. The evaluation of the characteristics of this solution from the point of view of colloidal chemistry [3] indicated high stability with no essential changes during (12-18) months on storage at the normal conditions. Thus, the formation of clathrate-like networks of water molecules [4] around fullerene C₆₀ aggregates, stabilized due to the low conformational mobility of fullerenes and geometrical matching between the structures, which may be formed by hydrogen bonding of water molecules in the clathrate and covalent bonds of the fullerene carbon atoms takes place.
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In our initial calculations we have assumed that the intermolecular interactions are described by a Lennard-Jones (12-6) atom-atom potential with values of parameters taken from our previous paper on simulation of solid $C_{60}$ dynamics [5]. The calculations were carried out in the approximation of rigid molecules using the known atom-atom potential method and the dense packing principle.

The possible hydrated clusters were formed of fullerenes $C_{60}$ by arranging the molecules along the symmetry axes $C_3$ (in number of 12), $C_3$ (in number of 20) and $C_2$ (in number of 30) of the single molecule $C_{60}$ with diameter of about 0.7 nm situated in the centre.

The energy (normalized to the unit of volume) of possible hydrated clusters against a number of molecules $C_{60}$ entering them is given in Fig. 1. It is obvious that the fullerene cluster of diameter 3.84 nm consisting of $N=33$ of $C_{60}$ molecules has the most stable structure. The structure with a number of molecules $C_{60} N=21$ being unstable is transient between structures with $N=13$ and $N=33$.

To our opinion, the further formation of hydrated fullerene aggregates in water should be produced on the basis of highly stable cluster with a number of molecules

$C_{60} N=33$. It keeps the icosahedral symmetry group of isolated $C_{60}$ molecule and has to have the similar vibrational spectrum.

Raman spectrum of the fullerene water solution is given in Fig. 2. This spectrum was obtained by using the double-Raman spectrometer DFS-24 with PC controlling system. The spectral width of the spectrometer is 1.5 cm$^{-1}$. The exiting source was Cu-vapour laser with power 1 Wt. In this spectrum we can see an increasing of the frequencies of the vibrational fundamental bands for all observed modes in compare with results for individual $C_{60}$ molecules [6]. This increasing we connect with strengthening of the intramolecular bonds under forming nanostructural fullerene aggregates in water solution described above.

Finally, the numerical calculations show that the maximum size of fullerene aggregates produced on the basis of highly stable hydrated clusters with a number of
Fulereene water solution with concentration 0.58 g/l and size of colloidal particles less 0.3 μm

![Raman spectrum of the fulereene water solution.](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Raman spectrum of the fulereene water solution.

molecules C₆₀ N=33 does not exceed 200 nm and agrees with experimental value [2].

**Nanostructures on the basis of fulereene C₆₀ nanotube**

The discovery of singlewalled carbon nanotubes [7] have provided the opportunity to study both their mechanical and electronic properties. Theoretical calculations [8] have shown that, depending on the nanotube symmetry and diameter, these carbon nanotubes can be metallic or semiconducting.

In the present work an attempt was made to modulate the singlewalled carbon nanotube from C₆₀ fullerenes. The obtained structure of singlewalled fullerene nanotube is given in Fig.3. The length of continuous part of nanotube is equal to 0.43 nm.

As is known [8], the dependence of gap on the radius of singlewalled nanotube may be approximately described by the formula:

\[
\varepsilon_\text{g} = \varepsilon_\text{rr} \frac{d_0}{R}.
\]
In our case $e_{\text{ext}}$ - the average energy of interaction between two $\pi$-electrons, located on the single and double bonds in $C_{60}$ molecule; $d_0$ - the average distance between the neighbouring carbon atoms in $C_{60}$ molecule. The numerical calculations carried out by the use the molecular dynamics and the tight-binding models [9] have shown that $e_{ext}=2.35$ eV and $d_0=0.14$ nm.

The presence of heptagon-heptagon pair as a defect in the structure of singlewalled fullerene nanotube led to the change of its radius from 0.35 nm to 0.38 nm. As a result, the decrease of gap from 0.94 eV to 0.87 eV takes place.

Thus, the semiconductor-semiconductor heterojunction with the different value of gap is formed. It should be noted that the similar heterojunction was really observed in the experiment [10] for the singlewalled carbon nanotube.
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Abstract. Potential energy differences alone cannot always explain why particular fullerene isomers $C_n$ are observed. It has been demonstrated on various higher IPR isomers that entropy effects are to be included in order to get a realistic stability picture at high temperatures. Our computations along this line extend to $n=96$. However, the principle works for smaller fullerenes, too, as it is demonstrated on the case study of $C_{36}$.

INTRODUCTION

In a systematic large-scale computational study, we have treated all IPR isomers of fullerenes from $n=76$ till $n=96$ in a uniform way (1). A key conclusion drawn from the computations is that the computed energetics itself (i.e., potential energy changes) is not always able to produce a good agreement with observations, and that entropy terms are to be considered, too. Then, a critical comparison with observed data indicates an overall satisfactory agreement.

COMPUTATIONS

All considered cages (typically, the IPR topologies) are first optimized at the MM3 molecular mechanics level and then reoptimized with the semiempirical SAM1 method implemented in the AMPAC program package (2). In the SAM1 optimized geometries, the harmonic vibrational analysis is carried out. Rotational-vibrational partition functions are then constructed from the computed data and temperature-dependent relative concentrations evaluated. The inter-isomeric energetics is also checked at ab initio level, e.g., Hartree-Fock (HF) SCF computations in the 4-31G basis set (HF/4-31G) or density-functional computations at the B3LYP/6-31G* level using the G94 program package (3). The SAM1 heats of formation are reduced to the absolute zero temperature using the partition functions. A special attention is paid to the symmetry and chirality contributions into the partition functions.
FIGURE 1. The SAM1 optimized structures of C_{36} - ten energy-lowest isomers out of a set of 566 cages (note four- and seven-membered rings in some structures).
FIGURE 2. The SAM1 computed relative concentrations of the ten energy-lowest isomers of $C_{36}$ from Fig. 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this report the unified treatment is applied to $C_{36}$, a system that has been discussed for some time and recently finally separated (4). There are just fifteen conventional cages for $C_{36}$, i.e. the cages built from pentagons and hexagons only. However, in our recent study (5) of $C_{32}$ a possible role of four- and/or seven-membered rings was pointed out, too. Generation of such cages can be treated by a purely heuristic approach in which new topologies come from subsequent applications of the Stone-Wales type rearrangements. In order to reduce the computations, we introduce an additional limitation: only structures with one square, two squares, and one square and hexagon are considered in addition to the conventional $C_{36}$ fullerenes: altogether 566 cages resulted from the search.

Fig. 1 depicts ten structures lowest in the SAM1 energy - only six of them are conventional fullerenes, three contain one square, and one a square-heptagon pair. The ground state is a $D_{2d}$ conventional fullerene, the structure highest in energy is a $C_s$ conventional fullerene (bottom right of Fig. 1, 162 kJ/mol above the ground state). The second lowest isomer is a conventional fullerene ($C_{2v}$, 36 kJ/mol). However, the third lowest structure contains one square ($C_s$, 77 kJ/mol). The HF/4-31G and B3LYP/6-31G* computations basically support the picture. The high symmetry ($D_{6h}$) conventional fullerene is located 124 kJ/mol above the ground state (it undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion).

Fig. 2 presents the SAM1 computed temperature dependencies of the relative concentrations of the $C_{36}$ isomers. The structure lowest in energy ($D_{2d}$) remains the most populated till a temperature of almost 5000 K. However, already at 2000 K or so other two or three structures become significant, too, viz. the $C_{2v}$ conventional fullerene and the $C_s$ quasi-fullerene with one four-membered ring. For example, at a temperature of 2500 K those three structures represent 59.5, 18.2, and 9.3 % of the equilibrium ten-membered $C_{36}$ mixture. At present, only a solid-state NMR spectrum of $C_{36}$ is available, and it does not exclude presence (4) of several isomers. If they can really be separated, the interesting option of one quasi-fullerene could be experimentally probed.
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The First Stable Lower Fullerene: C_{36}
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A new pure carbon material, presumably composed of thirty six carbon atom molecules, has been synthesized and isolated in milligram quantities. It appears as though these molecules have a closed cage structure making them the smallest member of a new class of molecules known as fullerenes, most notably of which is the soccer ball shaped C_{60}. However, unlike other known fullerenes, any closed, fullerene-like C_{36} cage will necessarily contain fused pentagon rings. Therefore, this molecule apparently violates the isolated pentagon rule, a criterion which requires isolated pentagons for stability in fullerene molecules. Striking parallels between this problem and the synthesis of other fused five member fused ring systems will be discussed. Also, it will be shown that certain biological structures known as clathrin behave in a manner which gives excellent predictions about fullerenes and nanotubes. These predictions help to explain the presence of abundant quantities of C_{36} in arcied graphite soot.

Fused Pentagon Fullerenes

The discovery of Buckminsterfullerene (C_{60}) demonstrated the possibility of producing graphite-like molecular structures by bending the planar sp^{2} carbon bonds of graphite. Although such strained ring systems are common to organic chemists, "buckybells" are unique only in that the carbon structure closes on itself requiring no passivation of bonds by hydrogen. In fact, it is useful to think of the C_{60} molecule as a continuation of the C_{20}H_{10}, corannulene unit (I) which has the structure of a central pentagon surrounded by fused hexagons (one third of a C_{60} molecule). Prior to the discovery of C_{60}, one could have inferred this molecule's stability based on the existence of corannulene which possesses comparable strain and curvature of the sp^{2} carbon bonds.

![Image of molecules](image_url)

This method of applying information about previously synthesized fused ring systems to the problems of novel fullerenes may also be addressed to fullerenes with fused pentagons such as C_{36}. The first logical step in this progression is to pose the question of whether or not fused cyclopentano ring systems exist in organic chemistry literature. Indeed, such species have been synthesized and the first of these fused pentagon ring systems was 2,2a,3,4-tetrahydro-1H-cyclopen
tandoindene (II). This molecule falls into a class of 5,5,6 fused ring molecules which various groups had attempted to synthesize from the mid-1920's through the early 1950's. The failure of this effort to yield any conclusive results lead some chemists to speculate that such a strained ring system may not be stable enough to exist. However, in 1956, Rapoport & Pasky developed an effective method of
synthesizing and characterizing \textsuperscript{11}. It was concluded that the fused pentagon ring system is not as highly strained as previously believed.

Similarly, the lack of evidence of lower fullerenes in crude fullerene mass spectra has lead some to speculate that fused pentagon fullerenes cannot exist outside of vapor phase mass spectrometry experiments\textsuperscript{4,5}. On the contrary, we have found that C\textsubscript{36} is stable in solid form. Our findings, the details of which are reported elsewhere\textsuperscript{1}, indicate that the chemistry of this new fullerene is significantly different from other known fullerenes. For example, C\textsubscript{36} is insoluble in the common "fullerene" solvents such as toluene or benzene. However, we have found that it is soluble in pyridine, a fact which has aided tremendously in the bulk synthesis. Also, laser desorption mass spectrometry of pristine C\textsubscript{36} is difficult due to the fact that the molecule is easily destroyed by the laser pulse. One way to remedy this problem has been to use a matrix such as the fullerene soot in which C\textsubscript{36} is generated. Alternatively, somewhat more robust derivatives such as C\textsubscript{36}H\textsubscript{6} have been synthesized and successfully tested by mass spectrometry. We speculate that the combination of such factors may have prevented the discovery of this material until now.

**Clathrin**

Perhaps one of the most striking analogs to fullerenes is that of the clathrin protein which is found in various types of animal cells\textsuperscript{6,9,10}. Clathrin is a long, rigid molecule having a molecular weight of about 180,000 a.m.u. It is observed to link together into a hexagonal, graphite-like network on the surface of vesicles. Although this is the most preferred orientation, clathrin is known to form pentagons in order to enclose a tubular or spherical vesicle. Much can be learned from the types of structures which result, especially when applied to closed graphitic structures such as fullerenes and nanotubes. For example, clathrin coats on micro tubules possess various chiralities and diameters similar to those observed in single-walled and multi-walled nanotubes. Also, large, spherical particles were first observed to have an icosahedral, soccer ball shaped clathrin coat, like C\textsubscript{60}. One might expect that any closed structure consisting of pentagons and hexagons would form but that is not the case. For example, Of the higher fullerenes analogs, only the C\textsubscript{82} isomers with isolated pentagons have been observed in abundance\textsuperscript{6}. 

![III.](image1)
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Therefore, it appears intuitive to study the structures observed for lower fullerene clathrin analogs. Given that there are over five hundred lower fullerene-like, clathrin structures possible, only four have been observed. Two of these structures are analogs of C_{36} isomers. One with D_{6h} symmetry (III) and one with D_{2d} symmetry (IV)\textsuperscript{6,10}. Amazingly, recent calculations on the fifteen possible isomers of C_{36} have predicted these exact structures to be lowest in energy as well as isoenergetic\textsuperscript{11}. Clathrin must have to obey the same rules of minimizing strain by distributing curvature evenly over the entire structure. Not surprisingly, our experimental results strongly suggest that the C_{36} samples synthesized contain the D_{6h} isomer in abundance\textsuperscript{1}.

**Conclusion**

To our knowledge, the isolation of C_{36} signifies the first successful bulk synthesis of a lower fullerene. We have found that although the molecule is stable, various factors such as heightened sensitivity to photochemical degradation as well as low solubility has prevented synthesis of this material in the past. The fact that isolated pentagons is not an absolute requirement for stability has been discussed. Also, parallels have been drawn to the protein clathrin which coats vesicles in a graphite-like network. Strong evidence has been presented that this material is constrained upon closure in ways which are very similar to fullerenes. This appears to make clathrin an excellent model for predicting which fullerenes should be expected.
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Simulated Behavior of Fullerenes at High Temperatures

Noriyuki Kurita and Eiji Osawa
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Abstract. In order to clarify the difference in resistance to thermal decomposition between C60 and other fullerenes, we analyzed their behavior at high temperatures by using a dynamic reaction coordinate option in a semiempirical molecular orbital program. There are some differences in thermal decomposition process between C60 and C82, depending on the symmetries of both structure and lowest frequency modes. However, C58, C60, C62 and C82 behave similarly in thermal decomposition, so that the magic number of fullerenes can not be explained by only the resistance to thermal decomposition.

INTRODUCTION

One of the remaining enigmas about the mechanism of fullerene formation is the magic number problem or the very special selectivity regarding the size and structure of isolated fullerenes. Even the simplest possible question often asked among the fullerene scientists, why is C60 formed most readily than any other fullerenes, has not been answered in satisfiable detail. In order to solve the time-old problem, we start from a new hypothesis: the isolated fullerenes may be the survivors of decomposition by violent vibrations at high temperatures which the carbon clusters had to go through in the course of annealing after they are formed from vaporized carbon atoms. We expect that the isolated fullerenes are resistant to decomposition by thermal vibration. In this study, we analyzed the behavior of fullerenes at high temperatures by using a semiempirical molecular orbital program (MOPAC).

METHOD OF CALCULATION

We used a dynamic reaction coordinate (DRC) option in MOPAC which allows us to perform molecular dynamics at high temperatures while performing SCF calculations of electronic structure and nuclear disposition so that we can trace structural changes during the thermal decomposition of a molecule. As for a model Hamiltonian in MO method, the restricted Hartree-Fock-AM1 model was used. Molecular dynamics simulations were started from the optimized structure with initial velocities of each atom assigned from the average of lowest frequency modes.
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF C60

Figure 1 (a) shows the change in energy during decomposition process for C60. The structure in lower energy region (time step=3820) and that in higher energy region (time step=5000) are shown in Figure 1 (b) and (c), respectively. In lower energy region, potential energy curve oscillates, and the structure of C60 is kept almost spherical. In higher energy region, C60 deforms to a flat disk-like shape (Figure 1 (c)) accumulating strain around the edge so that several bonds along the edge begin to break. We performed an energy partition analysis for this deformed structure and clarified that the bonds along the edge are more easily broken than those near the center.

By a further increase of total energy, C60 cage is broken and potential energy increases rapidly. The threshold value of potential energy for decomposition is about 40 kcal/mol/atom. In this way, C60 deforms and decomposes with keeping high symmetry, because C60 has lowest frequency modes with high symmetry as well as Ih structure.

![Graph showing change in energies during decomposition process](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Thermal decomposition of C60: (a) change in energies during decomposition process, (b) structure at 3820 step and (c) structure at 5000 step.
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF C82

C82 has nine types of topologically different isomers under the isolated pentagon rule. Here we performed AM1 optimization for these isomers and for the most stable isomer the DRC analysis was performed. Figure 2 (a) shows the change in energy during decomposition process. The structure in lower energy region (time step=3560) and that in higher energy region (time step=5200) are shown in Figure 2 (b) and (c), respectively. In contrast to C60, an oblong C82 deforms to more and more oblong shapes and quickly decomposed into several pieces. In lower energy region, C82 deforms to a less symmetry structure as shown in Figure 2 (b), because of low symmetry of the lowest frequency modes. In higher energy region, C82 deforms to an oblong and flat shape (Figure 2 (c)). This deformation seems to come from the situation that C82 will lower the potential energy by making graphite-like structures on both sides of the flat structure. The threshold value of potential energy for decomposition is about 35 kcal/mol/atom, which is a little smaller than that for C60.

From the comparison between C60 and C82 results, it was clarified that not only structure but lowest frequency modes effect to the thermal decomposition process.

![Graph showing energy change over time steps](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Thermal decomposition of C82: (a) change in energies during decomposition process, (b) structure at 3560 step and (c) structure at 5200 step.
SUMMARY

The thermal decomposition processes for C58 and C62 were also analyzed in the same way, the results are shown in Figures 3 and 4. From these figures, it was found that C58, C60, C62 and C82 behave similarly in thermal decomposition. Therefore, the resistance to thermal decomposition of C60 is not so large as it can explain the reason why C60 is formed most readily than any other fullerenes. In order to explain the magic number of fullerenes, other factors must be considered.

FIGURE 3. Change in energies during thermal decomposition of C58.

FIGURE 4. Change in energies during thermal decomposition of C62.
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Contact dependence of the conductance through $C_{60}$

Magnus Paulsson and Sven Stafström
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Abstract. The electronic transmission through a $C_{60}$ molecule is studied with emphasis on the contact geometry. The transmission can not be understood simply by the electronic structure of the $C_{60}$ molecule itself, interference effects related to the metal/molecule contact are in fact very important for the conductance.

INTRODUCTION

The development of molecular wires for electronic applications is an area of rapidly growing interest\textsuperscript{1-8}. There are several aspects of the molecular electronic structure which are of importance for the conductance, for instance, the distribution of the energy levels, in particular the size of the energy gap, the length of the molecules, and localization properties of the electronic states. A useful picture of the transmission is resonance tunneling, that is if the molecule supports states that are extended between the two contacts, the resistance will be very low when the Fermi energy of the metal contacts align with one of these energy levels. Another factor of importance for the conduction is the electronic coupling between the molecule and the metallic contacts. In particular, molecules contacted at more than one site will show interference effects, making the simple picture of resonance tunneling to fail. This aspect of the molecular device is less well studied and is the focus of this work.

In this paper we present a simple model that accounts for the transmission through the $C_{60}$, this molecule was chosen for its convenient size as well as the different possibilities of contacting the molecule. It has also been well studied both theoretically and experimentally\textsuperscript{9}. The model, which is summarized in Section II, involves a simple one electron Hamiltonian. By using a Green function technique we can calculate the conductance through the molecule. Full details of the model can be found elsewhere\textsuperscript{10}. Results from the conductance calculations are presented in Section III.

METHODOLOGY

The conductance is calculated from the Landauer formula\textsuperscript{11,12}

\begin{equation}
G = \frac{2e^2}{h} T(E)
\end{equation}
where the transmission function $T(E)$ represents the transmission probability between the metal contacts for an electron with energy $E$. In the following we will focus on the transmission function i.e. the dimensionless conductance.

The metal and the metal/molecular contact are described in the simplest possible way. The metal is modeled by a 1D metallic wire with total band width of 20 eV centered at zero energy. The metal/molecule coupling is described by hopping matrix elements $\tilde{t}_i$ ($\tilde{t}_r$) which couple an arbitrary number of atomic orbitals of the $C_{60}$ to the 1D metal contacts on the left right sides of the molecule.

The Hamiltonian of the molecule is described within the tight-binding approximation. It only treats the $\pi$-electron system with a basis of $2p_z$ atomic orbitals. The interactions are restricted to electron hopping between nearest neighbors (n.n.). The values of these hopping terms depend on the $C$-$C$ bond lengths. Here we adopt a simple exponential relation between the value of the hopping integral and the bond length $R_{i,j}$

$$t_{i,j} = t_0 e^{-\alpha(R_{i,j} - R_0)}$$

(2)

$R_0$ is the reference bond length, which is fixed to 1.40 Å for the $C_{60}$. The values of $R_{i,j}$ are obtained from optimization of the $C_{60}$ molecule using the the semi-empirical AM1 method and the values of the parameters are $t_0 = -2.5$ eV and $\alpha = 2.0 \text{Å}^{-1}$ giving a good fit to the experimental band width and band gap.

The Green function for the molecule is obtained in the usual way:

$$G(E) = (H - E)^{-1}$$

(3)

By connecting the molecule to the metal contacts via the hopping $\tilde{t}_{i,r}$ and assuming the simple 1D metal contacts we obtain the transmission function as

$$T(E) = 4t_c^2 \sin^2 k \left| \left( t_c e^{i k} I - EI - \left( \begin{array}{c} \tilde{t}_l \\ \tilde{t}_r \end{array} \right) G(E) \left( \begin{array}{c} \tilde{t}_l \\ \tilde{t}_r \end{array} \right) \right)^{-1} \right|_{(2,1)}^2$$

(4)

where $t_c$ is the hopping in the one-dimensional metal contacts, and $k$ the wave vector in the metal contacts. $I$ is the $2 \times 2$ identity matrix and $(2,1)$ denotes one element of the inverted $2 \times 2$ matrix.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The weak bond between atoms of the $C_{60}$ molecule and the metal contacts is modeled by a constant hopping $t_{cm} = 0.5t_0$ eV for each atomic orbital coupled to the metal contacts. This value was chosen arbitrary but with the knowledge that the qualitative results will not be changed by 'small' changes in this hopping. In the calculations below we have studied four different cases of bonding of the $C_{60}$ to the contacts: bonding to opposite pairs of atoms along single or double bonds and bonding to opposite pentagons or hexagons. These cases were chosen as the most probable experimental orientations.
FIG. 1: Logarithm of the dimensionless conductance through $C_{60}$ contacted through opposite pairs of atoms along single bond (solid line), along double bond (dashed line), contacted through opposite pentagons (dot dashed line) and hexagons (dotted line), also the energy eigenvalues of the $C_{60}$ is indicated on the x-axis for reference.

The transmission function $T(E)$ for the four different cases mentioned above are shown in Fig. 1, together with four of the eigen-energies of the unperturbed $C_{60}$ molecule.

The first impression is that the conductance is strongly dependent on the contact geometries. In the case of contact through opposite single bonds (solid line) we see that the conductance peaks correspond closely to the eigen-energies of the molecule. This corresponds to the simplified picture of resonant tunneling through the eigenstates of the molecule, with one exception, the destructive interference that drops the conductance to zero around mid gap. Comparing with the case of contact through double bonds (dashed line) the main differences is the disappearance of the peak corresponding to the $t_{1u}$ level and that the destructive interference is shifted to higher energy. This large changes in conductance for the relatively small change in contact geometry is quite surprising.

The transmission in the case of contact through opposite hexagons (dotted line) and pentagons (dot dashed line) are very similar to each other with a slightly larger transmission for the pentagon case in the HOMO ($h_u$) - LUMO ($t_{1u}$) gap. In both cases, the resonant tunneling effect of the $h_u$ and $t_{1g}$ levels has disappeared due to interference effects caused by the symmetries of the molecular orbitals. Comparing with the single, double bond cases the destructive interference in the HOMO-LUMO gap has disappeared.
In the case of a $C_{60}$ molecule on a metal surface contacted by a STM-tip the interference effects described above could be changed due to the over simplified model of the metal surface having only one electron-channel (the STM contact however is well described by the one electron channel model). Here we will argue that the qualitative features of the conductance will not be affected by a better model of the metal surface with more electron-channels. Several conductance calculations, not shown in the figure, have been performed for the conductance through the $C_{60}$ contacted on one side through a single-, double-bond, pentagon or hexagon to a single atomic orbital on the opposite side. The conductance for these cases has the same qualitative behavior as the corresponding symmetric case (i.e. single-, double-bond, pentagon or hexagon contact geometry on both sides). This means that the interference effects responsible for the change of the transmission from the simplified picture of resonance tunneling can be attributed to each side of the contact, individually, and does not critically depend on the symmetry between the injection and ejection contacts. A more realistic model of a metal surface with more than one electron-channel will not change the qualitative results since the interference effects will show up on the side where the STM tip contacts the molecule.

The main conclusion of these results is that the transmission through a molecule corresponds to a simple picture of resonant tunneling when the molecule is contacted by single atomic orbitals, however when we increase the number of contact points the importance of interference effect around these contact points increases and some resonances might disappear entirely.
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Intermolecular bond stability of C\textsubscript{60} dimers and 2D pressure-polymerized C\textsubscript{60}
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The thermal stability of C\textsubscript{60} dimers and 2D pressure-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} is studied using high-resolution capacitance dilatometry. The transformation of both the dimer and the polymer phases back to ‘normal’ C\textsubscript{60} is excellently described by a simple thermally activated process, with activation energies of 1.75 ± 0.1 eV (dimer) and 1.9 ± 0.2 eV (polymer). These results are compared to previous data of 1D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} and photo-polymerized C\textsubscript{60}. The thermal expansivity of the 2D-polymer phase is as much as a factor of ten smaller than that of pure C\textsubscript{60} and approaches values for diamond.

INTRODUCTION

Besides the ‘normal’, face-centered-cubic (fcc), plastic-crystal phase of C\textsubscript{60}, several other phases have been reported in which the C\textsubscript{60} molecules are linked via covalent bonds to form dimers, linear chains (1D), 2- and even 3-dimensional networks [1]. These polymerized phases can be produced by different methods, such as photo-polymerization (dimers and 1D) [2], high-pressure-temperature conditions (1D, 2D and 3D) [3,4] and the recently published solid-state mechano-chemical reaction of C\textsubscript{60} with KCN (dimers) [5]. The resulting polymer phases are metastable under ambient conditions and revert back to fcc C\textsubscript{60} during heating to higher temperatures.

Here we study the kinetics of the polymer to fcc transformation of C\textsubscript{60} dimers and 2D pressure-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} using high-resolution dilatometry up to 500 K.

EXPERIMENTAL

The C\textsubscript{60} dimers were synthesized by a solid-state mechano-chemical reaction of C\textsubscript{60} with potassium cyanide [5]. The 2D-polymerized sample was prepared by annealing high-purity sublimed polycrystalline C\textsubscript{60} at 830 K for 5 hours at a pressure of 2.0 GPa and then cooling the sample before releasing the pressure. Two high-resolution
capacitance dilatometers with temperature ranges of 4-300 K [6] and 150-500 K [7], respectively, were used to measure the thermal expansion. Data were taken at constant heating (cooling) rates, and He exchange gas (10 mbar) was used to thermally couple the samples to the dilatometers. To characterize the dimer phase, Raman-spectra were taken with a FT-Raman spectrometer using a Nd:YAG-laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

C$_{60}$-dimer: In Fig. 1 we present the linear thermal expansion, $\Delta L/L_0$, and the expansivity, $\alpha = L/L_0 dL/dT$, of the C$_{60}$ dimer powder for the first heating cycle from 220 K to 500 K and the subsequent cooling cycle from 500 K to 150 K. Anomalies in $\alpha(T)$ are observed at about 315 K and 415 K in the heating curve and are absent in the cooling curve, indicating irreversible processes. The focus phase transition near 250 K is recovered in the cooling curve, demonstrating that the dimers have been broken apart by heating to 500 K. In order to determine which of the anomalies upon heating is due to bond breaking, Raman spectra [8] of fresh samples were taken before heating, after annealing at 385 K for three hours and after slowly heating to 500 K. These spectra clearly demonstrate that the 315 K peak is due to evaporating solvent (o-dichlorobenzene) and that bond breaking occurs around 415 K, in good agreement with differential scanning calorimetry results from Ref. 5.

The right inset of Fig. 1b shows that the bond-breaking anomaly shifts to lower temperatures with decreasing heating rates. Defining the bond-breaking temperatures $T_{bb} = T_{\text{bond-breaking}}$ as either the maxima or minima of the anomalies allows one to plot the logarithm of the heating rate $r$ versus $1/T_{bb}$, from which an activation energy is obtained. The activation energies are $E_a = 1.70 \pm 0.05$ eV (maxima) and $E_a = 1.79$ eV ± 0.05 eV (minima). To convert the heating rate to a bond breaking rate $\tau_{bb}^{-1}$, the bond breaking was simulated with a simple model in which the fraction of dimers $y$ obeys the differential equation

$$\frac{dy}{dT} = \frac{y}{\tau_{bb}(T) \cdot r}$$  

(1)

with an activated rate $\tau_{bb}^{-1}(T) = v_0 \exp(-E_a/k_BT)$. The only free parameter in this model is the attempt frequency, which could be determined to $v_0 = (2.6 \pm 3) \cdot 10^{12}$ Hz.
The resulting temperature dependent bond breaking rate of the dimer samples is in very good agreement with that of the photo-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} films from Y. Wang et al. [9], which strongly suggests that these films consist primarily of dimers. (see Fig. 3)

**2D pressure-polymerized C\textsubscript{60}:** The thermal expansivity of the 2D-polymerized sample measured along two orthogonal directions is shown in Fig. 2. A surprisingly large anisotropy is observed, which possibly could arise from an uniaxial pressure component during synthesis. The expansivity in both directions is significantly smaller than that of both 'normal' C\textsubscript{60} [10] and 1D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} [11], as expected due to stronger covalent bonding between molecules. The values along the direction with the smaller expansivity approach the very small thermal expansivity of diamond [12].

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 2.** Thermal expansivity of 2D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} compared to 'normal' C\textsubscript{60} [10]. 1D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} [11] and diamond [12].

The kinetics of depolymerization and the associated volume increase of the 2D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} sample was studied in detail by measuring the thermal expansion for repeated heating and cooling cycles between 150 K and 500 K (see Fig. 2 for the initial part of the first heating cycle). We obtained qualitatively very similar results as in our previous measurements on 1D-polymerized C\textsubscript{60} [11], but with two important differences. First, the length increase upon depolymerization of the 2D polymer was almost a factor of ten larger than for the 1D-polymer (6.3 % vs. 0.7 %), implying a quite large volume increase in good agreement with the literature [3]. Second, although the bond-breaking rate \( \tau_{bb}^{-1} \) exhibits an activated behavior with an activation energy \( E_a = 1.9 \pm 0.2 \) eV for the different heating and cooling cycles just as in the 1D-material, the attempt frequency decreases during the course of the measurement from an initial value close to the value of the 1D-polymer (\( v_0 = 7 \cdot 10^{15} \) Hz) and ends up with \( v_0 = 7.3 \cdot 10^{14} \) Hz (see Fig. 3). This may indicate that the sample is a mixture of 1D- and 2D-polymer phases, which are decomposing at different rates. A direct measurement of the time-dependent length-increase at 500 K near the end of depolymerization supports this interpretation; two different relaxation rates (see open-circles in Fig. 3), the values of which excellently match those of the 1D- and 2D-polymer obtained during heating and cooling cycles, are found.

**Comparison:** The bond-breaking rates of dimers, 1D- and 2D-polymerized materials are compared in Fig. 3. Interestingly, \( \tau_{bb}^{-1} \) of the dimers is more than 3 orders of magnitude faster than that of the 1D or 2D material. This is quite surprising since experimental results [13] indicate that the dimers are energetically more stable than the
CASES

CONCLUSIONS

The kinetics of bond-breaking of C_{60} dimers and 2D-polymerized C_{60} has been studied using high-resolution capacitance dilatometry up to 500 K. The bond-breaking rates are thermally activated with activation energies of 1.7 - 1.9 eV. The expansivity of the 2D-polymerized sample is much smaller than the expansivity of both 'normal' C_{60} [10] and even 1D-polymerized C_{60} [11], and approaches values of diamond [12].
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Energetics of Two-Dimensionally Polymerized C$_{60}$ Materials
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Abstract. Energetical stabilities of the two-dimensionally polymerized C$_{60}$ materials, the rhombohedral phase (r-C$_{60}$) and the tetragonal phase (t-C$_{60}$) are studied in detail within the framework of the density functional theory. From the study of the single polymerized layer and the isolated deformed C$_{60}$ unit in addition to the C$_{60}$ polymer phase of interest, the interlayer interaction is found to be sizable both in r-C$_{60}$ and t-C$_{60}$. Also it is found that the bond energy of the interfullerene chemical bond in polymerized materials is less than 2 eV, which is much smaller than that of the ideal bond between sp$^2$ C atoms.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of solid C$_{60}$ in which C$_{60}$ fullerenes form close-packed crystalline lattice [1] triggered the extensive research on this new crystalline solid carbon next to graphite and diamond. Semiconducting solid C$_{60}$ is electronically different from insulating diamond which consists of sp$^3$-hybridized C atoms [2]. Although solid C$_{60}$ consists of sp$^2$ C atoms as in the case of graphite, the system is a good electron acceptor while the hole injection has not been achieved. This interesting difference between two sp$^2$ C systems is due to the presence of five-membered rings in C$_{60}$, which gives rise to the electron-hole asymmetry to the system.

In addition to this third form of carbon, solid C$_{60}$, the polymerization of C$_{60}$ is found to take place under the external pressure at high temperatures, realizing another new form of crystalline carbon consisting both of sp$^2$ and of sp$^3$ hybridized C atoms [3]. So far three distinct polymerized phases have been identified [4]: the rhombohedral phase, the tetragonal phase, and the orthorhombic phase. In these polymerized phases, the four-membered rings are formed between C$_{60}$ units. Interestingly, these phases are stable at room or lower temperatures while at high temperatures the depolymerization is found to take place and they reconvert to the face-centered cubic (fcc) solid C$_{60}$. Therefore, the energetical stability of these new crystalline phases of solid carbon is not only of high interest but also important to address the novel polymerization and depolymerization behaviors observed.
The strength of the interfullerene bond with the four-membered ring is also an
interesting issue to be studied in detail.

We have performed the density-functional total-energy calculations for these
phases in order to address the above issues. In this paper, we report the details of
the two-dimensionally polymerized phases, that is, the rhombohedral C_{60} and the
tetragonal C_{60} with the analysis of the single polymerized sheets and the deformed
isolated C_{60} units. Based on these results, we discuss the energetics of these two
phases in term of the strength of the interlayer interaction as well as that of the
interfullerene chemical bonds.

**COMPUTATIONAL METHODS**

The total energy of each system studied has been obtained by using the local-
density approximation within the framework of the density-functional theory [5,6].
We use the plane-wave basis set with the norm-conserving pseudopotential [7] to
treat the valence electrons selfconsistently [8]. The cutoff energy of the plane-wave
basis used is 50 Ryd. Also we use the separable approximation for the pseudopo-
tential [9]. The present procedure has been applied to a number of carbon-based
systems including diamond and graphite and has proven to work with sufficient
accuracy. The interlayer interaction of graphite is found to be well described in
this formalism [10]. This is an important point for the present study to discuss the
interlayer interaction of the two-dimensionally polymerized C_{60} phases.

**RESULTS**

In Fig. 1, total energies obtained for the systems studied are summerized [11].
All the energies are measured from the energy of the graphite.

In the case of the fcc C_{60}, the isolated C_{60} is found to gain 0.018 eV per atom in
forming the crystalline lattice due to the van der Waals-type interfullerene interac-
tion. For this calculation the experimental fcc lattice constant is adopted and the
internal geometry has been fully optimized. In the case of the isolated C_{60}, on the
other hand, the system is placed in a large unit cell to eliminate the interfullerene
interaction and its geometry has been also fully optimized.

In the case of the rhombohedral C_{60} polymer (r-C_{60}), as we have previously
reported [12], the system is found to be energetically as stable as the fcc C_{60}. Inter-
estingly, from the study of the isolated polymerized layer, the interlayer interaction
of this two-dimensionally layered system is found to be sizable. The interaction
energy per fullerene pair across the layer is 0.142 eV. In the study of the r-C_{60} we
also used the experimental lattice constants and again the internal geometrical free-
dom has been optimized. This optimized geometry is used also for the hypothetical
single-layer system. Furthermore in order to study the strength of the interfullerene
C–C bonds, we have calculated the total energy of the deformed (D_{3d}-symmetry)
isolated C_{60} unit with the same geometry as that in the unit cell of the optimized
Fig. 1 Schematic energy diagram of C$_{60}$ in various forms [11].
r-C_{60}. Comparing to the total energy of the single C_{60} layer, the energy gain due to the interfullerene interaction within the layer is found to be 3.36 eV per fullerene pair. If we attribute this value all to the interfullerene covalent bonds, its bond-energy value is to be 1.7 eV per bond. This value is in good agreement with the experimentally reported bond-breaking energy for two-dimensionally polymerized C_{60} of 1.9 eV [13].

The similar analysis has been done also for the other two-dimensionally polymerized C_{60}, the tetragonal C_{60} (t-C_{60}). The experimentally observed lattice constant values have been used. The interlayer interaction energy obtained from the total energies of the t-C_{60} and its hypothetical single-layer system is found to be 0.114 eV per fullerene pair across the layer. This energy gain per pair is found to be similar to that in r-C_{60}. We also have studied the isolated deformed (D_{3h}-symmetry) C_{60} unit with the same geometry as that in the unit cell of the optimized t-C_{60}. Surprisingly, this D_{2h} C_{60} unit is found to have much lower total energy than that of the isolated deformed D_{3h} unit of r-C_{60}. This energy difference is found to persist in the single polymerized layers of r-C_{60} and t-C_{60}, and, furthermore, in r-C_{60} and t-C_{60} themselves. The energy gain due to the interfullerene interaction within the polymerized layer in t-C_{60} is found to be 6.90 eV per C_{60}, which corresponds to 3.45 eV per fullerene pair. If we again consider this to represent the bond energy of the interfullerene C–C bonds, it is to be 1.7 eV per bond. It is interesting to point out that the bond energy of the ideal C–C single bond between sp^{3}-hybridized C atoms estimated from diamond is more than 3.5 eV. Therefore, the interfullerene C–C bonding in the polymerized C_{60} materials is generally much weaker than the ideal bonds. It would be interesting to systematically study the strengths of the four-membered ring C–C bonds in other systems.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the present study, the energetics of the deformed C_{60} unit is found to be important in considering the energetical stability of the polymerized C_{60} systems. It is now of high interest whether the three-dimensional C_{60} polymer phases can be synthesized or not. It should be also related to the unidentified superhard carbon systems recently reported using the high-pressure method. In considering such possible new C_{60} phases, the energetics of the deformed C_{60} unit is one of the key issues to be addressed. The total-energy electronic-structure calculations will continue to play an important role in this field.
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Structural properties of a C\(_{120}\) crystal

Christophe Laforge, Patrick Senet, Philippe Lambin

Département de physique, Laboratoire de physique du solide,
Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix, 61 rue de Bruxelles, B-5000 Namur, Belgium

Abstract. With well-known models used for the study of orientational ordering transition in C\(_{60}\) crystal and with the crystallographic data from G.-W. Wang and al.[Nature 387, 583(1997)], this work aimed at characterizing a possible orientational ordering transition in C\(_{120}\) crystal. The C\(_{120}\) molecular structure used is based on MNDO optimization. With the same model, we have investigated the effect of the crystal surface on the ordering phase temperature. An orientational ordering phase transition was predicted to take place at 220K in the bulk and 175K at the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

C\(_{120}\) is formed by a [2+2] cycloadDITION of two C\(_{60}\) molecules. The bonds involved in this dimerization are two double ones shared by two hexagons on adjacent C\(_{60}\) molecules. Theoretical investigations have showed that this cycloaddition, also called 66/66, was the most stable configuration[1], for a neutral C\(_{120}\) molecule. All four-membered ring atoms, which were sp\(^2\) hybridized in C\(_{60}\), become sp\(^3\) in the dimer. The symmetry of this molecule is D\(_{2h}\). An X-ray structural analysis[2] confirms the existence and the structure of the dumb-bell shaped C\(_{120}\).

Crystals of C\(_{60}\) dimers have been recently synthetized[2]. Because of the proposed alignment of the C\(_{120}\) molecules in the solid[2] and due to the D\(_{2h}\) symmetry of them, a phase transition corresponding to the frustrated rotation of C\(_{120}\) around the axis of the C\(_{60}\)-C\(_{60}\) covalent bond is expected. This effect is studied here for the first time in the bulk and at the surface of this molecular crystal by using the Monte Carlo algorithm.

A motivation of this work came from the problem of finding a suitable intermolecular potential describing the order-disorder phase transition in crystal C\(_{60}\). Parameters or physical insight may be gained from the simpler case of C\(_{120}\) crystals.

The paper is organized as follows. The model of the C\(_{120}\)-C\(_{120}\) interaction and of the C\(_{120}\) crystal is presented, see II. Simulations of the order-disorder transition on the bulk as at the surface for this model are discused in III. Preliminary conclusions end the paper, see IV.

II. MODEL

The potential between two C\(_{60}\) molecules proposed by Lu et al.[3] is used to calculate the C\(_{120}\)-C\(_{120}\) interactions. This theory has given good information on equilibrium
configurations for the C_{60} below the ordering transition at 260K. In this model[3], the molecular binding energy is computed as the sum of carbon-carbon Lennard-Jones pair potential plus a Coulomb energy due to static charges distributed on the C_{60} bonds. The latter term models the electrostatic energy due to inhomogeneity of the C_{60} molecular ground-state electronic density.

The pair potential, for C_{60} is, explicitly:

\[ V_{12} = \sum_{i,j=1}^{60} 4\epsilon \left( \frac{\sigma}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{r_{ij}}} \right)^6 + \sum_{m,n=1}^{90} \frac{q_m q_n}{r_{mn}^{12}} \]

were \( r_{ij} \) is the position of \( j \)th carbon atom on the \( i \)th C_{60}, \( b_{ij} \) is the position of \( j \)th bond on the \( i \)th C_{60} and \( q_i \) is the charge affected on the \( i \)th bond.

The model makes distinction about three kinds of interacting sites on the C_{60} molecule:
* carbon atoms
* single bonds(\( q_s \))
* double bonds(-2\( q_s \))

and is based on the following parameters:
\( q_s = 0.27 \) e, \( \epsilon = 2.964 \) meV, \( \sigma = 3.407 \) Å.

Due to the large size of the system, the present preliminary calculations were not carried out on the full tridimensional crystal but on a bidimensional model instead where the C_{120} molecules are aligned on a square lattice like in a cigar’s box. The dimension of the lattice is 20*20 with fixed orientation on the boundaries.

One expects that the dimerization of the C_{60} will induce a charge redistribution on the C_{60} cages. As shown in recent first principle simulations[4], this perturbation is strongly localized in the vicinity of the four covalent C_{60}-C_{60} bonds. In agreement with this result, we modified the bonds involved in the cycloaddition: the two short bonds 66, with a positive charge 2\( q_s \), became four long bonds, with a negative charge -\( q_s \). The balance of the global charge on the structure followed by assuming simply that each carbon atom keeps a neutral environment.

III. RESULTS

By using the Monte-Carlo technique with decreasing temperatures, we have observed a low temperature equilibrium configuration where each molecule can be orientated along four specific angles(figure 1). The angles can be grouped in pairs corresponding nearly to the same energies. This degeneracy prevents a long range ordering. However, the lattice can be characterized by a 2x2 cell having two equiprobable configurations of the molecules belonging to it.

We characterized the order of the molecules by an order parameter \( \eta \) defined as a normalized sum of the scalar product of the orientation vector \( \vec{S}_i \) of all the N molecules i with their low temperature orientation vector \( \vec{S}_{0i} \):
\[ \eta = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \mathbf{S}_i \cdot \mathbf{S}_{0i} \right) \]

\( \eta = 1 \) corresponding there to the 2X2 low temperature phase.

Figure 1: angular distribution of the \( \text{C}_{120} \) molecules calculated at low temperature.
(the axial angles are given between 0° to 180° due to the \( D_{2h} \) symmetry of the dimer. The 0° angle corresponds to the [100] bravais vector)

### A. Bulk ordering-desordering transition

As expected, an ordering-desordering phase transition is found in the Monte-Carlo simulations. It corresponds to a transition from a freely rotation around the main axis of the dimerized molecules to a frozen intermolecular configuration of the crystal characterized by four angles (figure 1). The calculated transition temperature occurs at 220K for the present bidimensional model (figure 2). Future experiments would be able to show such a transition.

### B. Surface ordering-desordering transition

The effect of a crystal surface on the molecular ordering was investigated with the same bidimensionnal model of the \( \text{C}_{120} \) crystal. A lowering of the temperature phase transition from 220K to 175K was obtained.

The surface effect observed in the present modelling of \( \text{C}_{120} \) phase transition is similar to the effect observed in \( \text{C}_{60} \). Indeed, experimental data, from helium atom scattering and LEED pattern, have shown that the ordering phase transition temperature (fcc to sc) in \( \text{C}_{60} \) was 35K lower at the surface than in the bulk.[5]

With our computations, we were able to show up that Monte-Carlo algorithm can explain this phenomenon which is due to the number of neighbours being reduced at the surface.[6]
A phase transition corresponding to ordering-desordering transition clearly shows up. The square correspond to order parameter in the bulk, and circles to surface. A difference between the two transition temperatures is observed.

IV. CONCLUSION

A possible ordering-desordering phase transition in C_{120} molecular crystal has been investigated by using with the Monte-Carlo algorithm with a classical intermolecular potential[3]. Using simple bidimensional lattice model of the C_{120} crystal, one predicts an order-disorder phase transition occurring at 220K and 175K respectively for the bulk crystal and at the surface. These values are of the same order of magnitude as the phase transition temperatures measured for the C_{60} crystal at 260K for the bulk and 225K at the (111) surface.

Unfortunately, experimental data are not yet available for C_{120}. We hope that the preliminary results would stimulate such investigations.

V. REFERENCES

Electrosynthesis and Characterization of Dimers of Mono Alkyl Adducts of C₆₀

K. Noworyta, P. Kuran, L. Dunsch, and W. Kuttner

Abstract. First results are presented on selective electrosynthesis of dimers of methyl and n-octyl adducts of C₆₀. That is, electrochemically generated C₆₀⁺ was reacted with suitable n-alkyllodide. Cumulatively, the HPLC and MS results indicate that dimers of mono alkyl adducts were formed. Thermal decomposition of the dimers leads to respective monomers. The dimers show UV-vis spectra markedly different from each other and from that of parent C₆₀. In toluene, dimers slowly decompose to form respective monomers.

INTRODUCTION

A mono-linked dimer of tert-butyl adduct of C₆₀ (1), bis-linked dimers C₁₂₇O (2, 3), C₁₂₁H₂ (3) and tetra-linked dimer C₁₂₇O₂ (4) were prepared by chemical synthesis while a C₆₀ [2 + 2] dimer by solid-state mechanochemical synthesis (5). Herein, we present our preliminary results on selective electrosynthesis of mono-linked dimers of methyl and n-octyl adducts of C₆₀ along with their HPLC separation as well as MS and UV-vis spectroscopy characterization. By electrosynthesis in aprotic solvent solutions, alkyl adducts of fullerenes are conveniently prepared because the charge transferred and potential applied can be easily controlled (6).

EXPERIMENTAL

Instrumentation. Commercial chemicals were used for controlled-potential electrosyntheses performed by using Autolab electrochemical system (Eco Chemie, The Netherlands) with a H-type three-electrode cell. The Pt grids served as the working and auxiliary electrodes. An NaCl saturated calomel electrode, separated with a salt bridge from the working solution, was used as the reference electrode. The electrosyntheses products were separated by HPLC on Cosmosil Buckyprep columns (Nacalai Tesque, Japan). The products were identified by means of MAT 95 (Finnigan, Finland) sector field mass spectrometer using chemical ionization with methane and negative ion detection (7). UV-vis spectra were recorded on a Model UV-3100 (Shimadzu, Japan) spectrophotometer.

Quantum chemistry calculations. Semi-empirical (PM3) calculations of heat of formation for the dimers were performed by using a HyperChem 5 software (8) and a pentium 166 MHz microcomputer as well as a pentium 133 MHz two-processor computer system.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dimers of both \( n \)-octyl and methyl adduct of \( C_{60} \) were prepared by selective electrosynthesis. For that purpose, \( C_{60}^{+} \), electrochemically generated at constant potential in 0.1 M tetra-\( n \)-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate, (TBA)PF\(_6\), in benzonitrile, was reacted with either methyl- or \( n \)-octyl iodide, according to a modified procedure described earlier (6). The combined HPLC and MS results, similar for both alkyl iodides used, indicate that dimers of mono alkyl adducts are formed. That is, two closely spaced peaks 1 and 2 are seen for each product mixture of electrosynthesis in the HPLC chromatogram (Fig. 1). Retention times of these peaks are much larger than that of \( C_{60} \) indicating that solubility of the products in toluene is much smaller than that of \( C_{60} \). The \( m/z \) values determined by MS for 1 and 2 were the same and equal to 736 and 833.6 for methylated and \( n \)-octylated product, respectively. These values are equal to the \( m/z \) value for the corresponding mono alkyl adducts. Apparently, thermal decomposition of these dimer isomers results in respective monomers.

UV-vis spectra of the dimers markedly differ one from the other and from that of pristine \( C_{60} \). (Fig. 2). That is, a broad band in a visible range, characteristic for \( C_{60} \), is gone and UV bands are largely suppressed in the dimer spectra. In toluene solutions, dimers are unstable with respect to decomposition on a month time scale. That is, they slowly decompose to form respective monomers. This decomposition was manifested by a simultaneous slow decrease of the HPLC peaks 1 and 2 and increase of the peak corresponding to the respective monomer.

Semi-empirical quantum chemistry calculations of heat of formation, \( \Delta H_f \), indicate that 1,4-1,4 and 1,2-1,4 regio isomers (Scheme 1) are the most stable dimers of both methyl and \( n \)-octyl adduct of \( C_{60} \) (Table 1) and, therefore, these isomers are ascribed
FIGURE 1. HPLC chromatogram of a product mixture of electrosynthetic \( n \)-octylation of \( C_{60} \): Cosmosil Buckyprep column (4.6 × 250 mm); 0.95 mL min\(^{-1}\) toluene/hexane, 1 : 1 (v/v); sample volume 20 \( \mu \)l; \( \lambda = 340 \) nm.

FIGURE 2. UV-vis spectra of \( -10^{-5} \) M \( C_{60} \) and regio isomers 1 and 2 of dimer of \( C_{60} \) methyl adduct. Tentatively to 1 and 2, respectively. Interestingly, the \( \Delta H_f \) values for dimers of \( n \)-octyl adducts are smaller than those for dimers of methyl adducts. This result is in agreement with the relative product distribution determined by HPLC. Moreover, the calcu-
lated $\Delta H_f$ values for the dimers are over twice as large as those for the corresponding monomers (9).

**TABLE 1.** Semi-empirical quantum chemistry calculations (PM3 parametrization) of heat of formation, $\Delta H_f$, for the first four most stable dimers of regio isomers of alkyl adducts of $C_{60}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regio isomer</th>
<th>$\Delta H_f$, kcal mol$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Dimer of methyl adduct of $C_{60}$</th>
<th>Dimer of n-octyl adduct of $C_{60}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,4-1,4-</td>
<td>1804.7</td>
<td>1737.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-1,4-</td>
<td>1819.1</td>
<td>1756.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,4-1,6-</td>
<td>1837.8</td>
<td>1766.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-1,6-</td>
<td>1850.0</td>
<td>1770.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

Dimers of alkyl adducts of $C_{60}$ can be prepared selectively by controlled-potential electrosynthesis. Two different regio isomers of the dimers can be obtained. UV-vis spectra of the isomers markedly differ one from the other and from that of pristine $C_{60}$. Quantum chemistry calculations of heat of formation indicate that 1,4-1,4 regio isomers are the most stable dimers of both methyl and n-octyl adduct.
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Catalytic $\text{C}_{120}$: vibrational spectra and stability

B. Burger and H. Kuzmany
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**Abstract.** We present Raman and IR spectra of a chemically produced dimer of C$_{60}$. A detailed description of the spectra is given and a comparison to the spectra of C$_{60}$ photopolymers and to theoretical predictions is performed. It is found that the measured spectra match the calculated ones reasonably well. Comparison to the spectrum of C$_{60}$ photopolymerized at 380 K shows a high similarity, thus proving that this photopolymer consists mostly of dimers. Furthermore the stability of the material against laser irradiation is discussed. It is found, that all spectral features vanish upon irradiation with 514 nm. The spectrum is regained with slight shifts after 12 hours recovery.

**I INTRODUCTION**

Polymerization of C$_{60}$ has been reported in several papers and has turned into an active field of fullerene research. Since the first observation of photopolymerization [1] and its explanation by Eklund et al. [2] many different polymeric forms of C$_{60}$ have been discovered. In all cases the formation of the polymers is highly uncontrolled and depends on external parameters like pressure or temperature. This holds for the photopolymers as well as for the pressure polymers and the polymeric forms of AC$_{60}$. Thus the study of the vibrational spectra of these systems turns out to be difficult, as in most samples mixtures of different oligomers or configurations are present. A good example is the photopolymer, where one observes different spectra depending on the sample temperature during the irradiation process [5]. Even though the differences in the spectra are reasonably well defined and the assignment of the obtained spectra to different oligomer geometries by comparison to calculated model spectra is possible, a comparison with a spectrum of a pure oligomeric or polymeric phase is desirable. Since dumbbell shaped (C$_{60}$)$_2$...
molecules, as produced by a pure chemical reaction, are now available, comparative measureme

![Graph showing experimental and calculated spectra](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Raman spectrum of the C$_{60}$ dimer. The line at 75 cm$^{-1}$ is a filter artifact. The lower curve is a calculated spectrum after [4]. The part between 0 and 800 cm$^{-1}$ is unscaled, the part above 800 cm$^{-1}$ was downscaled by 0.887, according to a comparison of calculated and experimental Raman spectra of pure C$_{60}$.

## II EXPERIMENTAL

The raw C$_{120}$ material was produced using the so called vibrating mill technique. The production and purification details are described in [3]. About 1 mg of material was compacted and used for Raman measurements. Raman spectra were taken under ambient conditions using an FT-Raman system equipped with a Nd:YAG laser working at 1064 nm and a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector. The system resolution was 4 cm$^{-1}$. Additional Raman measurements were made with a DILOR XY system. In that case an Argon ion laser operated at 514.5 nm was used for excitation. These measurements were made under ambient conditions as well as at a temperature of 80 K and a vacuum of 10$^{-6}$ mbar.

For IR transmission measurements about 1 mg of the material was ground with 150 mg of KBr and pressed into pellets using a pressure of 7 Kbar. The sample chamber was evacuated to avoid signals from water vapor and CO$_2$. An MCT detector was employed for detection.

## III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 1 the Raman spectrum of the dimer is shown. The lowest mode is observed at 99 cm$^{-1}$. The line at 75 cm$^{-1}$ is an artifact due to the notch filter of
the system. The lower curve is a dimer spectrum as calculated by Porezag et al. The agreement between the calculated spectrum and the experiment is remarkably good, particularly in the low frequency range, where the calculated spectrum is unscaled. The most intense line is observed at 1464 cm\(^{-1}\) and corresponds to the \(A_g(2)\) mode of pristine \(C_{60}\). This mode was recorded in other polymeric systems between 1457 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1462 cm\(^{-1}\). The splitting of the fivefold degenerate \(H_g\) modes is observed as well. The splitting of the \(H_g(1)\) mode is of special interest, as its components are used for the identification of different oligomers. The splitting is similar to the one measured at the material phototransformed at 380 K. This similarity of spectral features is also true for the observed stretching mode. In the dimer sample this mode is located at 99 cm\(^{-1}\), as compared to 98 cm\(^{-1}\) in the 380 K photopol.

![Image of IR absorption spectrum](image)

**FIGURE 2.** IR absorption spectrum of a photodimer (a), a chemically produced dimer (b) and calculated spectrum (c).

In Fig. 2 the IR absorption spectrum of a dimer sample is shown. The similarity to the spectrum of the photodimer is obvious, like in the case of the Raman spectrum. The most prominent mode is the \(T_{1u}(1)\) derived mode at 524 cm\(^{-1}\). The characteristic feature of polymerization, the downshift of the \(T_{1u}(4)\) mode from 1428 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1424 cm\(^{-1}\) is observed as well. Additionally several new modes in the region between 500 cm\(^{-1}\) and 800 cm\(^{-1}\) can be seen. Characteristic for the dimerization is the mode at 1461 cm\(^{-1}\), which is seen also in the photopolymer produced at 380 K. The match with the calculated IR spectrum from [6] is good with respect to the frequencies and reasonably good with respect to the intensity.

Using 514 nm excitation for the Raman measurements leads to an overall decrease in mode intensity with irradiation time. However, unlike in the case of the polymerization of pure \(C_{60}\) no new lines or line shifts are observed. Continued irradiation results in the complete vanishing of the Raman spectrum. This observation can be made under ambient conditions as well as under vacuum and at
temperatures as low as 80 K. Surprisingly the spectrum is regained if the sample is left unperturbed for a period of 12 hours. After this procedure the spectrum stays stable even under irradiation with 514 nm laser light. The only observable difference is an overall downshift of the modes of 1 - 2 cm$^{-1}$ as compared to the untreated sample.

IV DISCUSSION

The match of the vibrational spectra with the calculated ones gives another proof for the dumbbell structure of the C$_{60}$ dimer in addition to the NMR and X-ray results presented in [3]. The analysis of the vibrational spectra of the dimer also supports the claim that the photopolymer consists mostly of dimers as formulated in [5]. The instability of the spectrum for the 514 nm excitation is not easily explained. Since no line of pure C$_{60}$ can be observed during irradiation and furthermore a nearly unchanged spectrum is regained after recovery the dissociation of the dimer into two monomers can be excluded. As a simple explanation for the bleaching of the spectra a diffusion of rest catalyst and subsequent evaporation can be assumed.
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C_{120} AND C_{120}O: VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY AND PM3 CALCULATIONS

H.-J. EISLER, F. H. HENNRIECH and M. M. KAPPES
Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Karlsruhe,
76128 Karlsruhe, Germany

We present Raman and DRIFT measurements on microcrystalline C_{120} and C_{120}O. These are compared to semi-empirical PM3 quantum chemical calculations.

1. Introduction

Interest in covalently linked fullerene dimers ranges from photopolymerization, over RbC_{60}, to laser desorption induced coalescence. The C_{60} dimer related species C_{119} [1], C_{120}O [2] and C_{120}O_{2} [3] have been implicated as intermediates in the thermal degradation of C_{60} - in the presence of O_{2}, C_{30}, the C_{60} dimer has been generated by KCN catalysed mechanochemistry [4]. It is a [2+2] cycloadduct linked by two C-C bonds, which form a fourfold ring with the two cages. As part of an ongoing study of the vibrational properties of fullerene homo- and heterodimers [5], we have synthesized C_{120} and C_{120}O. Here, we compare their diffuse IR reflectance (DRIFT) and resonant Raman spectra. Two points are of particular interest: (i) the nature of the three additional vibrations induced by the oxygen atom and (ii) modifications to low frequency cage-cage stretching and torsional modes due to the stronger link in going from C_{120} \rightarrow C_{120}O.

2. Experimental

C_{120} was synthesized in analogy to the procedure of ref. 4, by vigorously grinding a mixture of C_{60} and 20 molar equivalents of KCN in air [Spacmill 6000 - Graseby Specac]. C_{120}O and C_{120}O_{2} were obtained as byproducts (probably from a C_{60}O contaminant already present in the reaction mixture). C_{120}O was then separated from the oxides by HPLC with a Cosmosil Buckyprep column and toluene as eluent. C_{120}O was prepared and purified as previously described [5]. DRIFT spectra were recorded under ambient conditions using an appropriately equipped Bruker IFS88 FT-IR spectrometer. Dimers were dispersed as microcrystalline solids in KBr. KBr:dimer ratios were approximately 100:1 by weight. Spectra are shown for C_{60}, C_{120} and C_{120}O in figure 1. Plotted is the Kubelka-Munk (KM) function f(R)=((1-R)^{2})/2R, where R is the diffuse reflectance [6]. For sufficiently thick samples, the latter is directly comparable to absorbance. The C_{120} DRIFT spectrum is in good agreement with FT-IR absorption, suggesting that DRIFT also provides a good measure of C_{120} and C_{120}O absorption. PM3 vibrational frequencies/IR intensities and Raman spectra were obtained as previously described [5].

3. Results and Conclusions

The DRIFT spectrum recorded for C_{120}O is close to that of C_{120} (figure 1) except for the occurrence of two strong features at 1033 and 1101 cm^{-1}. PM3 calculations confirm that these are associated with furanoid ring vibrations. Specifically, three such IR allowed modes are predicted - one near 250 cm^{-1}, below the range of our DRIFT measurement [5] and two others corresponding to those observed. Calculated IR allowed frequencies (scaled by 0.85) and intensities, are shown in figure 2 [5,7]. Frequencies are well reproduced, relative intensities are less so. In particular, predicted oscillator strengths for high frequency modes are systematically too large. This is also the case for other fullerenes and derivatives studied at the PM3 level, suggesting that a specific fullerene parameterization would be useful [7].
Figure 1. DRIFT measurements of $C_{60}$, $C_{120}$ and $C_{120}O$.

Figure 2. PM 3 calculations of IR allowed frequencies and oscillator strengths for $C_{120}$ and $C_{120}O$ [10].
In a previous publication we have considered the systematics of low frequency cage-cage vibrations of fullerene homo- and heterodimers [5]. To this end, Raman spectra of C_{120}O, C_{120}O_2 and C_{130}O (I-III) were compared with PM3 calculations of vibrational frequencies [5]. C_{120} was not then available. To first order, such molecules can be thought of as comprising two weakly coupled rigid spheres. There are then always six low frequency cage-cage vibrations, independent of linkage type: one stretching mode and five cage-cage torsions. The stretch vibration occurs near 100 cm^{-1} and is always Raman allowed.

![Raman spectrum](image)

Figure 3. C_{120} Raman spectrum (794.76 nm excitation; 200 mW mm^{-2}; 2 cm^{-1} resolution) with low frequency range as insert. Superimposed are unscaled PM3 calculations.

Based on our conclusions for C_{120}O and C_{120}O_2, we also provided a qualitative prediction of the C_{120} Raman spectrum [5]. In particular, we argued that the C_{120} Raman feature observed at 96 cm^{-1} by Lebedkin et al.[8] must by symmetry be due to the cage-cage stretch vibration. In particular for C_{120}(D_{5h}), the A_2 symmetric stretch is expected to be the lowest frequency Raman allowed mode. To confirm this, we have obtained a C_{120} Raman spectrum to within 15 cm^{-1} of the 794.76 nm excitation line using an rubidium atomic vapour cell [9]. Figure 3 shows the full spectrum (15-1700 cm^{-1}; dips are due to caesium atomic resonances). The insert highlights the low frequency cage-cage (15-180 cm^{-1}) and squashing mode (200-400 cm^{-1}) regions. Unscaled PM3 calculations predict cage-cage vibrations at 25 (v_1; A_1), 27 (v_2; B_{1g}); 39 (v_3; B_{2g}); 96 (v_4; A_2); 133 (v_5; B_{1u}) and 146 (v_6; B_{1g}) cm^{-1}, respectively. v_4 and v_5 are Raman allowed and we therefore assign experimental features observed at 96 and 139 cm^{-1} to v_4 and v_5, respectively. Raman intensities were not calculated. Finally, in figure 4 we provide a correlation diagram for C_{120}, C_{120}O and C_{120}O_2 cage-cage modes as calculated by PM3. Note that for all three links, there are three energetically well separated vibration types (ungerade coupled torsions, symmetric stretch and gerade coupled torsions). PM3 dimer binding energy and v_4 increase as C_{120} → C_{120}O → C_{120}O_2.
Figure 4. Correlation diagram for low frequency cage-cage vibrations of \( \text{C}_{120} \), \( \text{C}_{120}\text{O} \) and \( \text{C}_{120}\text{O}_2 \). Plotted are frequencies calculated at the PM3 level. Numbers in brackets are corresponding Raman spectral features.
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10. PM3 resonance delta functions have been folded with a constant Lorentzian to simulate experiment (2 cm\(^{-1}\) halfwidth).
High Pressure Synthesis and Thermal Properties of C\textsubscript{60} Dimers
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Abstract. A dimeric form of C\textsubscript{60} is selectively synthesized by squeezing organic molecular crystal (ET)\textsubscript{2}C\textsubscript{60} at 5GPa and 200°C. Characterizations by Raman, infrared, and chromatographical studies provide unambiguous evidences for the dimeric form connected by 2+2 cycloaddition. Differential scanning calorimetry analysis showed that the heat of formation for the dimeric C\textsubscript{60} is the largest among several polymeric phases of C\textsubscript{60}.

Since the discovery of polymeric fullerenes in 1993, a vast variety of polymeric materials have been synthesized and characterized by various techniques.[1] In particular, the neutral polymers are attracting interest since these are new allotropes of pure carbon solids. Due to the Woodward-Hoffman's rule, polymerization in the neutral state requires some kind of perturbation, i.e. light-irradiation or application of pressure at high temperature. While the former is useful for thin film samples, the latter yields bulk amount of products. Another advantage of high pressure synthesis is that by tuning the temperature and pressure, one can selectively synthesize one- and two-dimensional polymers. Meanwhile, a new technique, mecanochemical method succeeded to produce bulk amount of C\textsubscript{60} dimers.[2]

When pure C\textsubscript{60} solids are squeezed, we always obtain polymers rather than oligomers.[3, 4] Since all C\textsubscript{60} molecules are surrounded by C\textsubscript{60}, application of hydrostatic pressure tends to connect all molecules. To control the degree of polymerization, we tried to squeeze a crystal of molecular compound of C\textsubscript{60} with organic molecules. In such a crystal, a part of direct contact between C\textsubscript{60} molecules is hindered by inserted organic molecules, providing novel arrangement of C\textsubscript{60}. As a starting materials, we chose (ET)\textsubscript{2}C\textsubscript{60}, where ET denotes bis(ethylenedithio)-tetraphiafulvalene.[5] In this crystal, charge transfer interaction between ET and C\textsubscript{60} is estimated to be significantly small, indicative of neutral states of each element. C\textsubscript{60} molecules form a one-dimensional closest packing arrangement, with a regular triangle lattice framework along the c axis.[5] Interfullerene distances along the c-axis and along the diagonal direction to the c-axis are 9.923(2) and 9.919(3) Å, respectively. Since they are very close to the nearest neighbor interfullerene
Figure 1: Left panel: Raman spectra of the pentagonal pinch mode for the $I_h$ C$_{60}$: (a) pure fcc C$_{60}$, (b) pristine (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$, (c) as-pressurized (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$, and (d) washed by CH$_2$Cl$_2$, where ET molecules are removed. Right panel: Infrared absorption spectra for powders dispersed in KBr pellets.

The starting (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$ crystals were obtained by slow evaporation of carbon disulfide solution of stoichiometric amount of C$_{60}$ and ET. High pressure treatment was made following the previous procedures. Polycrystalline (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$ loaded in a gold capsule was reacted at 5GPa and 200°C using a wedge-type cubic anvil high pressure apparatus. After squeezing, the sample was removed from the reaction capsule, followed by characterizations at ambient conditions.

The left panel of Figure 1 shows Raman spectra of the pentagonal pinch mode $A_g(2)$ for the $I_h$ C$_{60}$, which is a sensitive probe for the occurrence of interfullerene bonds. In (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$, the $A_g(2)$ was observed at 1469.3 cm$^{-1}$, which is identical to the position for pure C$_{60}$, reflecting the negligible charge transfer. In the as-pressurized (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$, the corresponding mode appeared at 1462.9 cm$^{-1}$, displaying a 6.4 cm$^{-1}$ red-shift, indicative of occurrence of intermolecular bonds.

The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the infrared absorption spectra of several samples dispersed in KBr pellets. The spectrum of starting (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$ is shown by (b) in the right panel of Fig. 1. This spectrum is approximately explained as a sum of those for the element molecules, ET (not shown) and C$_{60}$ (a), being consistent with the absence of charge transfer suggested by the structural analysis. The spectrum of as-pressurized samples is displayed by (c) in Fig. 1. Remarkable changes were observed from the spectrum of the starting (ET)$_2$C$_{60}$. By a careful comparison of the two spectra, we found that the peaks attributable to ET did
not change by pressurization, while those from C₆₀ displayed notable changes. In order to prove this more clearly, we removed the unreacted ET molecules. The pressurized (ET)₂C₆₀ powders were dispersed in CH₂Cl₂ followed by sonication. Only ET dissolves into CH₂Cl₂ leaving reacted C₆₀ as precipitates. Figure 1 (d) shows the infrared spectrum of this precipitate obtained by filtration. Since no peaks attributable to ET were observed in the spectrum (d), we concluded that all ET molecules were successfully removed and that the obtained substance is reacted C₆₀. This substance was not soluble to toluene, suggesting an occurrence of interfullerene bonds. However, it is soluble to o-dichlorobenzene. Since rhombohedral and orthorhombic polymers do not dissolve even to o-dichlorobenzene, degree of polymerization is expected to be substantially smaller than those for the polymers.

In fact, the infrared spectrum (d) significantly differs from those for the 1D- and 2D-polymer reported in the previous papers. Instead, the spectrum (d) is very similar to that for the photopolymerized C₆₀. Recent studies have revealed that in the early stage of photo-induced polymerization, C₆₀ dimers are dominant products.[6] We compared the spectrum (d) with that for the mechanochemically synthesized dimers.[2] The spectra for the dimer turned out to be almost identical to Fig. 1 right (d), including the peak positions and intensity distributions. These spectral evidences strongly indicate that the dominant product of high pressure treatment of (ET)₂C₆₀ is C₆₀ dimers.

Production of C₆₀ dimers from ET₂C₆₀ implies that higher oligomers or ladder polymers may be synthesized by choosing appropriate starting materials and synthesis conditions. It is pointed out that even in this study we found an evidence for higher oligomers or polymers. Though most of the product of the above method is soluble to o-dichlorobenzene, there remains a slight amount of insoluble component. This insoluble part might be attributable to larger oligomers or polymers. When one considers the arrangement of C₆₀ molecules in (ET)₂C₆₀, selective formation of C₆₀ polymers is quite puzzling. One-dimensional or ladder-type polymers are likeliest products.

![Differential scanning calorimetry data for C₆₀ dimers synthesized by pressure. A transition to monomer phase occurred in an endothermic manner with an enthalpy change of 92 J/g.](image-url)

Figure 2: Differential scanning calorimetry data for C₆₀ dimers synthesized by pressure. A transition to monomer phase occurred in an endothermic manner with an enthalpy change of 92 J/g.
Differential scanning calorimetry was made on about 10mg samples each using a Mettler-Toledo TA8000 calorimeter. Figure 2 shows DSC data for C<sub>60</sub> dimer in the heating process with a heating rate of 10°C/min. A large endothermic peak was observed in the heating process, but no signal was found in the cooling scan, indicating an occurrence of irreversible transition in the heating process. The obtained substances after the DSC measurements were monomer C<sub>60</sub> powders as confirmed by infrared and x-ray diffraction measurements. These data clearly showed that C<sub>60</sub> dimers revert to monomer C<sub>60</sub> on heating to 300°C in a similar manner to the other C<sub>60</sub> polymers. This conversion takes place as an endothermic reaction, indicating that C<sub>60</sub> dimer is energetically more stable than the monomeric form. The enthalpy change derived by integrating the endothermic peak was 92±10J/g, which is considerably large comparing to that for the rhombohedral phase of C<sub>60</sub>,[3] indicating high stability of the dimeric phase. The standard heat of formation of dimeric C<sub>60</sub> has been calculated by various methods. The present experimental result is a good test for these theoretical calculations.

In summary, we have found a new route for synthesis of C<sub>60</sub> dimers using a high pressure technique. Thermal analysis on the dissociation process of C<sub>60</sub> dimers indicates that the dimer is more stable than monomers. Authors are grateful to K. Komatsu and Y. Murata for their help in sample characterization. They appreciate T. Uchida for his help in high pressure synthesis. This work has been supported by Grant from the Japan Society for Promotion of Science (JSPS-RFTF96P00104), from the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports, and Culture, and from Yamada Science Foundation.
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Abstract. C$_{59}$N was evaporated in an UHV system onto substrates of the layered materials HOPG, WSe$_2$ and mica at substrate temperatures of 25°C, 100°C and 200°C. The initial growth of the C$_{59}$N films was investigated by atomic force microscopy (UHV-AFM) and compared to that of C$_{60}$. Distinct island sizes and shapes were observed for the three substrates, reflecting different mobilities and sticking factors. For C$_{59}$N on HOPG and WSe$_2$, extended dendritic islands are formed indicating a large mobility of C$_{59}$N on the substrate and a strong sticking of the molecules to the islands edges. The mobility during the growth of the second monolayer is significantly reduced therefore, nearly independent of the substrate temperature, many new nucleation centres with distances as small as 50 nm are formed on top of the 1000 - 3000 nm monolayer islands. On mica, the nucleation centres have distances of 50 - 100 nm even for the first monolayer and substrate temperatures of 200°C. This shows that the substrate interaction of C$_{59}$N with mica is larger than that with HOPG and WSe$_2$.

INTRODUCTION

The electronic properties of fullerenes in the solid state can be altered by three different kinds of „doping“: intercalation of metal atoms at interstitial sites of fullerene crystals, incorporation of atoms or ions inside the fullerene cage (endoedral fullerenes) and the exchange of one or more carbon atoms of the cage by hetero-atoms. Intercalation compounds exhibiting superconductivity in the A$_3$C$_{60}$ phase (A = alkali metal) have been widely studied, whereas the solid state properties of endoedral fullerenes and heterofullerenes are little investigated experimentally. Recently macroscopic amounts of the stable heterofullerene C$_{59}$N have been synthesised (1, 2) and first solid state studies of C$_{59}$N have been reported (3, 4).

C$_{59}$N is a structural analogue of C$_{60}$ but the electronic properties are different. The substitution of a tetravalent carbon atom of the cage by a trivalent nitrogen atom leads to the azafullerene radical C$_{59}$N$^-$ which is found to rapidly dimerise yielding the stable (C$_{59}$N)$_2$ dimer.
For the investigation of the solid state properties of this new material well defined films are of essential interest. Here we present first studies on the film growth of C_{59}N on the layered material HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite), WSe_{2} and mica and compare the growth mode with that of C_{60}.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

C_{59}N was introduced into an effusion cell and thoroughly degassed in a vacuum of 10^{-4} mbar at a temperature of 500 K for 24 h to remove residual solvents. The thickness of the films was monitored with a quartz crystal oscillator. Films of 0.5 monolayer (ML) coverage have been grown at a rate of 0.05 ML/min on the different substrates at substrate temperatures of 293, 373 and 473 K in a vacuum of 10^{-8} mbar. The substrates were cleaved prior to loading into the deposition chamber and prebaked at 473 K for 3 h before the desired substrate temperature was set. UHV-AFM investigations were performed at 10^{-10} mbar, but the samples had to be transferred through air.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Figure 2 shows an AFM image of C_{60} on HOPG. The film was grown at a substrate temperature of 373 K. Well shaped, hexagonal islands all showing the same orientations were found reflecting excellent growth conditions and a dominating substrate interaction. The second monolayer started to grow before the first monolayer was completed clearly demonstrating an island growth mechanism under these conditions. Well shaped trigonal islands were found on WSe_{2} with the same deposition parameters.

![AFM image](image_url)

**FIGURE 1:** AFM image of C_{60} on HOPG grown at a substrate temperature of 373 K. The shown area of the left picture is 500 x 400 nm in size. On the right side a section with a height scan is shown.
In contrast to the textured growth of C_{60}, extended dendritic islands have been found for the growth of C_{59}N on HOPG and WSe_{2}. Fig. 2 shows an AFM image of a C_{59}N island on WSe_{2} grown at a substrate temperature of 373 K. No preferential alignment is observed and a rather rugged island is formed. Such islands are often observed for diffusion limited aggregation. This indicates an enhanced interaction of C_{59}N with the island edges prohibiting, at lower temperatures, the formation of compact islands.

![AFM image of C_{59}N on WSe_{2} grown at a substrate temperature of 373 K. The area is 400 x 400 nm. In contrast to C_{60}, pronounced irregular structures are observed.](image.png)

Due to the low binding energy of only 18 kcal/mol (5), the (C_{59}N)_{2} dimer is thermally cracked during evaporation and sublimation takes place in its monomeric form. Apparently C_{59}N is highly mobile on HOPG and WSe_{2} and becomes immobile at the island edges.

At higher substrate temperatures, the edge diffusion is enhanced resulting in dendritic islands with less holes in it as shown in Fig.3 for a C_{59}N island on HOPG grown at a substrate temperature of 473 K. Although still no preferential orientation is observed the edges are smooth. For the second monolayer the average island size is drastically reduced to only a few nanometer compared to the island size of 3 \mu m of the underlying first monolayer. This indicates that the mobility of C_{59}N in the second and higher layers is low. The step height at the island edges was always found to be 1 nm clearly showing a layer by layer growth mechanism.

The growth behaviour of C_{59}N films on mica is quite different. We find that the nucleation centres even for the first monolayer have distances of only 50 - 100 nm. This growth behaviour is observed almost independent of the substrate temperatures up to 200°C. This shows that the substrate interaction of C_{59}N with mica is larger than that with HOPG and WSe_{2}.
FIGURE 3: AFM image of C_{50}N on HOPG grown at a substrate temperature of 474 K. The area is 3.5 x 2.5 μm in size. The white spots are very small islands of only 100 nm in diameter and represent the second monolayer. On the right side an enlarged section of an island edge with some small second layer agglomerates is shown. A height scan is presented below.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the growth mechanism for C_{50}N films on HOPG and WSe_{2} is different from that of C_{60} films on the same substrates. For C_{60} well shaped islands and an island growth mechanism is found whereas for C_{50}N dendritic structures and a layer by layer growth mechanism shows up. In general, for the growth of C_{50}N higher temperatures are needed to obtain closed and smooth islands. Increasing the substrate temperature above 473 K may eventually lead to the formation of crystalline islands of C_{50}N.
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Abstract. The x-ray investigations of products of synthesis and the results of investigations of iron-containing compounds of fullerene obtained in a plasma chemical reactor (PCR), and medical-biological investigations of water-soluble fullerene-iron-acetylacetone complexes are presented.

The description of axial plasma chemical reactor (PCR) that is based on the carbon plasma jet and method of synthesis of carbon cluster forms was published earlier (1). Fullerene mixture, extracted from soot, contains about 57% of C_{60} and 43% of C_{70}, which synthesized under consumption of helium 1 liter per minute.

The x-ray powder diffraction measurements were taken with DRON-4 powder diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano geometry using flat graphite monochromator and CuKα radiation.

The main substances observed in products of synthesis are: fullerene phase (~4%), residual graphite (~7%) and amorphous phase (Figure 1a). Sample contains a distorted graphite phase which is supposed to be a product of fast condensation of carbon from plasma. The extraction from benzene solution and thermal treatment are allowed to obtain a mixture C_{60}/C_{70} with X-ray powder pattern shown on the Figure 1b.

The x-ray powder pattern analysis shown the presence of two different graphite phases in thermolys residual taken from the indestructible external ring electrode: the
initial undistorted graphite phase with the unit cell parameters \( a=2.462 \text{ Å}, c=6.732 \text{ Å} \) and the distorted graphite phase.

The calculation of the unit cell parameters of distorted graphite phase based on the \( 00l \) and \( hkh \) peak positions gave the following values: \( a=2.462 \text{ Å}, c=6.852 \text{ Å} \). As it is seen, the unit cell parameter \( c \) of distorted graphite is greater by 0.12 Å than that of the initial graphite, while the parameter \( a \) is the same. This means that the medium distance between the graphite layers is greater by 0.06 Å (~2%) than that of conventional graphite, but the layers are undistorted. This elongation of the mean interlayer distance may be interpreted as a result of the random stacking of the graphite layers.

We synthesized fullerenes-iron compounds, using our installation, where an axial hole of the central electrode was filled by powder of carbonyl iron and investigated them by the methods IR, UV-vis and EPR.

Main characteristic absorption bands of a fullerene mixture are shown on the Figure 2a. The optical absorption spectrum of hexane solutions of fullerene extracts with iron is shown on the Figure 2b. The main changes are observed in ultra-violet bands 217 and 257 nm.: redistribution of intensity inside bands and new bands is observed. The band 328 nm and long wavelength band 480 remain constant. IR-spectrum of absorption of mixture obtained from graphite without iron have the bands with maximums on the frequencies 525, 575, 1190 and 1428 cm\(^{-1}\) (Figure 3a). The IR-spectrum of fullerene mixture obtained with iron has lines 528, 577, 1182 and 1430 cm\(^{-1}\) with initial intensities ratio. The frequencies lines 673 and 795 cm\(^{-1}\) undetected earlier (Figure 3b) are observed too. These frequencies are close to valent oscillations frequencies of iron-carbon that probably could be observed in carbides. It is well known that the carbides are not dissolved in unpolar solvents and these bands most likely correspond to coupling fullerene with iron. According to IR-spectrum we
have found that carbonyls are absent in mixture. That is important because they are soluble in unpolar solvents and it would be difficult to separate them from fullerenes chemical connected with iron. Thus the researches of fullerene mixture by optical methods has shown that in fullerene mixture one fullerene complex with iron was contain at least.

FIGURE 2. Electronic absorption spectra hexane solutions of fullerene mixture: a) obtained from pure graphite, b) from graphite with carbonyl iron. Cuvettes width: a, b - 0.1 cm; a', b' - 1 cm.

FIGURE 3. IR-spectra of an absorption of fullerene mixture: a) without iron, b) with iron.

FIGURE 4. Spectra ESR a) of anion - radical C_{60}; b) of fullerene-iron complex.

The research of obtained fullerene mixture by ESR method was carried out with a spectrometer of X-range (SE/X-2544) under the temperatures 80-295K on hard polycrystalline samples. The ESR signal observed in fullerene that can be assigned to not coupled electrons on C_{60} + C_{70} mixture (2) has line width 0.12 mT and g = 2.0023±0.0005 in our samples. This EPR signal may be explained as chemically caused defects at the fullerene molecules. Paramagnetic centers are unpaired electrons trapped in a extend π-electron system (3).

The signal of synthesized iron-fullerene was shifted in the direction of field increasing on the line width (Fig. 4). The g-factor accordingly varies to g_{Fe} = 2.0015±0.0005.
Simultaneously the line intensity is reduced approximately in order of magnitude. Therefore it is possible to tell that the signal directly from iron in fullerene is not observed. However indirect proof of its presence is a noticeable drop of uncoupled electrons per 1 mole. Also it is possible to refer regularly repeated shift of a line, that may be accounted by a modification of their orbital state caused by Fe. Besides there is nominating a width line ($\Delta H \approx 50 \text{ mT}$) with $g \approx 2.00$ in iron-containing fullerene samples which can belong to Fe$^{3+}$.

One of the perspectives of further iron-fullerene study is closely connected to directed synthesis of water-soluble compounds for the medical - biological tasks (4).

The kinetics of reactive oxygen forms (ROF) generation in a system of whole blood was investigated by chemiluminescence technique with 36-channel computer-controlled Chemiluminescence analyzer-3601. The blood of children by different degree of pathological process was investigated, that determined a broad range of a scatter of initial magnitudes of parameters of a chemiluminescence response (CLR) curve. Simultaneously a CLR kinetics of standard samples of blood or samples of blood with added 50 microlitres of distilled water was investigated.

Our preparation exhibited well-marked effect on a kinetics of ROF generation by cells in a system of whole blood. The individual analysis of samples of blood has revealed the activation of CLR in blood at 81.8 % of the patients observed in various dilutions of a preparation. In the diluting 1/500 000 the concentration of the preparation was $10^7 \text{ mg/ml}$ in the calculation on fullerene, that is typical for other biologically active compounds. The influences of the fullerene complexes on the functional activity of blood leukocyte have been studied by chemiluminescence technique too. At the incubation with separate leukocytes the dose-dependent inhibit and activation effects took place. The influences of the fullerene complexes on the intracellular enzymes have been measured by cytochemical method. The increased activity of acid phosphates of granulocytes was obtained. The change of activity of succinate dehydrogenase was not definite.
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Conversion of inexpensive sources of energy, such as light, into more precious electric flow is an area of current high interest (1-5). In this field, C60 has generated a great deal of hope in a number of applications, such as photoconductors, photoreceptors, photoresists, and photoswitches (6). The potential use of C60 relies on the ability of this fullerene to accept reversibly up to six electrons in solution (7,8), which also makes it an excellent electron acceptor in photoinduced processes (9). In addition, C60 has a broad range of absorptions, so that the excited states (singlet and triplet) are readily accessible (10,11). Furthermore, it has been postulated that C60 has a low reorganization energy (9).

This argument has been the subject of several studies, and so far, C60 has been used unmodified in heterogeneous mixtures with conducting polymers (12) or strong donors like phthalocyanines (13). Or, else, C60 has been chemically modified to improve its miscibility with conducting polymers or to attach it covalently to a donor, in order to fabricate dyads or triads of various types (6,9).

Scheme 1 shows only a few representative examples of dyads and triads which have been synthesized in recent years for exploring the use of C60 in photoinduced processes (14-19). The common objective of these studies has been the generation of long-lived charge-separated species, that might allow utilization of the charge separation.
Scheme 1

The chemical modification of fullerenes, in fact, gives the opportunity to combine the uncommon properties of the fullerenes with those of other interesting materials such as electro- or photoactive species. In our group, we have developed a versatile and convenient way to functionalize C₆₀, via azomethine ylide cycloaddition (14). This reaction can be performed very easily starting from an α-amino acid and an aldehyde. In the simplest example, N-methyl glycine condenses with formaldehyde to generate the reactive species which then attacks C₆₀.

\[
\text{CH}_2\text{NHCH₂COOH} + \text{CH}_2\text{O} \xrightarrow{\Delta} \text{C}_60
\]

The scope of the reaction is very broad. Two different groups can be introduced simultaneously starting from N-functionalized α-amino acids and even very complex aldehydes. Using this approach, several dyads and triads have been prepared (6,9). In the present paper, we report the synthesis and properties of a novel fullerene-porphyrin
dyad in which the fullerene has been attached to the porphyrin donor through metal coordination.

The Ru-porphyrin complex 1 has one ethanol molecule very weakly bound to the metal. In the presence of a stronger ligand, such as pyridine, ethanol is immediately displaced. Thus, the reaction between 1 and C$_{60}$ derivatives 2 or 3 occurs instantaneously at room temperature, affording the new complexes 4 and 5, respectively, in quantitative yield.

The UV-Vis absorption spectrum of dyad 4 displays strong absorptions due to both the porphyrin-ruthenium complex and the fullerene moieties. As a matter of fact, the electronic spectrum of 4 is the virtual superposition of the two independent chromophores, with no detectable interaction between the two centers.

\[ R\text{-NHCH}_2\text{COOH} + 4\text{-PyCHO} \rightarrow C_{60} \rightarrow 2, \quad R = \text{CH}_3 \]

\[ 3, \quad R = \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_3 \]

\[ 4, \quad R = \text{CH}_3 \]

\[ 5, \quad R = \text{CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{OCH}_3 \]

The cyclic voltammetry of the dyad shows eight reversible reduction waves and two reversible oxidation waves (Table 1). It is in fact the linear combination of the electrochemical properties of porphyrin model 6 (analogous to 1, where pyridine has substituted ethanol) and the C$_{60}$ derivative 2. Also this technique shows very little sign of detectable interaction between the two chromophores. The difference between the first reduction wave and the first oxidation, which gives an indication of the energy of the charge-separated state (oxidated porphyrin-reduced fullerene), is about 1.5 eV.
Table 1. $E_{1/2}$ values (V vs SCE) of the redox couples of dyad 4 and model compounds 2 and 6, detected by cyclic voltammetry (sweep rate 0.1 V s$^{-1}$) in tetrahydrofuran solutions (tetrabutyl ammonium hexafluorophosphate as electrolyte), at -60°C (25°C for 6). Working electrode = Pt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$E_{1/2}$</th>
<th>+2/+1</th>
<th>+1/0</th>
<th>0/1-</th>
<th>1/-2-</th>
<th>2/-3-</th>
<th>3/-4-</th>
<th>4/-5-</th>
<th>5/-6-</th>
<th>6/-7-</th>
<th>7/-8-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+1.33</td>
<td>+0.98</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
<td>-2.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
<td>-2.13</td>
<td>-2.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+1.54</td>
<td>+1.14</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>-2.03</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taken all the electrochemical and ground state features into account, it appears that dyad 4 is an excellent candidate to perform artificial photosynthesis, e.g., efficient light absorption by the antenna molecule (porphyrin moiety), followed by a rapid intramolecular electron transfer to the electron acceptor (fullerene). A first insight into intramolecular transfer dynamics was deduced from steady-state emission spectroscopy. The emission of the porphyrin core is, in fact, strongly quenched in non-polar toluene and to a similar extent in polar benzonitrile relative to the porphyrin model. In this light, further experiments were carried to probe dyad 4 under radiative conditions, e.g. time-resolved pico- and nanosecond flash photolysis. They show that the nature of the processes involved and the resulting products therefrom depend strongly on the solvent polarity. In toluene solution, energy transfer from the photoexcited metalloporphyrine to the fullerene predominates, with generation of the long lived triplet of the fullerene derivative, as detected by transient visible spectroscopy (centered at $\lambda_{\text{max}} = 700$ nm). In order to promote the driving force ($\Delta G$) for a possible electron transfer and, in turn, to favor this intramolecular process over an energy transfer, the solvent polarity was changed. As a consequence of increasing $\Delta G$, for example, in benzonitrile solution, electron-transfer occurs, affording the formation of the charge-separated species ($C_{60}^-\text{Ru(TPP)}^{2+}$) with typical absorption of the $C_{60}$ radical anion around 1040 nm and of the metalloporphyrin radical cation between 600 and 800 nm.

To obtain ordered films, dyad 5 was synthesized. In fact, we have already observed that for a successful LB deposition, a hydrophilic chain like in 5 is necessary (20). Compound 5 alone did not give monomolecular layers at the air/water interface when
compressed, but an excellent deposition on a glass substrate could be achieved by mixing 5 with arachidic acid in a 1:4 ratio. Studies of energy/electron transfer occurring on solid substrates are currently underway.
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Phase diagram of the C\textsubscript{60}/C\textsubscript{70} system

D. Havlik\textsuperscript{1}, M. Steinmetz\textsuperscript{2}, P. Huber\textsuperscript{2}, W. Schranz\textsuperscript{1}, M. Enderle\textsuperscript{2}, K. Knorr\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1} Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Vienna, Strudlhofgasse 4, A - 1090 Vienna, Austria
\textsuperscript{2} Technical Physics, University of Saarland, Bau 38, 3. OG., D-66123 Saarland, Germany

Abstract. We have performed powder X-ray measurements on C\textsubscript{60}/C\textsubscript{70} mixed crystals with 10-30\% C\textsubscript{60}, at several temperatures ranging from 20 to 300 K. These measurements confirm our assumption (based on thermal expansion and elastic measurements) that (C\textsubscript{60})\textsubscript{x}(C\textsubscript{70})\textsubscript{1-x} alloys form orientational glass for 0.1 \textless{} x \textless{} 0.3. Furthermore, we were able to isolate several single crystals of C\textsubscript{60}/C\textsubscript{70}, and analyze them using the rotating crystal method, which clearly shows that our samples are indeed well-defined mixtures, and rules out the possibility of phase separation.

INTRODUCTION

In our previous work [1,2], we have shown that mixed crystals of (C\textsubscript{60})\textsubscript{x}(C\textsubscript{70})\textsubscript{1-x} can be grown by controlled sublimation for 0 \textless{} x \textless{} 0.3 and 0.7 \textless{} x \textless{} 1. The combination of elastic and thermal expansion measurements showed fast decline of the phase transition temperature with growing concentration of "guest" molecules, especially on the C\textsubscript{70}-rich side of the phase diagram. Elastic measurements also showed the dynamic anomaly in the elastic measurements, that was not seen in thermal expansion. By combining the results of all the measurements, we came to the conclusion that C\textsubscript{70}-rich crystals with \approx{} 10\% to 30\% C\textsubscript{60} stay disordered on cooling, and form orientational glass at the temperature T\textsubscript{g} \approx{} 130 K. However, there were two important questions left:

1. It was not clear whether our samples are really well-defined crystals, or just (semi-)amorphous mixtures.

2. Since all of the measurements have been done above 80 K, there was a possibility that C\textsubscript{60}-rich samples could have a structural phase transition at lower temperatures, instead of forming an orientational glass.

In order to answer these questions, we performed room temperature single-crystal X-ray measurements and temperature-dependent powder X-ray measurements on
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C₆₀/C₇₀ mixed crystals. Thereby, we have concentrated on the samples with 10-30% C₆₀, for which we expected to find the orientational glass.

**RESULTS**

Figure 1 shows a photography of the sublimated \((C₆₀)ₓ(C₇₀)₁₋ₓ\) crystals, in the "interesting" \((0.1 < x < 0.3)\) region. Size of the pen-shaped crystallites varied with the concentration, the largest crystals (2-3 mm long, with a diameter of \(d \approx 0.3 \text{mm}\)) were obtained for \(x \approx 0.11\). Some of them were found to be single crystals, and we were able to analyze them with the rotating-camera method. A typical result is shown on figure 2. All the crystallites had the hcp structure. One curious result was that the quality of the crystals improved with addition of C₆₀ (contrary to what we expected!). One possible explanation would be that C₆₀/C₇₀ crystals obtain some kind of superstructure ordering at special \(C₆₀:C₇₀\) ratios (1:4?). However, we have not found any evidence of the different crystal structure between the high-temperature phase of C₇₀ and C₇₀-rich mixtures.

Simultaneously with the single-crystal measurements, we have made several temperature-dependent powder diffraction measurements. The powder measurements reveal that C₇₀-rich crystals with more than 11.5% C₆₀ show only thermal expansion, but no structural phase transitions down to 20 K (Figure 3).
FIGURE 3. Intensity as a function of 2θ for the C_{60}/C_{70} crystal with 11.5% C_{60}, at 20, 100, 200 and 300 K. Curves were shifted for clarity.

SUMMARY

We have performed both room temperature single crystal and powder X-ray measurements at several temperatures of (C_{60})_x(C_{70})_{1-x} alloys for (0.1 < x < 0.3). Powder spectra of this mixture are very similar to C_{70} spectra published by M.C. Valsakumar et al. in [3], which were shown to belong to close packed hcp, with additional disorder due to stacking faults and amorphous background. However, unlike the pure C_{70}, this mixture don’t undergo any phase transitions on cooling (see Fig. 3) down to T=20 K. Combined with the results of our previous (thermal expansion and low frequency elastic) measurements, which show a dynamic anomaly at T\approx130K, this directly proves that C_{60}/C_{70} mixed crystals with 11.5 to 30% C_{60} form orientational glass. The phase diagram of C_{60}/C_{70} mixtures, obtained with a combination of the thermal-expansion, elastic and X-ray measurements is shown in figure 4. There is still one open question, concerning the second (dhcp-monoclinic) phase transition in C_{70}-rich crystals. It seems that this phase transition merges with the first (hcp-dhcp) at less than 5% C_{60}, which would explain the existence of both the structural phase transition and dynamic anomaly in elastic moduli at this concentration. However, we don’t have any measurements to directly prove this assumption.

Acknowledgments: The present work was supported by the Österreichischen Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung under project Nr. +P10924-PHY
FIGURE 4. (C₆₀)ₓ(C₇₀)₁₋ₓ phase diagram. The phase transition temperatures were taken from [1]. The vertical dotted line corresponds to the powder X-ray measurements shown in Fig. 3.
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Catalytic Reduction of 1,2-Dihaloethanes by Electrochemically Generated C_{60}^{n-} (n = 2 and 3)

F. D'Souza, a J-P. Choi, a Y. Y. Hsieh, a K. Shriner, a and W. Kutner a,b

a Department of Chemistry, Wichita State University, Wichita, KS 6720-0051, USA
b Institute of Physical Chemistry, Polish Academy of Sciences, Kasprzaka 44, 01-224 Warsaw, Poland

Abstract. 1,2-Dihaloethanes were catalytically reduced by electrochemically generated C_{60}^{n-} (n = 2 or 3) anions in 0.1 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate in benzonitrile under cyclic voltammetry and rotating disk electrode (RDE) voltammetry conditions at platinum electrodes. The second-order catalytic rate constants, determined by the RDE voltammetry under pseudo-first-order conditions against the 1,2-dihaloethanes, largely increase in the order: 1,2-dichloroethane < 1,2-dibromoethane < 1,2-diiodoethane. Alkanes, alkenes and monohalo-
genated alkanes were products of the electrocatalyses.

INTRODUCTION

Redox potentials of six one-electron reversible C_{60}^{m-}\langle n + 1\rangle^+ couples are largely separated (1). Therefore, stable with respect to disproportion C_{60}^{m-} anions can be easily prepared by means of selective chemical or electrochemical reduction of C_{60}. These anions react readily with halogenated organic compounds according to the two different limiting reaction schemes. On one hand, C_{60}^{m-} (n ≥ 2) anions can react with n-iodoalkanes and ipso-diiodoalkyl derivatives yielding a range of fullerene alkyl adducts, R_nC_{60} (n = 2, 4,.) (2, 3), as well as methanofullerene derivatives, R_{C_{61}} (4), respectively, and on the other, C_{60}^{m-} anions can reduce electrocatalytically vic-dibrominated and monobrominated alkyl derivatives (5, 6). In our study of the effect of halogenated alkanes on electrochemical behavior of C_{60}, i.e., the preference of either a C_{60} adduct formation or electrocatalytic reduction of halogenated organic compounds, we observed that electrocatalytic reduction, resulting in dehalogenation, is preferred over the formation of organofullerenes for α,ω-diiodoalkanes (7). Herein, we present cyclic voltammetry and rotating disk electrode voltammetry results of electrocatalytic reduction of 1,2-dihaloethanes by C_{60}^{m-} (n = 2 or 3) along with the constant potential bulk electrolysis results followed by the GC-MS product analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals. C_{60} (+99.95%) was from BuckyUSA (Bellaire, TX). All other chemicals were procured from Aldrich Chemicals (Milwaukee, WI) and used as received.

Electrochemical Measurements. Cyclic (CV) and differential pulse (DPV) voltammetry experiments were performed by using a Model 263A potentiostat/galvanostat of EG & G (Princeton, NJ). The rotating disk electrode (RDE) voltammetry was carried out at a 0.17 cm² platinum disk electrode by using a Model AFCB1 bipotentiosat, MSRX Speed Control Unit and AFMSRX Modulated Speed Rotator of Pine Instru-
ment Co. (Grove City, PA). A Pt wire was used as the counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference one.

**GC-MS Measurements.** The GC-MS analysis was performed by using a Model Q-Mass 910 of Perkin Elmer Co. (Norwalk, CT) on a DB-1 non-polar phase fused silica capillary column (30 m × 0.253 mm) operating in an electron ionization mode.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Qualitative results were obtained by CV while quantitative ones by the RDE voltammetry because the latter is superior in discriminating background currents of irreversible electroreduction of 1,2-dihaloethanes recorded in the absence of C₆₀.

In benzonitrile solution of C₆₀ containing 1,2-dihaloethane, both the second and third electroreduction CV peak, corresponding to the C₆₀/²⁺ and C₆₀/²⁻ electroreduction, respectively, is increased, as compared to the peaks obtained in the absence of the 1,2-dihaloalkane (Fig. 1, Curve 1). Moreover, the relevant electro-oxidation peaks of C₆₀²⁻ (n = 2 or 3) are gone indicating electrocatalytic reduction of 1,2-dihaloethanes:

![Diagram](image)

In the presence of 1,2-C₂H₄I₂, two new pairs of CV electro-oxidation and electroreduction peaks are seen during cycling over the positive potential range, followed the initial electroreduction scan (Fig. 1, Curve 4). The formal redox potentials of these pairs are centered at ca. 0.19 V and 0.64 V and correspond to the irreversible I⁺/I⁻ and quasi-reversible I⁺/I⁻ redox couples, respectively (8). Similarly, new electro-oxidation peaks at Eₚₒ = 0.72 V and Eₚₒ = 0.83 V are observed (Fig. 1, Curves 2 and 3) in the presence of 1,2-C₂H₄Br₂ and 1,2-C₂H₄Cl₂, respectively. They correspond to the irreversible Br⁻/Br₂ and Cl⁻/Cl₂ electro-oxidation, respectively (8). These results indicate that halogens are released in solution during the catalytic electroreduction. By holding for ca. 1 min the potential at -1.2 V or at -1.6 V, i.e., at the values more negative than those for the second or third electroreduction peak of C₆₀, respectively, and subsequent potential cycling over the examined redox processes, we found no new peaks in the voltammograms. Hence, no C₆₀ adducts are formed on a CV time scale.

In excess of 1,2-dihaloethanes with respect to C₆₀, that is, under pseudo-first-order conditions against the 1,2-dihaloethanes, the measured limiting currents by the RDE voltammetry are independent of the rotation rate, for small rotation rates. Then, the second-order electrocatalytic rate constant, k, can be calculated (9)

\[
k = \frac{i_{cat}^2}{n F A C R^2 D R C_S}
\]
where $i_{cat}$ is the catalytic limiting current, $D_R$ and $C_R$ are the diffusion coefficient and concentration of C$_{60}$, respectively, $C_S$ is the concentration of the substrate, i.e., 1,2-dihaloalkane, $F$ is the Faraday constant, $n$ is the number of electrons transferred and $A$ is the electrode surface area. The values of $i_{cat}$ were calculated by extrapolating the curves of limiting currents, $i_{lim}$, vs. square root of rotation rate to the zero abscissa. These curves deviate positively from the linear Levich plots of $i_{lim}$ vs. square root of rotation rate, observed in absence of 1,2-dihaloethanes. The obtained dependence of $i_{cat}$ vs. square root of $C_S$ is linear both for C$_{60}^{2-}$ and the C$_{60}^{2-}$ for all 1,2-dihaloethanes (Fig. 2). The calculated $k$ values (Table 1) for 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ are larger by three and four orders of magnitude than those for 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Br$_2$ and 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Cl$_2$, respectively.

![Cyclic voltammograms](image1.png)

**FIGURE 1.** Cyclic voltammograms for 0.15 mM C$_{60}$ - curve 1; 0.15 mM C$_{60}$, 2.5 M 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ - curve 2; 0.15 mM C$_{60}$, 1.5 M 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Br$_2$ - curve 3; and 0.15 mM C$_{60}$, 0.3 mM 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ - curve 4 in 0.1 M (TBA)PF$_6$ in benzonitrile. Scan rate 0.1 Vs$^{-1}$.

**FIGURE 2.** Dependence of the RDE voltammetry catalytic currents, $i_{cat}$, on the square root of the 1,2-dihaloethane concentration. 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ - curves 1 and 1', 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Br$_2$ - curves 2 and 2', and 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ - curves 3 and 3' for the second, C$_{60}^{2-}$ - curves 1, 2 and 3 as well as third, C$_{60}^{2-}$ - curves 1', 2' and 3' electroreduction of C$_{60}$. 0.1 mM C$_{60}$, in 0.1 M (TBA)PF$_6$ in benzonitrile.

Products of the electrocatalytic reductions were determined by using GC-MS after constant potential bulk electrolysis of 1,2-dihaloethane solutions of C$_{60}$ at a Pt grid electrode. In the presence of 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$, ethane and ethene, with trace monoiodoethane, is the major product of the electrolysis performed either at -1.2 V or -1.6 V, i.e., at the values at which C$_{60}^{2-}$ or C$_{60}^{3-}$ is generated, respectively. Both for 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Br$_2$ and 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Cl$_2$, monohaloethane is the major electrolysis product. The amount of ethane and ethene generated increases with the increase of the electrolysis time. However, prolonged electrolysis also results in small amounts of the C$_{60}$ alkyl adducts. This is manifested by new one-electron reversible DPV peaks of potentials more negative by 115 and 90 mV than those for C$_{60}^{2-}$ and C$_{60}^{3-}$, respectively (3, 4).
TABLE 1. Electrocatalytic rate constants for reduction of 1,2-dihaloethanes by $C_{60}^{n-}$ in 0.1 M (TBA)PF$_6$, benzonitrile, determined by voltammetry at the rotating disk electrode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1,2-Dihaloethane</th>
<th>$k$, M$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$C_{60}^{0-}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dichloroethane</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Dibromoethane</td>
<td>$(1.6 \pm 0.1) \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2-Diiodoethane</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

Electrocatalytic reduction of 1,2-dihaloethanes by $C_{60}^{n-}$ ($n = 2$, or 3) predominates over formation of $C_{60}$ adducts. The determined second-order rate constants of the electrocatalysis indicate that dehalogenation of 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ is much more facile than those of the two other 1,2-dihaloethanes. Electrocatalytic deiodination leading to formation of the ethane and ethene is the major reaction route in case of 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$I$_2$ while monohaloethanes are generated in case of 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Br$_2$ and 1,2-C$_2$H$_4$Cl$_2$. Apparently, 1,2-dihaloethanes are dehalogenated stepwise yielding ethane as the ultimate reaction product.
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Fullerene Radicals, Electrochemistry and Electron Spin Resonance:
Part A: Anomalous rotational dependence of the ESR signals of single crystals of 
\([C_70][I][(C_6H_5)_4P]_2\)
Part B: Electrochemical and ESR characterization of mono-anionic radicals of 
four minor isomers of \(C_{84}: [84]C_1, [84]C_8(V), [84]D_{2d}(I)\) and \([84]D_2(III)\)
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Abstract. In part A, the angular dependence of ESR spectra of single crystals of 
\([C_70][I][(C_6H_5)_4P]_2\) is presented showing evidence for an anomalous behaviour qualitatively 
explained in terms of a weak inter-radicals interaction. In part B, preliminary results on the 
electrochemical and ESR characterization of four recently isolated \(C_{84}\) minor isomers are 
presented.

PART A: ANOMALOUS ROTATIONAL DEPENDENCE OF 
THE ESR LINE INTENSITY IN SINGLE CRYSTALS OF 
\([C_70][I][(C_6H_5)_4P]_2\)

ESR spectra on single crystals of the above mentioned \(C_{70}\) salt, grown as described 
in (1) have been performed. From room temperature down to 14 K, only one, 
symmetrical, line is observed. Below 14 K, the signal splits into four lines. An analysis 
of the angular dependence of the \(g\)-factor for the four lines has been performed at He
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temperature in three mutually perpendicular planes. The resulting rotation figures actually allow a "structure determination" by ESR: Indeed, knowing the room temperature unit-cell (tetragonal, \(a = 12.682(4) \, \text{Å}, \ c = 21.660(3) \, \text{Å}\)) and Laue symmetry (4/mmm), (1) it is found that the 4-fold symmetry axis is retained at low temperatures but that the \(\text{C}_{70}^-\) radicals long molecular axis are tilted 30° away from the 4-fold axis. The angular dependence of the ESR signals can then be accounted for with an uniaxial tensor for the g factor of the \(\text{C}_{70}^-\) radicals with principal values \(g_r = 2.016\) and \(g_z = 2.000\) (Figure 1). However, at certain positions, (145° in Fig.1) the signals, instead of crossing each other - as the normal theory (straight and dotted lines), where the radicals are considered non-interacting, predicts - repel each other. This is qualitatively interpreted as a simple two levels interaction. From the difference in g-factor, one can estimate the energy of the interaction to be 0.2 mK. Such an anomalous behaviour has actually already been observed, albeit with no interpretation for it, in DEM (TCNQ)$_2$. (2) A quantitative analysis of this phenomenon is underway in our laboratory.

![Figure 1. Rotation dependence of the g-values of the four signals in [C$_{70}$][I][C$_4$H$_5$)$_4$P]$_2$](image)

PART B: ELECTROCHEMICAL AND ESR
CHARACTERIZATION OF MONO-ANIONIC RADICALS OF
FOUR MINOR ISOMERS OF C$_{84}$: [84]C$_1$, [84]C$_5$(V),
[84]D$_{2d}$(I) AND [84]D$_2$(III)

[84]fullerene is known to have 24 isolated pentagons isomers (3) of which [84]D$_{2d}$(II) and [84]D$_2$(IV) are the two major isomers. (4,5) Recently five minor isomers ([84]C$_1$, [84]C$_5$(V), [84]D$_{2d}$(I), [84]D$_2$(III) ans [84]C$_5$(IV)) have been separated by HPLC and identified by $^{13}$C NMR. (6) Each of these being a unique molecule in its own right, it is interesting to characterize it spectroscopically per se. Furthermore, by performing an electrochemical/ESR characterization of all seven isomers in different solvents, one can hope to get insight about the electronic structure of these new species and identify general trends as well as peculiarities between [84]fullerene isomers. Recently some of us developed an electrochemical cell to perform cyclic voltammetry and bulk electrolysis of minute quantities (< 100 µg) of compounds. (7) Additionally, the electrolyzed solution can be vacuum-transfered to a quartz tube for ESR characterization of the formed radical. We report here on preliminary experiments on the four title [84]fullerene isomers in benzonitrile, 0.05 M PPN+Cl-, (PPN+ = [(C$_6$H$_5$)$_3$P]$_2$N$^+$).
Figure 2. Cyclic voltammogram of [84]D_{2d}(I). 100 mV/S, benzonitrile, 0.05 M PPN+Cl-, ref: Ag/Ag+, underlying curve is the baseline.

Figure 2 shows a typical cyclic voltammogram for [84]D_{2d}(I). Up to four reversible waves can be seen. Table 1 lists the reduction potentials for the four isomer studied to date. Already, one can see a trend in two of those minor isomers: their first reduction potential is significantly lower than the two major isomers,(E = -0.59 V,(7)) a fact which should be related to a lower energy LUMO and hence an easier reduction. [84]C_1 cyclic voltammogram in the same conditions as the other isomers presents a well defined but anomalously wide reduction wave (ca 500 mV). This fact will require confirmation by repeating the experiment in benzonitrile/PPN.Cl and other solvent/electrolyte systems.

Table 1. Half-wave potentials for the reactions: C_{84}^{2+} + 1e^- C_{84}^{(n+1)-}; potentials are referred to the Fe/Fe couple, measured under identical conditions (E(Fe/Fe) = 0.22 V vs Ag/Ag+)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isomer</th>
<th>[84]D_{2d}(I)</th>
<th>[84]C_1(V)</th>
<th>[84]D_{2}(III)</th>
<th>[84]C_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 / 1</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>-1.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 / 2</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 / 3</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 / 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the peak to peak separation was ca. 500 mV (see text)

Bulk electrolysis of the solutions were performed at a potential slightly more negative than the first reduction potential for each isomer. ESR spectra for the frozen electrolyzed solutions were performed from 230 K down to 4 K (benzonitrile being a polar solvent, the ESR cavity cannot be tuned for higher temperatures which are too close to the melting point of the solvent (260 K)). From 200 to 4 K, [84]C_1, [84]C_3(V) and [84]D_{2}(III) present an isotropic signal whereas [84]D_{2d}(I) exhibits an anisotropic signal. The ESR characteristics of the spectra recorded for the four radicals are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. ESR characteristics for the radicals C₈₄⁺ at 4 K in frozen benzonitrile (PPN⁺ as counter-cation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>isomer</th>
<th>[84]D₂₀(II)</th>
<th>[84]C₈(V)</th>
<th>[84]D₂(III)</th>
<th>[84]C₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g-factor</td>
<td>2.0012*</td>
<td>2.0012</td>
<td>2.0016</td>
<td>2.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔH (Gauss)</td>
<td>2.16*</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* approximate values only; anisotropic signal.

The following observations can be made: All four radicals present a temperature-independent g-value, slightly lower than the free electron value (2.0023), as has already been reported for the two major isomers [84]D₂(IV) and [84]D₂(II). (g = 2.0008) In all four cases, the linewidth decreases slightly with temperature before rising again at low temperature. We assign the same behaviour to a solvent related relaxation mechanism.

Between 200 and 230 K, additional sharp lines appear with increasing intensity when increasing temperature. When actually removing the tube from the ESR spectrometer, we noticed that part of the sample was in the liquid state; thus, we assign those sharp spectra to solution spectra. Similar measurements in different solvents will allow to clear that point.

In conclusion, the feasibility of microscale electrochemical/ESR spectroscopy, demonstrated earlier (7) is now being applied to a “real” system of samples of limited quantities. Their full study and its analysis as a function of the molecular orbitals energy levels for the different C₈₄ isomers is underway in our laboratory.
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In Situ ATR-FTIR Spectroscopic Investigations during Electrochemical Reduction of Fullerene Thin Films

Helmut Neugebauer, Carita Kvarnström\textsuperscript{1} and N. Serdar Sariciiftci

*Physical Chemistry, Johannes Kepler University of Linz, A-4040 Linz, Austria*

**Abstract.** Spectroelectrochemical investigations of the redox processes of C\textsubscript{60} fullerene films in Li\textsuperscript{+} and TBA\textsuperscript{+} containing electrolytes using in situ FTIR-ATR spectroscopy are shown. Using Li\textsuperscript{+}, the reduction to C\textsubscript{60}\textsuperscript{2–} salt and the reoxidation occur in two processes, whereas with TBA\textsuperscript{+} only one reduction process and two less resolved reoxidation processes are observed.

**INTRODUCTION**

Electrochemistry provides controlled conditions (defined redox potential, controllable amount of charge) for the redox processes of solid state fullerene films (1). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a powerful tool to get information on structural and molecular properties of fullerenes. By combining the two methods in a special setup using cyclovoltammetry and attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy with germanium reflection elements as working electrodes (2), spectral information *in situ* during electrochemical redox processes of C\textsubscript{60} films in organic electrolytes is obtained.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The FTIR-ATR spectroelectrochemical setup and the method are described in (2). Working electrode: Pt covered Ge reflection element with a C\textsubscript{60} film, electrode area: 0.63 cm\textsuperscript{2}, reference electrode: Ag/AgCl, counter electrode: Pt foil, electrolyte solution: 0.1 M lithium perchlorate (LiClO\textsubscript{4}) or tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (TBAClO\textsubscript{4}) in acetonitrile, temperature: \(-4\)°C, scan rate: 5 mV/s, C\textsubscript{60} films (0.6 \(\rightarrow\) 1 \(\mu\)m) prepared with hot wall beam epitaxy (HWBE), FTIR spectrometer: Bruker IFS66/S, MCT-Detector, coadding of 32 interferograms for each spectrum, resolution: 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. Each spectrum covers a range of about 90 mV in the cyclovoltammogram.

\textsuperscript{1}On leave: Analytical Chemistry, Åbo Akademi University, FIN-20500 Åbo, Finland
FIGURE 1: Cyclovoltammograms in a) Li\(^+\) and b) TBA\(^+\) containing electrolytes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows cyclovoltammograms of C\(_{60}\) films with Li\(^+\) and TBA\(^+\) containing electrolytes, which indicate a retarded reduction process, especially in presence of TBA\(^+\). Similar behaviour has been observed by other authors during doping with TBA\(^+\) and has there been explained by film resistivity effects (1,3).

During reduction and reoxidation IR spectra were recorded consecutively. Differential spectra obtained by calculating each difference between two consecutive spectra are shown in Figure 2 for the reduction processes and in Figure 3 for the reoxidation processes in Li\(^+\) and TBA\(^+\) containing electrolytes. With differential spectra, the dynamic formation and consumption of substances can be seen by upwards and downwards pointing IR bands, respectively.

During reduction (Figure 2), a negative IR band at 1428 cm\(^{-1}\), attributed to a decreasing amount of C\(_{60}\) (4,5) on the electrode surface, is found in both electrolytes. Using Li\(^+\), an upwards pointing band appears at 1393 cm\(^{-1}\), which upon further reduction shifts to 1375 cm\(^{-1}\). With TBA\(^+\), the process is retarded and only at a later state of the reduction a band at 1375 cm\(^{-1}\) can be seen. According to the literature (4,5), a band at 1393 cm\(^{-1}\) can be assigned to the formation of C\(_{60}\)-salts. Since C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\) has been reported to show a band at 1363 cm\(^{-1}\) (4,5), we attribute the band at 1375 cm\(^{-1}\) to C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\)-salts. From the spectral data, the reduction of a C\(_{60}\) film in Li\(^+\) containing electrolyte shows two processes C\(_{60}\) → C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\) → C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\) (partially overlapped), whereas with TBA\(^+\) the formation of the C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\)-salt occurs in one process C\(_{60}\) → C\(_{60}\)^2\(^-\), due to the more retarded reduction reaction.

In the 1440-1470 cm\(^{-1}\) wavenumber range additional electrode potential dependent IR bands can be seen. A band at 1467 cm\(^{-1}\) occurs predominately in the reaction C\(_{60}\) → C\(_{60}\) (lower part in Figure 2a), and a band at 1442 cm\(^{-1}\) in the
FIGURE 2: Differential spectra during reduction in a) Li$^+$ and b) TBA$^+$ containing electrolyte. The spectra are separated. Sequence: bottom to top.

The reaction $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{-} \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{2-}$ (upper part in Figure 2a). The additional spectral features seen during reduction may be due to structural changes taking place in the film during doping (6) or the formation of dimers of $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{*}$ as proposed in (7,8).

In both electrolytes, the reoxidation processes occur in two steps around -600 and -100 mV/SCE (Figure 1). Comparing the differential spectra (Figure 3), the processes are better resolved in the case of Li$^+$. At the more negative potential, a decreasing IR band at 1375 cm$^{-1}$ and an increasing band at 1393 cm$^{-1}$ (lower part in Figure 3a) indicate the oxidation of $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{-}$-salt to $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{2-}$-salt. Upon further reoxidation of $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{*}$ to $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4$ (upper part in Figure 3a) a decreasing IR band at 1393 cm$^{-1}$ and an increasing band at 1428 cm$^{-1}$ are obtained. Using TBA$^+$, the processes are less resolved (Figure 3b). The intermediate $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{2-}$-salt can be seen by an increasing absorption at 1410 cm$^{-1}$ (lower part in Figure 3b) and a decreasing absorption around 1400 cm$^{-1}$ (upper part in Figure 3b). Morphological effects due to the larger size of the TBA$^+$ cation are probably responsible for the differences to the results using Li$^+$.

The spectral features in the 1440-1470 cm$^{-1}$ wavenumber range during reoxidation occur in the reverse sequence compared to the reduction reaction. The band at 1442 cm$^{-1}$ vanishes in the reaction $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{*}$, and the band at 1467 cm$^{-1}$ in the reaction $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{*} \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{O}_4$ (Figure 3a). Again, the effects are less resolved with TBA$^+$ (Figure 3b).

To summarize, FTIR ATR spectroelectrochemistry provides valuable information on the redox processes of $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4$ films. Comparing the results in Li$^+$ and TBA$^+$ containing electrolytes, Li$^+$ shows two reduction processes $\text{C}_6\text{O}_4 \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{O}_4$-salt $\rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{O}_4^{2-}$-salt and two clearly separated reoxidation processes, whereas in the case of TBA$^+$ a
FIGURE 3: Differential spectra during reoxidation in a) Li$^+$ and b) TBA$^+$ containing electrolyte. The spectra are separated. Sequence: bottom to top.

more retarded reduction with a single process C$_{60}$ $\rightarrow$ C$_{60}^{2-}$-salt and poorly resolved reoxidation processes are observed.
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High-Resolution Vibronic Spectroscopy of Fullerenes in Shpolskii Systems
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Abstract. The new results on high-resolution spectroscopy of C_{70} molecules in crystalline matrices are presented. By using luminescence excitation spectroscopy the vibronic structure of the first electronically excited singlet state was recorded separately for different non-equivalently sited groups of C_{70} molecules in Shpolskii matrix. The drastic increase of the triplet emission intensity in matrix-isolated fullerene derivative C_{60}-polypyrrole as compared with the intensity of the triplet emission of pristine C_{60} was observed.

It was shown that fullerene molecules embedded in some crystalline matrices reveal the Shpolskii effect and are characterised by narrow-line emission and absorption spectra corresponding HOMO-LUMO optical electronic transitions [1,2]. At T=2K tens of sharp lines with half-width of about 3 cm\(^{-1}\) were observed in the vibronic spectra of C_{70} and C_{60} molecules as well as some C_{60} hydrocarbon and metalloorganic derivatives in these Shpolskii systems [3]. The method opens up opportunities for utilising the advantages of high-resolution spectroscopy. In this way the Zeeman effect on fullerenes (C_{70}) has been observed for the first time [4]. The polarisation effect in the optical spectra of non-spherical fullerene molecules (C_{70}) in monocrystalline toluene matrix was firstly revealed [5].

Optical electronic spectroscopy is, in fact, the only method to get information about the energies of molecular vibrational modes in electronically excited states of molecules under study. However, vibronic absorption spectra of fullerene molecules, even in Shpol'skii matrices, are characterised by the presence of number of overlapping bands, which makes the interpretation of the spectra difficult. As an example in Fig. 1 is depicted the absorption spectrum of C_{70} molecules in crystalline toluene, a group of lines in the region 1.86-1.89 eV being due to purely electronic optical S_{0}-S_{1} transitions in the C_{70} molecules. One of the reasons for the complicated structure of the absorption spectra is the presence of several kinds of fullerene centres in host matrices, so that the spectrum observed is factually a superposition of the absorption spectra of the
FIGURE 1. Absorption spectrum (upper curve) and luminescence excitation spectra of C\textsubscript{70} molecules in Shpol'skii matrix. T = 5 K. The luminescence excitation was performed with the use of a cw tuneable dye laser.

different centres that are characterised by slightly different energies of the S\textsubscript{0}-S\textsubscript{1} gaps. Specifically, the lines labelled A, B, C, D answer to four such non-equivalently sited
groups of the C\textsubscript{70} molecules in toluene matrix. In order to avoid this effect we studied excitation spectra of fullerene luminescence in Shpol'skii systems in conditions of detecting the intensity of emission lines which relate to one of the groups only. Like the absorption spectra, the excitation spectra give information on the structure of the electronically excited states of the molecules. Fig. 1 represents the luminescence excitation spectra of C\textsubscript{70} molecules embedded in crystalline toluene matrix. Different curves in Fig. 1 correspond to the excitation spectra of different emission lines in the spectrum that is due to optical vibronic transitions from the lowest electronically excited triplet state T\textsubscript{1} to the ground state S\textsubscript{0} of C\textsubscript{70} molecules. Well-structured excitation spectra related to the excitation of triplet emission in four groups A, B, C, D of C\textsubscript{70} molecules are clearly seen. (Note that some lines in the excitation spectra are complex in structure.) The analysis of the excitation spectra shows that they are characterised by a number of common features, however some distinctions between the excitation spectra are also marked. The analysis yields the energies of the vibrational modes of C\textsubscript{70} molecules in the S\textsubscript{1} state. On the average, these energies are about 5\% less than those in S\textsubscript{0} state. A detailed discussion of the excitation spectra and of the electronic structure of the lowest electronically excited state of C\textsubscript{70} molecules will be published elsewhere.

![Image of luminescence spectra](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Luminescence spectra of C\textsubscript{60}-polypyrrole (1) and of pristine C\textsubscript{60} (2) in toluene matrices. Excitation by Ar\textsuperscript{+}-laser (h\textsubscript{exc} = 2.54 eV)

Besides pure fullerenes we have made studies into spectroscopy of some fullerene derivative among them C\textsubscript{60} with added polypyrrole chains. The derivative C\textsubscript{60}-polypyrrole (C\textsubscript{60}-PP) was synthesised as a product of pyrrole polymerisation in the presence of fullerene C\textsubscript{60} under influence of free radical initiator and UV radiation.
When embedded in crystalline toluene C$_{60}$-PP does not show any Shpolskii effect. On the other hand, we observed very intensive triplet emission of matrix-isolated C$_{60}$-PP at low temperatures (see Fig. 2). This situation is just opposite to the case of C$_{60}$ for which triplet emission intensity is very weak [6]. According to our measurements emission bands detected in the spectral region 1.40-1.62 eV are characterised by their lifetimes about 150 $\mu$s, which is a strong evidence in favour of their triplet origin. The high intensity of the triplet emission can be explained by the relative decrease of the radiative lifetime of the triplet state in C$_{60}$-PP as compared with C$_{60}$. Probably, the effect observed can be considered as an analogue of the "heavy atom effect" that leads to the increase of the oscillator strength of the triplet-singlet transition in molecules [7].

This work was supported by the RFBR (grant No. 97-03-33634a) and by the Ministry of Sciences (grants 020/2, 94039 and 98060).
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Studies of Photoinduced Charge Transfer in Conjugated Polymer-Fullerene Composites by Light-Induced ESR
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Abstract. In this work we present comparative studies of the photoinduced electron transfer (PIT) in a number of conjugated polymer/fullerene composites and in pure components by using light-induced electron spin resonance. PIT from the polymer onto fullerene in the composites results in the appearance of two ESR lines: i) g=2.0025, attributed to the positive polaron on the polymer chain and ii) g=1.9995 originating from the fullerene anion-radical. These signals have different spin-lattice relaxation times with different temperature dependencies, the low field line possessing the longer relaxation time. The amount of light induced charges is proportional to the square root of the excitation light intensity, which indicates bimolecular recombination of polarons. Both lines have reversible light-induced ESR components and persistent light-induced contribution attributed to trapped polarons.

INTRODUCTION

Photoinduced electron transfer (PIT) in composites of conjugated polymers (CP) and fullerenes is a recently discovered phenomenon enabling the production of photovoltaic (PV) devices. Upon addition of few percent of a strong electron acceptor, such as fullerene into conjugated polymer, the following effects have been found: photoluminescence quenching in the subpicosecond range (1), dramatic increase of photo-conductivity (2), and improved photovoltaic effect (3). These effects are interpreted within a model of ultrafast electron transfer from polymer onto fullerene molecules with the formation of pairs of (D+...A-) - type which have a high rate of dissociation and small rate of recombination. To demonstrate the electron transfer in
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alkoxy-PPV/C$_{60}$ and alkyl-PT/C$_{60}$ composites, light-induced ESR (LESR) has been applied in (4) and revealed the appearance of two signals. These signals were attributed to radical anions of the fullerene and positive polarons (P$^+$) on the polymer. LESR spectra of composites made from fullerenes and thiophene oligomers consist also of two signals (5). However, the LESR spectrum of CP/fullerene composites is not clearly understood. First, the lineshape is not very well described. Therefore g-factors cannot be precisely determined. Second, the origin and the fate of polarons in this charge separation process is not clear. In undoped PPV film, a dark ESR was observed additional to a LESR signal and attributed to positive polarons (6). The CT in pristine PPV films was observed by using sensitive PL-detected magnetic resonance (PLDMR) techniques (7). Therefore, one would expect in the ESR spectrum of a pristine CP a correlated amount of photoinduced negative and positive charged radicals. In contrast to (6), the PPV used in (7) did not show any dark or light induced ESR signal. Further, the amount of photoinduced spins of each type is not well determined. Integration of the LESR curve (4) implies an equal amount of C$_{60}^-$ and P$^+$ photoinduced paramagnetic species in MEH-PPV/C$_{60}$. The presence of P$^+$ on the chain is therefore ruled out.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

We used a commercial Bruker EMX (X-band) ESR spectrometer with nitrogen-flow cryostat, allowing measurements between 77K to 300K. Excitation light was provided from an Ar$^+$-ion laser. Different CPs and their composites with pure and functionalized fullerenes were investigated. Polymers studied were: 3,7-dimethyl-octoxy-methoxy-poly-p-phenylene-vinylene (PPV) and poly-(3,4-di-((R,S)-2-methyl)butyloxy)thiophene (PMBT). PPV is soluble in xylene at elevated temperatures. The fullerenes were: 1-(3-cholestanoxycarbonyl)-propyl-1-phenyl-[6,6]C$_{61}$ (denoted as PCBM) and C$_{60}$ (99.5%) purchased from MER Corp. Films were produced from solutions with the following ratios: PPV/PCBM (1:3 weight ratio), PPV/C$_{60}$ (3:1) and PMBT/PCBM (1:1). Further experimental details are described elsewhere (8). We distinguish between a prompt LESR signal ("light-on" signal corrected on "light-off" and "dark" signals), and a persistent one ("light-off" corrected on the "dark", and/or "annealed" signals). Correction on the "annealed" ESR is necessary to ensure that no irreversible photochemical process occurred in the sample. Note that the composites we studied here were also used for the fabrication of the solar cells (9).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Pristine PPV films do not show any dark or light-induced ESR signal. This indicates a high degree of purity of the polymer and a low concentration of paramagnetic defects. Films of PCBM do not show any dark ESR signal either, but exhibit a very weak LESR signal. The nature of this signal is not yet clear. A possible explanation could be a PIT of intramolecular type. Addition of PCBM to PPV gives
rise to a dramatic increase of the LERS signal (Fig. 1). Since the particular lineshapes cannot be deduced from the spectrum, we can only speculate that the LERS spectrum may correspond to two paramagnetic species with different g-factors.

![Image 1: LERS of Alkoxy-PPV/PCBM composite.](image1)

![Image 2: Light intensity dependence of prompt 1 - Polymer line, 2 - Fullerene line (inset - 20μW) component of LERS in Alkoxy-PPV/PCBM.](image2)

Spectra with similar parameters were also found for the other composites, PMBT/PCBM and PPV/C60.

The lineshape distortion, in general, can be due to different mechanisms. Explanations for this lineshapes are: g-factor anisotropy in randomly oriented samples or the Overhauser effect. These assumptions are not yet ruled out, and will be a subject of future work. However, the very existence of two distinct light-induced species is proved by the following set of experiments.

The inset to Fig. 1 shows the LERS spectrum at P_{in}= 20μW. A different microwave power saturation behaviour of the two LERS signals is clearly observed. The saturation of the low-field line occurs at much lower microwave power, which indicates a slower relaxation. Increasing the temperature from 90 to 200 K shifts the saturation towards higher microwave powers, which means shorter spin relaxation times and is an indicative for a phonon-assistant relaxation. Therefore, the difference in the microwave saturation behaviour allows to distinguish between the two overlapping lines: at high power of 200 mW we only see the high-field line, at power lower than 20 μW the low-field signal is observable only. Detailed studies of the saturation behaviour of this spectrum revealed g-factors for particular lines as: 2.0023 (low-field line) and 1.9995 (high-field line). The high-field line is attributed to the fullerene anion-radical, and the low-field line is attributed to P^+ on the polymer chain.

A further consequence of the described difference in saturation behaviour is that the amounts of light-induced spins responsible for the LERS, as deduced by double integration of LERS spectrum, will only be valid at lowest microwave powers, when both lines are not saturated, i.e. below 50 μW.
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After illumination, the LERS signals do not disappear completely. At T<200 K some of the paramagnetic species remain detectable for many hours. Only heating up (annealing) the sample to room temperature in the dark eliminates these ESR signals. Therefore, we distinguish between the prompt, or reversible, component, which disappears immediately after the light is off, and the persistent component of LERS signal. Fig. 2 presents the dependency of the prompt contribution on the power of the excitation light. First, one can see that nearly equal amounts of P⁺ and C₆₀⁺ are contributing to the prompt LERS signal. Second, they depend on the illumination power I as I¹/². This is a clear evidence for bimolecular relaxation, i.e. for a process of mutual recombination within the photoinduced radical pairs. Contrary, the persistent components ("light-off" corrected on the "dark") of ESR signals do not depend on the light intensities, and the amount of persistent P⁺ species is much higher than that of persistent C₆₀⁺ (for details see (8)). The independence on the excitation light intensity indicates that these contributions to the ESR signal originate from spins trapped by some defect states. Therefore it is related to the amount of the defects in the samples. Thermally assistant escape from the traps is responsible for the annealing of persistent LERS signals. Non-equal amount of persistent spins clearly points to the presence of some other kind of charge carriers in the system, for instance, negative polymer polarons.
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Optical Properties and Heat of Solution of Fullerenes Taking Account the Aggregation of Fullerenes In Solutions
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Abstract. The droplet model of fullerene clusters in solutions is used for analysis of experimental data on the concentration dependence of the third order nonlinear optical susceptibility of fullerene C\textsubscript{60} benzene solution and also for determination of heat of solution of fullerenes versus concentration and temperature. The absorption frequency of fullerene molecules involved into clusters is removed out the four-wave mixing resonance which causes the decrease in a number of fullerene molecules interacting with radiation. Therefore the third order nonlinear optical susceptibility is defined only by separate C\textsubscript{60} molecules which are not involved into clusters. The use of cluster size distribution function of aggregated fullerenes in solutions found earlier provides quite good coincidence between the measured dependencies $\chi^{(3)}(C)$ and concentration dependence of separate fullerene molecules. The same function is used for determination of the concentration and temperature dependencies of the heat of solution of aggregated fullerenes. The calculated results shed a light on the reason of apparent contradiction between measured data of various authors.

INTRODUCTION

Many extraordinary features of fullerenes in solutions are caused by the aggregation phenomenon. This phenomenon predicted theoretically [1] and confirmed experimentally by the light scattering methods [2, 3] and by the photoluminescence spectroscopy [4] appears as a trend of fullerenes in solutions to the formation of clusters consisting of a number of fullerene molecules. The cluster origin of solubility of fullerenes determines the nonmonotone temperature dependence of solubility of fullerenes in some organic solvents [1, 5]. The aggregation phenomena affect not only thermodynamic but also kinetic properties of fullerenes in solutions and cause specifically the temperature and concentration dependencies of diffusion [6] and thermodiffusion coefficients [7].

The fullerene aggregation phenomenon is reflected on the optical characteristics of fullerene solutions. Specifically, this phenomenon causes solvatochromic behaviour of fullerene solutions which are exhibiting in sharp changes in optical or raman spectra of C\textsubscript{60} and C\textsubscript{70} fullerene solutions as a result of rather small changes in solvent composition [3,8,9,10]. Besides of that, the fullerene aggregation results in an abnormal concentration dependence of nonlinear third order optical susceptibility of C\textsubscript{60} dissolved solution in benzene [11]. In present work using the cluster size distribution function calculated previously [1,6,7], the quantitative description for this dependence is developed. It is shown that the phenomenon of aggregation of fullerenes in solutions results in
the shift of the resonance frequency of four-wave mixing so that only separate C\textsubscript{60} fullerene molecules, which are not involved into clusters, interact effectively with laser radiation.

**CLUSTER SIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION**

The thermodynamic approach to the detailed description of the fullerene aggregation phenomenon developed in [1] on the basis of a droplet model of clusters provides the following expression for the cluster size distribution function (CSDF) in saturated solution:

$$f_n = g_n \exp\left(\frac{-An + Bn^{2/3}}{T}\right)$$

Here the parameter \(A\) refers to the equilibrium difference in the thermodynamic specific energies of the interaction of a fullerene molecule with its surrounding in the solid phase and in the body of cluster, and the parameter \(B\) corresponds to the similar difference for fullerene molecules placed on the surface of a cluster in solution; \(g_n\) is a statistical weight of the cluster of size \(n\) supposed to be temperature independent; \(T\) is the solution temperature (we express the parameters \(A\) and \(B\) in temperature units). The parameters \(A\) and \(B\) are determined through fitting the temperature dependence of fullerene solubility calculated on the basis of the droplet model of clusters [1] with the experimental one [5]. According to the droplet model of cluster valuable at condition \(n \gg 1\) the solubility of fullerene \(C\) is proportional to the integral

$$C = g \int_{n=1}^{\infty} n \exp\left(\frac{-An + Bn^{2/3}}{T}\right) dn$$

Here the parameter \(g\) is an averaged statistical weight of a cluster. The fitting procedure [1] results in \(A = 320\) K, \(B = 970\), which are weakly depending on the
sort of solvent (benzene, toluene and CS$_2$) [5]. At the temperature range $T < 260$ K the parameter $A$ increases by the value of the enthalpy of phase transition $h = 850$ K, which according to relationship (1) causes the essentially complete disappearance of aggregation phenomenon in this temperature range.

In the case of unsaturated solution the CSDF can be found from a condition of a balance between clusters of any size in solution that is expressed by requiring of equality of chemical potentials of clusters of any size [6]:

$$C_s = \lambda^n \exp \left( \frac{-An + Bn^{2/3}}{T} \right), \quad (3)$$

Here parameters $A$ and $B$ are defined above and the parameter $\lambda$ depends on the total solution concentration [1,6,7] and is determined from the normalization condition:

$$C(T) = C_0 \int_0^\infty n\lambda^n \exp \left( \frac{-An + Bn^{2/3}}{T} \right) \, dn \quad (4)$$

The concentration depending multiplier $C_0$ can be found equating the concentration defined from (5) to the saturated value [6,7]. The CSDF in C$_{60}$ fullerene solution calculated from (2) - (3) at various concentrations and temperature of solution are presented on fig. 1.

**NONLINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY**

The concentration dependence of the third order nonlinear optical susceptibility measured in [11] for C$_{60}$ fullerene solution in benzene using the Nd-YAG laser ($\lambda = 1.064 \mu$m) emitting 50 psec pulse of up to 5 mJ energy is presented on fig. 2. The large magnitude of nonlinear susceptibility (per one C$_{60}$ molecule) shows the resonant mechanism of four wave mixing. Another feature of experimental data represented on fig. 2 is the nonlinear shape of concentration dependence $\chi^{(3)}(C)$. This reveals the decrease in a portion of fullerene molecules interacting with laser radiation in resonant mode. One can conclude that aggregation phenomenon results in the shift of resonance frequency of four-wave mixing process. Fullerene molecules involved in clusters are excluded from the resonant interaction with laser radiation that in turn results in a saturation of concentration dependence of nonlinear response.
The assumption formulated above is confirmed through the comparison of the concentration dependencies of the calculated number density of separate C₆₀ fullerene molecules and measured concentration dependence of the third order nonlinear optical susceptibility of C₆₀ (fig. 2). The calculation was performed using the CSDF found earlier [1,6,7]. A good agreement between the calculation results and measured dependence allows to believe that the fullerene molecules involved in clusters do not take part essentially in resonant interaction with laser radiation which is accompanied by four-wave mixing.

HEAT OF SOLUTION

The cluster formation in fullerene solutions determines concentration and temperature dependencies of heat of solution of fullerenes. It is caused by the corresponding dependencies of the CSDF determined above. The free energy of a cluster of size \( n \) is expressed through the equation

\[
E_n = n(An - Bn^{2/3})
\]

where the constants \( A \) and \( B \) were defined above. The concentration and temperature dependencies of the heat of solution calculated using the expression (5) and CSDF determined above are given on fig. 3. As is seen the cluster formation changes considerably the thermal effect of solution of fullerenes. Thus, at zero concentration of solution, containing only separate fullerene molecules but not clusters (the concentration of solution is less than 0.1% of saturation) the heat of solution is accounted as -5.6 kJ/mol, whereas for solution of concentration as high as 15% of saturation (averaged size of a cluster is about 7) that is accounted as -10.6 kJ/mol. Seemly, such a strong dependence of the thermal effect of solution is a main reason of the apparent contradiction of measured data on the heat of solution of fullerenes, obtained by various authors: \( AH = -11 \) kJ/mol [5], \( AH = -8.6 \) kJ/mol [12], \( AH = -8 \) kJ/mol [13]; \( AH = -13.6 \) kJ/mol [14].

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research.
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A spectroscopic study of the fullerene/metal interface in C\textsubscript{60}-Al multilayers

T. Pichler, T. Böske, M. S. Golden, M. Knupfer, M. Sing, J. Fink, Ch. Jung\textsuperscript{1}, C. Hellwig\textsuperscript{1} and W. Frentrup\textsuperscript{2}

\textsuperscript{1} Institut für Festkörper- und Werkstoffforschung Dresden, Postfach 270016, D-01171 Dresden.
\textsuperscript{2} BESSY GmbH, Lentzeallee 100, D-14195 Berlin.

\textsuperscript{2} Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Institut für Physik, Invalidenstr. 110, D-10115 Berlin.

\textbf{Abstract.} From x-ray absorption spectroscopy at the C K edge we show that interface effects in C\textsubscript{60}-Al multilayers give rise to a predominantly covalent interaction between the fullerene molecules and the metal, with minimal ionic charge transfer. In addition, an anomalous q-dependence of the spectral weight of the Al charge carrier plasmon is observed in electron energy-loss measurements, which could be related to the confinement of the Al layers between the fullerene dielectric.

\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

The electronic properties of the interface between metals and conjugated carbon systems are crucial in the understanding of the physics of charge injection and transport in devices such as organic-based light emitting diodes. C\textsubscript{60} is by far the most intensively studied conjugated carbon system, and is thus an ideal model substance for the investigation of the fundamental interactions occurring at the carbon/metal interface. One strategy regarding the investigation of such interfaces is the study of ultrathin fullerene films on metal surfaces using surface sensitive methods [1]. An alternative strategy involves the investigation of multilayers in which the interface dominates the properties of the sample as a whole. This route has hardly been studied up to now, even though it offers the advantage of the applicability of standard volume sensitive methods such as infrared spectroscopy, transport measurements [2] or electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) in transmission.

The Al-C\textsubscript{60} multilayers studied here consisted of 17 bilayers of nominally 30 Å C\textsubscript{60} and 30 Å Al, and were grown in UHV by successive deposition of C\textsubscript{60} and Al onto KBr single crystal substrates. For the x-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) studies, the multilayers were grown and measured in UHV, whilst for the EELS measurements they were first floated off the KBr substrates and then transferred into the spectrometer. For all multilayers a C\textsubscript{60} termination was chosen in order to help prevent oxidation of the Al surface. EELS experiments were performed
in transmission in a purpose built spectrometer [3], with an energy and momentum resolution of 160 meV and 0.06 Å⁻¹. The XAS experiments at the C K edge were performed using linearly polarised synchrotron radiation from the PM5 monochromator [4] at BESSY I (Berlin), with an energy resolution of 140 meV. For the multilayers the absorption was monitored via the volume sensitive fluorescence yield (FY) mode, whereas the corresponding spectrum of C₆₀ was recorded from the fullerene cap layer using total electron yield (TEY) detection.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**FIGURE 1.** Left panel: electron diffraction profiles of C₆₀, a 30 Å/30 Å Al/C₆₀ multilayer and polycrystalline Al metal. Right panel: C1s excitation spectra for C₆₀ (solid line) and a 30 Å/30 Å Al/C₆₀ multilayer, the latter recorded with the polarisation vector of the synchrotron radiation lying either in the multilayer plane (full circles), or at an angle of 20° with respect to the surface normal (open circles).

The left panel of Fig. 1 shows the electron diffraction profile of a 30 Å/30 Å Al/C₆₀ multilayer. The appearance of the Bragg peaks of the individual constituents points to the crystalline nature of the component layers and to a relatively well-ordered interface region in the multilayer. In the right-hand panel of Fig. 1 the C1s excitation spectra (XAS) of bulk C₆₀ and the 30 Å/30 Å Al/C₆₀ multilayer are compared. The C1s excitation spectrum contains information related to the C2p-derived unoccupied electronic density of states of the fullerene molecules in the multilayer, which below 290 eV correspond to transitions into the unoccupied π* molecular orbitals. Above 290 eV the features are related to transitions into the unoccupied σ* electronic states. These σ* features can also be discussed in terms of so-called shape resonances [5], whereby their position and intensity can be understood within a multiple scattering description involving the core-ionised...
atom and, in the case of $C_{60}$, the surrounding atoms of the same molecule [6]. In this way the $\sigma^*$ features encode information regarding the shape of the molecule.

It is immediately clear that the unoccupied electronic levels of the $C_{60}$ molecules are significantly perturbed in the multilayer, as expressed by the increased width of the $\pi^*$ features. This broadening can be taken as a signal either of a symmetry-induced lifting of the degeneracy of the $t_{1u}$-derived states (although the core hole in the final state has already broken the $I_h$ symmetry [7]) or of the reduced lifetime of the final state due to interaction of the fullerene MO's with the Al.

Importantly, there is little sign of a simple ionic charge transfer from Al to $C_{60}$, which would result in a strong reduction in intensity of the first, LUMO-derived feature and a shift of the other $\pi^*$ features to lower energy [8]. As $C1s$ excitation spectroscopy is a powerful, direct probe of charge transfer in doped fullerene systems, the clear contrast with the charge transfer of up to six electrons postulated from transport measurements of $C_{60}$-Al multilayers [2] suggests a reappraisal of the transport data is called for. In addition, the shape resonances above 290 eV have practically disappeared in the $C1s$ excitation spectra of the multilayer, indicating a marked deviation of the shape of the $C_{60}$ molecules at the buried interface compared to pristine $C_{60}$. The suppression of the shape resonances in the multilayer spectra is as strong as that observed in studies of ordered $C_{60}$ monolayers on Al (111), in which a strong covalent interaction was concluded [6].

The XAS data of Fig. 1 also show a small polarisation dependence. The inset shows the low lying electron addition states on an expanded scale where it can be seen that in the grazing incidence geometry, the LUMO-derived feature is both narrower and less intense (as are also the next two transitions) than in normal incidence. This narrowing parallels the behaviour observed in single $C_{60}$ monolayers.
on Al(110), where this was interpreted in terms of the localisation of the excited state on the side of the C₆₀ molecule furthest away from the substrate [9].

In Fig. 2 we show the density response function of the multilayer, as represented by the loss function in the low energy region. The spectra are dominated by the volume plasmon of the aluminium charge carriers (∼15 eV) and the π+σ plasmon of C₆₀ (∼22 eV). The Al plasmon exhibits a quadratic dispersion in q (shown in the upper right panel of Fig. 2), as expected for a free electron gas [3]. However, the momentum dependence of the Al plasmon intensity (normalised to the non-dispersive π+σ plasmon of the fullerene) is rather unusual (shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 2). At first, as q is increased the plasmon intensity increases, before going through a maximum and tailing off at higher momentum transfer. In general, plasmon intensities fall off with q², resulting from the increasing number of channels available for decay into single particle excitations [3]. Further experiments are currently underway in which the thickness of the Al and C₆₀ layers is systematically varied in order to clarify whether this behaviour is a result of confinement effects.

In summary, we have shown that the interface interaction between C₆₀ and Al in bulk, multilayer samples is dominantly of a covalent nature as expressed by a minimal ionic charge transfer and a significant perturbation of the unoccupied electronic levels of the fullerene. These results are in keeping with those from ultrathin C₆₀ films on metal surfaces. In addition, an unusual momentum-dependent damping of the Al charge carrier plasmon is observed.

We acknowledge the BMBF for financial support (05-625 BDA). T.P. thanks the European Union for funding under the 'Training and Mobility of Researchers' programme.
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FULLERIDES
The electronic structure of doped fullerenes studied using high energy spectroscopy

T. Pichler, M. S. Golden, M. Knupfer and J. Fink

Institut für Festkörper- und Werkstofforschung Dresden, Postfach 270016, D-01171 Dresden.

Abstract.
The electronic properties of fullerenes can be engineered by three types of doping: intercalation, on-ball doping and endohedral doping. Here we present an overview of the investigation of the electronic structure of intercalated, hetero and endohedral fullerenes using high energy spectroscopic techniques. In particular, we focus on information obtained regarding the electronic density of states and the ground state of the $A_2C_{60}$ ($A =$ alkali metal), (C$_{60}$N)$_2$ and Tm@C$_{82}$ materials.

INTRODUCTION

In principal, doping of fullerenes can be done in three ways: doping from outside the molecules (intercalation), doping from inside (endohedral doping) or changing the molecular structure itself by a substitution of C atoms with heteroatoms like N or B (heterofullerenes), as it is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. All these routes have been successfully followed, resulting in a large number of fullerene intercalation compounds (fullerene salts), endohedrally doped fullerenes (metallofullerenes) or heterofullerenes. These developments were also successful in their aim of property engineering whereby fullerene-based materials now support a wide range of properties including metallic conductivity, superconductivity or ferromagnetism.

In this paper, we illustrate some of the issues involved in the electronic structure and physical properties of doped fullerenes by treating one example of each of the doping methods mentioned above in some detail. This overview underscores not only the richness of the physics encountered in the doped fullerenes, but also the important role played by high energy spectroscopy in their investigation.

C$_{60}$ and the endohedral fullerenes studied here were produced using the Krätschmer/Huffman carbon arc method [1]. C$_{60}$N was produced via an organic synthetic route [2]. For the high energy spectroscopic studies thin films were prepared by sublimation in ultrahigh vacuum. For details of the sample preparation, see Ref. [3]. The EELS measurements in transmission were carried out with a spectrometer described in detail elsewhere [4]. For the valence level (core level) excitations and elastic scattering data, the momentum resolution of the EELS
Figure 1. A schematic representation of the three different ways to dope fullerenes: (a) intercalation, (b) on-ball doping, (c) endohedral ('in-ball') doping.

spectrometer was set to 0.05 (0.15) Å⁻¹ with an energy resolution of about 120 (160) meV. The PES experiments were carried out using a hemispherical electron analyser, together with a noble gas discharge lamp providing He I radiation (21.22 eV, overall resolution 100 meV) or an x-ray source providing monochromatised Al Kα radiation (1486.6 eV, overall resolution 350 meV).

INTERCALATED FULLERENES

Figure 2. Left panel: photoemission spectra of potassium intercalated KₓC₆₀ for x = 0, 3, 4, 6. The dotted line marks the position of Eᵢ. Right panel: C 1s excitation spectra for the same compounds.

Figure 2 shows the photoemission and C1s excitation spectra for the KₓC₆₀ system with x = 0, 3, 4 and 6. Upon intercalation the incremental occupation of
the LUMO can be clearly seen in the spectra by the growth of a new feature located in the former gap (PES) and reduction in the LUMO spectral weight in EELS. In K$_6$C$_{60}$, the LUMO-derived feature is no longer visible in the C1s excitation spectra, as the $t_{1u}$ band is completely filled and thus lies completely below the Fermi level ($E_F$) in the PES spectrum. An understanding of the spectra for C$_{60}$ and K$_6$C$_{60}$ presented in Fig. 2 is relatively straightforward: both materials have completely filled electronic levels which results in their observed insulating nature. For K$_3$C$_{60}$ a considerable density of states at the Fermi level and a clear Fermi cutoff are visible in the PES indicating the metallic ground state for this compound. The anomalous width of the PES profile for the half-filled $t_{1u}$-derived states can be accounted for by the joint effects of coupling to both molecular vibrations and to the charge carrier plasmon during the photoemission process [5]. An alternative interpretation in terms of a shift of spectral weight due to the effects of correlation [6] cannot explain the magnitude of the spectral weight observed at 600 meV in high resolution PES measurements [5,7]. On further intercalation to $x \sim 4$ the LUMO-derived peak has grown further and shifted away from $E_F$, resulting in small or zero intensity at the chemical potential. The insulating, non-magnetic behaviour of the A$_4$C$_{60}$ compounds despite the formal partial (2/3) filling of their $t_{1u}$ bands cannot be explained within a one-electron picture. In the literature, these systems have been proposed to be either Mott-Hubbard [6] or Jahn-Teller insulators [8].

To clarify this question, some of us have undertaken a systematic study of the
optical conductivities of $A_4C_{60}$ and $Na_{16}C_{60}$ (the latter has a 1/3-filled conduction band and a loss function very similar to that of the $A_4C_{60}$ systems), which concluded that these compounds possess a Mott-Hubbard ground state [9]. The results on which this conclusion is based are shown in Fig. 3, in which the optical conductivities are fitted using a Lorentz model with four oscillators. This analysis reveals that the energy position and the spectral weight of the energetically lowest lying transition is strongly dependent on the volume of the primitive unit cell, whereas the three higher lying transitions do not show such behaviour. This fact enables the assignment of the first structure to transitions between adjacent molecules (the higher lying ones being due to intra-molecular excitations). The behavior of the first transition, which represents the energy gap, can in fact be understood within a simple Mott-Hubbard description which takes into account the bare on-site correlation energy, its screening in the solid, as well as the band width. As the latter two are functions of the lattice constants and symmetry [9], this explains the observed $V_p$-dependence seen in Fig. 3. Thus, the success of this simple model in the description of the optical properties of the $A_4C_{60}$ compounds (as well as $Na_{16}C_{60}$) is strong evidence for a Mott-Hubbard ground state in these systems.

HETEROFULLERENES

$C_{59}N$ is one example of how to achieve a formal n-type doping by substituting C-atoms with heteroatoms (in this case N). Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the valence band PES and the C1s and N1s (Ref. [10]) excitation spectra of $(C_{59}N)_2$ [11]. Also included are the calculated N-derived partial DOS (PDOS) and the total DOS, which have been obtained from DFT-calculation and broadened to facilitate the comparison with the experiment [11,12]. The agreement between the calculation
FIGURE 5. Left panel: Photoemission spectrum of the Tm 4f levels of Tm@C₈₂ together with the calculated multiplets for 4f photoemission from a divalent Tm ion. Right panel: Tm 4d excitation spectrum of Tm@C₈₂ measured using x-ray absorption spectroscopy.

and experiment is remarkable and leads to the following picture for the electronic structure of the heterofullerene [11]:

- the HOMO of (C₈₂N)₂ is shifted to lower binding energy than that of C₈₀ and is spatially located mainly on the N atoms and the intermolecular bond.

- the energy distribution of the lowest lying unoccupied states of the heterofullerene resembles that in C₈₀. These states in the heterofullerene are almost of pure carbon character, being spatially located at the opposite ends of the C₈₂N molecules to the dimer bond.

This demonstrates that heterofullerene formation, while far from representing a simple doping in the sense of traditional semiconductor physics, results in a novel and interesting reconstruction of the electronic states of C₈₀.

ENDOHEDRAL FULLERENES

The last of the three doping methods to be considered is endohedral doping, which is unique to closed cage-like structures such as the fullerenes [13]. One of the key parameters which controls the electronic properties of endohedrally doped fullerenes is the amount of charge that is transferred from the encaged atom to its fullerene host. Until recently, the charge distribution in monometallofullerenes of the lanthanide ions has been discussed almost exclusively in terms of M³⁺@C₈₂ [14]. The first and only example of a purely divalent lanthanide monometallofullerene discovered up until now is Tm@C₈₂. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the Tm 4f photoemission and Tm 4d excitation spectrum of Tm@C₈₂ are shown. The former (measured with monochromatised AlKα radiation) exhibits the characteristic
multiplet splitting expected for a $4f^{12}$ final state, as is seen by the quantitative agreement with the calculated multiplet structure. In addition, the single-peaked nature of the Tm $4d$ excitation spectrum attests to the closed-shell $4f^{14}$ final state in the electron addition spectrum [15]. Thus, Tm@C$_{82}$ represents the purest and most stable divalent Tm compound discovered to date, illustrating the unusual properties accessible in the endohedral fullerenes.

These three case studies covering intercalation, hetero and endohedral doping exemplify the wide variety of properties achievable through the engineering of fullerenes' electronic structure. Of great interest to the fundamental researcher is also the large number of basic phenomena (such as electron correlation, electron-phonon coupling, dimersation and charge transfer) necessary to adequately describe the electronic structure of doped fullerenes.

We acknowledge the BMBF for financial support under contract number 13N6676/7. T.P. thanks the European Union for funding under the 'Training and Mobility of Researchers' program.
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10. The N1s excitation spectrum is downshifted in energy by the difference between the N1s and C1s core level binding energies in XPS: 400.7 - 285.2 = 115.5 eV.
14. The only exception so far is the work of Kessler et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 2289 (1997) who propose an oxidation state of less than three for the La in La@C$_{82}$.
Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ as a 3D electronic system

Martin Fally* and Hans Kuzmany†
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Abstract. We use a random-phase-approximation expression of an interacting electron model with a tight-binding energy dispersion to describe the spin susceptibility $\chi(Q)$ of the A$_1$C$_{60}$ systems. By slightly varying the band-filling $k_F$, the anisotropy of the electron overlaps $t_{//}/t_\perp$ and/or the interaction strength $\lambda$ we are able to describe the electronic and magnetic properties of Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ as well as K$_1$C$_{60}$ by a 3D model. The results are compared with measurements from the literature.

The A$_1$C$_{60}$ compounds in their polymeric low temperature phase have gained a lot of interest. Their properties have been investigated by different experimental techniques: X-ray [1], NMR [2-4], ESR [5,6], resistivity and thermopower measurements [7]. In several of these works the properties of the Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ were claimed to be typical for a 1D conductor. In contrast, the electronic bandstructure has been determined by LDA calculations for Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ [8] as well as for K$_1$C$_{60}$ [9] to be essentially 3D. Only recently have we shown that the crucial point - the existence of a metal-insulator transition in Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ and the absence of such an instability in K$_1$C$_{60}$ despite their similar structures - can be explained by assuming that the two 3D electronic systems differ only slightly in their bandfillings or anisotropy [10].

In this contribution we present the results of a refined calculation, i.e. the phase diagram in the $k_F - t_{//}/t_\perp$-plane and weak interactions $1.1 < \lambda/t < 1.6$ considering the full expression for the tight binding energy dispersion. Moreover the $Q$-dependence of the phase transition temperature for a particular set of parameters appropriate to describe the properties of Rb$_2$C$_{60}$ is examined. Finally we evaluate the spin lattice relaxation time by applying our 3D model. A good qualitative agreement between the experimental data and the calculations was achieved.

Within the RPA the dynamic susceptibility of a correlated system is:

$$\chi(Q, \omega, T) = \frac{\chi_0(Q, \omega, T)}{1 - \lambda \chi_0(Q, \omega, T)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
where $\lambda$ is a phenomenological constant which describes the mean-field. The dynamic response function of the uncoupled system reads:

$$\chi_0(Q, \omega, T) = \sum_k \frac{f(\epsilon_k, T) - f(\epsilon_{k-Q}, T)}{\hbar \omega + (\epsilon_k - \epsilon_{k-Q}) - i0^+}$$

(2)

where $f$ denotes the Fermi distribution and

$$\epsilon(k) = -2t_{||} [\cos(ak_x) - \cos(ak_y)] - 2t_{\perp} [\cos(bk_y) + \cos(ck_z)]$$

(3)

is the nearest neighbor tight-binding energy dispersion with $k_F$ the bandfilling and $t_{||,\perp}$ the transfer integrals parallel and perpendicular to the polymeric chain, respectively.

As the $A_1C_{60}$ systems are known to be nearly isotropic ($t_{||}/t_{\perp} \approx 1$) with a more or less half filled conduction band ($k_F \approx \pi/(2a)$) we investigated this region in the $k_F$ vs. $t_{||}/t_{\perp}$ plane in more detail. We use the set of parameters for $Rb_1C_{60}$ from [10]: $k_F = 0.95\pi/(2a)$, $t_{||}/t_{\perp} = 0.955$. These values and a $T_c$ of 50 K are consistent with an interaction constant of $\lambda = 186$ meV. By a small variation of these parameters the properties of the system changes dramatically: The phase transition can disappear, the NMR-relaxation rates can decrease and become temperature independent, the critical $Q_c$-vector can change, etc. A good example for such a behavior are the systems $Rb_1C_{60}$ and $K_1C_{60}$.

As a first step we calculate the stability of the metallic phase as a function of the bandfilling and the electron overlap ratio for three values of $\lambda$. The stability of the metallic phase in the RPA is determined by Stoner’s criterion:

$$\chi_0(Q_c, 0, T) = \lambda^{-1}$$

(4)

The determination of the phase diagram was performed by an analytical integration of Eq. (1) along $k_z$, numerical integrations along the other directions for $T_c = 0$ K and $\omega = 0$ and then solving Eq. (4). The result for three different interaction constants is shown in Fig. 1. The bold lines (phase boundaries) in Fig.1 separate the regions of stability for the metallic and the insulating (spin density wave) phase. The critical wave vector was assumed to be $Q_c = (2k_F, \pi/b, \pi/c)$. This is valid for $T_c = 0$ in the upper right region as long as the Fermi surface is closed. For $T_c > 0$ the critical $Q$-vector is different as will be shown below. By inspecting the upper right of Fig. 1 (enlarged) it is evident that several possibilities exist how to cross the phase boundary by slightly changing one of the parameters.

As a next step we focus on the problem of the critical vector $Q_c$ for a particular value of the electron overlap ratio $t_{||}/t_{\perp} = 0.955$. For quasi 1D systems like the well known charge transfer salts it is known that for $T \equiv 0$ the best nesting is achieved for the vector that connects the inflection points of the Fermi surface [11]. However, in our case the Fermi surface is closed and therefore this will not apply. Moreover we have a system with a phase transition temperature around 30–50 K for $Rb_1C_{60}$ and so we have to find the critical vector $Q_c$ at these temperatures. The phase transition
FIGURE 1. Phase diagram as a function of the bandfilling and the electron overlap ratio for three different electron-electron couplings: bold line $\lambda = 186$ meV, dashed line $\lambda = 167$ meV and dotted line $\lambda = 130$ meV, resp. The right figure zooms in the region of interest.

Temperature for a given set of parameters $k_F, \lambda = 186$ meV, $t_{||}/t_{\perp} = 0.955$ is obtained by solving Eq. (4) so that for the particular $Q = Q_c$ the transition temperature $T_c$ is maximized. By varying $k_F$, the transition temperature and the critical wave vector $Q_c$ change. Fig. 2 shows the $Q$-dependence of the transition temperature as a function of the bandfilling. If the deviation from half filling is not too large, the best nesting occurs at $Q_c = (\pi/a, \pi/b, \pi/c)$. For a transition temperature of $T_c \equiv 0$ K the best nesting vector is $Q_c = (2k_F, \pi/b, \pi/c)$. Within these limits $Q_c$ follows a complicated law for $Q_c$, whereas $Q_{cy} = \pi/b$ and $Q_{cz} = \pi/c$, respectively. This may be important for finding the critical vector in neutron scattering.

Measurements of the spin lattice relaxation time $T_1$ by means of NMR on the $A_1C_{60}$ systems were reported by [2-4]. Both, the $^{13}$C and the $^{87}$Rb,$^{133}$Cs relaxation rates were determined. $1/T_T$ is enhanced compared to an uncorrelated system and increases strongly when approaching the transition temperature for the Rb$_1$C$_{60}$. The relaxation rate of K$_1$C$_{60}$, on the other hand, obeys the temperature independent Korringa law and is less enhanced. The explanation given by several authors for this difference is that the Rb$_1$C$_{60}$ is a quasi one-dimensional system whereas K$_1$C$_{60}$ is three dimensional.

The spin lattice relaxation rate can be evaluated immediately for the above model by applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The crucial parameter is the electron-electron interaction constant $\lambda$. The role of latter in the enhancement of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation with a conduction-electron-nucleus interaction of the form $A(r)s \cdot I$ can be written as [12]:
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FIGURE 2. (a) $T_c(k_F)$ for some “special” $Q_{ce}$-vectors. (b) The $Q_c$-dependence of $T_c$ as a function of the bandfilling; $\lambda = 186$ meV, $t_{ij}/t_L = 0.955$.

$$\frac{1}{T_1T} \propto \sum_Q |A_Q|^2 \chi''(Q, \omega_0, T)/\omega_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $A_Q$ is the $Q$-dependent matrix element between two Bloch states. For the $^{13}$C nucleus the hyperfine constant $A_Q$ exhibits no $Q$-dependence [4]. We restrict our calculations to this case. However, it is easy to verify that the influence of the $Q$-dependence of the hyperfine constant for the Rb and the K nuclei on the relaxation rates is small as well (cf. inset of Fig.2 in [4]). Within the RPA in the fast motion regime (i.e. $\omega \tau \ll 1$) the nuclear relaxation rate is obtained from Eq. (1) and Eq.(5) as:

$$\frac{1}{T_1T} \propto \sum_Q \frac{1}{(1 - \lambda \chi'_0(Q, 0, T))^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

As shown above $\chi'(Q, 0, T)$ does not necessarily peak at $Q = 2k_F$. In that case the main contributions to the sum in Eq.(5) cannot be estimated in contrast to what was done done in Ref. [4]. Evaluating Eq. (6) by integration over $Q$ for three different coupling constants we obtained the enhanced relaxation (for K$_1$C$_{60}$) and its increase with temperature (for Rb$_1$C$_{60}$) as shown in Fig. 3.

In conclusion we have shown that a simple 3D model is consistent with drastic changes of the properties as is the case for Rb$_1$C$_{60}$ and K$_1$C$_{60}$ for only small changes in the bandfilling and/or the electron overlaps and/or the electron-electron coupling strength. The NMR relaxation rate and its temperature dependence has been evaluated. From Eq. (6) it is clear that the strongly temperature dependent susceptibility gives the main contribution to the spin-lattice relaxation rate. The
enhancement reflects the electron-electron coupling. The agreement between the theoretical results and experimental data from [4] is excellent. The analysis given here is similar to the one performed in cuprate superconductors [13].
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On a description of the normal-state resistivity in alkali-metal doped C_{60}
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Abstract. Two kinds of theoretical approaches, Ziman's resistivity formula $\rho^Z$ and a usual approximate solution of Boltzmann equation for a small applied electric field $\rho^B$, to the resistivity expression for the alkali-metal doped C_{60} have been examined and compared. The condition under which they lead to the identical result of the normal-state resistivity of A_3C_{60} has also been afforded. It has been found that the both expressions give almost identical result on the intermolecular-mode scattering above the superconducting $T_C$ but quite different one for the intramolecular-mode ($\omega_n$) scattering except under such an extreme condition $k_0<<E_F$ and $k_B T>>\hbar \omega_n$. It has been concluded that it is suitable to employ the Ziman's formula for description of the normal-state resistivity of A_3C_{60}.

I. Introduction

Discovery of superconductivity in alkali-metal doped C_{60} (A_3C_{60}; A=K or Rb) has stimulated a great number of experimental and theoretical works on the electronic structures and the physical properties, including the normal-state transport properties above the superconducting temperature $T_C$. The experimental works have shown that the temperature dependence of resistivity $\rho(T)$ in both K_3C_{60} and Rb_3C_{60} is metallic-like above $T_C$ even up to ca. 520 K without any evidence of saturation. In general, there are at least two kinds of theoretical approaches to the resistivity expression. One is Ziman's resistivity formula $\rho^Z(T)$ and the other a usual approximate solution $\rho^B(T)$ of Boltzmann equation. The former formula gives an isotropic and energy-independent resistivity. The latter conventional solution of Boltzmann equation is good for weak scattering case but its breakdown in the strong scattering has not been well understood. Although it has become clear in our previous study that the experimentally obtained intramolecular and intermolecular parts of $\rho(T)$ of A_3C_{60} can be fitted quite well to $\rho^Z(T)$ and to $\rho^B(T)$, respectively, its rationalization has not been well discussed hitherto. Here we attempt to clearly differentiate these two approaches and examine the condition under which they lead to the identical result of the normal-state resistivity of A_3C_{60}.

II. Expressions of $\rho(T)$

In this section, two kinds of expressions $\rho^Z(T)$ and $\rho^B(T)$ are summarized. For scattering of the intermolecular modes, we consider the contribution only from the acoustic phonons corresponding to the relative movement of C_{60} molecules against each other (20<$$\omega$$<70 cm$^{-1}$). Based on the treatment for the conventional molecular crystals appropriately modified into 3D-C_{60} and for one-phonon process, the electron-phonon (e-p) interaction matrix elements are obtained.

For the intermolecular mode scattering, under assumption of spherical Fermi surface, Ziman's expression of resistivity finally leads to,
\[ \rho_{\text{inter}}(T) = \frac{32\pi^2 k_B T^3}{\hbar \omega_p^3 \Theta_m^2} \lambda_{\text{inter}} \int_0^{\Theta_m/\theta_p} \frac{x^3}{\left( e^x - 1 \right) \left( 1 - e^{-x} \right)} \, dx, \]  

(1)

where \( \lambda_{\text{inter}} = N(E_F) \nu_{\text{inter}} \) (\( \nu_{\text{inter}} \): the intermolecular coupling strength; \( N(E_F) \): the density of states at the Fermi level per spin of a \( \text{C}_{60} \) molecule), \( \omega_p \) is the plasmon frequency \((=\sqrt{4\pi \varepsilon_0 n_e/m})\), and \( x = \hbar \omega / k_B T \) and \( \Theta_m = \hbar \omega_m / k_B \). The upper limit of acoustic phonon frequency are expressed by \( \omega_m \).

For the intramolecular mode scattering, we get the following formula:

\[ \rho_{\text{intra}}^Z = \frac{8\pi^2 N(E_F)}{\omega_p k_B T} \sum_{p, p' \neq p} \frac{\omega_p}{\left( e^{\hbar \omega_p / k_B T} - 1 \right)^2 \left( 1 - e^{-\hbar \omega_p / k_B T} \right)} \left( \frac{\partial \epsilon_{pp'} \partial Q_n}{\partial Q_n} \right)^2. \]  

(2)

Here \( p \) designates the triply degenerate LUMO \((\phi_p)(p = 1, 2, \text{and } 3)\), \( Q_n \) the normal coordinate of the \( n \)-th intramolecular phonon mode, and \( \epsilon_{pp'} = \langle \phi_p | \hat{H} | \phi_{p'} \rangle \).

On the other hand, considering only the scattering on the Fermi surface and employing the relaxation-time approximation, the resistivity formulae due to the intermolecular and the intramolecular mode scatterings are obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation perturbatively:

\[ \rho_{\text{inter}}^B = \frac{32\pi^2 k_B T^3}{\hbar \omega_p^3 \Theta_m^2} \lambda_{\text{inter}} \int_0^{\Theta_m/\theta_p} \left( \frac{1}{e^x - 1} + \frac{1}{2} \right) x^2 \, dx, \]  

(3)

\[ \rho_{\text{intra}}^B = \frac{8\pi^2 N(E_F)}{\omega_p k_B T} \sum_{n} \frac{\omega_p}{(1 - e^{-\hbar \omega_n / k_B T})(1 + e^{\hbar \omega_n / k_B T})} \left[ \left( 1 - \frac{\hbar \omega_n}{E_F} \right)^{1/2} + \left( 1 + \frac{\hbar \omega_n}{E_F} \right)^{1/2} \right]. \]  

(4)

### III. Discussions

Let us first consider the scattering by the intermolecular modes. From a simple consideration, it is found that \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^Z(T) = \rho_{\text{inter}}^B(T) \propto T \) at high temperature. For comparison, these resistivities calculated are shown in Fig.1 for the parameters \( \lambda_{\text{inter}} = 0.085 \), \( \Theta_m = 100.7 \text{ K} \), and \( \hbar \omega_p = 1.2 \text{ eV} \) originally employed in Ref. 13. It is shown that \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^Z(T) \) and \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^B(T) \) vary linearly with temperature as expected for low-frequency intermolecular-mode scattering and that \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^Z(T) < \rho_{\text{inter}}^B(T) \) in the range 20-520 K. This inequality becomes rather obvious at low temperatures (20-50 K), but the difference is still only 0.013 m\( \Omega \) cm at 20 K. Therefore, \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^Z(T) \) and \( \rho_{\text{inter}}^B(T) \) give almost the same results over the whole temperature range.

The expressions of intramolecular resistivity \( \rho_{\text{intra}}^Z \) and \( \rho_{\text{intra}}^B \) (Eqs.(2) and (4)), on
the other hand, are quite different. Under the conditions of $\hbar \omega_n \ll E_F$ and $k_B T > > \hbar \omega_n$, it is found that the two kinds of expressions of $\rho_{\text{intra}}$ give the identical results. However, these conditions would never be satisfied in actual $A_3C_{60}$ due to the following reasons: (i) The highest frequency of the intramolecular $H_8$ mode that can couple to $t_{1u}$ electrons is equal to 1575 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to 0.195 eV = 2263 K and $E_F$'s estimated are 0.3-0.35 and 0.19-0.20 eV for $K_3C_{60}$ and $Rb_3C_{60}$, respectively, and, therefore, the relationship $\hbar \omega_n \ll E_F$ is unrealistic, and (ii) $k_B T > > \hbar \omega_n$ cannot be realized since $A_3C_{60}$ will be decomposed at 2000 K.

Using the published data of the intramolecular-mode coupling strengths$^{3,14-17}$ and frequencies$^{10}$ that can fit the temperature dependence of resistivity at constant pressure,$^{1-3,6}$ we find $\rho_{\text{intra}}^Z > > \rho_{\text{intra}}^B$ above the superconducting transition temperature ($T_C$=18 and 30 K for $K_3C_{60}$ and $Rb_3C_{60}$, respectively) for $E_F$=0.3 eV($K_3C_{60}$) and 0.2 eV($Rb_3C_{60}$). Temperature dependence of the ratio $\rho_{\text{intra}}^B/\rho_{\text{intra}}^Z$ is shown in Fig. 2. The data set of $\{\nu_n; n=1-8\}$ giving the largest coupling to the two highest modes, $H_4(7)$ and $H_8(8)$, results in a maximum (≤0.67) of the $\rho_{\text{intra}}^B/\rho_{\text{intra}}^Z$ curve at ca. 200 K.

Other data sets give monotonous increase in $\rho_{\text{intra}}^B/\rho_{\text{intra}}^Z$ with the temperature increase, but less than 0.78 even at 520 K. Hence, compared with the Ziman's resistivity formula, usual solution of the Boltzmann equation based on the perturbation treatment gives smaller contribution to the normal-state resistivity under the same electron-intramolecular phonon interaction.

Most of the theoretical works$^{2-6}$ have used Ziman's formula for study of the normal-state resistivity. Moreover, although we made efforts to fit the normal-state resistivity at constant pressure, $\rho_F(T)$, by using $\rho^B$, it was not successful. $\rho_F(T)$ shows a linear temperature dependence above the room temperature for $Rb_3C_{60}$, whereas $\rho_F(T)$ shows lower onset temperature such as ca. 100 K for such linearity. Generally speaking, such linear temperature-dependence starting from lower temperature requires more contribution from the coupling of low-frequency phonons such as those
of intermolecular modes. In this sense, $\rho^B$ seems to be more suitable for fitting $\rho^T(T)$, since the contribution from the low-frequency intermolecular mode scattering has relatively larger weight in $\rho^B$ than in $\rho^Z$ under the same electron-phonon interaction strength. Actually, however, linear temperature dependence of $\rho^T(T)$ above ca. 100 K could be explained in a successful manner based on $\rho^Z$ with the intramolecular coupling strengths obtained from the Raman spectroscopic measurement. Note that $\rho^B$ can give only a higher onset temperature of ca. 140 K for such linearity with the same parameters. Therefore, it is concluded that $\rho^B$ is not applicable to $A_3C_{60}$ characterized by strong coupling to the intramolecular modes.
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Abstract. We study the effects of deviations from cubic symmetry on superconductivity and on Mott transitions by comparing $A_3C_{60}$ and $NH_3K_3C_{60}$. The reduced frustration in $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ favors a Mott transition at a lower ratio $U/W$, where $U$ is the Coulomb repulsion of two electrons on the same molecule and $W$ is the width of the $t_{1u}$ band. The closeness of $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ to a Mott transition may influence the superconductivity negatively, due to an inefficient screening of the Coulomb repulsion.

INTRODUCTION

The cubic alkali-doped fullerides $A_3C_{60}$ ($A = K, Rb$) are superconductors with $T_c$ growing with the lattice parameter $a$ [1]. This is at least qualitatively well understood in terms of the electron-phonon coupling $\lambda$ growing with $a$ [1]. In contrast, many noncubic fullerides are not superconducting, or have a lower $T_c$ than cubic fullerides with the same molecular volume. For instance, the orthorhombic $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ is believed to be an antiferromagnetic insulator at normal pressure and small $T$ [2]. Under pressure the deviation from cubic symmetry is reduced, and the system becomes superconducting [2]. $T_c$ is lower than for the cubic fullerides with the same molecular volume, but the difference is reduced as $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ becomes more cubic. Results like this have lead to the suggestion that deviations from cubic symmetry are bad for superconductivity. This is discussed below.

ELIASHBERG THEORY

To study the effects of noncubic symmetry, we have solved the Eliashberg equation [3] for systems with cubic and orthorhombic symmetries. We first calculate the hopping matrix elements of cubic $A_3C_{60}$ and orthorhombic $NH_3K_3C_{60}$, using
a tight-binding formalism [4–6]. To make the two calculations as comparable as possible, we rescale the lattice parameters uniformly to obtain the band width $W = 0.62$ eV for both systems. Orientational disorder is introduced for both systems, although it is found experimentally only for $A_3C_{60}$. The orientational disorder smoothens the density of states and avoids the possibility that one system may have a large density of states $N(0)$ at the Fermi energy and therefore a large electron-phonon coupling $\lambda$. In this way we isolate the effects of the symmetry alone. The substantial difference in the lattice parameters ($a = 14.97$, $b = 14.90$ and $c = 13.69$ Å) in the orthorhombic system, leads to quite different hopping in the (110), (101) and (011) directions, with the largest hopping matrix element in the (011) direction about twice as large as the largest (110) element. A five-fold degenerate $H_g$ Einstein phonon with the full Jahn-Teller character is included on each site. The coupling $\lambda/N(0) = 0.1$ (giving $\lambda \sim 0.6$) and the phonon frequency $\omega_{ph} = 0.2$ eV are used in both cases. The solution of the Eliashberg equation gives $T_c = 120 \pm 5$ K for both compounds. The large value of $T_c$ is due to the neglect of the Coulomb pseudopotential in this calculation. The important point is that there is no difference in $T_c$ between the two systems. We therefore conclude that at least within the Eliashberg framework and with everything else equal, the deviation from cubic symmetry does not hurt superconductivity.

**MOTT TRANSITION AND FRUSTRATION**

Several noncubic fullerides are insulators at normal pressure, for instance $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ and $A_4C_{60}$. We therefore study the effects of deviations from cubic symmetry on Mott transitions. In the cubic $A_3C_{60}$ ($A = K$, Rb) the molecules sit on a fcc lattice. It is then possible to hop in a closed loop with an odd (three) number of hops. In analogy with the treatment of antiferromagnetism, we refer to this as frustration. The effects on the Mott transition are studied below. The orthorhombic lattice of $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ has the same topology as the fcc lattice, but the hopping in a triangular loop involves one hop with a matrix element which is only half as large as the other two. The frustration is therefore substantially reduced.

On dimensional grounds, it is expected that the Mott transition takes place when $U/W \sim 1$, where $U$ is the Coulomb interaction between two electrons on the same molecule and $W$ is the $t_{1u}$ band width. In a system with an orbital degeneracy $N$ this ratio tends to be increased by a factor of $\sqrt{N}$ [7]. Here we consider the effects of frustration [8] for a system with $N = 1$. In our earlier studies we found it useful to consider the limit when $U$ is large. To find out about the Mott transition, this requires an uncontrolled extrapolation to intermediate values of $U$, but it nevertheless gives a quite useful indication of the ratio $U/W$ at the transition.

The simplest system with frustration consists of three $s$-like orbitals on a triangle. We therefore study this system in more detail. The orbitals are connected by hopping matrix elements $t$, where $t$ is assumed to be negative. A perfectly bonding state can then be formed by using the coefficient $1/\sqrt{3}$ for all orbitals. The
corresponding energy is $-2|t|$. Due to the frustration, however, it is not possible to form a completely antibonding state. Therefore, the antibonding state only has the energy $|t|$ instead of $2|t|$ and the one-particle band width is only $W = 3|t|$ (see Fig. 1). This can be compared with a non-frustrated system, such as a square, which has $W = 4|t|$.

We consider the many-body case, assuming that there is no orbital degeneracy. To determine whether the system is an insulator, we calculate the band gap

$$E_g = A - I = E(M + 1) + E(M - 1) - 2E(M).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here $A$ is the affinity energy, $I$ is the ionization energy and $E(K)$ is the energy of a system with $K$ electrons. $M = 3$ is the number of electrons at half-filling. We now focus on the case of a large value of $U$. It is then very easy to calculate $E(3) = 0 + O(t^2/U)$, since hopping is suppressed for $K = 3$ and $U$ large. We next consider the case of one extra electron, $K = 4$. We form the basis state number 1 in Fig. 2. In this state there is an extra electron on the upper left atom. This extra occupancy can hop clockwise around the triangle as illustrated by the states in the upper row. In state 4, the extra occupancy has returned to the original site. State 4 is, however, different from state 1, since the spins on the other two sites have been flipped. However, if the extra occupancy hops another lap around the triangle, the spins are flipped once more, and the resulting state is identical to state 1. This state was reached after an even number (six) hops. In the large $U$ limit we then obtain a $6 \times 6$ problem with the extreme eigenvalues $\pm 2t$. The same result is obtained for the case of an extra hole ($K = 2$). Thus in the many-body case the effects of frustration are not noticed for this model. The gap then becomes

$$E_g = U - 4|t| = U - \frac{4}{3}W.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The prefactor $4/3$ results from the frustration, e.g., that $W$ has been reduced by frustration while in this case the reduction of band gap due to hopping is completely

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Basis states for treating the $(M+1)$-electron case for a triangle.}
\end{figure}
unaffected by frustration. If the same calculation is performed for a square, we obtain $E_g = U - 4|t|$ again, but since $W = 4|t|$ in this case, we find $E_g = U - W$, e.g., with the prefactor 1. In more general cases, the effects of frustration are more complicated [8], but the prefactor in front of $W$ in Eq. (2) is nevertheless larger than one in all cases studied [8].

To test these ideas for intermediate values of $U$, we have performed $T = 0$ fixed node projection quantum Monte Carlo calculations [9,7] for models of $A_3C_{60}$ and $NH_3K_3C_{60}$. These models describe the three-fold degenerate, partly occupied $t_{1u}$ level. We include the on-site Coulomb interaction $U$ and the hopping integrals $t_{im, jm'}$ between the molecules. This leads to the Hubbard-like model

$$H = \sum_{i \sigma} \sum_{m=1}^{3} \epsilon_{t_{1u}} n_{i\sigma m} + \sum_{<ij>, \sigma, m} t_{ij, mm'} \psi_{i\sigma m}^\dagger \psi_{j\sigma m'} + U \sum_{i \sigma} \sum_{m < m'} n_{i\sigma m} n_{i\sigma m'}, \quad (3)$$

where the sum $<ij>$ is over nearest neighbor sites. The hopping integrals $t_{im, jm'}$ have been obtained from a tight-binding parametrization [4,5], taking the appropriate lattice structure into account. The orientational disorder is included for $A_3C_{60}$ but not for $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ in accordance with experiment, and the hopping integrals are chosen accordingly [6]. We have performed calculations for clusters with up to 64 molecules and extrapolated the calculated gap $E_g$ to infinite cluster size. We then find that the Mott-Hubbard transition takes place for

$$\frac{U}{W} \sim \begin{cases} 2 & \text{for } NH_3K_3C_{60} \\ 2.5 & \text{for } A_3C_{60} \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

$NH_3K_3C_{60}$ has the same volume per molecule as the superconducting Rb$_2$CsC$_{60}$, which has the $A_3C_{60}$ lattice. Since superconductivity has only been observed for $A_3C_{60}$ systems with a slightly larger lattice parameter than Rb$_2$CsC$_{60}$, this system is probably close to a Mott transition. According to tight-binding calculations, the band widths for $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ and Rb$_2$CsC$_{60}$ are similar, with the width of $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ slightly larger ($\sim 10\%$). In view of the different ratios $U/W$ for a Mott transition in these two types of systems, it is then not surprising that $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ is on the insulating and Rb$_2$CsC$_{60}$ on the metallic side of a Mott transition.

**SUPERCONDUCTIVITY**

We now address the superconductivity and the unusual $T_c$ versus $a$ dependence in $NH_3K_3C_{60}$ [2]. The electron-phonon interaction induces a weak ($\sim 0.1$ eV) attractive interaction between the electrons. This is counteracted by a strong Coulomb repulsion ($\sim 1.5$ eV). For conventional systems it is believed that the Coulomb repulsion is strongly reduced by retardation effects, allowing the electron-phonon interaction to drive the superconductivity. For the fullerides it has been argued that the retardation effects from the higher subbands are weak [10], but that within RPA
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the screening is so efficient that superconductivity nevertheless becomes possible [10]. This, however, raises questions about the accuracy of the RPA approximation. Recently, this accuracy has been studied within a quantum Monte Carlo approach for a model of the type described above (Eq. (3)). It was found that RPA is surprisingly accurate until the system gets close to the Mott transition, where the screening becomes inefficient in the more accurate QMC calculation [11].

This suggests the following picture. At normal pressure NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ is a Mott insulator. As pressure is applied the system becomes a metal, but at first the screening is poor and $T_c$ is reduced or superconductivity may be completely suppressed. As the pressure is increased the system moves away from the Mott transition and the screening becomes more efficient. The corresponding reduction of the Coulomb interaction leads to an increased $T_c$. This is contrary to the behavior for the A$_3$C$_{60}$, where the screening probably already is efficient, and the dominating effect is the reduction of the electron-phonon coupling as the lattice parameter is reduced.

**SUMMARY**

We have studied the effects of deviations from cubic symmetry on superconductivity and on Mott transitions by comparing A$_3$C$_{60}$ and NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$. We find that the reduced frustration in NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ leads to a Mott transition for a lower ratio of $U/W$ than for the cubic system. It is then not surprising that NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ is a Mott insulator, while Rb$_6$CsC$_{60}$ is a metal although the two systems have similar band widths. By solving the Eliashberg equation, we find that deviations from cubic symmetry is not by itself bad for superconductivity. It may, however, harm superconductivity indirectly by putting the system closer to a Mott transition, which may lead to a less efficient screening of the Coulomb repulsion.
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Abstract. For conventional superconductors the electron-electron interaction is strongly reduced by retardation effects, making the formation of Cooper pairs possible. In the alkali-doped Fullerides, however, there are no strong retardation effects. But dielectric screening can reduce the electron-electron interaction sufficiently, if we assume that the random-phase approximation (RPA) is valid. It is not clear, however, if this assumption holds, since the alkali-doped Fullerides are strongly correlated systems close to a Mott transition. To test the validity of the RPA for these systems we have calculated the screening of a test charge using quantum Monte Carlo.

INTRODUCTION

In order to lead to an effective attraction between electrons, the electron-phonon interaction has to overcome the strong electron-electron repulsion. For conventional superconductors retardation effects strongly reduce the Coulomb repulsion [1]. The resulting effective interaction is described by the dimensionless Coulomb pseudopotential μ*: In the above sense, the alkali-doped Fullerides are non-conventional superconductors, since for them retardation effects are very inefficient in reducing the Coulomb repulsion [2]. One can, however, conceive an alternative mechanism for reducing μ*: Within the random phase approximation (RPA) the Coulomb interaction is strongly reduced by the very efficient dielectric screening [2].

It is not clear, however, how well the random phase approximation describes the screening in the alkali-doped Fullerides. RPA works well in the limit of weak interaction, while in the opposite limit it is qualitatively wrong. Very little is known about the screening in the intermediate region, where interaction and kinetic energy are comparable. This is the region where the superconducting Fullerides, being close to a Mott transition, lie.

To find out how well RPA works for the alkali-doped Fullerides, we have studied the static screening of a test charge in a Hubbard-like model using quantum Monte Carlo methods. Our results indicate that RPA gives a surprisingly accurate description of the static screening on the metallic side of a Mott transition.
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QUANTUM MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

To describe the conduction electrons in $A_3C_{60}$ we use the multi-band Hubbard-like Hamiltonian

$$H_0 = \sum_{\langle i,j \rangle, m,m',\sigma} t_{ij,m,m',\sigma} c_{i m \sigma}^\dagger c_{j m' \sigma} + U \sum_{i,m,\sigma < m',\sigma'} n_{i m \sigma} n_{i m' \sigma'}.$$

The indices $i,j$ label the sites of the fcc lattice, $\langle i,j \rangle$ denoting nearest neighbors. Each $C_{60}$ molecule randomly takes one of two orientations [3]. The hopping matrix elements $t_{ij,m,m'}$ between the three-fold degenerate $t_{1u}$ orbitals on neighboring sites are obtained from a tight-binding parametrization [4]. The Hubbard interaction $U$ is varied to study the effect of correlations. Experimental estimates give $U \approx 1.5 \, eV$ [5].

To study the static screening, we introduce a test charge $q$ on a site $i_q$. The corresponding term in the Hamiltonian is

$$H_1(q) = q U \sum_{m,\sigma} n_{i_q m \sigma}.$$

We can then find the response of the system upon introduction of the test charge by comparing the electron density $n_{i_q}$ on site $i_q$ for the system with the test charge, to the electron density $n_0$ for the unperturbed system: $\Delta n = n_0 - n_{i_q}$.

We determine the ground state properties of the Hamiltonians $H_0$ and $H_0 + H_1$ (for finite fcc clusters) using diffusion Monte Carlo with the fixed-node approximation [6]. In this method we construct a trial wave function $|\Psi_T\rangle$ and allow it to diffuse towards the exact (within the fixed node approximation) solution $|\Psi_0\rangle$. For the trial function, we make a generalized Gutzwiller ansatz: $\langle R|\Psi_T\rangle = g^d(R) g_q^d(R) \langle R|\Phi\rangle$. $|\Phi\rangle$ is the Slater determinant calculated using the random phase approximation. The Gutzwiller factors reflect the two interaction terms, where for a given configuration $R$ of the electrons $d(R) = \langle R|\sum_{i,m,\sigma < m',\sigma'} n_{i m \sigma} n_{i m' \sigma'}|R\rangle$ and $n_q(R) = \langle R|\sum_{m,\sigma} n_{i_q m \sigma}|R\rangle$. We optimize the free parameters $g$ and $g_q$ using a correlated sampling technique.

Diffusion Monte Carlo only provides us with the mixed estimator $\langle \Psi_T|O|\Psi_0\rangle / \langle \Psi_T|\Psi_0\rangle$ of an observable $O$. If, however, the trial function $|\Psi_T\rangle$ is close to the ground state, we can estimate the ground state expectation value using the extrapolated estimator

$$\frac{\langle \Psi_T|O|\Psi_0\rangle}{\langle \Psi_T|\Psi_T\rangle} \approx 2 \frac{\langle \Psi_T|O|\Psi_0\rangle}{\langle \Psi_T|\Psi_0\rangle} - \frac{\langle \Psi_T|O|\Psi_T\rangle}{\langle \Psi_T|\Psi_T\rangle}.$$

The last term, the expectation value of the observable for the trial function, is easily calculated using variational Monte Carlo. To make sure that the extrapolated estimator gives reliable results, we have compared our Monte Carlo calculations with the results from the exact diagonalization for small systems. For larger systems, where exact diagonalization is not possible, we have checked that the trial function is close to the ground state wave function.
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FIGURE 1. Screening of a test charge $q = 0.5 e$ as a function of $U$ for a cluster of 32 molecules (band width $W = 0.63$ eV). The crosses (interpolated by the dotted curve) show the results of a calculation using the random phase approximation (RPA). The results of the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) calculations are given with their respective error bars. The region where the system undergoes a Mott transition is indicated. The RPA screening remains rather accurate almost all the way up to the Mott transition, but fails badly in the insulating region.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have calculated the screening charge $\Delta n$ for finite clusters of different size. For a given test charge, all calculations give similar results. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the screening of a test charge $q = 0.5 e$ as a function of the Hubbard interaction $U$ for a cluster of 32 molecules.

Looking at the results from the quantum Monte Carlo calculations, we can distinguish two qualitatively different regions. For weakly interacting systems ($U/W$ small) the screening is very good, while it breaks down completely for large $U/W$, where the system is a Mott insulator. RPA somewhat underestimates the screening for $U/W \lesssim 1.0$ [7]. For intermediate values of $U/W$ it works surprisingly well and actually remains rather accurate almost all the way up to the Mott transition. Beyond this point RPA becomes qualitatively wrong.

The failure of the RPA in the strongly interaction regime can be easily understood. In RPA it only costs kinetic energy to screen the test charge. Since in the strongly interacting region $W/U$ is small, the cost in kinetic energy is small compared to the interaction with the test charge. Therefore, when a test charge is put on some site, RPA predicts that almost the same amount of electronic charge leaves that site in order to minimize the interaction with the test charge. Such a calculation neglects, however, the fact that in a strongly correlated system the electrons that leave the site with the test charge have to pay a large correlation energy. In the QMC calculations this is taken into account properly, leading to the observed breakdown in the screening for large $U/W$.  
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The gradual decrease in the efficiency of the screening just before the Mott transition that can be seen in Fig. 1 suggests a mechanism for understanding the anomalous behavior of NH₃K₃C₆₀. At normal pressure this system is an insulator. Under pressure it becomes superconducting, with Tc increasing with pressure [8]. This is in contrast to the other alkali-doped Fullerides, where Tc drops with pressure. As pressure is applied to the Mott insulator, U/W decreases and the screening becomes more and more efficient, reducing the effective Coulomb interaction μ*, i.e. increasing Tc. As U/W further decreases, the screening saturates. Now the reduction of the electron-phonon interaction (because of the decreasing density of states) dominates, and the standard behavior of the alkali-doped Fullerides is recovered.

To summarize, our results indicate that RPA is surprisingly accurate allmost all the way up to the Mott transition. Since retardation effects are inefficient, this has important implications for the superconductivity in the alkali-doped Fullerides.
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Frequency dependent ESR study of the magnetic phase transition in NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$
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Abstract. NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ undergoes a magnetic ordering phase transition below 40K, which is probably the reason that this system is not a superconductor at ambient pressure. We measured the magnetic field dependence (H = 0.3, 2.7, 5.4 and 8.1 T) of the electron spin resonance of NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$. Below 40 K the resonance broadens and shifts as the magnetic order develops. The broadening and shift are much larger at 0.3 T than at higher fields, but do not follow the 1/H dependence expected for an antiferromagnetic order. The magnetic spin susceptibility measured by the ESR intensity changes only little, if at all, through the transition. At 9 GHz (0.3 T) results depend on the cooling rate from ambient temperatures to temperatures below 50K.

NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$, a fulleride first synthetized by Rosseinsky et. al.[1] is at the borderline of a magnetic insulator and a superconducting metal. The crystal structure at ambient pressure has an orthorhombic distortion and a 6% volume expansion with respect to the fcc K$_3$C$_{60}$ parent compound. Lattice expansion of A$_3$C$_{60}$ superconductors with the same crystal structure increases the density of states and the superconducting transition temperature[2]. NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ has a unit cell volume of 3054 Å$^3$ and a T$_c$ higher than 30 K is expected from an extrapolation of the T$_c$ vs lattice parameter diagram of fcc compounds. Instead, at ambient pressures it has a magnetic ground state as evidenced from low field ESR[3] and μSR[4]. The lack of superconductivity at ambient pressures is not due to the non cubic structure since under pressures larger than 10 kbar it is a superconductor[5] with T$_c$=28 K.

In this paper we present the magnetic field dependence of the electron spin resonance spectrum at 9, 75, 150 and 225 GHz (resonance fields of about H$_r$ = 0.3, 2.7, 5.4 and 8.1 T) of NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$. The aim was to find the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) in the ground state. In a previous study of the 9 GHz ESR of NH$_3$K$_3$C$_{60}$ the onset of a magnetic order appeared as a rapid decrease of the resonance intensity. We were motivated by the recent observation[6] of the AFMR of orthorhombic RbC$_{60}$ in which the width and shift of the resonance follows a 1/H$_r$ dependence characteristic of the antiferromagnetic powder spectrum.
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FIGURE 1. Broadening of the electron spin resonance spectra of NH₄K₂C₆₀ due to static internal fields below the transition at 40 K. Resonance frequency a) 9 GHz, b) 225 GHz. The broadening is more important at low applied fields. The residual low temperature narrow lines are from a small amount of minority phase.

Samples were prepared following standard methods. X-ray diffraction showed a high phase purity. Purity was confirmed by the low temperature ESR spectra in which residual unbroadened lines had low intensities. Sample A was sealed under helium atmosphere into a quartz tube and ESR was measured at all fields. Sample B (synthesized independently from A) was mixed with vacuum grease in the dry-box under argon atmosphere and measured at the higher fields (2.7 - 8.1 T). Results for Samples A and B were similar although Sample A showed broader lines and somewhat larger shifts at low T. X-band ESR was recorded on a Bruker spectrometer in Lausanne, high frequency ESR was recorded at Budapest.

Typical ESR spectra are shown in Figure 1. The 9 GHz results are in good agreement with Ref. 2. The ESR intensity is proportional to the magnetic spin susceptibility and increases by a factor of 2 as the temperature decreases from 300 K to 50 K (Figure 2). This is a large variation for a simple metal, but is far from the Curie dependence of an insulator with localized moments. The linewidth increases linearly with field as \( \Delta H = \Delta H_0(T) + a(T)H \). The X band linewidth (the half width at half height of the best fit Lorentzian absorption line) has a peak at 125 K where the intensity has also a small anomaly (Figure 2). \( a(T) \) increases as the transition is approached, \( a(200K) = 1 \times 10^{-4} \) while \( a(60K) = 5 \times 10^{-4} \). On the other hand the resonance field, \( H_r \), changes less than 100 ppm from 50 to 300 K. Thus the field does not smear the transition since static fields not only broaden but usually also shift the resonance.
FIGURE 2. The ESR intensity is proportional to the magnetic spin susceptibility. The contribution of impurity phases is negligible. Insert: surprisingly, there is little change of the spin susceptibility through the transition.

FIGURE 3. a) ESR linewidth and b) resonance field shift versus temperature at various frequencies. Above the transition the line broadens linearly with applied field. Internal static fields shift and broaden the resonance below the transition. The line is much more shifted and broadened at 9 GHz than at higher frequencies.
Below 40 K the resonance broadens and shifts to lower fields rapidly for all frequencies. These effects are quite different at 9 GHz than at higher frequencies (Figure 3). The linewidth and shift are field independent from 75 to 225 GHz and saturate as a function of temperature at 20 - 30 K. At 9 GHz the broadening and shift are much larger than at higher frequencies and depend on sample cooling rate. In samples cooled within a few minutes from ambient T to below 50 K the resonance broadened so rapidly that it could not be followed. For these samples only a decrease in the intensity of the narrow line was observed, like in previous report[3]. In slowly cooled samples a broad component carrying most of the intensity appears below 40 K. Below 22 K and at 9 GHz the line is too broad to be observed. At higher frequencies we did not detect any difference between slowly and rapidly cooled samples. The resonance intensity is unchanged both at 9 and 225 GHz within experimental accuracy through the transition. We searched in vain for magnetic field and thermal hysteresis effects between 0 and 9 T and 2.5 to 55 K.

The low temperature state is magnetically ordered as evidenced by the large field dependent broadening and shift. The order is most probably antiferromagnetic. We may rule out ferromagnetism or ferrimagnetism as there is no increase of the resonance intensity through the transition. Although the magnetic order is certainly not perfect since μSR revealed a large distribution of fields[4], the system is not a spin glass since in that case we would observe a magnetic and thermal history dependence.

In powders, the antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR) width is of the order of \( \Delta H = (H_2H_1)/H_r \), if \( H_r \) is larger than the spin flop field, \((H_2H_1)^{1/2}\) but smaller than the exchange field \( H_e \). The broadening of the AFMR is proportional to the square of the sublattice magnetization. A shift of similar magnitude as the broadening is expected. The anisotropy field, \( H_a \), in fullerenes is due to dipolar fields and is of the order of \( H_a = 10 \) mT for the magnetic moment of \( 1 \mu_B \) per fullerene molecule. At \( H_a = 0.3 \) T and 22 K we measure \( \Delta H = 0.1 \) T and with the above values the exchange field is of the order of \( H_e = 3 \) T. The assignment of the observed resonance to an AFMR is uncertain since we do not observe the 1/H, narrowing with applied field expected for the AFMR of a powder. Instead of an 1/H dependence, a residual shift and width persists up to high fields after an initial narrowing between 0.3 and 2.7 T. We have no consistent explanation for the observed behavior.
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Abstract. High-frequency (94 and 140 GHz) ESR was used to investigate the magnetic properties of the low-dimensional conductor Rb$_1$C$_{60}$. Below 35 K new features of the electron spin resonance are distinguished from the CESR signal of the conducting phase. The analysis of the resonance linewidth and line shift allows a clear identification of a frequency-dependent antiferromagnetic resonance line (AFMR) below 25 K. The characteristic temperature $T_k$ for the ordering transition is 25 K. Between 25 K < $T < 35$ K precursor effects are observed. The temperature dependence of the order parameter, i.e., the sublattice magnetization, was determined from first and second moment of the AFMR. The results are compatible with a 3D magnetic ordering.

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of the organic conductor Rb$_1$C$_{60}$ have been recently subject of several studies in order to clarify the nature of the insulating low-temperature phase [1–7]. Static magnetic moments were found by μSR [2,3] and NMR [4,5], but the interpretation of the results in term of an ordered magnetic state was rather controversial. A clear indication for an antiferromagnetically ordered ground state arises from antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR), first performed by Jánossy et al. at 75, 150, and 225 GHz microwave frequencies [6] and confirmed by our work [7] at 94 and 140 GHz. This kind of resonance consists in a collective excitation of the two antiferromagnetic sublattices, which in case of a disordered material (powder sample) leads to a characteristic frequency dependence of the resonance broadening and resonance shift in the ESR absorption. In fact, at magnetic fields much higher than the characteristic spin-flop field, AFMR line broadening and line shift scale with the inverse of the external field [8]. In this contribution we discuss the analysis of the powder AFMR spectra and how we determined the Néel transition temperature as well as the temperature dependence of the order parameter.
EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments at 140 GHz frequencies were performed with a home-built spectrometer in a TE_{011} cylindrical cavity. The 94 GHz data were recorded with a Bruker spectrometer Elecsys E 680. Both spectrometers are equipped for phase sensitive detection which allows careful separation of absorptive and dispersive signal components. Rb_{1}C_{60} powder sample was prepared in our laboratory (Stuttgart) following standard routines.

RESULTS

Figure 1 displays the temperature dependence of the ESR absorption at 140 GHz below the metal-to-insulator phase transition (≈ 50 K). Very similar spectra were recorded also at 94 GHz. The conduction electron spin resonance starts to broaden below 35–40 K and gradually results in the strong asymmetric pattern of Fig. 1 (bottom). The shoulder in the center (B = 4978 mT, g = 2) is due to a small amount of residual paramagnetism.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**FIGURE 1.** T dependence of AFMR line shape at 140 GHz.
Since width and center of the powder patterns cannot be extracted easily from the experimental data we apply a moment analysis of the line shape. The first moment and the square root of the second moment are related to line center and width, respectively. It is expected [7] that their frequency dependence scales with the inverse of the external field; at our microwave frequencies (94 and 140 GHz) this results in a ratio of 1.49. $M_1$ and $\sqrt{M_2}$ were extracted from the ESR-absorption line and plotted against the temperature in Fig. 2.

**DISCUSSION**

The $T$ dependence of $\sqrt{M_2}$ is represented in Fig. 2 (right). Below $\approx 35$ K two regions are distinguished. For $25$ K $< T < 35$ K, $\sqrt{M_2}$ increases but no frequency dependence is observed. Below $T = 25$ K the values at different frequencies deviate and the ratio at the low-temperature end is approximately 1.4, as expected for AFMR.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**FIGURE 2.** $T$ dependence of line shifts and linewidths, represented as deviation of the first moment from its value at $T = 40$ K (left) and as square root of the second moment (right).

However, from this plot alone the onset of AFMR is not clearly defined. A weak frequency dependence above 25 K, as expected for AFMR, could indeed be compensated by $g$-factor anisotropy, as proposed by Jánossy et al. [6]. The analysis of the first moment helps in clarifying this point. The first moment is displayed in Fig. 2 (left) and it is scaled to the value at 40 K. Also for the first moment no shift and frequency dependence are observed above 25 K. Therefore, the analysis of two "independent" parameters consistently indicates the onset of AFMR below 25 K. We assign this value to the Néel temperature. We propose that the line broadening above 25 K arises from spin fluctuations in a precursor regime. The determined Néel temperature is in very good agreement with the values estimated from NMR (25 K) [4] and $\mu$SR (20 K) experiments [2,3]. From the $\sqrt{M_2}$ we also determined a spin-flop field value of $H_c \approx 350$ mT.
ORDER PARAMETER

The order parameter, i.e., the sublattice magnetization, is expected to be proportional to $\sqrt{H_A H_B}$ if the major contribution to the anisotropy energy arises from dipolar interaction and where $H_A$ is the anisotropy field and $H_B$ is the exchange field [8]. This condition might be well fulfilled in this sample since other anisotropic contributions, like spin-orbit coupling or superexchange, are expected to be very small. As $M_1$ and $\sqrt{M_2}$ are both proportional to the product $H_A H_B$ [7] the temperature dependence of $M_0$ can be extracted from two "independent" plots, $\sqrt{M_1}_{AFMR}$ versus $T$ and $\sqrt{M_2}_{AFMR}$ versus $T$. From the total moments only the AFMR contribution has to be considered, which is vanishing above 25 K. Therefore, $M_1$ and $M_2$ were first scaled to their values at 25 K, then plotted against $T$. In order to obtain a common representation for two frequencies the curves were first fitted by the same power law $M_0 \propto (T_N - T)^{\beta}$ and then normalized to unity at $T = 0$ (Fig. 3).

![Graphs showing temperature dependence of $M_1$ and $M_2$](image)

**FIGURE 3.** Left: Normalized $\{\Delta M_1/\Delta M_1 (T = 0)\}^{1/2}$ derived from the data shown in Fig. 2 (left). Right: Normalized $\{\Delta M_2/\Delta M_2 (T = 0)\}^{1/4}$ derived from the data shown in Fig. 2 (right). The solid line represents the theoretical curve $(T_N - T)^{\beta}$ with $T_N = 25$ K and $\beta = 1/3$.

We note that the $T$ behaviour is very similar at both frequencies. In Fig. 3 (right) we show that the curve can be described by the standard fit for a 3D antiferromagnet with a critical exponent $\beta = 1/3$ in the high-$T$ limit. It is interesting that we do not observe saturating behaviour of $M_0$ at the low-temperature end. This is consistent with a very small energy gap, i.e., a critical field $H_c \approx 350$ mT, so that spin waves can be thermally excited until $T < 1$ K. A similar $T$ behaviour was also observed in (TMTSF)$_2$PF$_6$, a low-dimensional organic conductor with a spin-density-wave ground state and a very small critical field [9].
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Electronic Correlations And Magnetic Ordering In CsC\textsubscript{60}
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Abstract. We investigate the spin arrangement in the magnetically ordered orthorhombic phase of CsC\textsubscript{60} by a comparison of \textsuperscript{133}Cs NMR data and simulations of a 3D ordered anisotropic antiferromagnet. Consistent results are obtained for two different magnetic ordering vectors. The agreement between simulation and experiment can be further improved by including a substantial amount of magnetic disorder. In addition, the metastable low temperature cubic phase is investigated using \textsuperscript{13}C NMR. We find a strongly correlated metallic system that transforms to the semiconducting dimer phase at \( T = 140\)K.

I MAGNETIC ORDERING IN CsC\textsubscript{60}

Meanwhile it is well established that in the polymeric phase of RbC\textsubscript{60} and CsC\textsubscript{60} at about 30K a magnetic transition occurs. The physical nature of this transition, however, is still not completely revealed. It is especially interesting if this transition is connected to low dimensional electronic properties of the polymer chains as was suspected by Chauvet et al. [1]. Band structure calculations, however, predict a more 3D electronic behaviour due to the reduced \( \pi \)-electron density in the [2+2] cycloadDITION region and due to the large interchain overlap [2]. \( \mu S R \) studies showed the existence of a spontaneous magnetization but could not detect signs of long range order [3–5]. Whereas the antiferromagnetic character of the spin order could be confirmed by antiferromagnetic resonance experiments [6,7], its detailed magnetic structure is still unresolved.

NMR can determine such magnetic ordering by using the nuclear spins as a sensitive probe for the local field at a specific lattice site. In powdered samples instead of a unique line shift a characteristic distribution of line shifts is expected resulting from the random orientation of the crystallites with respect to the external field. \textsuperscript{133}Cs is a suitable nucleus for such a study, since in CsC\textsubscript{60} all Cs ions are magnetically equivalent above the phase transition and broadening effects due to quadrupolar interactions are negligible. Experiments on CsC\textsubscript{60} also show a significant magnetic broadening of the \textsuperscript{133}Cs spectra below 30K [8]. From the triangular
shape of the observed field distribution Brouet et al. concluded a one dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering of the polymer chains. We have performed a similar analysis, but contrary to previous interpretations, where CsC₆₀ has been treated as an isotropic antiferromagnet, we interpret our data within the model of 3D anisotropic magnetic ordering. The consideration of magnetic anisotropy is necessary due to the orthorhombic crystal structure and turns out be very important for the interpretation of the experimental data.

Different types of magnetic ordering can be distinguished by their ordering vector \( \vec{Q} \) and their easy axis orientation \( \vec{e} \). The vector \( \vec{Q} \) determines the spatial spin distribution according to

\[
\vec{S}_i(\vec{r}_i) \propto \vec{S}(0) \exp(i\vec{Q}\vec{r}_i + i\phi)
\]  

(1)

The orientation of the spin vectors \( \vec{S} \) with respect to the crystal frame depends on the direction of the easy axis \( \vec{e} \) which corresponds to a minimum of the magnetic anisotropic energy. If no external field is applied the sublattice magnetization \( \vec{S}_i \) will always align parallel to \( \vec{e} \). Upon applying an additional external field \( \vec{B} \), the magnetization will eventually rotate out of the easy direction, but will always be coplanar to a plane spanned by the vectors \( \vec{B} \) and \( \vec{e} \). This is still true in the spin-flop phase, where the sublattice magnetization and magnetic field are always perpendicular. The huge effect of the easy direction on the NMR spectra can be seen in fig. 1 where local field distributions at the Cs site have been calculated for different vectors \( \vec{Q} \) and \( \vec{e} \). In the simulations, a powder average over 400000 orientations has been performed and the dipolar fields of all C₆₀ molecules within a sphere of radius \( r = 35 \text{Å} \) have been included. Besides a point dipole model, were
the electron spin is located at the center of the C60 molecule also different inhomogeneous distributions on the C60 molecule have been considered. We find that the shape of the spectra shows no significant influence from a spin redistributions on the C60 as long as the density function is consistent with the crystal symmetry.

There are at least three different interactions, which can contribute to the crystalline anisotropy energy: the crystal field splitting, anisotropic exchange couplings and dipole-dipole-interaction. For CsC60, however, important contributions are expected only from the dipolar coupling between different electronic spins. In this case an anisotropy field of about 2mT is expected, which is consistent with the results from antiferromagnetic resonance studies \[ \text{(7)}. \] Assuming that the observed anisotropy is due to the dipole-dipole-interaction, the easy axis is no more a free parameter and can be calculated for each \( \mathbf{Q} \).

Fig 2 shows two specific cases where we find the best qualitative agreement between experiment and theory. The corresponding magnetic structures are also indicated in Fig. 2. The structure with \( \mathbf{Q} = [0, 0, \frac{2\pi}{c}] \) corresponds to a magnetic ordering within the chemical unit cell and ferromagnetically ordered chains as proposed by Mele et al. \[ \text{(7)}. \] Such order should occur if the interchain exchange couplings are of the same order of magnitude as the couplings along the chain. The second possibility \( \mathbf{Q} = [\frac{\pi}{a}, \frac{\pi}{b}, 0] \) involves antiferromagnetically ordered chains and a doubling of the unit cell in the \( a \) and \( b \) direction. This type of ordering is expected if the exchange couplings along the polymer chains dominate. The agreement between
simulation and experiment can be considerably improved by taking into account the existence of magnetic disorder. Fig. 2 b) shows a simulation where we assumed a magnetic misalignment of about 10% of the electron spins. Such magnetic disorder could be caused by chain-ends and phase boundaries.

We note that we could describe our experimental data also with an order vector \( \vec{Q} = [\frac{\pi}{a}, -\frac{\pi}{c}, \frac{\pi}{c}] \) and an easy axis within the \( a-b \) plane. This easy axis is, however, inconsistent with the predictions from dipolar anisotropy.

II ELECTRONIC CORRELATIONS IN THE SIMPLE CUBIC PHASE

If CsC\(_{60}\) is cooled rapidly from the high temperature fcc phase to temperatures below 100K another cubic phase is obtained instead of the orthorhombic polymer phase. In order to determine the electronic properties of this metastable phase we performed \(^{13}\)C measurements on quenched CsC\(_{60}\). Fig 3 shows a \(^{13}\)C spectrum taken at 100K. Despite the spectrum is quite featureless we can fit an average tensor powder pattern with the principal axis values of (76, 175, 207)ppm convoluted with a 66ppm broad Lorentzian distribution. These principal axis values show a small paramagnetic shift with respect to the chemical shift tensor of Cs\(_{60}\). We interpret this shift as a Knight shift which is a typical sign for metallic systems. Subtracting the chemical shift values of pristine Cs\(_{60}\) with a 2ppm correction due to the charge on the Cs\(_{60}\) molecule, an isotropic Knight shift of \( K = 8\)ppm and a dipolar Knight-Shift tensor with the principal axis values of \( K_{d,ii} = (-19, -19, 38) \)ppm is obtained. The temperature dependence of the first moment of the spectrum is also shown in fig. 3. For the simple cubic phase we find a temperature independent paramagnetic shift, as expected for a Pauli-like susceptibility. Above 140K the Knight shift disappears as the sample transforms into the semiconducting dimer phase.

Longitudinal and transverse relaxation measurements also have been performed
and the results are shown in Fig 4. Above 100K fluctuations are present that lead to a strong increase of the $T_1$ and $T_2$ relaxation rates. These fluctuations may be related to the irreversible transition into the dimer phase. Below 100K, the longitudinal relaxation rates show a linear increase in temperature and can be well described by a Korringa formalism according to [9]

$$\frac{1}{T_1} = CT^2 K_{iso}^2 (1 + \frac{1}{2}\epsilon) S_K$$

with $\epsilon = (K_{33} - K_{iso})^2/K_{iso}^2$ and $C = 4\pi k_B/h (\gamma_n/\gamma_0)^2$. The fact that the experimentally determined Knight shift tensor is only the average value of a distribution, makes a precise determination of $S_K$ difficult. Taking into account a distribution of the principal axis values with a width of 66ppm, we obtain values of $S_K \approx 6$. This value is large compared to other alkali fullerenes where $S_K = 2.5..3.5$ [9] and points to strong electronic correlations. The temperature independent enhancement factor shows, however, that these correlations are not connected to critical fluctuations which could be interpreted as a precursor of another phase transition.
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Abstract

When rapidly quenched, CsC$_{60}$ forms a cubic phase, about which very little information is available at present. The alkali NMR reveals the existence of two different $^{133}$Cs sites, which implies a symmetry distortion with respect to the orientationally ordered cubic structure, proposed by structural measurements. We will show that the two lines are intrinsic to the cubic quenched phase and will raise the question of the role of the associated symmetry distortion in the electronic properties of this phase.

1 Introduction

A systematic investigation of the electronic properties of fullerides as a function of band filling is desirable, but it turns out to be rather complex and only a few stoichiometries can be formed. Among these compounds, AC$_{60}$ is the only known odd electron system other than A$_3$C$_{60}$ and is therefore particularly interesting to study. Below room temperature, a polymerized phase is formed which exhibits new and exciting properties, and much work has been devoted to understanding them in the past years. On the other hand, there is little information on the high temperature cubic (HTC) phase - which is directly comparable to A$_3$C$_{60}$ - mainly because of its restricted range of temperature. This phase has a Curie-like susceptibility$^{1,2}$ which suggests localization of the electrons, but there is no direct evidence that it is insulating$^3$.

To get more information, it is natural to try to prevent polymerization by quenching this phase. For KC$_{60}$ and RbC$_{60}$, a completely distinct phase is obtained, where C$_{60}$ molecules form dimers$^4$. More recently, it has been shown that in CsC$_{60}$, the cubic structure can be preserved and is orientationally ordered (Pa3)$^5$. This cubic quenched (CQ) phase transforms irreversibly into the dimer phase above 130 K. Surprisingly, the first study of this phase$^5$ revealed an ESR Pauli-like susceptibility, at variance with the HTC Curie-like susceptibility, and motivates further investigation.

We will focus in this paper on an unexpected aspect revealed by $^{133}$Cs NMR in this CQ phase, that is the existence of two $^{133}$Cs sites, even though only the octahedral site of the fcc structure is occupied by the alkali. The
situation is somehow reminiscent of the $A_3C_{60}$ case, where three alkali NMR lines are observed, whereas only two sites are expected. In CsC$_{60}$, it is even more dramatic since the two lines have similar intensities.

2 Alkali spectrum

The splitting of the $^{133}$Cs spectrum into two well-defined lines can be clearly seen on Figure 1, in the 120 K spectrum. One appears around -100 ppm, which is an usual shift range for alkali fullerides (we will refer to it as Non-Shifted (NS) line), the other is strongly shifted at 800 ppm (shifted (S) line). When the temperature is decreased to 10 K (see spectrum at 30 K in Figure 1), there are huge variations of shifts, but the two lines can always be clearly distinguished and conserve similar relative intensities within 15\% \textsuperscript{a}.

![Figure 1: $^{133}$Cs NMR spectra at 120 K and 30 K in the cubic quenched phase.](image)

The quenched phase was obtained by immersing the sample into liquid nitrogen, after one hour thermalization at 530 K. $^{13}$C NMR clearly shows the transition from the CQ phase to the dimer at around 130 K. At the same temperature, the two lines disappear irreversibly, implying that both are related to the CQ phase. Although the NS line appears at roughly the same position as the dimer line, it is narrower and its relaxation time ($T_1$) is two orders of magnitude smaller at 120 K, so that they can be unambiguously separated. In addition, we have not detected any anomaly in the NMR behavior of our sample in the HTC, polymer or dimer phases with respect to any data previously

\textsuperscript{a}We have checked that quadrupole effects are sufficiently similar for the two lines to be observed under the same conditions, without intensity distortion.
published. Besides NMR, the sample was also investigated by X-ray diffraction and ESR in the CQ phase. No spurious phase could be singled out by X-ray diffraction, which further confirmed the orientationally ordered structure. The ESR susceptibility is almost temperature independent, in agreement with reference 5. Three other samples were investigated and all display these two $^{133}$Cs lines with similar intensity ratios. Their behavior was completely similar, although in one sample, the transition to the dimer phase was found to be partially reversible.

In addition to the difference in shifts, the two lines have also very different relaxation rates. Below 80 K, they differ by two orders of magnitude, which indicates that the hyperfine coupling and/or electronic properties are also radically different between the two sites. Interestingly, a huge variation of the relaxation rate of the NS line is observed in the vicinity of the transition to the dimer, and at 130 K, the two lines have nearly equal relaxation rate. This is likely due to chemical exchange processes between the two lines just before the transition and suggests that they would merge into one at higher temperature, if the transition to the dimer state were not to take place.

3 Double resonance experiment

A definitive proof that the two lines belong to the same phase was provided by a double resonance experiment (Sedor), similar to the one used in the case of $\text{As}_3\text{C}_{60}$ to probe the environment of the T' site. In this experiment, one of the two $^{133}$Cs lines is selectively irradiated, Figure 2 (left) shows the resulting spectrum for the NS line. This spectrum is then observed again, when the magnetization of the other line is flipped by another RF pulse at a time $\tau$. No modification would result if the two sites were not coupled. On the contrary, if they are sufficiently close from each other, their dipolar coupling yields an intensity loss. This is clearly observed in Figure 2 and proves that the sites are intimately mixed in a single phase. The same kind of results (not shown) have been obtained for the S line.

Figure 2 (right) shows the dependence of this effect as a function of $\tau$. The relative intensity reduction - the so called sedor fraction (SF) - behaves in the expected way for small $\tau$, i.e. $\text{Sedor} \times 2\Delta^2\tau^2$ as shown in figure 2. In principle, $\Delta^2$ should allow us to extract the mean distance between the two types of sites, but knowledge of their distribution in the structure is required, and is missing in our case. Nevertheless, we have checked that, assuming six nearest neighboring sites, leads to a reasonable site-site distance of a few angstroms.
Figure 2: SEDOR double resonance experiment on the NS line. Left: Spectra under the indicated conditions. Right: Sedor fraction as a function of $\tau$.

4 Conclusion

We have shown that the two $^{133}$Cs lines observed in the CQ phase are intrinsic. Presently, there is no clear understanding of the origin of these two sites. In the cubic Pa3 structure, the only expected structural difference between alkali sites would come from the existence of different orientations at the neighboring C60 balls (there are here a major and a minor orientation). It seems surprising that Cs could be so sensitive to these effects, unless they are associated with electronic distortions. The combination of fine details of the structure and electronic properties will likely be necessary to provide a complete understanding of this phase.

\textbf{133Cs NMR STUDY UNDER PRESSURE IN LINEAR POLYMERS (CsC$_{60}$)$_n$.}
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\textbf{Abstract.} Alkali metal doped fullerenes reveal a polymerized crystal structure with parallel chains of covalently bounded C$_{60}$ molecules. The electronic structure shows a narrow p-electron band. The existence of strong electron-electron correlations in this fulleride is supported by the establishment of an antiferromagnetic ground state at low temperature. We have performed $^{133}$Cs-NMR relaxation time T$_1$ measurements on (CsC$_{60}$)$_n$ versus pressure and temperature. The salient and most unexpected result of our work is the fact that T$_1$ is not sensitive to pressure (up to 9kbar) in the temperature range 100 and 300K unlike T$_1$ measurements performed under pressure on $^{13}$C in the parent compound (RbC$_{60}$)$_n$. This finding allows to rule out a purely magnetic relaxation mechanism for the alkali atom. However, the relaxation becomes strongly pressure dependent at low temperature (T<100K). In particular a new ground state (found to be non magnetic and possibly spin-Peierls) establishes above 5kbar with the concomitant activation of 1/T$_1$ below 30K.

\textbf{Introduction}

Recently, ESR measurements [1] have shown that in spite of similar structures [2], the three polymerized compounds (AC$_{60}$)$_n$ (A=K, Rb and Cs) exhibit a strongly different behaviour in their electronic properties. (KC$_{60}$)$_n$ is metallic at any temperature unlike (RbC$_{60}$)$_n$ and (CsC$_{60}$)$_n$ which both undergo a three dimensional magnetic transition [1,3] below 50K. The narrow ESR linewidth observed in (RbC$_{60}$)$_n$ and (CsC$_{60}$)$_n$ suggests low dimensional properties which is in contradiction with theoretical band calculations [4]. Moreover, the NMR study [5] of (CsC$_{60}$)$_n$ at ambient pressure has shown a different
behaviour of the spin-lattice relaxation rate $T_1$ between $^{133}$Cs and $^{13}$C. This experimental fact is consistent with the presence of one dimensional antiferromagnetic fluctuations up to room temperature. In this context, NMR under pressure is particularly relevant to study a possible crossover between one dimensional regime and a three dimensional one in the electronic properties.

**Experimental**

NMR measurements were performed on $^{133}$Cs in a powdered sample using a CXP200 spectrometer. The spin-lattice relaxation rates were determined by a conventional technique of saturation recovery experiment at the frequency irradiation 43 MHz in 7.8 Tesla.

Our pressure system is a home-made double-stage CuBe pressure cell using inert fluor as hydrostatic pressure medium. This sytem allows us to correct for losses of pressure during cooling.

**Results and discussion.**

Figure 1 displays the linewidth behavior of $^{133}$Cs versus temperature and pressure. The inhomogeneous linewidth of the spectrum is correlated to the local distribution of electronic magnetic moments around the nucleus. When the correlation time $\tau$ of the three dimensional antiferromagnetic fluctuations is large enough to have $\gamma \Delta H \tau > 1$, the local distribution of magnetic moments appears to be static. Hence the important broadening observed at 1 bar and 3 kbar is due to the onset of a magnetic ground state at low temperature. So at 5kbar, the disappearance of this magnetic broadening indicates the suppression of the magnetic ground state as it has been reported on $^{13}$C NMR under pressure in (RbC$_{60}$)$_n$ [6].

![Figure 1](image1.png)

![Figure 2](image2.png)
Figure 2 shows the behavior of the spin-lattice relaxation rate between 100 and 300K at various hydrostatic pressures. ESR measurements [7] under pressure on CsC₆₀ have shown a decreasing of the uniform susceptibility at a rate of 10%/kbar. This strong effect of pressure has also been observed in (RbC₆₀)ₙ on ¹³C NMR [6]. The fact that Tᵢ is pressure-independent rules out for ¹³³Cs any relaxation mechanism based on the spin susceptibility. But, it is important to notice the fact that ¹³³Cs nucleus has one of the smallest quadrupolar moment in nature. So, it is difficult to think that the main contribution to the relaxation is due to electric field gradient fluctuations.

At low temperature (<100K), the spin-lattice relaxation rate becomes strongly dependent on pressure. The sharp peak observed at 5kbar on (TᵢT)⁻¹ (figure 3a) indicates clearly a non metallic behaviour (usually characterized by a Korringa law: (TᵢT)⁻¹=Cst). The activation of (Tᵢ)⁻¹ below 30K (figure 3b) is the signature of gapped excitations which rapidly disappear with pressure.

In conclusion, we believe that the activated behaviour of spin-lattice relaxation rate at 5 kbar without critical magnetic fluctuations is consistent with a spin-Peierls transition. But, the lack of pressure dependence on Tᵢ between 100 and 300K makes Tᵢ data interpretation not easy because we still do not know the nature of fluctuations which are effective in the ¹³³Cs relaxation. To clarify this point, we are performing similar experiments on ¹²C for which the main contribution to the relaxation is correlated to hyperfine coupling with electronic spins. It will be easier to observe, on ¹³C relaxation, the decrease of the susceptibility due to the formation of a singlet state.
Anyway, this unusual pressure behaviour supports the idea of low dimensional electronic properties in \((\text{CsC}_6)_n\).
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Low-frequency modes of CsC$_{60}$ phases
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Abstract. In this communication we review Raman and inelastic neutron results concerning the low-frequency vibrational modes for CsC$_{60}$ phases obtained upon slow and rapid cooling from the high temperature disordered phase ($T>370$ K).

INTRODUCTION

The alkali-doped AC$_{60}$ (A= K, Rb, Cs) compounds exhibit rich and original phase diagrams, including a polymer phase obtained upon slow cooling from the high temperature fcc phase (1-3) and several metastable phases obtained upon rapid cooling (3-5). Kosaka et al studied the phase diagram of slowly-cooled and 77 K-quenched CsC$_{60}$ by means of calorimetry and X-ray diffraction (3). Upon slow cooling a stable-in-air orthorhombic phase which made of covalently bonded polymer chains is obtained below 370 K: the CsC$_{60}$ polymer phase. Upon rapid cooling at least five different metastable phases are evidenced between 20 K and 370 K, namely a 3D conducting orientationally ordered phase below 160 K, a dimer phase in the temperature range 160 K-220 K, and two other 3D conducting phases above 220 K before the recovering of the polymer phase above 270 K (3).

In this communication we review Raman scattering and inelastic neutron scattering studies of the low-frequency vibrational modes in the different CsC$_{60}$ phases.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Raman results

In a previous work we have shown that the room-temperature low frequency Raman spectra of polymer RbC$_{60}$ and CsC$_{60}$ excited at 776 nm exhibit a well-defined peak around 30 cm$^{-1}$ (6). In this early work the assignment of this excitation was discussed and its attribution to the interball stretching mode in long oligomers was suggested. In
the following, in agreement with theoretical predictions and neutron results (7), this mode was definitely assigned to a libration of the polymer chain. Recently the temperature dependence of the position and width of this low-frequency excitation in the polymer phase of RbC₆₀ was reported (8). In the whole polymer-phase temperature range, the behavior of this mode is that expected for regular anharmonicity: quasi linear softening and broadening of this mode with the temperature. In addition no significant change of this mode was observed at the metal-insulator transition temperature (Tₘᵢ₇ =50 K). As expected for a chain libration, this mode vanishes at the polymer/disordered phase transition (Tₚدوا=570 K). In this communication we report a Raman investigation of the temperature dependence of this excitation in the polymer phase of CsC₆₀. The spectra (excited at 776 nm) measured below and above the polymer/disordered phase transition are displayed on figure 1.A. We used the signal recorded in the H₄(1) mode range as a probe of the structure of the sample at the vicinity of the phase transition (figure 1.B). Indeed it is known that the H₄(1) mode is splitted in at least three components in the polymer phase, by contrast a single line was observed in the disordered phase (6,9). From this, we unambiguously state that the chain libration vanishes in the CsC₆₀ disordered phase. The comparable dependence of this low-frequency excitation in RbC₆₀ and CsC₆₀ confirms the analogous behaviour of both compounds.

![Figure 1](image_url)

**Figure 1.** Low-frequency Raman spectrum (A) and Raman spectrum in the H₄(1) range modes (B). a) T<Tₚدوا, b) T>Tₚدوا. Solid lines: fit with Lorentzian line shapes. Excitation wavelength= 776 nm.

**Neutron results**

The vibrational low-frequency excitations of CsC₆₀ in its polymer phase was investigated in a large temperature range (20 K- 320 K) by inelastic neutron scattering (10). In figure 2.A are displayed the signal measured at three temperatures. In the whole temperature range the profile of the signal does not change with the temperature.
The signal essentially displays two contributions around 0.65 THz (22 cm\(^{-1}\)) and 1.15 THz (38 cm\(^{-1}\)). The frequencies of these peaks are close to those observed in TOF experiments on RbC\(_{60}\) \((7)\). The Q-dependence of these two peaks are similar to that of the libration of C\(_{60}\) confirming the assignment of these modes to libration-like excitations: chain libration and twist of the chain \((7,10)\).

The inelastic neutron spectra of quenched CsC\(_{60}\) at different temperatures (the same that for the polymer neutron spectra) are displayed in figure 2.B. By contrast with the behaviour in the polymer phase the signal significantly changes with the temperature. At low temperature a single component is observed around 0.6 THz (20 cm\(^{-1}\)), at 210 K the signal displays a double-peak structure with components at 0.4 THz (13 cm\(^{-1}\)) and 0.7 THz (25 cm\(^{-1}\)), at 270 K a quasi-elastic component dominates the spectrum. These different vibrational features can be assigned on the basis of the sequence of phase transitions stated by Kosaka et al \((3)\) and recalled in the introduction. In the range of the ordered monomer phase (below 160 K) the single peak continuously softens with heating, follows a temperature dependence close to that of pristine C\(_{60}\) libration and the Q-dependence of its intensity is similar to that of both the librations of ordered C\(_{60}\) phase and polymer phase \((7,10,11)\). This clearly indicates that this mode can be attributed to (C\(_{60}\))\(^-\) libration. It is to our knowledge the first measurement of a librational excitation in the low temperature phase of quenched CsC\(_{60}\). The two-peak structure observed in the range of the dimer phase: 160 K-220 K \((3)\) is assigned as the intrinsic vibrational signature of this phase. We propose to assign the low-frequency component of this structure to the libration of the (C\(_{60}\))\(^2^-\) dimer around its axis and the high frequency component to a twist of the dimer. The quasi-elastic component which appears above 260 K is the signature of a transition to an orientationally disordered phase. This result agrees with the existence of a disordered phase before the recovering of the polymer phase at higher temperature as predicted by different authors \((3-5)\).

![Figure 2. Inelastic neutron spectra. (A) CsC\(_{60}\) polymer phase, (B) quenched CsC\(_{60}\). bottom T=150 K, middle T= 210 K, top T= 260 K](image_url)
CONCLUSION

Raman and inelastic neutron scattering investigations of the sequence of phase transitions of slowly- and rapidly-cooled CsC$_{60}$ have been performed. The librational signatures of several phases have been identified, especially the Raman-active chain libration mode in the polymer phase of the slowly cooled CsC$_{60}$, the (C$_{60}$)$^+$ libration in the ordered low-temperature phase and the librational double-peak structure in the (C$_{60}$)$_2^+$ dimer phase of the quenched CsC$_{60}$.
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Abstract. Excitation spectra of polymerized fullerenes as RbC₆₀, Na₂C₆₀ and pressurized C₆₀ are studied by inelastic neutron scattering and Raman spectroscopy in view of differences in the interfullerene bonding. Changes in the dynamics are followed by temperature dependent measurements. A detailed analysis is performed by model calculations.

The formation of interfullerene covalent bonds leads to an interesting new class of polymers. Single and double bonded systems (neighboring molecules are connected via a 4-membered ring of single bonds) as well as compounds with a linear chain structure (A₁C₆₀ and orthorhombic (α) C₆₀ polymer: α-pC₆₀) or materials polymerized within 2-dimensional (2D) sheets (Na₂C₆₀, rhombohedral (rª) and tetragonal 2D-(pC₆₀) ) can be synthesized (1-3). All peculiarities of these compounds are well reflected in their vibrational properties. Strong on-ball-C-C bonds cause a rich spectrum of intramolecular modes within an energy region of 30-200 meV, whereas intermolecular bonds of intermediate strength give rise to lower lying librational and translational molecular modes. Finally the breaking up of polymer bonds enables a free rotation of fullerene molecules which shows up by the onset of quasielastic scattering. Results from inelastic neutron scattering (INS) which is sensitive to all excitations and which offers for good resolution at lower energies (≤ 30 meV) as well as results from Raman (R) measurements which allow for detailed studies of symmetry allowed optical modes will be presented in this contribution. INS data are shown in the form of a generalized phonon density of states (GDOS) or as ω¹χ'(ω) where χ'(ω) denotes the q-integrated imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility. All INS measurements were performed in energy gain on the IN6 time-of-flight spectrometer at the HFR in Grenoble with 4.72 meV incoming neutron energy. Dopped samples were produced from a mixture of A₁C₆₀ and C₆₀, pressurized fullerene samples up to 1.2 GPa were prepared in Karlsruhe only the 2D polymer of C₆₀ was obtained at 2 GPa at Umeå (Sweden) both in a belt apparatus between pistons. Related work of the authors on these systems, experimental details and further references can be found in (4,5).

Fig.1 shows results obtained for the linear chain polymer α-RbC₆₀ (INS measurements on a triple axis spectrometer). It can be seen that it is possible by the application of uniaxial pressure (1.2 Gpa) to obtain samples with aligned polymer chains. The polymer chains grow along a 110 direction of the high temperature (HT) fcc-cell which is closest to the direction of the applied pressure (the two left panels). The chains have metallic conductivity at temperatures T>50 K and the nature of the
insulating groundstate is still a puzzling question. The right panel shows a longitudinal scan along the chain direction. As before for powder samples we could also for the present sample with aligned polymer chains not observe the expected antiferromagnetic (AF) ordering (occurrence of new magnetic bragg peaks at the zone boundaries of the HT-Brillouin zone below the ordering temperature).

Figure 2: The generalized phonon density of states for different polymers, 1D-(pC₆₀): linear chains, α-structure, 2D-(pC₆₀): polymerized in 2D sheets, double bonded, mixture of rh- and tetragonal phases (≈40/60), Na₂C₆₀: single bonded 2D-polymer. Model calculations show the contributions of particular modes.
Figure 2 shows the GDOS for various fullerene polymers including the lowest $H_4(1)$ molecular mode. Left part: In the comparison with fcc-C$_{60}$ (300 K) the formation of new intermolecular modes between 10-25 meV clearly shows up for the polymers. Translational modes in the direction of the polymer bonds become stiffer. In-phase librational modes give rise to the maximum at lower energies ($\approx 5$ meV). Here, the restoring forces are essentially of the van der Waals type (1D-pC$_{60}$). Higher energy rotational modes involve shearing deformations of the 4-fold ring of intermolecular bonds. A splitting of the $H_4(1)$ mode is also seen with neutrons. The 2D-(pC$_{60}$) sample is a mixture of the 2D $rh$-phase (for which the model calculation has been performed) and the 2D tetragonal phase. A ratio of $\approx 40/60$ is concluded from the R-spectra. Compared to the 1D-(pC$_{60}$) additional spectral weight is shifted up into the gap region. The right hand side shows results for the single bonded 2D polymer Na$_2$C$_{60}$. Compared to the double bonded 2D-(pC$_{60}$) the spectrum of intermolecular modes is softer. On heating (T>430 K) the polymer bonds start to break up and a large part of spectral density between $\approx 10-20$ meV is shifted back to lower energies. Remaining modes are attributed to optical vibrations of sodium atoms. Although this material is single bonded a considerable distortion of the C$_{60}$ cages is registered (see the R-spectrum of figure 3). Unfortunately there are no structural data with atomic resolution. A consideration of distortions in the calculation would result in smaller intermolecular distances (2.18 A now) and improve the agreement with the measuring results. For both compounds contributions of particular modes can be read off from the calculated spectra.

Figure 3 proves the existence of considerable molecular distortions in the polymer phase of Na$_2$C$_{60}$. This is concluded from the observed mode splitting in comparison to pristine C$_{60}$. A disappearing of the splitting for the $H_4(1)$ and the pentagonal pinch mode, as well as a huge increase in intensity for the $A_4(1)$ line is observed on heating (not shown). INS spectra give evidence for a larger charge transfer comparable to the A$_2$C$_{60}$ phase (large spectral shifts around 40-50 meV). A down shift of the order of $\approx 40$ meV in the spectrum of Na$_2$C$_{60}$ indicates a reduction in charge transfer.

![Graph](image)

**Figure 3.** Raman spectrum of the single bonded 2D-polymer Na$_2$C$_{60}$. Distortions of the C$_{60}$ cages result in a symmetry reduction, hence mode splittings and a redistribution of intensities occur with respect to fcc-C$_{60}$. 
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cm\(^{-1}\) would be expected for the A\(_{2}\)(2) pentagonal pinch mode. Although the Na\(_4\)C\(_{60}\) polymer is conducting (3) we do not observe indications for a strong electron-phonon coupling as for the A\(_{3}\)C\(_{60}\) phase (width of the H\(_{6}(8)\) mode).

Figure 4. Thermal decomposition of the 2D-(pC\(_{60}\)). The breaking up of polymer bonds causes a disappearing of intermolecular modes (insert) and the rising up of a quasielastic scattering intensity which is due to a free rotation of C\(_{60}\) monomers. The fraction of C\(_{60}\) monomers is calculated from the measured intensities. The decomposition into fcc-C\(_{60}\) is thermally activated (panel in the middle).

Finally the figures 4 and 5 show the decomposition of the polymers on heating. It can be seen for both samples that the modes connected with the formation of covalent intermolecular bonds disappear when the transition temperature is approached (T\(_c\) \approx 500 K). In parallel a quasielastic component proving the free rotation of C\(_{60}\) monomers arises. There are characteristic differences between both polymers. 2D-(pC\(_{60}\)) is metastable at lower temperatures and decomposes into fcc-C\(_{60}\) in a thermally activated process. Estimations of an activation energy from the time and temperature dependent evolution of the quasielastic component give an order of \approx 2 eV. The fraction of C\(_{60}\) monomers has been deduced from the measured quasielastic intensities and is shown in the figures. For Na\(_4\)C\(_{60}\) the transformation into the monomer phase (bct) is not thermally activated. The fraction of monomers at a particular temperature is stable and does not change with time (panel in the middle). Independent from the cooling rate from the HT bct-phase we find at 300 K identical spectra which are characteristic for the polymer (both INS and R experiments). Although the Na\(_4\)C\(_{60}\) polymer is metallic, we do not observe an anomalous temperature behavior when the sample is cooled down to 80 K in difference to the A\(_1\)C\(_{60}\) and A\(_3\)C\(_{60}\) phases. Binding energies for both
Figure 5. Transformation of the 2D-NaC60 polymer into a HT bct-phase. A breaking up of polymer bonds and the formation of freely rotating C60 monomers is registered. At any temperature we observe a stable ratio of molecules in the monomer and polymer phase (panel in the middle).

polymers have been deduced from DSC measurements: 23.8 kJ/mole for NaC60 and 25.2 kJ/mole for our 2D-(pC60) sample. Both values do not contain corrections for the rotational energy which is of the order of $\approx 5$kJ/mole.
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Abstract. The polymerisation of ternary and quaternary sodium fullerides, Na₃Rb₂C₆₀ (0≤x≤1) is studied by neutron and synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction at both ambient and elevated pressure. All Na₃Rb₁₋ₓCxC₆₀ (0≤x≤1) salts, except Na₃CsC₆₀, polymerise at ambient pressure upon slow cooling. Na₃CsC₆₀ polymerises only upon application of pressure, the cubic phase surviving to ~0.84 GPa. The monomer–polymer phase transition in Na₃RbC₆₀ is followed in detail for both slow cooling and heating procedures, as well as a function of time at low temperature. High resolution powder neutron diffraction confirms the monoclinic (P2₁/a) structure of Na₃RbC₆₀ at 2.5 K and allows the determination of the interball bridging C–C bond distance as 1.70(7) Å.

INTRODUCTION

At ambient pressure, ternary alkali fullerides A₂A'C₆₀ (A, A' = alkali metal) adopt various crystal structures. While K₃C₆₀ and Rb₃C₆₀ have a merohedrally disordered fcc (Fm3m) structure, Na₂AC₆₀ (A = Rb⁺, Cs⁺) adopts an orientationally ordered primitive cubic (pc, Pa3) structure. The Na⁺ ionic radius is smaller than the tetrahedral hole (~1.12 Å) and so the fulleride anions rotate in order to optimise the attractive and repulsive interactions. Polymerisation of C₆₀ and its derivatives critically depends on the parent monomer structure, with the interball bonding depending on the charge state of the fullerene units [1,2]. For (C₆₀)ₙ and (C₆₀⁻)ₙ, one-dimensional polymers are formed by [2+2] cycloaddition (fcc phase); for (C₆₀⁻)ₙ, the formation of a single C–C covalent bond between the C₆₀⁻ ions is favoured (pc phase). Synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns of Na₂CsC₆₀, Na₂Rb₁₋ₓCsₓC₆₀, Na₃Rb₂-C₆₀, Na₃Rb₁₋ₓC₆₀, Na₃RbC₆₀, and Na₂KC₆₀, obtained at 200 K after slow cooling, show that polymer formation occurs in all systems, except Na₂CsC₆₀ [3]. The latter remains strictly cubic on cooling, but the polymer is formed after applying a pressure ≥0.7 GPa. Here we present a summary of our study of the C₆₀⁻ monomer to polymer transformation for Na₂RbC₆₀ and Na₂CsC₆₀, as a function of temperature, pressure and time.
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RESULTS

(i) Polymerisation as a function of temperature: Temperature-dependent synchrotron X-ray and neutron powder diffraction was used to study the monomer \( \text{pc} \) \( \rightarrow \) polymer (monoclinic, \( P2_1/\alpha \)) phase transition in \( \text{Na}_2\text{RbC}_{60} \) during both slow cooling and heating procedures. Neutron powder diffraction was performed on the D1b diffractometer, ILL, Grenoble [4]. The sample was cooled from 315 to 180 K at 5 K h\(^{-1}\) and the temperature was then fixed to 180 K for 12 hours before further cooling to \(-2\) K. Afterwards the sample was heated to room temperature at a rate of 16 K h\(^{-1}\). Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns were collected on line A of the BM1 beamline at the ESRF, Grenoble with a 300 mm diameter Mar Research circular image plate. The sample was first cooled at 30 K h\(^{-1}\) from ambient temperature to 200 K, where it was kept for 8 hours. It was then heated to 310 K at the same rate. For both measurements, a \( \text{fcc} \rightarrow \text{pc} \) transition is first seen in the temperature range 290-310 K. The percentage of polymeric phase starts to become significant at a temperature of 250 K (\(-10\%) increasing up to \(-53\%\) on cooling to 200 K. On heating, hysteretic behaviour is observed with the monoclinic phase disappearing at \(-270\) K (Fig 1). The thermal expansivity (200-270 K) along \( a \), \( b \), and \( c \) is found as 0.5(1.2)\( \times 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\), 1.79(2)\( \times 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\) and 1.0(5)\( \times 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\), respectively, for the polymer, while it is 1.87(6)\( \times 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\) for the primitive cubic phase.

A detailed structure determination of polymeric \( \text{Na}_2\text{RbC}_{60} \) was attempted from high resolution powder neutron diffraction data, collected at 2.5 K with the D2b diffractometer, ILL, Grenoble. Rietveld refinements were performed as a function of the rotation angle of the \( \text{C}_{60}^{3-} \) ions about the \( c \) axis. A minimum in \( R_{wp} \) (5.6\%, \( R_{exp} = 5.2\%) \) is found for a rotation angle of 82\(^{\circ}\); the fraction of polymeric phase is 70.4(7)\% and the lattice parameters \( a = 13.703(3) \) Å, \( b = 14.464(3) \) Å, \( c = 9.372(2) \) Å, \( \beta = 133.63(1)^{\circ} \). The covalent bridge between the \( \text{C}_{60}^{3-} \) ions refines to a length of 1.70(7) Å and is tilted by \(-7.7^{\circ}\) to the \( c \) axis [4].

![Diagram showing temperature evolution of the fraction of polymeric phase on cooling and heating (synchrotron X-ray diffraction data)](image)

Fig 1: Temperature evolution of the fraction of polymeric phase on cooling and heating (synchrotron X-ray diffraction data)
Synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction patterns of Na$_2$CsC$_{60}$ were collected at the ESRF under the same protocol used for Na$_2$RbC$_{60}$. The sample was cooled from 320 to 200 K at a rate of 60 K h$^{-1}$. As before, the fcc→pc phase is observed at ~290 K, but there is no evidence of the formation of the monoclinic phase down to 200 K. The thermal expansivity of the cubic phase is 2.20(6)×10$^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$ between 200 and 265 K.

(ii) Polymerisation as a function of time: The fraction of polymeric phase, $\phi$, reaches ~53% when the temperature is 200 K. After remaining for 7 hours at 200 K, $\phi$ has only increased by ~7% with its time evolution approximately described by a linear law: $\phi(t) = 53.0(2) + 0.018(1) t$ (min) (Fig. 2). The extremely slow kinetics of the polymerisation reaction are clearly evident from these results and a complete transformation at this rate of the cubic to the polymer phase at 200 K would necessitate ~44 hours.

(iii) Polymerisation as a function of pressure: We have also studied the pressure dependence of the structure of solid Na$_2$CsC$_{60}$ at ambient temperature up to 8.25 GPa by synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction experiments (ESRF, Grenoble). At ambient pressure, the structure is pc with $a=14.1329(3)$ Å (Pa3). When a pressure of 0.74 GPa is reached, the polymeric phase appears and coexists with the cubic one up to 1.05 GPa. The pressure evolution of the normalised monoclinic lattice constants $a$, $b$, and $c$, indicates that there is a substantial anisotropy in the compressibility along the three axes. The structure is least compressible along $c$ which defines the polymeric chain and is most compressible along the interchain $b$ direction. The pressure-volume curve for the monoclinic phase up to ~8.25 GPa has been fitted using the Murnaghan EOS (Fig 3). The average bulk modulus, $K_0$ of the polymer is 28(1) GPa (compressibility, $\kappa=4.0(1)\times10^{-2}$ GPa$^{-1}$) with a pressure derivative of $dK_0/dp=11(1)$. The bulk modulus of Na$_2$CsC$_{60}$ is slightly larger than that of pristine C$_{60}$ due to the tighter crystal packing.

![Fig. 2: Time evolution of the Na$_2$RbC$_{60}$ polymeric phase fraction at 200 K. Inset: Time evolution of the lattice constants.](image-url)
CONCLUSIONS

Slow cooling of Na2RbC60 results at ~250 K in the formation of a singly bonded polymer. More than half of the sample volume transforms to the polymer by 180 K. The polymer fraction increases by ~7% in 7 hours at 200 K. Hysteretic behaviour is observed on heating, the polymer disappearing at ~270 K. High resolution powder neutron diffraction at 2.5 K has been used to obtain information on the bridging geometry. The interball C-C bridge refines to 1.70(7) Å and makes an angle of ~7.7° with the c axis. Na2CsC60 does not polymerise on cooling – it only shows the fcc→pc phase transition at ~290 K. However, it polymerises under pressure with the monoclinic phase appearing at ~0.74 GPa. From the equation of state (EOS), we find an average bulk modulus, $K_0 = 28(1)$ GPa with a pressure derivative of $dK_0/dp = 11(1)$. 

![Graph showing the relationship between pressure and volume for Na2CsC60](image)

Fig. 3: Pressure - Volume plot: the blue line is a fit to the Murnaghan EOS. Inset: Pressure dependence of the normalised monoclinic lattice constants.
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Abstract

We have studied the stable geometry of monoclinic Na2RbC60 polymer by means of local density functional (LDF) calculations. Our optimised geometry shows an Rwp value comparable with the Rietveld models. However, the positions of the Na atoms are found to be off the tetragonal sites. The calculated bonding configuration around the bridging atom is much closer to an ideal sp³ than that in the experimental geometry. The charge distribution is compared with that of (C50N)2, and the charge concentration the site comparable with nitrogen is found to be smaller.

1 Introduction

Alkali-doped fullerene polymers show variety in the bridging geometry[1][2][3]. One-dimensional[1] as well as two-dimensional connections[2] between fullerenes are found as global as well as local stable structures of the alkali-fullerene compounds. A striking fact of this polymer family is that the charge state of the fullerene is apparently correlated with its bridging geometry. The A1C60 (A=K, Rb), and the Na2RbC60 polymers have one-dimensional interconnections, while the Na4C60 polymer has two-dimensional interconnections. Even in the case of the one-dimensional polymers, we can find a remarkable difference between the A1C60 (A=K, Rb) and
the Na$_2$RbC$_{60}$ polymers; the former are known to have two covalent bonds between the fullerenes[1], while the latter is deduced from its larger inter-molecular separation[2] to have one covalent bond. These dramatic differences in bonding which are controlled by the charge states give rise to the question as how the excess electrons on the fullerenes affect the polymer geometry. Recently, Ogitsu et al.[5] studied the band structure as well as the stable atomic configuration of the ortho-KC$_{60}$ polymer by the local density functional (LDF) calculation method. They showed that the LUMO (t$_{1u}$) character of I$_h$ C$_{60}$ survives the polymerization, and the LUMO states show clear inter-chain bonding/anti-bonding character. In this study, we present a first-principles study of the monoclinic-Na$_2$RbC$_{60}$ polymer.

2 Method

The calculation method is based on the LDF[4]. A plane-wave basis expansion and optimised pseudopotentials in separable form were adopted in this simulation. To obtain as precise a geometry as possible, we have examined the convergency of the geometry as a function of the cutoff energy for plane waves ranging from 30Ry to 80Ry with uniform sampling of either one (T) or eight k-points. The geometry was relaxed until all the forces acting on the atoms became less than 5 $\times$ 10$^{-4}$ [Hartree/au].

3 Results and Discussion

Structural optimisation was performed on the Na$_2$RbC$_{60}$ polymer, which has a monoclinic unit cell containing two C$_{60}$ molecules, four Na atoms, and two Rb atoms. The cell parameters were fixed at the experimental values[1]. The Rietveld geometry derived from X-ray diffraction experiments was used as the initial atomic configuration[1]. The structural optimisation was then performed without symmetry constraint.

The optimised structure breaks the initial P1 21/a1 symmetry only slightly. The maximum deviation from the atomic configuration given by symmetry operations is negligibly small, 0.008Å. Except for the Na positions, our optimised geometry is consistent with the results from the Rietveld model; the Rwp value for the present geometry is 4.16%. In the original Rietveld geometry, the closest Na-C distance is 2.509Å, while our optimised geometry has a closest Na-C distance of 2.635Å. The Na atom is located off the tetragonal site by (-0.01587, 0.01570, -0.02413) in coordinates relative to the unit cell. In the optimised geometry, we find other small changes from the Rietveld geometry which seem to be physically reasonable. If we look at the bonding configuration around the bridging atom, we will see that the sp$^3$ character is strengthened in comparison with the experimental geometry. In the experimental geometry, we see considerable differences in bond lengths as well as bonding angles from an ideal sp$^3$ configuration such as occurs in diamond, 1.543Å
Figure 1: The total charge density (left side) and the density of the state corresponding to the HOMO of \((C_{50}N)_2\) (right side) is shown as isosurfaces, while the fullerenes are represented with ball and stick models. The viewpoint is normal to the chain. The iso-levels are set at 80/255 (left) and 20/255 (right) of the maximum values.

and 109 degrees. In our optimised structure, both the bond lengths and the bonding angles are slightly closer to that of the ideal sp³. The bond lengths of C4-C3, C4-C4, C4-C12, and C4-C14, in the Rietveld model are, 1.5077Å, 1.5500Å, 1.5640Å, and 1.5687Å, respectively, while those in our optimised geometry are, 1.5297Å, 1.5473Å, 1.5489Å, and 1.5506Å, respectively. Here, C3, C4, and C12/C14 correspond to the hexagon-hexagon corner, bridging, hexagon-pentagon corner atoms, respectively. The bonding angles around bridging atom, C4-C4-C12, C4-C4-C3, C4-C4-C14, C3-C4-C12, C3-C4-C14, and C12-C4-C14, in Rietveld model are, 115.0, 115.1, 115.0, 106.4, and 106.4 degrees, respectively, while those in optimised geometry are, 111.9, 114.0, 112.9, 108.9, 108.7, 97.0, and 99.4 degrees, respectively.

Figure 1 depicts the total charge density of \(Na_2RbC_{60}\). If we compare this charge density with that of \((C_{50}N)_2\) [6], we find that the charge concentration on the nitrogen atoms of \((C_{50}N)_2\) is much higher than that of our polymer. However, this does not mean an absence of dangling bond states; if we look at the state corresponding to the HOMO of \((C_{50}N)_2\), clear dangling bond character is seen around the C3 atoms. The difference in the charge concentration arises from the difference in the number of valence electrons belonging to nitrogen and carbon.
4 Conclusion

The stable geometry of monoclinic Na₂RbC₆₀ is studied by LDF calculations. The resultant structure shows an Rwp value comparable with that from a recent experiment[1]. We found considerable differences in the equilibrium positions of the Na atoms compared with the experimental geometry. The calculated bonding configuration around the bridging carbon atom is closer to an ideal sp³ than that in the experimental geometry. We did not find the charge concentration seen in (C₅₉N)₂[6], but we did find an analogous dangling bond state.
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Two dimensional fulleride polymers

Mikael Christensen and Sven Stafström

Department of Physics and Measurement Technology, IFM, Linköping University, S-581 83, Linköping, Sweden

Abstract. A tetramer model system of the single bonded two-dimensional fulleride polymer phase was investigated theoretically. The optimized geometrical structure showed that the \( sp^3 \) hybridized carbon atoms forming the bonds between adjacent \( C_{60} \) molecule are pairwise identical as a consequence of the different polygon sequences between these carbon atoms. The bonding nature of the molecular orbitals of the model system shows that a charging of four electrons per \( C_{60} \) molecule stabilize the two-dimensional polymeric phase, other values of the charging destabilizes this phase. This charging also results in a split of the \( t_1u \) level of \( C_{60} \) and an electronic gap is created around the Fermi energy. The dispersive nature of the highest occupied band is, however, expected to reduce this gap for an increasing size of the system.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of polymeric phases of \( A_4C_{60} \) fullerides (A=Alkali metal) have shown that the type of covalent interfullerene bonding depend on the charge of the monomer ions. For instance, the [2+2] cycloadduct polymer\(^1,2\) is the most stable phase for weakly charged monomers, while for an increasing charge, the formation of a single bonded polymer can be expected.\(^2\)

The two-dimensional polymer \( Na_4C_{60} \) was the first fulleride polymer with singly bonded monomers to be identified.\(^3\) By a study of the enthalpy of polymerization, this stoichiometry was also confirmed to be the most stable for the quadruple charged monomer.\(^2,4\) The two-dimensional singly bonded polymer is formed in a body centered monoclinic structure.\(^3\) The lattice parameters of the monoclinic unit cell are \( a=11.24 \, \text{Å}, \, b=11.72 \, \text{Å}, \, c=10.28 \, \text{Å} \) and \( \beta = 96.2^\circ \). The nearest interfullerene distance within the plane of the polymer is 9.28 Å, and the intra planar angle is 78.3\(^\circ\).

In this work, geometrical and electronic properties of this two-dimensional polymer are studied theoretically. The focus of our studies is on the bonding nature of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (MO's) and the possibility to form a metallic state.

 METHODOLOGY

To model the polymer, a system of four \( C_{60} \) molecules was used (see Fig. 1). The system was terminated with tert-butyl groups in order to get a structure with four \( sp^3 \)
FIG. 1: Schematic structure of the $C_{60}$ tetramer

atoms on each $C_{60}$ molecule. The interfullerene bonding break the icosahedral symmetry of the $C_{60}$ molecule.

Geometrical optimization of the structure was carried out using the AM1 Hamiltonian.\textsuperscript{5} No symmetry restrictions or constrains on the atomic coordinates were used but the structure converged towards the expected $S_2$ symmetric state. The geometry optimizations of the tetramer were performed on a neutral system. To investigate the effect of charging on the system we performed dimer calculations (terminated with tert-butyl groups) on neutral and charged systems with and without counterions. The intermolecular $C - C$ bond lengths ($a$ and $a'$, see below) obtained for the neutral dimer are within 0.001 Å from those of the tetramer, therefore, reducing the system in this way is a minor source of error. The fact that most of the structural constants have converged already for the dimer also indicates that the tetramer is a very good model system for the infinite polymer, at least as far as the structure is concerned. By charging the dimer with 8 electrons the intermolecular bond lengths increase by 0.003 Å. The change introduced by the sodium counter ions (in tetrahedral lattice sites according to the crystallography data) is less than one thousand of an Ångström compared to the charged state. These results show that the geometry is quite insensitive to charging and that the geometry of the neutral system is a good approximation to the structural properties of $Na_4C_{60}$.

The electronic structure is obtained from Valence Effective Hamiltonian (VEH)\textsuperscript{6} calculations. The method of performing VEH calculations using the AM1 optimized geometry is well established and has been proven to be very reliable.\textsuperscript{7}
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure of the tetramer is shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding optimized geometrical constants are given in Table 1. Clearly, both the interfullerene angle and the interfullerene separations are very close to the experimentally determined values. Note also that the interfullerene bond length \( a \) is \( \sim 0.008 \) Å shorter than in the direction given by the bond \( a' \). This is an effect of the different polygon sequences between the \( sp^3 \) carbon atoms on the \( C_{60} \) molecule. Each \( sp^3 \) carbon is sited in the vertex of two hexagons and a pentagon. The hexagon-hexagon bonds adjacent to the \( a \)-bond point perpendicular to the plane of the polymer whereas for the \( a' \) bond they are oriented in this plane. Thus, the two-dimensional single bonded \( C_{60} \) polymer is slightly anisotropic with respect to the two axes shown in Fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a [Å]</th>
<th>a' [Å]</th>
<th>c [Å]</th>
<th>c' [Å]</th>
<th>( \alpha ) [°]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>calc. values (AM1)</td>
<td>1.537</td>
<td>1.545</td>
<td>9.238</td>
<td>9.320</td>
<td>79.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp. values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1:** Optimized geometrical constants (Fig. 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MO</th>
<th>Energy (eV)</th>
<th>orbital character</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-4.925</td>
<td>Anti-bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-5.332</td>
<td>Bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-5.408</td>
<td>Bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-5.474</td>
<td>Non-bonding Localized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-5.559</td>
<td>Non-bonding Localized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.571</td>
<td>Non-bonding Localized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-5.595</td>
<td>Non-bonding Localized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-5.711</td>
<td>Anti-bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5.728</td>
<td>Anti-bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6.230</td>
<td>Bonding Delocalized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2:** Character of molecular orbitals in the \( C_{60} \) tetramer system.

From VEH calculations we obtain the electronic structure of the tetramer shown in Fig. 1. The corresponding MO's and their character are shown in Table 2. The \( N_{04}C_{60} \) polymer has 4 excess electrons per \( C_{60} \) molecule. The tetramer model system of this polymer should therefore have 16 excess electrons occupying the 8 lowest unoccupied MO's of the neutral system (MO's 1 to 8 in Table 2, MO 0 corresponds to the highest occupied MO in the neutral system). The two lowest of these 8 MO's (MO 1 and 2) are observed to be anti-bonding in the interfullerene bonds. Thus, by adding 4 electrons (instead of 16) to the neutral system, i.e., one for each \( C_{60} \) molecule, the two dimensional polymer get destabilized. This is a clear indication that this type of structure will not be formed for the \( A_1C_{60} \) compound. Instead, it is well known that the \([2+2]\) cycloadduct is the stable phase for this compound.
FIG. 2: Density of states (DOS) of the tert-butyl terminated tetramer (solid line) and of $C_{60}$ (thin dotted line, scaled by a factor of four).

Occupying the succeeding four nearly degenerate non-bonding orbitals will not have any significant effect on the stability. Therefore, neither the $A_2C_{60}$ nor the $A_3C_{60}$ compounds stabilize in the two-dimensional polymer phase. However, filling of the next two MO's (MO 7 and 8) leads to a bonding contribution to the interfullerene bonds. This shows clearly that the only stoichiometry that get stabilized in the two-dimensional polymeric phase is $A_4C_{60}$, in complete agreement with experimental observations. Furthermore, the anti-bonding MO's above the bonding orbitals imply that there is a decrease in the stability of the two-dimensional polymer for the $A_2C_{60}$ compound.

The relation between the structure and the character of the MO's is a very direct method to find out the stability of the polymeric system. In fact this method can be used as a general tool to predict the stability of many different polymeric phases of $C_{60}$.

The valence band density of states (DOS) is shown in Fig. 2. The DOS is obtained from the VEH eigen energies broadened with Gaussian functions (FWHM=0.2 eV). For comparison, the DOS of a single $C_{60}$ molecule is also included in the figure. Away from the Fermi energy, the two curves are in rather close agreement. The $h_u$, $t_{1u}$, and $t_{1g}$ levels, however, are strongly modified due to the distortions caused by the intermolecular bonds. By analyzing the various levels we find that there are 8 states that split off from the $h_u$ level and appear as a new peak around -6.5 eV. These states are best characterized as surface states since they are associated with mixing between the $\pi$-system of the fulleride and the terminating tert-butyl groups. In the infinite polymer such surface states will not exist and consequently, the large destabilizing effect on the $h_u$ level that we see in this calculation will be considerably smaller in that case.
The splitting of the $t_{1u}$ level is an effect of the interfullerene bonds. In the manifold of the 12 $t_{1u}$-like states of the tetramer, 8 are occupied (see Table 2 above) in the $A_4C_{60}$ stoichiometry and shift towards lower energies (peak at -5.6 eV in Fig. 2). The gap to the first unoccupied state is 0.41 eV, which is considerably larger than the average level spacing of 0.05 eV. However, we note that the highest occupied states are delocalized and should give rise to a dispersive band. This will lead to a decrease in the band gap as the size of the system is increased. It will also prevent Mott localization since the band width is certainly larger in this case than in non-polymeric fullerenes. The appearance of a dispersive valence band in the two-dimensional polymer is in contrast to the [2+2] cycloadduct bonded polymer, for which the orbitals around the Fermi energy are non-bonding, i.e., they localize away from the interfullerene bonds, and give rise to a very narrow valence band.\(^9\)

Whether or not the dispersive nature of the highest occupied MO of the two-dimensional polymer is strong enough to lead to a metallic state is not clear from this type of study but we emphasize that the details of the electronic band structure has to be considered in studies focussed on the metal/insulating behavior of fullerene polymers.
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Ferromagnetic Resonance and High Field ESR in a TDAE-C$_{60}$ Single Crystal
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Frequency variable ESR measurements have been performed on well annealed TDAE-C$_{60}$ single crystals between 40 MHz and 245 GHz. A non-linear variation of the electron resonance frequency with the magnetic field has been observed below $T_C=16$ K in the radio-frequency region. The observed ferromagnetic resonance data are characteristic for a three-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet with a small positive uniaxial anisotropy field. The easy axis coincides with the crystal c-direction which is the direction of closest approach of the C$_{60}$ ions.

Differem models such as itinerant ferromagnetism, superparamagnetism, spin glass behavior, spin canted weak ferromagnetism as well as simple Heisenberg ferromagnetism have been proposed$^{(1,3)}$ to account for the magnetic transition in TDAE-C$_{60}$ at $T_C=16$ K. In order to discriminate between the above models, we decided to perform frequency variable electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements on well annealed TDAE-C$_{60}$ single crystals in the frequency range between 40 MHz and 245 GHz at different orientations and temperatures.

The ESR spectra recorder at $\vec{a} \parallel \vec{H}$ and $T=5$ K are shown in Fig. 1 for 40 MHz, 50 MHz, 65 MHz, 80 MHz, 95 MHz, 105 MHz, 140 MHz, 200 MHz, 1.1994 GHz, 9.6 GHz, 94.08 GHz, and 245 GHz. A zero field gap and a non-linear variation of the resonance frequency versus magnetic field (Fig. 2b) is seen below $T_C$ for $\vec{a} \parallel \vec{H}$ in the radiofrequency region.$^{(3)}$ Above $T_C$, i.e. at $T=20$ K, this non-linear behavior disappears$^{(3)}$. The resonance frequency versus magnetic field relation here becomes a straight line passing through the origin (Fig. 2c). For $\vec{c} \parallel \vec{H}$ the resonance frequency versus magnetic field relation is nearly linear. There is however for $T<T_C$ again a zero field gap in the frequency region which disappears above $T_C$ (Fig. 2d).

The above data are characteristic of an easy axis Heisenberg ferromagnet with an exceptionally small anisotropy field. The dip in the resonance frequency versus field relation occurs when $H=2H_K$. The easy axis coincides with the crystal c-direction which is also the direction of closest approach of the C$_{60}^-$ ions. The present data also explain the high field ESR spectrum$^{(4)}$, where the external field is much larger than the anisotropy field so that the resonance frequency linearly increases with increasing field.
(Fig. 2a) approaching an $g=2$ line. The angular dependence of the high field ESR spectra\(^{(3)}\) can be as well explained by this model.

**Figure 1:** Electron magnetic resonance spectra of a well annealed TDAE-C\(_{60}\) single crystal at $\vec{a} \parallel \vec{H}$ and $T=5 K < T_C$ for different frequencies and $\vec{H}_i \perp \vec{H}$. At 245 GHz the magnetic field was swept between 0 and 10 T but only the paramagnetic like $g=2$ line was detected around 8.7 T. Note the additional fine structure which is absent in the low field ESR spectra and which may be indicative of standing spin wave resonances.

**Figure 2:** Experimental frequency versus field relation for TDAE-C\(_{60}\) in the radiofrequency and the high field regions for $\vec{H}_i \perp \vec{H}$. 
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For $\vec{a} \parallel \vec{H}$, i.e. for a magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the easy axis $(\theta_H = \pi/2)$ the ferromagnetic frequency is for $K>0$:

$$\frac{\omega}{\gamma} = \sqrt{2H_K \left(2H_K + H_{dem}\right) \left[1 - \left(\frac{H}{2H_K + H_{dem}}\right)^2\right]} \quad H \parallel a \leq 2H_K + H_{dem} \quad (1)$$

$$\frac{\omega}{\gamma} = \sqrt{(H - H_{dem})(H - (2H_K + H_{dem}))} \quad .H \parallel a \geq 2H_K + H_{dem} \quad (2)$$

For $\theta_H = 0$, on the other hand, we have

$$\frac{\omega}{\gamma} = H + 2H_K \quad H \parallel c \quad (3)$$

For other orientations of the magnetic field, the resonance frequency has to be calculated numerically. Here we introduced the anisotropy field $H_K = KM$, where $M$ is the spontaneous magnetization and the demagnetizing field $H_{dem} = (N_\perp - N_\parallel)M$ for a thin plate shaped TDAE-C$_{60}$ single crystal. The demagnetizing field has to be introduced to explain the difference in the zero field gaps for $\vec{a} \parallel \vec{H}$ and $\vec{c} \parallel \vec{H}$. The data of Fig. 2 can be fitted with the above expressions (1) and (2) and with $H_K=29$ G and $H_{dem}=39$ Gauss.

It should be stressed that the above data specifically exclude the previously proposed model of spin canted weak ferromagnetism(2). Two resonance modes $\omega_1$ and $\omega_2$, one of which should show a dip around the spin flop field, should be observed in this case for $K>0$ and $H$ perpendicular to the easy axis (Fig. 3):

$$\left(\frac{\omega_{1,2}}{\gamma}\right)^2 = (B \mp A)(C \pm H_K) - (G \mp F)^2 \quad H \parallel a \quad (4)$$

No such two modes were found though we searched for them with $\vec{H}_1 \parallel \vec{H}$ and $\vec{H}_1 \perp \vec{H}$. Here we have

$$A = H_K \cos \varphi + H_{DM} \sin 2\varphi \sin \theta$$
$$B = A + H \sin \varphi + H_K \cos 2\varphi \cos^2 \theta$$
$$C = A + H \sin \varphi + H_K \left(\cos^2 \varphi \cos^2 \theta - \sin^2 \theta\right)$$
$$G = H_{DM} \cos \varphi \cos \theta$$
$$F = \frac{1}{2} H_K \sin \varphi \sin 2\theta$$

where $\theta$ and $\varphi$ are the polar and azimuthal angles and with $H_K$ standing for the exchange field $H_E=JM$ and $H_{DM}$ for the Dzialoshinskii-Moriya field. The dip in the frequency versus field relation should here occur at $H = \sqrt{2H_K H_E - H_{DM}^2}$. This mode should be observable for $\vec{H} \parallel \vec{H}$ whereas we observed a dip for $\vec{H}_1 \perp \vec{H}$. The
observed anisotropy in the high frequency ESR is as well much too small to be consistent with the spin canted model.

\[ \omega \]

\[ \gamma((2\zeta+1)\zeta\zeta^{\frac{3}{2}}\zeta\zeta^{\frac{1}{2}})/\zeta\zeta^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

Figure 3: Theoretical frequency versus field relations for a weak spin canted ferromagnet with K>0 for \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{2} \). The full line represents the mode which can be excited for \( \tilde{H} \perp \tilde{H} \) whereas the dotted line represents the mode excitable with \( \tilde{H} \parallel \tilde{H} \).

It should be noticed that our data also exclude an antiferromagnetic ground state. In this case two resonance modes should exist for all orientations of the crystal in the magnetic field as long as \( H < \sqrt{2\zeta+1} \zeta \zeta^{\frac{3}{2}} \), i.e. as long as it is smaller than the spin flop field.

The above data do not however exclude the existence of a mixed ferromagnetic state\(^{(4,5)}\) with non-zero random interactions and non-zero random fields as long as they are smaller than the mean exchange field.
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Perdeuteration of TDAE in [TDAE]C₆₀:
A study by ESR and NMR
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Abstract. The mechanism responsible for the ferromagnetic-like ordering at 16 K of the organic compound [TDAE]C₆₀ is still a matter of discussion. Especially, the consequence of the donor TDAE for the magnetic ordering is not yet understood. All attempts to replace TDAE by similar organic donors failed in giving a system with such an outstanding magnetic property. Perdeuteration of TDAE is the smallest possible change of the system. AC-susceptibility measurements show that deuteration does not suppress the magnetism. ESR and NMR measurements on [TDAE-d₂₄]C₆₀ give a further evidence that TDAE⁺ is involved in electron spin exchange processes.

I INTRODUCTION AND SYNTHESIS

Perdeuteration of TDAE should be a very weak distortion of the [TDAE]C₆₀ without changing the unusual magnetic properties. On the other hand it is known that perdeuteration could initiate or suppress phase transitions [1] because of slight changes in lattice constants which motivates to investigate [TDAE-d₂₄]C₆₀.

Perdeuterated TDAE was synthesized in a way described by Wiberg and Buchler [2]. The reaction time of dimethylamine-d₆ with chlorotrifluoroethylene was about 8 hours at a temperature of 50 °C up to 80 °C. After a microdistillation to separate unwanted reaction products only three drops of TDAE-d₂₄ were gained. [TDAE-d₂₄]C₆₀ was precipitated as microcrystalline powder out of solution.

II AC-SUSCEPTIBILITY, ESR AND NMR

The in-phase component of the ac-susceptibility is plotted in figure 1 for both [TDAE-d₂₄]C₆₀ and [TDAE]C₆₀. Obviously the magnetism is not suppressed by perdeuteration and the transition temperature shifts by less than 0.5 K as is best seen in the derivative (figure 1, inset). However, a small decrease of the peak susceptibility is observed. Due to the very small batch size the purification of TDAE-d₂₄ was not perfect and could be the reason for the slightly smaller signal.

Results of temperature dependent electron spin resonance at 34 GHz are shown in
FIGURE 1. AC-susceptibility $\chi$ of [TDAE]C$_{60}$ and [TDAE-d$_{24}$]C$_{60}$ at 10 kHz; the inset shows the derivative $d\chi/dT$.

Figure 2 for both samples. One would expect that the ESR-linewidth is smaller in the perdeuterated sample as the magnetic moment of deuterons is less by a factor of 6.5 compared with protons. However, no significant narrowing of the ESR-line

FIGURE 2. ESR-linewidth of [TDAE]C$_{60}$ and [TDAE-d$_{24}$]C$_{60}$ in Q-band. Inset: g-factor
is seen leading to the conclusion that hyperfine coupling between nuclear spin and electron spin has a negligible contribution to the linewidth. This holds also at temperatures of about 30 K where the line is smaller than 5 G in powder samples and 3 G in crystals. ESR on TDAE$^+$ in solution show a very complex hyperfine-structure with an overall width of about 15 G and an isotropic proton coupling constant of 3.2 G. Therefore we conclude that spin-exchange in [TDAE]C$_{60}$ must also involve the TDAE$^+$ [3] in order to narrow the line to lower values than measured in solution. An analysis of the g-factor (figure 2, inset) exhibits the same temperature dependence for both samples: After a slight decrease down to about 90 K the g-value starts to increase indicating a change in spin-orbit coupling.

It was found in $^1$H-NMR [4] on [TDAE]C$_{60}$ that two NMR-lines exist. One line has a temperature independent position whereas the other is shifted paramagnetically. On our samples the unshifted line has only 6% of intensity and is ascribed to neutral TDAE. The position of the shifted component (figure 3) can be described by a Fermi-contact interaction [5] with an isotropic coupling constant of 3.0 G

![Graph showing paramagnetic shift as measured by $^1$H- and $^2$H-NMR, relative to the unshifted line; a Curie-Weiss curve-fitting gives $\Theta \approx 15$ K.Inset: $^2$H-spectrum at 114 K.](image)

**FIGURE 3.** Inverse paramagnetic shift as measured by $^1$H- and $^2$H-NMR, relative to the unshifted line; a Curie-Weiss curve-fitting gives $\Theta \approx 15$ K. Inset: $^2$H-spectrum at 114 K.

which is in good agreement with the ESR result on TDAE$^+$ in solution. It further demonstrates that the observed paramagnetic shift can be explained solely by Fermi-contact interaction on the TDAE$^+$ molecule. There are no additional effects like pseudo Fermi-contact shift or spin-polarization from neighbouring C$_{60}$ necessary.

Deuteron NMR has the advantage of higher spectral resolution as dipolar broadening of deuterons in methylgroups is smaller due to the smaller gyromagnetic ratio:
Whereas the homonuclear interaction leads to a linewidth of 30 kHz in \(^1\)H-NMR at 295 K, it is reduced by a factor of three in \(^2\)H-NMR. \(^3\)H-NMR on \([TDAE-d_{24}]C_{60}\) gives evidence for the existence of deuterons in paramagnetic and diamagnetic molecules, too. Below 30 K the line gets too broad to be excited completely with our setup. Fitting a Curie-Weiss behaviour to the \(^3\)H-shifts (figure 3) gives an isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of \(a_D=0.44\) G. Therefore the ratio \(a_H/a_D=6.8\) is in excellent agreement with the ratio of gyromagnetic factors \(\gamma_H/\gamma_D = 6.5\). The lineshape of the shifted component is not a symmetric Pake-pattern and the complicated analysis will be published elsewhere.

### III CONCLUSION

Our experiments show that perdeuteration of TDAE in \([TDAE]C_{60}\) does not suppress the magnetic properties of \([TDAE]C_{60}\). ESR measurements on \([TDAE-d_{24}]C_{60}\) give further evidence [3] that TDAE\(^+\) takes part in electron-spin exchange processes and that hyperfine-interaction has no measurable contribution to the linewidth.

The higher spectral resolution of \(^2\)H-NMR allows the measurement of paramagnetic shifts with higher resolution than \(^1\)H-NMR. From coupling constants of ESR and NMR we conclude that Fermi-contact interaction of unpaired spin density, transferred by hyperconjugation from nitrogen-atoms, is the dominant mechanism for the paramagnetic line shift. Models based on spin-polarization from C\(_{60}\) to the protons/deuterons in TDAE\(^+\) are not necessary to explain the observed shift.
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Abstract. Three types of chemical reactions aimed to bind atomic iron to fullerenes are outlined. The heat of formation of expected reaction products and structure of these molecules are discussed in terms of semiempirical quantum chemistry model ZINDO1. Experimental results of thermal analyses of the products are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of the production method of fullerenes in quantities sufficient for laboratory experiments only a few publications devoted to the properties of fulleride:iron compounds were published. The existence of endohedral Fe@C\textsubscript{60} and exohedral complexes C\textsubscript{60}Fe in a gas phase was detected by mass spectroscopy [1,2], thus proving that binding energy of iron to C\textsubscript{60} was high. It was also shown that C\textsubscript{60} coencrustolizes with ferrocene (Fn) at the composition of 1:2 [3], however \textsuperscript{57}Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS) proved that cyclopentadiens effectively shield iron atoms from interacting with fullerenes [4-6]. It seemed worth preparing materials where Fe would be in direct contact with fullerenes with free electrons originating from Fe 4s electrons and localized Fe 3d adopting various spin states.

Previously we doped fullerenes with iron by thermal decomposition of Fn [4,7], here we present reactions standard in the organometallic chemistry [8] applied to fullerenes and Fn. To predict the reaction products and to estimate their stability we used semiempirical quantum chemistry model ZINDO1 [9], which well reproduces
geometry of $C_{60}$ giving the bonds length $d_{66}=0.1398$ nm and $d_{55}=0.1451$ nm.

2. CHEMICAL REACTIONS.

a: Nitration of Fullerenes.

Nitration of fullerenes was carried out in toluene solution to which mixture of nitric acid and acetate acid (the acid is miscible with toluene) was added. During annealing to 95° C the mixture gets yellow without any characteristic absorption bands in the UV/VIS region. The dried powder contains $C_{60}$, $C_{60}(NO_2)_{1-3}$ and $C_{60}OH$ detectable by LSIMS and remains soluble in toluene: alcohol mixture. It readily reacts with Fn added to this solution, forming precipitate containing fullerenes and Fn derivatives. The DSC measurements exhibit an exothermic peak at 150±250° C and TG measurements mass loss extending up to 380° C. The amorphous powder remains insoluble in standard organic solvents, its structure improves by annealing in vacuum to this temperature. There appears in the X-ray diffraction, strong reflection corresponding to diffusive scattering by objects of the size of 1nm, with no traces of iron grains. There is no feature in the Mössbauer spectrum, which can be attributed to iron or iron carbide clusters.

b: Reaction of Fullerenes with Ferricenium Ion.

Instead of activating fullerenes using nitric acid, it can be used to ionize Fn to +1 state in a complex $F_{n}^{+}NO_3^{-}$, there Fe binding is weaker. In this reaction iron is delivered to fullerenes still in the solution. This reaction was performed in toluene solution heated to 70° C for 2h, at the proportion of active components HNO$_3$/Fn/C$_{60}$ equal to 4/2/1. The proportion of substrates was chosen to minimize polymerization of fullerenes. The products still exhibit weak exothermic peaks (Fig.1) which we ascribe to polymerization induced by NO$_3$ groups of C$_{60}H_4$ and solvent molecules. To remove adducts and polymerized organic species the samples have to be annealed above 400° C (Fig.1). Mass spectroscopy, with electron impact ionization, in fresh samples revealed a sequence of peaks in the low mass range which might be ascribed
to fragmentation of $C_{11}H_{10}$ thus suggesting, that polymerization of cyclopentadiens occurred already in the toluene solution. In the X-ray diffraction measured on the powder, several reflections could be distinguished showing beginning of crystallization of the product, though the pattern was insufficient to identify the structure. We optimized several of the possible complexes and calculated their energy what showed that one ought to expect exothermic effects in this environment and that Fe bonding in the complexes is weak. Furthermore localization of HOMO at Fe site indicates that this fragment is chemically the most active one and iron may easily join other complex.

**c: Ferrocene Ligands Exchange and Ferrocene Adducts to Fullerenes.**

Boiling of Fn in benzene or toluene in the presence of catalyst: AlCl$_3$ [8] leads to substitution of one of cp by solvent molecule. This complex is stable as cation coordinated e.g. with AlCl$_4^-$. In case of fullerenes present in the solvent, $C_{60}$ can stabilize Fn derivative, it can substitute cp or Fn can form complex with $C_{60}$. Four of the complexes optimized by ZINDO1 method are depicted in Fig.2.

![Figure 2. $C_{60}$ ferrocene derivative complexes arranged by decreasing stability.](image)

In the samples prepared in benzene solution the endothermic peak was detected by DSC and mass loss by TG method at 450°C (Fig.3). The effect occurs close to the decomposition temperature of Fn; therefore one can suppose that $C_{60}$ derivative accepted structure similar to that of Fig.2a or 2b where cp binding of to the rest of the complex is of the same strength as in ferrocene. In the MS in samples annealed to 400°C a doublet similar to this in Fn was observed, suggesting structure resembling ferrocene. LSIMS method revealed in such samples ions corresponding to the mass of $C_{60}C_{6}H_{10}Fe$ in quantities much exceeding contamination by $C_{70}$. Samples annealed above 450°C still contain iron at a concentration of $1Fe/3+5C_{60}$, as estimated by X-ray fluorescence, however form of the iron compound has not yet been identified.

It ought to be mentioned that progress of the reaction in toluene is easily controlled by measuring absorption of the solution, boiling the solution for 2 hours causes an
increase of the absorption in the range of 416 ÷ 543 nm of orbitally forbidden electronic transitions in pure C\textsubscript{60}, moreover new absorption band emerges at ~431 nm. Both effects can originate from C\textsubscript{60} symmetry lowering by adducts.

3. CONCLUSIONS.

We have presented three types of reactions aimed to bind iron atom to fullerenes at mild conditions excluding formation of clusters of iron, iron oxides or iron carbides. Though products of the presented reactions need more experimenting to identify bonding character, sites occupied by metal atom, Fe concentration, homogeneity etc. we think that reaction outlined in paragraphs b and c may give the required products.
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Abstract. ⁵⁷Fe Mössbauer spectra in C₆₀:Fe compound obtained by reaction of fullerenes with ferrocene were measured. To interpret these results, standard quantum chemistry calculations were used to determine the geometry and charge distribution in FeC₆₀ complexes, which might be formed in the reaction. Besides our previous experimental results, where existence of C₆₀FeC₆₀ coordination compound was proved, here we find that iron can also be bound to the fullerene hexagon either inside or outside the carbon cage.

INTRODUCTION

Transition metals are much less commonly used to modify fullerenes than other metals, and only few papers are devoted to this problem [1-8]. Synthesis of the first host-guest C₆₀(ferrocene)₂ compound [3] has opened iron-fullerene material for the experimental investigations. In our previous papers [4,7,10,11] we proved existence of C₆₀Fe₂ system where iron was facing two pentagons of C₆₀ neighbors. The main goal of this research is to discuss other possible iron positions in fullerene lattice and evaluate chemical reactions that can be used to bind iron to fullerenes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Iron to our previous C₆₀:Fe samples was introduced by decomposing ferrocene dissolved in fullerenes. The method exploits that ferrocene molecule is unstable against polymerization of cyclopentadienes when heat in the range of 20 to 108 kcal/mol depending on the formed polymer. Iron may be released in the polymerization process. Preparation of those samples required high temperature what might have lead to contamination of the samples by iron clusters. Fullerenes had been first nitrated then reacted with ferrocene (at C₆₀:Fe=1:2 molar proportion), then the mixture was dried and annealed in vacuum to various temperatures. The method yields amorphous material insoluble in organic solvents. Both experiments and calculations show that solvents (toluene or benzene) are active in the reactions and can not be treated as an inert medium. The diffusive x-ray scattering evidenced, that fullerenes retained their shape and...
begin ordering, when residual hydrocarbon and nitric groups were gradually removed by annealing. Further details of the technology are described in [12].

The Mössbauer spectra were recorded in a standard transmission geometry using constant acceleration spectrometer coupled to a 50 mCi $^{57}$Co/Rh source. The Mössbauer spectrum in the temperature range of 78-300 K was measured at various stages of annealing to observe evolution of iron state in the compound. The typical spectrum measured at $T = 78$ K is presented in Fig. 1a. The spectra were approximated by Lorentzian lines using a least-squares routine to determine Mössbauer parameters: Quadrupole Splitting (QS) and Isomer Shift (IS). The quadrupole doublet with QS = 1.22 mm/s and IS = 0.44 mm/s is usually ascribed to iron Fe$^{3+}$ and is very close to that found in ferrocenium ions. Beside the main component, a second doublet with QS = 2.37 mm/s and IS = 0.52 mm/s emerges after heating. The quadrupole splitting of the main component exhibits strong fluctuation around 260 K as previously we ascribe the fluctuation to the influence of fullerenes on charge distribution around Fe ion.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Mössbauer transmission spectra measured at 78 K (a) and temperature dependence of quadrupole splitting QS of the main component (b) of the sample in initial form (top), heated to 240 °C (central), heated to 300 °C (bottom).

**DISCUSSION**

To verify interpretation of experimental results we have performed semiempirical quantum calculation of C$_{60}$Fe complex using ZINDO1 model implemented in commercially available package (Hyperchem 5.1). Although calculations were started with various configurations only three could be optimized, e.g., exohedral Fe opposite one of C$_{60}$ hexagons, opposite pentagon and an endohedral complex opposite hexagon. The structural parameters and energy of the optimized complexes relatively to separated Fe and C$_{60}$ are listed in Table 1.

The heat of formation of C$_{60}$Fe calculated for the isolated complex depends on the configuration of the whole molecule and its spin state. As it is seen from the Table 1,
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Table 1. Structural parameters and heat of formation (relatively to isolated Fe and C_{60}) of FeC_{60} complexes in various configuration and spin states, bond lengths d in fragments closest to Fe (in nm), charge q in e, energy E (in kcal/mol).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d_{Fe-C}</th>
<th>d_{x-y}</th>
<th>d_{z}</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{60}</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeC_{60} h</td>
<td>S=2</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S=0</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeC_{60} P</td>
<td>S=0</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe@C_{60}</td>
<td>S=2</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S=0</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deformation of the fullerene cage under the influence of foreign atom and the charge distribution differ in the five considered cases; the most stable configuration corresponds to iron placed inside the fullerene cage. It is worth noticing that various spin states with almost the same energy, induces different de-formation of the fullerene cage, moreover such a small Fe-C_{60} sphere distance allows to fit easily iron into the C_{60} based fcc lattice.

Table 2. Population of Fe atomic orbitals in ferrocene and FeC_{60} complex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AO</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>p_x</th>
<th>p_y</th>
<th>p_z</th>
<th>d_{x}^2</th>
<th>d_{y}^2</th>
<th>d_{z}^2</th>
<th>d_{xy}</th>
<th>d_{xz}</th>
<th>d_{yz}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeC_{60} h</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe@C_{60}</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. HOMO of the FeC_{60} complex in singlet state, of C_{3v} symmetry. Iron is bound to one of the hexagons.

The charge distribution around Fe determines the QS observed in the Mössbauer spectroscopy. In all samples containing iron, annealed above 450°-500°C, there were observed very small QS's. Trying to explain the phenomena we used to assume, that Fe was in the +3 ionization state, by comparison with QS observed in (ferrocene)^1. The low QS value might, however, be caused by charge distribution around iron atom other than in ferrocene. In fact population of Fe AO's differs in both cases, as it is shown in Table 2.
Such population produces charge distribution of $C_{6v}$ symmetry in the vicinity of Fe in ferrocene, while in FeC$_{60}$ it is rather an octahedral symmetry. It is interesting to notice, that the anisotropy of this complex is compensated to some extent by the shape of HOMO (Fig. 2), which results from poor hybridization of Fe 4s electrons with C$_{60}$ MO's, not participating in the bonding.

CONCLUSIONS

The calculations presented here can help to explain confusing experimental results. Quantum chemical calculations proved that iron can bind fullerene in few different configurations. These results are consistent with our preliminary Mössbauer experiment. Most of the configurations are metastable and thermal treatment can partially change final iron position. In all studied samples we always observed in ME spectra two doublets which relative intensity depends on the thermal treatment. However till now we have no experimental evidence of the iron location in the lattice.
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Abstract. Complexes of C_{60} and C_{70} fullerenes with organic donors were studied by IR-, UV-VIS-NIR- and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies. The IR spectra of single crystals of some complexes show the F_{1u}(4) C_{60} mode splitting into two components which is attributed to the freezing of the rotation of C_{60} molecule in the coordination with donors. The degree of charge transfer (CT) on C_{60} molecule estimated from the shift of the frequency of the F_{1u}(4) unsplit band shows only weak CT in the complexes. The UV-VIS-NIR- spectra of some complexes show the presence of weak CT bands. A linear dependence of CT absorption energy on vertical ionization potentials of the donors was obtained for C_{60} complexes with tetraphiafulvalenes in solid state. The XP-spectra of the complexes show the changes in the energies of S_2p, N_1s, Te_3d peaks of donors by 0.1-1.6 eV with respect to individual ones.

Introduction. Fullerenes as electron acceptors form compounds varying from molecular complexes [1-3] to ion-radical salts [4] analogously to planar π-acceptors such as tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) and tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ). Due to a spherical shape, large size, high symmetry and polarizability [5] of fullerene molecules donor-acceptor complexes of fullerene have some peculiarities: charge transfer from initially planar donors to spherical C_{60} molecules [5], the I_b symmetry breaking [6,7] and the freezing of the rotation of C_{60} molecules in their coordination with donors [7]. In this paper we present some results of IR-, UV-VIS-NIR- and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic studies of these peculiarities of the fullerene complexes.

Experimental. Complexes of C_{60} and C_{70} fullerenes were obtained by evaporation of fullerenes and donors solutions in carbon disulfide, benzene or pyridine (Py) under argon. The composition of the complexes was determined by elemental, thermogravimetric and X-ray analyses [2,3,8,9].

The IR transmission spectra of single crystals were measured at room temperature by using a FT-IR Perkin-Elmer 1725X spectrometer equipped with a microscope (2 cm^{-1} resolution). KBr pellets were prepared with concentration of complexes 1:2000. UV-VIS-NIR absorption spectra were measured with a Lambda 19 Perkin Elmer UV-VIS-NIR spectrometer at room temperature in KBr pellets with concentration of complexes 1:4000 within 220-2000 nm range. The CT bands were obtained in 600-1300 nm range by the subtraction of a normalized spectrum of individual fullerene from that of the complexes. This procedure was possible due to the absence of donors absorption bands in this spectral range. XP-spectra were recorded on a VIEE-15 instrument and were calibrated against the C1s peak (285.0 eV). The spectral data for the complexes are presented in Table.
Table. The frequencies of the $F_{1u}(4)\ C_{60}$ mode in the IR spectra of the complexes (single crystals and KBr pellets*), the position of the CT bands in the UV-VIS-NIR spectra and the shift the binding energy of donor heteroatoms in XP-spectra of the complexes relatively to the individual donors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>Frequency of $F_{1u}(4)$, cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>CT band, nm</th>
<th>Energy shift, eV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1427.5, 1430.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C$_{60}$</td>
<td>1427.5, 1430.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>BTX - C$_{60}$/CS$_2$</td>
<td>1428, 1432</td>
<td>620 (Te)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BTX - C$_{60}$</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DBTTF - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1430*</td>
<td>735 (S)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DBTTF - C$_{60}$/Py</td>
<td>1430*</td>
<td>750 (S)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(BEDT-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/Py$_2$</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DPhTTF - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>895 (S)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(TMDTDM-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/C$_{6}$S$_2$</td>
<td>1429*</td>
<td>900 (S)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(EDT-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/CS$_2$</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>900 (S)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>BEDO-TTF - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>EDT-TTF - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1428*</td>
<td>920 (S)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>(DMDPHQ-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/C$_{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1429*</td>
<td>940 (S)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>EDY-BEDT- DT - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1428*</td>
<td>935 (S)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>OMTTF - C$_{60}$/Py</td>
<td>1428*</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>OMTTF - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>TPD(C$_{60}$)$_2$(CS)$_2$</td>
<td>1428*</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>(BEDO-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$</td>
<td>1428.5, 1432</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(S) 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>BNDY - C$_{60}$</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(S) 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>(S$_2$N$<em>2$)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$_1:2</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(S) 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>TPC - C$_{60}$</td>
<td>1425, 1431</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>DAN - C$<em>{60}$/C$</em>{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1426, 1430</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>BTED-TTF - C$_{60}$/CS$_2$</td>
<td>1428(C$_{60}$)</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>(DMDPHQ-TTF)$<em>2$C$</em>{60}$/C$_{6}$H$_6$</td>
<td>1430(C$_{60}$)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* A superposition of the $F_{1u}(4)\ C_{60}$ mode and the donor absorption band.

Abbreviations for donors: BTX - 9,9'-trans-bis( telluraxantene); DBTTF - dibenzotetrathiafulvalene (TTF); BEDT-TTF - bis(ethylenedithio)-TTF; DPhTTF - trans-4,4'-diphenyl-TTF; TMDTDM-TTF - tetramethylthiophényl-4,5-dimethyl-TTF; EDT-TTF - ethylenedithio-TTF; BEDO-TTF - bis(ethylenedioxy)-TTF; DMDPQ-TTF - trans-4,4'-dimethyl-5,5'-diphenyl-TTF; EDY-BEDT- DT - 2,2'-ethanedilidene-bis(4,4'-ethylen-1,3 thioldio); OMTTF-octamethylene-TTF; BNDY-biapheto[1,6-d,e]-1,3-ditin-2-ylidene; TPD-3,3',5,5'-tetrorthenylidipyranylidene; S$_2$N$_2$ tetrasulfur tetranitride; TPC - triptycene; DAN - diaminracene.

Results and discussion. IR spectroscopy was used in the studies of the changes in symmetry and electron densities of donor and acceptor molecules in a complex formation. C$_{60}$ molecule has the four IR active threefold degenerated $F_{1u}$ modes [6,11], the $F_{1u}(4)$ mode at 1429cm$^{-1}$ being the most sensitive to the changes in charge [10] and symmetry [6,11] of C$_{60}$ molecule. Thus only the changes in the $F_{1u}(4)$ mode were considered. It is known [6] that in C$_{60}$ crystals molecules nearly free rotate at room temperature and occupy the sites with T$_{6}$ symmetry. At T$<260$K the orientational-ordering phase transition is realized in crystals and only "ratchet" rotation of C$_{60}$ becomes possible, the molecular symmetry of C$_{60}$ being lowered to T$_{6}$ one. This results in the double [6] or triple [11] splitting of the $F_{1u}(4)$ mode.

The absorption bands corresponding to the $F_{1u}(4)\ C_{60}$ mode in the complexes are presented in Fig.1. Donors have no substantial absorption in this range. For the first group of complexes (1a-4a) the $F_{1u}(4)$ band is split into two components. These split bands were fitted by a sum of two Lorentzians with nearly the same bandwidths ($\sim$6 cm$^{-1}$) whose position are given in
The observation of only two components for the threefold degenerated mode can be explained by large bandwidths (-6 cm⁻¹) and a comparatively low resolution of the experiment. The similar splitting of the F₁u(4) mode into 3 components at room temperature was also observed in C₆₀ complexes with amines [7]. We attributed this effect to the freezing of the rotation of C₆₀ molecules at their coordination with donors analogously to the phase transition in C₆₀ crystals at T<260K. The absence of free rotation of C₆₀ molecules in DAN-C₆₀(C₆H₆)₃ and BTX-C₆₀/CS₂ complexes at room temperature was confirmed by the data of X-ray analysis [2,12]. The freezing of the rotation lowers the C₆₀ symmetry in the complexes relatively to that in C₆₀ crystals at T>260K and results in the splitting of the F₁u(4) mode. For the second group of complexes (1b-4b) the F₁u(4) mode remains unsplit indicating free rotation of C₆₀ molecules in these complexes at room temperature.

![Absorbance spectra](image_file)

**FIGURE 1.** IR spectra of single crystals of the complexes in 1420-1440 cm⁻¹ range at room temperature: 1a- (BEDO)₂C₆₀, 2a- DAN-C₆₀(C₆H₆)₃, 3a- TPC-C₆₀, 4a- BTX-C₆₀/CS₂, 1b- (S₃N)₃C₆₀(C₆H₆)₁.2, 2b- BNDY-C₆₀, 3b- (EDT-TTF)₂C₆₀/CS₂, 4b- BTX-C₆₀

The dependence of the position of the unsplit F₁u(4) mode on the degree of C₆₀ reduction is almost linear [10]. The following relationship for the estimation of the CT degree (δ) on C₆₀ molecule is derived from this dependence [5]: \( \Delta \nu = 0.03 \Delta \nu \), where \( \Delta \nu \) is the shift of the F₁u(4) mode position in the complexes (Table) relatively to that in individual C₆₀. The maximal shifts do not exceed 2 cm⁻¹ and are within the experimental accuracy. The values of \( \delta \) estimated from this relationship are close to zero for all complexes (\( \delta <0.05 \)). Thus the compounds obtained are neutral complexes in a ground state.

UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy shows the presence of CT bands of weak intensity in 600-1300 nm range in some complexes. The CT absorption energy (\( hν_{CT} \)) in neutral complexes is defined by \( hν_{CT} = I_p^* - E_{a*} - E_{b} \), where \( E_{a*} \) is electron affinity of the acceptor, \( I_p^* \) is vertical ionization potentials of the donor and \( E_b \) is the energy of electrostatic interaction in excited ionic state. Therefore for one acceptor with a series of donors the \( hν_{CT} \) values depend linearly on donor \( I_p^* \). It is seen in Fig.2 (circles) that this dependence for C₆₀ complexes with OMTTF, BEDO-TTF, BEDT-TTF and DBTTF donors (\( I_p^* \) - 6.30, 6.46, 6.70, 6.81 eV, respectively [13]) is really quite linear and is approximated by \( hν_{CT} = 0.82 I_p^* -3.93 \). This dependence enables the estimation of \( I_p^* \) values for other donors from the \( hν_{CT} \) values in C₆₀ complexes (Fig.2, crosses). The \( hν_{CT} \) values for C₇₀ complexes (Fig.2, stars) are ~0.08 eV lower than those for C₆₀ ones with identical donors.
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For the donors with equal $I_p^*$ the $h v_{CT}$ values are $\sim 0.6$ eV higher in C$_{60}$ complexes in solid state than those in TCNE ones [14]. This fact can be explained by two reasons. C$_{60}$ is a weaker acceptor than TCNE. The E$_c$ values in complexes depend on the distances between ions in excited state therefore the delocalization of the radical anion charge over a large C$_{60}$ sphere results in the decrease of E$_c$ values in C$_{60}$ complexes relatively to TCNE ones.

![Graph](https://example.com/graph.png)

**FIGURE 2.** The dependence of $h v_{CT}$ vs. $I_p^*$ of the donors for C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$ complexes (the numeration of the complexes is given according to Table).

XP-spectroscopy shows that the energy of S2p, N1s, Te3d peaks of the donors changes by 0.1-1.6 eV relatively to the individual ones. These shifts can be caused not only by CT from the donor to C$_{60}$ but the calibration against the Cls peak since the position of this peak can be different for the donor and the corresponding complex.
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Abstract. This paper summarises the recent work of our group. The main achievement in
the last year was the production and characterisation of endohedral phosphorus in C_{60}.
Phosphorus in C_{60} as nitrogen in C_{60} keeps its atomic ground state structure and is
suspended in the centre of the fullerene. The properties of P@C_{60} are compared with those
of the free atom and those of nitrogen in C_{60}. We also summarise the results obtained for
the various adducts of N@C_{60}.

INTRODUCTION

N@C_{60} (atomic nitrogen in C_{60}) is the first system in which a highly reactive atom is
encapsulated in C_{60} without a charge transfer to the C_{60} shell (1-3). Nitrogen in C_{60} is
located in the centre of this highly symmetric fullerene and interacts extremely little with
the surrounding carbon atoms. All other endohedral fullerenes contain either noble
gases or the enclosed atoms leave the central position and form a bond with the
fullerene shell. The ideal situation of two separate entities, i.e. the encapsulated atom
and the C_{60} shell, is realised only for noble gases and for nitrogen in C_{60}.

For a systematic study of this new category of endohedrals and for possible
applications, it is important that further such systems exist in order that one can vary
their properties and adjust them to the specific use in mind. Here, we report on the
encapsulation of atomic phosphorus in C_{60} (P@C_{60}) and compare it with N@C_{60}.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples were prepared by ion implantation. In our set up, C_{60} is continuously
evaporated onto a substrate and bombarded at the same time by an intense ion beam
from a remote ion source. For the production of phosphorus ions we used PH_{3} gas in
the source and care was taken to avoid contamination with this poisonous material. The
deposition rate and the beam intensity were adjusted in such a way that approximately
one ion per one C₆₀ molecule arrived at the target. The ion energy has to be large enough for the ion to enter the cage but should not be too high in order to minimise the destruction of the C₆₀ ball. We have chosen 40 eV as a compromise in these respects. After several hours of bombardment the irradiated sample was removed from the substrate, dissolved in toluene and filtered. Only the soluble part, which contained filled and empty fullerenes, was treated further.

The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments were performed with a commercial cw spectrometer at 9.3 GHz (X-band).

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

P@C₆₀

Figure 1 shows EPR spectra of P@C₆₀ in solid form (powder) and in solution. The doublet splitting with a separation of 49.2 G is due to the hyperfine interaction between

![EPR spectra](image)

**FIGURE 1.** EPR spectra of phosphorus in C₆₀ for a solid sample (top) and in solution (bottom). The doublet splitting is due to the hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin I=1/2 of ³¹P. The insert in the bottom spectrum shows the triplet splitting due to the S=3/2 spin of the electron system.

the spin of the electron system and the nuclear spin of ³¹P which is I = 1/2. The further splitting of each line in three sub components as seen in the solution spectrum (insert in Fig.1) is a clear indication that the spin of the electron system is S = 3/2. In the high field limit these lines are degenerate but at the magnetic field used in the present experiment the splitting amounts to 0.36 G and due to the small line width is clearly
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visible. For N@C\textsubscript{60}, because of the smaller hyperfine coupling, this splitting is two orders of magnitude smaller and could not be resolved in the cw EPR measurement. However, in the FT spin-echo experiment the resolution was sufficient to observe this splitting also in case of N@C\textsubscript{60} \textsuperscript{(2)}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Hyperfine interaction constant for nitrogen and phosphorus in the free state, matrix isolated in different noble gas solids \textsuperscript{(4)} and encapsulated in fullerenes.}
\end{figure}

Figure 2 shows the hyperfine interaction constant A of atomic nitrogen and atomic phosphorus for free atoms and for atoms matrix isolated in various inert gas solids \textsuperscript{(4)} and encapsulated in fullerenes. For both atomic species, an increase of A from the free state via the various matrix isolation cases towards the fullerene encapsulation is observed. The reason is that the hyperfine interaction of N and P is much larger in the exited states than in the ground state. Therefore any interaction with the surrounding which leads to a mixing of atomic states causes an increase of A. The fact that the hyperfine coupling is largest for C\textsubscript{60} and that the increase is more pronounced for P than for N indicates that the wave function overlap between the enclosed atom and the surrounding C\textsubscript{60} shell increases in these directions. The increase of A from C\textsubscript{70} to C\textsubscript{60} is a consequence of the smaller available free space in C\textsubscript{60} compared to C\textsubscript{70}. Similarly, the larger radius of P compared to N is responsible for the relatively larger increase of the hyperfine interaction for P@C\textsubscript{60} than for N@C\textsubscript{60}.

Figure 2 shows that there is an appreciable interaction between the enclosed atom and the cage. However, the hyperfine interaction is very sensitive to such interactions and the drastic changes of the configuration observed for other endohedrals like charge transfer and bonding to the cage atoms are absent in the present case. In P@C\textsubscript{60} and to an even greater extend in N@C\textsubscript{60} the individuality of the enclosed atom remains preserved, the most convincing sign for that being that they remain completely spherical.

Chemistry with N@C\textsubscript{60}

In collaboration with the Erlangen group of Prof. Hirsch, a series of chemical additions on the outside of the N@C\textsubscript{60} cage was studied. The different adducts together
with the bare N@C\textsubscript{60} are schematically depicted in Fig. 4. We find that N@C\textsubscript{60} survives these drastic manipulations on the shell and all adducts are stable. The EPR spectra of the adducts in solution are almost identical with those of pure N@C\textsubscript{60}. As an example we show the result for the bisadduct. A closer inspection shows that the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant increases in the $10^3$ range with the addends. This increase is explainable by the slight increase of the available free space in the adducts.

![EPR spectrum of N@C_{60}(NMEM)_2. The broad line is due to an impurity.](image)

In the solid, drastic changes in the EPR spectra were observed. In case of the monoadduct, the symmetry lowering leads to a fine structure interaction and as a
consequence to additional EPR lines (5). In the hexaadduct, due to the symmetrical arrangement of the addends, the fine structure is absent again (6).

CONCLUSION

With P@C₆₀ the second member after N@C₆₀ in a new class of endohedrals was produced. The main characteristic of these new systems is that the encapsulated atoms keep their individuality in the symmetrical C₆₀ cage which protects them from the outside. For P the hyperfine interaction is a priori larger than for N but also the change of the interaction due to encapsulation relative to the free atom is larger. This has to do with the larger radius of P and the weaker binding of the outer electrons relative to N.
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Endohedral Li_{n}@C_{70} (with n = 1, 2, 3) can be produced by low energy ion bombardment of C_{70} thin films. Considerably more multiple capture is found for C_{70} than was the case for C_{60}. The monomer endohedral species Li@C_{70} has been purified by HPLC. Unlike C_{60}, only one endohedral fraction is found. The UV-vis spectra of Li@C_{70} in CS_{2} and toluene are reported and compared with C_{70}.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, we have developed a method for producing bulk amounts of endohedral fullerenes which involves low energy ion bombardment of thin fullerene films. This method has the advantage over the conventional endohedral fullerene production procedures (such as arc-discharge or laser vaporisation of impregnated graphite) of limiting the obtained endohedral species to one definite fullerene cage (in our case C_{60} or C_{70}). Films produced by irradiating C_{60} layers with alkali metal ions (Li\(^{+}\), Na\(^{+}\), K\(^{+}\), Rb\(^{+}\)) have been shown to contain on the order of a few percent endohedral molecules as determined by laser desorption mass spectrometry. Our work up until now has concentrated on characterising Li@C_{60} by means of IR, Raman\(^{4}\) and UV-vis\(^{5}\) spectroscopy. The material can be dissolved in carbon disulphide and purified by HPLC. Chromatographic analysis combined with laser desorption mass spectrometry showed the presence of two fractions, both of which give a mass peak at 727 u\(^{\pm}\). The fastet of these two fractions has been interpreted as being due to a dimer molecule, (Li@C_{60})\(_{2}\). The rather weak single bond between the two fullerene cages would not be able to survive the extreme conditions existing during pulsed laser desorption thus giving rise to only the monomer mass peak.

In this contribution we shall report new results concerning the production, purification and spectroscopy of Li@C_{70}. There are some significant differences compared to the situation with Li@C_{60}.
PRODUCTION OF Li$_n$@C$_{70}$

Low energy Li-ion bombardment of C$_{70}$ will form Li@C$_{70}$ under the same conditions used and optimised for Li@C$_{60}$ production. There is a clear threshold for the ion energy at about 6 eV below which no endohedral production is observed$^1$. The maximum efficiency of endohedral fullerene production is found at about 30 eV for Li$^+$. The ratio of filled to empty fullerenes in the films increases with increasing ion:fullerene ratio$^2$. However as the amount of lithium in the films increases it becomes increasingly difficult to dissolve them. The conditions under which the maximum absolute amount of Li@C$_{6070}$ can be isolated from the films either by solution followed by HPLC$^3$ or by sublimation$^4$ correspond to an ion:fullerene ratio during deposition of 1:1. There is, within experimental error, the same probability for detecting an endohedral Li@C$_{70}$ as for Li@C$_{60}$ under identical deposition and irradiation conditions. This can be seen in Figure 1 where the laser desorption mass spectrum of a film containing a mixture of C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$ and irradiated with 30 eV Li$^+$ ions is shown. In order to better see the endohedral peaks, this film was made with an ion:fullerene ratio of 6:1.

**Figure 1.** Laser desorption mass spectrum of a thin film containing endohedral Li fullerenes. Produced with an ion energy of 30 eV and an ion:fullerene ratio of 6:1.
Mass peaks corresponding to the capture of two and even three lithium ions can also be seen in this figure. Although the probability of capturing one lithium is very similar for both fullerenes, the probability for capture of two and three lithiums atoms is approximately twice and three times larger respectively in C\textsubscript{70} compared to C\textsubscript{60}. The ratios obtained from the mass spectrum of Figure 1 are plotted in Figure 2. A similar effect is observed for the single ion capture of the larger alkalis with almost six times more K@C\textsubscript{70} being detected than K@C\textsubscript{60}. It is not yet clear whether these very dramatic effects are due solely to the larger volume inside C\textsubscript{70} and thus reduced repulsion energy or whether there are also effects due to different detection probabilities in the mass spectrometer (related to differences in ionisation potential and number of degrees of freedom). This will be the subject of future investigations.

**SOLUBILITY AND HPLC SEPARATION**

The solubility of the films produced by irradiating C\textsubscript{70} with Li\textsuperscript{+} was very similar to the solubility found in the case of C\textsubscript{60}.\textsuperscript{5} In contrast to the situation with C\textsubscript{60}, however, only a total of two HPLC fractions instead of three were observed from the C\textsubscript{70} material. Figure 3 a shows the chromatogram on passing the CS\textsubscript{2} extract from a film (30 eV Li\textsuperscript{+}, 1:1 ratio) through a Cosmosil 5PBB column with CS\textsubscript{2} eluent. The low retention time peak corresponds to C\textsubscript{60} and the second, later peak, to Li@C\textsubscript{70}. The laser desorption mass spectrum in Figure 3b is from the second fraction which also shows traces of oxidized fullerenes. This can be further purified by additional HPLC cycles. The retention time of the endohedral fraction corresponds to that of the second, later endohedral-containing fraction from films made with C\textsubscript{60}. This is the Li@C\textsubscript{60} fraction which we have previously assigned to the monomer.\textsuperscript{4} Li@C\textsubscript{70} is temperature sensitive and partially decays during solvent removal after the HPLC separation. Li@C\textsubscript{70} is significantly less soluble than C\textsubscript{70} in toluene (about two orders of magnitude) and seems to be practically insoluble in n-hexane.
UV-VIS SPECTRUM

The solution of Li@C_{70} in 1,2-dichlorobenzene, CS_{2} and toluene is a red-brown colour and is not very different from C_{70}. Li@C_{60}, on the other hand, is a dark yellow colour and very different from C_{60}. This is perhaps not too surprising since the presence of an endohedral atom has a much less drastic effect on the symmetry of the system, and thus the lifting of level degeneracy, in the lower symmetry C_{70} (D_{5h}) than in the icosahedral C_{60}.

Contrary to Li@C_{60} fractions we could not obtain an electronic absorption spectrum of Li@C_{70} in n-hexane. Therefore, UV-vis absorption measurements were carried out between 300 nm and 1100 nm for the saturated endohedral fraction in toluene and also between 400 nm and 1100 nm in CS_{2} because of better solubility. Figure 4 displays the spectra of isolated Li@C_{70} (the HPLC trace of the material after three-step separation is shown in the inset of the Figure 4) along with the absorption of the C_{70} fraction in toluene for comparison. The absorption peaks of Li@C_{70} at wavelengths above 400 nm resemble the features of the C_{70} absorption in this region, demonstrating electronic similarity. The peaks for wavelengths below 400 nm are significantly broadened and reduced in peak intensity, possibly due to a splitting into poorly resolved peaks. The absorption onset is at about 760 nm and is shifted by about 90 nm to higher wavelengths with respect to C_{70}.
FIGURE 4. UV-vis absorption spectra of isolated Li@C_{70} fraction in toluene (saturated solution, 10mm), CS_{2} (10mm) and the C_{70} fraction in toluene (diluted solution, 1mm). The inset shows the HPLC analysis of the Li@C_{70} fraction after three-step separation.
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Abstract. Endohedral fullerenes exist in a variety of redox states in dependence on the type and the number of metals incorporated. This redox state can be changed by heterogeneous electron transfer reactions. We studied the electron transfer at electrodes by cyclic voltammetry and spectroelectrochemistry. It is demonstrated in this paper for La@C_{82} and Eu@C_{74} that the two or three valency of the metal ion in endohedral fullerenes is caused by the type of the element and not by the shape and redox properties of the carbon cage. For La@C_{82} it is shown that the charge at the carbon cage is varied by heterogeneous electron transfer and in the higher cathodic region a new redox state of La inside of La@C_{82} was found. At the Eu@C_{74} which was also studied by Raman spectroscopy and which has the metal in the 2+ state it is shown by ESR spectroscopy that the electron transfer does not result in a paramagnetic anion.

1. Introduction

Endohedral fullerenes have been shown to exist in a large variety of structures differing in the type of the carbon cage and the element included\(^1\)-\(^3\). The first endohedral fullerenes like lanthanum-fullerene La@C_{82}\(^4\), scandium fullerene Sc@C_{82}\(^5\) and yttrium fullerene Y@C_{82}\(^2\),\(^6\) had at least two different structures differing significantly in the stability of the isomers as measured by ESR spectroscopy in solution\(^7\).

Our recent work\(^8\)-\(^11\) is focused on the relation between the structure and the physical properties of endohedral fullerenes. These fullerenes which were characterised by mass spectrometry, cyclovoltammetry, ex situ and in situ ESR as well as UV-VIS spectroscopy. The aim of the present paper is to describe the electron transfer at some of these fullerenes with respect to their redox state and type of incorporated metal.

2. Experimental

The preparation of the endohedral fullerenes by the arc burning method of Kratschmer and Huffman, the mass spectroscopic characterisation by a sector field mass spectrometer MAT 95 (FINNIGAN, Bremen) and by analytical HPLC after the second separation step have been described elsewhere\(^13\).

Electron spin resonance spectra were recorded by an EMX X-band spectrometer (Bruker) with 100 kHz modulation at 9.5 GHz microwave frequency and
340 mT medium magnetic field strength. The *in situ* electrochemical technique used in this study was described elsewhere\(^4\).

The electrochemical measurements were done at room temperature with a potentiostat PAR 273 (EG&G, USA) including the software PARC M270, version 3.0. A conventional voltammetric cell which was installed in a glovebox under inert conditions was used. As solvent o-dichlorobenzene and as supporting electrolyte tetra-n-butylammoniumtetrafluoroborate were applied. The working electrode was a platinum wire, the counter electrode a large platinum sheet and the reference electrode a silver/silverchloride electrode in the same supporting electrolyte.

For the Raman measurements the fullerenes solutions were dropped on a KBr disk, dried under ambient conditions and mounted on a probe rotation device rotating with a frequency of 3000 min\(^{-1}\). The Raman spectrum was excited with 514.53 nm radiation of an argon ion laser Innova 305 (Coherent, USA) and analysed in a back scattering geometry with a triple spectrometer T 64 000 (Instruments S.A., France) equipped with a multichannel charge coupled device detector. The spectral slit width was set to 2.3 cm\(^{-1}\) and an accumulation time of one hour was used to record the whole spectrum.

### 3. Results

In o-dichlorobenzene solution La@C\(_{82}\) has a pronounced redox behaviour with both anodic and cathodic reactions (Fig. 1). The redox reactions of La@C\(_{82}\) are dominated by redox state of both the metal with Me\(^{2+}\) and the carbon cage with C\(_{82}\)^\(-\). It is to be shown what redox state results at any wave in the voltammogram. This is done by *in situ* ESR spectroscopic measurements. At the open cell potential which is at positive potential of the redox step at +200 mV the ESR signal has its maximum i.e. all the endohedral fullerenes molecules are in the La\(^{2+}\)@C\(_{82}\)^\(-\) state. At the first reduction step at +180 mV the La@C\(_{82}\) is found to be ESR silent. The reduced state of the endohedral fullerene is therefore attributed to the La\(^{3+}\)@C\(_{82}\)^\(-\) state.

![Cyclic voltammogram of La@C\(_{82}\) in a 10\(^{-4}\) mol l\(^{-1}\) o-dichlorobenzene solution at a platinum electrode. Scan rate: 100 mV/s.](image)

FIGURE 1: Cyclic voltammogram of La@C\(_{82}\) in a 10\(^{-4}\) mol l\(^{-1}\) o-dichlorobenzene solution at a platinum electrode. Scan rate: 100 mV/s.
La@C₈₂ undergoes at more cathodic potentials two separated electron transfers. The in situ ESR study at potentials at the beginning of this wave (-650 mV) gives a new ESR signal with the same splitting constant for La of 1.17 G and the g-factor of 2.0011 as in the initial state. This ESR signal is caused by the structure La³⁺@C₈₂⁻ and is difficult to obtain in an undisturbed manner because a second electron transfer in a distance of 150 mV more cathodic gives rise of a new ESR signal of very different parameters. The mixed spectrum is given in Fig. 2 after an electrolysis at -800 mV. The g-value of the new species is changed to 2.0035 and the ESR signal appears to be a single line. The splitting of the La ion is diminished to a value which can not be detected under this experimental condition. The reason for this behaviour is expected to be a change in the position of the ion inside the carbon cage. As the redox state of La@C₈₂ should change during the one electron transfer to La²⁺@C₈₂⁻ the formal new redox state might have no ESR signal. Therefore it should be taken into account that a different distribution of the transferred electron in the endohedral fullerene might be due to the structure La²⁺@C₈₂⁻. This is only to be explained by an intramolecular electron transfer which was not found up till now at endohedral fullerenes. Otherwise the change in the redox state of the lanthanum ion to 2+ might be a further reason for the decrease of the interaction of the nuclear spin of the lanthanum with the electron spin of the unpaired electron on the carbon cage. Further studies on the state of La@C₈₂ after multiple electron transfer in solution are needed.

![Figure 2: ESR spectrum of La@C₈₂ in a 10⁻⁴ mol l⁻¹ o-dichlorobenzene solution in potentiostatic electrolysis at a potential of -800 mV (platinum electrode)](image)

The cyclic voltammogram of Eu@C₇₄ (Fig. 2) shows six redox peaks, four of them in the cathodic and two in the anodic potential range. Based on the even number of cathodic electron transfers previously found already for the twovalent Tm@C₃₂ in contrast to an odd number for the threefold charged Y@C₈₂ and La@C₈₂ metallofullerenes, a twovalent electronic state of Eu@C₇₄ is supported. Furthermore the cyclic voltammogram can be interpreted in terms of a molecular orbital study for
$C_74$ leading to an $A_2^+$-LUMO and an $E^+$-LUMO+1 state\(^{15}\). The four cathodic redox peaks of Eu@$C_{74}$ are nearly equidistantly separated and due to the subsequent occupation of the double degenerated LUMO +1 state\(^{15}\) of $C_{74}$. This empty LUMO +1 level in the ground state of Eu@$C_{74}$ further supports the two-valent Eu ion.

![Cyclic voltammogram of Eu@$C_{74}$](image)

**FIGURE 3:** Cyclic voltammogram of Eu@$C_{74}$ in o-dichlorobenzene solution at a platinum electrode in the cathodic range. Scan rate: 20 mV/s.

The analysis of the peak currents furthermore led to the conclusion that in both voltammetric peaks a one-electron transfer occurs. Therefore it was obvious to follow the electron transfer reactions by *in situ* ESR spectroscopy in cyclic voltammetry. The existence of an odd number of electrons at the $C_{74}$ cage would make the measurement of paramagnetic structures by electron transfer possible assuming splitting constants of europium in fullerenes similar to those in europium salts. All the tests to produce a paramagnetic state by oxidation or reduction at a platinum electrode and to detect this state by *in situ* ESR spectroscopy failed. Up till now the reasons for this behaviour are not fully understood.

For Eu@$C_{74}$ the observed Raman modes can be roughly distinguished in internal cage modes between 200 and 1600 cm\(^{-1}\) and a special (europium metal - $C_{74}$ cage) mode at 123 cm\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 1). The internal modes are extensively discussed elsewhere\(^{16}\). For the determination of the redox state of endohedral metallofullerenes the (europium metal - $C_{74}$ cage) mode is of particular importance. Its wave number of 123 cm\(^{-1}\) can be compared with our previous results\(^{17}\) for Tm@$C_{82}$, Y@$C_{82}$, La@$C_{82}$ and Gd@$C_{82}$. A nearly linear increasing frequency was found for the three M\(^{3+}@C_{82}\)\(^{3-}\) (M = Gd, La, Y) metallofullerenes, the decreasing metal masses could account for. For the three Tm@$C_{82}$ isomers A, B and C significantly lower frequencies of 118, 118 and 116 cm\(^{-1}\) were observed. The lower wave numbers were attributed to a lower bonding strength between the included thulium ion and the fullerene cage as the electronic state of these compounds is M\(^{2+}@C_{82}\)\(^{2-}\). The wave number of 123 cm\(^{-1}\) for
Eu@C\textsubscript{74} is very close to that of Tm@C\textsubscript{82} but significantly lower than the value of 152 cm\textsuperscript{-1} found for the neighbour element in the periodic table gadolinium.

![Raman spectrum of Eu@C\textsubscript{74}](image)

**FIGURE 4**: Raman spectrum of Eu@C\textsubscript{74}

As a different cage geometry has little effect on the (metal ion - fullerene cage) Raman frequency and a site effect between different fullerenes is not obvious, the most probably interpretation for the (europium metal - C\textsubscript{74} cage) frequency of 123 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is a similar bonding strength as in Tm@C\textsubscript{82}. Therefore an electronic state of Eu\textsuperscript{2+}@C\textsubscript{74}\textsuperscript{2-} has to be concluded. The slightly higher frequency of Eu@C\textsubscript{74} with respect to Tm@C\textsubscript{82} can be explained by the mass differences between thulium and europium.

### 4. Conclusions

In the present study it has been shown that the endohedral fullerenes show a significant influence of the fullerene structure on their electrochemical behaviour. For the Eu@C\textsubscript{74} endohedral structure the 2+ redox state of the metal inside the endohedral fullerene was expected from the absence of an ESR signal. The Raman spectra and the electrochemical properties of Eu@C\textsubscript{74} are in good agreement with a two-valent electronic ground state of this endohedral Eu fullerene.

By *in situ* ESR spectroelectrochemistry it is shown for La@C\textsubscript{82} that the charge at the carbon cage is varied by heterogeneous electron transfer and in the higher cathodic region a new state of the endohedral La@C\textsubscript{82} is found.
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Far- and mid- infrared transmission for two isomers of the endohedral metallofullerene 
$\text{Sc}_2@C_{84}$
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Abstract. We present IR transmission measurements for two isomers of the endohedral compound $\text{Sc}_2@C_{84}$ with $D_{2d}$ (No.23) and $D_2$ (No.10) symmetry. The measurements were performed in the far- and mid-infrared region between 80 cm$^{-1}$ and 4000 cm$^{-1}$ and at temperatures from 80 K to 300 K. We identified several modes and investigated their dependence on the symmetry of the cage and on the temperature. The latter turned out to be rather strong and can be used to distinguish between modes of the metals in the cage and cage modes.

I INTRODUCTION

Although first samples of endohedral fullerenes were prepared in the early 90’s, we have little knowledge about the physical properties of such materials. The difficulty in the preparation is the main reason for this situation. The endohedrals are available only in fractions of milligrams. Moreover they are often mixed-up of two or more isomers of the same cage. To obtain isomer-clean samples is even more difficult. In this contribution we report IR transmission measurements for two different isomers of the $C_{84}$ cage filled with two scandium atoms.

There is some knowledge about the vibrational properties of the empty $C_{84}$ cages as mid-IR measurements were performed previously [1]. As expected due to their lower symmetry many lines were observed distributed in an interval between 500 and 1800 cm$^{-1}$. Unfortunately no measurements have been reported for the far-infrared which is the most interesting frequency range for us. The calculations for $C_{84}$ tell us that there are no cage vibrations below $\approx 200$ cm$^{-1}$ [2]. One expects a gap between intramolecular and intermolecular modes. Due to the higher mass of the $C_{84}$ molecule the modes must have an energy even lower than in $C_{60}$ where the highest intermolecular mode is at $\approx 50$ cm$^{-1}$. In the endohedrals the gap can be filled with modes originating from mutual metal - cage vibrations. This was observed
very recently for metallofullerenes based on C_{82} [3] and confirmed by calculations [4]. Metall-cage modes were found at energies between 150 cm\(^{-1}\) and 190 cm\(^{-1}\) for different encapsulated atoms. The frequency scaled with the inverse square root of the reduced mass.

In the Sc\(_2\)C\(_{84}\) isomer with D\(_{2d}\) symmetry two scandium atoms are located on a twofold axes, 2.36 Å away from the carbon cage and 4.03 Å apart from each other. This geometry leaves the D\(_{2d}\) symmetry unchanged [5]. The scandium atoms can oscillate about their local energy minima but as a consequence of their strong separation they do not move as a dimer. Unfortunately no calculations of infrared spectra of Sc\(_2\)C\(_{84}\) were reported so far and only one paper on FIR spectra was published up to now [6].

The temperature dependence of IR modes gives a deeper insight into the dynamics of the endofullerenes. It reflects anharmonic effects and can be used to distinguish between different mechanisms of interactions. One may observe order-disorder phase transitions as in C\(_{60}\). In the Sc\(_2\)C\(_{84}\) both scandium atoms are in +2 state and an electrostatic interaction is the most important. The different nature of the bonding between the carbon atoms on the carbon cage and the metal atoms to the carbon leads to a different temperature dependence which we observed in our measurements.

II RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We measured two isomers of Sc\(_2\)C\(_{84}\) with D\(_{2d}\) (No.23) and D\(_2\) (No.10) symmetry. Both spectra are shown in Fig.1 in the far-infrared region.

The spectra are very similar. They consist of three well resolved parts. We see several peaks above 300 cm\(^{-1}\), a large gap down to 100 cm\(^{-1}\) and a broad feature between 90 and 11 cm\(^{-1}\). (The small feature at 225 cm\(^{-1}\) in the spectrum No.23 is not reliably reproduced from several runs.) Positions of the peaks are equal within a few wavenumbers. Thus, symmetry affects a vibration energy only very weakly. The most surprising fact is the large gap between 300 and 100 cm\(^{-1}\). According to calculations the lowest cage mode is at \(\approx 200\) cm\(^{-1}\) in pure C\(_{84}\). A presence of two atoms and a charge transfer to the cage can renormalize the energy as well as the number of the vibrations.

For us the most interesting part of the FIR spectra are the broad bands between 90 and 110 cm\(^{-1}\). The exact frequency depends slightly on the symmetry. For a simple model where two scandium atoms are oscillating against the rigid cage two solutions with an energy difference of \(\approx 5\%\) were obtained in a harmonic approximation. The difference increases to 10% for a model in which each scandium atom has its own force constant (reflecting a different environment of the Sc atoms). In fact we observed for the isomer No.10 two components of the band with wavenumbers 98 and 107 cm\(^{-1}\) (difference 9%) and for the isomer No.23 two components with wavenumbers 90 and 102 cm\(^{-1}\) (difference 13%).
Measurements of the temperature dependence of the spectra confirmed the conclusion that the peaks below 110 cm\(^{-1}\) originate from scandium-cage vibrations. Results are shown in Fig. 2 where integrated intensities as a function of temperature are plotted for several modes in the far- and mid-infrared region.

The integrated intensities were analyzed rather than linewidths and peak positions of the modes since peaks exhibited a strong splitting into several components. The price one pays for this is a more difficult physical interpretation of the results.

For the isomer No. 23 the integrated intensities of all cage modes investigated behaved similarly and exhibited a maximum at 100 K. As seen from Fig. 2 the temperature dependence of the metal-cage mode is different. Similar results were observed for the isomer No. 10 with the only difference that the maximum of the integrated intensity is shifted to 150 K. As mentioned above the physical interpretation is very difficult. For better understanding we performed a single line analysis for one cage mode.

The linewidth narrows exponentially below and above 150 K but with a markedly different rate (not shown here). The mechanism for the narrowing is the same in the whole temperature region and is assumed to be a coupling to thermal activation of diffuse motion. The endohedral molecules remain disordered at all temperatures and no order-disorder phase transition is observed. This agrees with temperature dependent X-ray diffraction measurements of C\(_{84}\) [7]. Authors found a fcc structure from room temperature down to 5 K and neither order-disorder nor structural phase transitions were observed. They also measured a lattice constant as a function of the temperature and found a linear dependence and a rate changing at 140 K.
FIGURE 2. The normalized integrated intensity in the isomers No.10 (● 100 cm$^{-1}$, ◦ 406 cm$^{-1}$, ▽ 482 cm$^{-1}$, ○ 648 cm$^{-1}$) and 23 (● 100 cm$^{-1}$, ▽ 680 cm$^{-1}$, △ 764 cm$^{-1}$, □ 1130 cm$^{-1}$)

Summarizing we investigated two isomers of the endohedral metallofullerene Sc$_2$C$_{84}$. We found the metal-cage vibrations at low frequencies and explained their two component shape. The metal-cage character of the vibrations was further supported with the temperature dependent measurements.
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Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Investigation of Phosphorus and Nitrogen in [60]Fullerene
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Abstract. Atomic Nitrogen and Phosphorus can be encapsulated in fullerenes acting as highly stable chemical traps. In solution, the neutral atoms in their quartet spin ground state are weakly coupled to the surrounding by zero-field-splitting interaction, resulting either from collision-induced deformations of the fullerene cage or by intrinsic deviations from spherical symmetry. From an analysis of the spin relaxation times, values for the correlation time and the mean square value of the interaction can be deduced.

INTRODUCTION

Recently it was shown that ion implantation is a convenient technique to generate endohedral fullerenes (1). As compared to the well established technique of using an arc discharge in a Helium atmosphere under addition of metal oxides or carbides, this new method has the tremendous advantage that the fullerene cage is well defined by choice of the substrate. Subsequent purification techniques are in principle only necessary to separate empty fullerenes from endohedral species, both of identical carbon mass. Ion implantation has successfully been used to incorporate noble gases (2), alkali ions (3) and group V atoms (1) into C60, by which for the first time the most symmetric fullerene is available as „cage“ in macroscopic quantities. Whereas EF, in which alkali or group IIIb atoms are incorporated, are always characterised by significant charge transfer from the centre atom to the carbon cage, in case of nitrogen or phosphorus no indication of charge or spin transfer is detected. From this it can be concluded that these highly reactive atoms are shielded from the environment, and that fullerenes can be envisaged as nearly perfect chemical traps. Magnetic resonance techniques can be used to detect the remaining weak interactions because the encased atoms in their spin quartet ground state are sensitive probes for the presence of rank 2 tensor interactions, analogue to propping for electric field gradients with nuclear quadrupole moments. Permanent deformations of the cage would lead to characteristic powder spectra when incorporating the EF in a solid matrix, whereas fluctuating deformations induced, e.g., by collisions with solvent molecules, would be detectable by measuring electronic spin relaxation rates in solution. For this study we investigated N@C60 and P@C60 in solution to obtain an order-of-magnitude information about the variance of the time-fluctuating zero-field-splitting (ZFS) in low-viscous solutions. Additionally we studied N@C60 of different cage symmetry in solid matrices and in solution for a determination of the (permanent) ZFS tensor as well as of the
correlation time of this interaction, results of which are given in an additional contribution of this volume (4).

**EXPERIMENTAL**

P@C_{60} was prepared by ion implantation using the same method as described previously (1). N@C_{60} and N@C_{70} were generated using a gas discharge set-up (5). EPR spectra were taken either from poly-crystalline powders or by preparing carefully degassed solutions. Pulsed and c.w. EPR spectra were recorded with a BRUKER ELEXYS 680 X spectrometer.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Fig. 1 shows c.w. EPR spectra of N@C_{60} and N@C_{70} in solution. The spectra are practically identical except for a small difference in their $^{14}$N hyperfine coupling constant (hfc). The peak-to-peak line width in both spectra is mainly determined by a static magnetic field inhomogeneity of the order of 10 mG. The homogeneous width at room temperature as determined from a 2 pulse echo decay function was measured as 6.5 kHz for the C_{60} cage (in toluene) and 8(1) kHz (in CS_{2}) for the C_{70} cage, respectively.

![EPR spectra of N@C_{60} and N@C_{70}](image)

**Figure 1.** EPR spectra of N@C_{60} and N@C_{70} in CS_{2} taken at room temperature. For better comparison, the spectra have been centered.
In Fig. 2, EPR spectra of N@C₆₀ and P@C₆₀ are compared. The interaction of the quartet electronic spin with the nuclear spin I = 1/2 of the ¹³¹P nucleus leads to a line doublet which has additional fine structure, because transitions between (3/2, 1/2), (1/2, -1/2), and (-1/2, -3/2) electron spin levels, respectively, are no longer degenerate because of second-order hf. To our knowledge these transitions have never been observed before separately, because homogeneous line broadening by strong ZFS interactions usually masked the splittings. (As was noted before (6), the same mechanism leads to incipient line broadening in N@C₆₀, observable via the reduced intensity of Mᵢ = 1 components.)
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\caption{EPR spectra of N@C₆₀ and P@C₆₀ in CS₂ at room temperature}
\end{figure}

In contrast to N@C₆₀, in which significant inhomogeneous line broadening masks the homogeneous line width, necessitating enables spin echo experiments for a determination of T₂, in P@C₆₀ the lines can be described by Lorentzians, thus allowing for an easy extraction of T₂ of all allowed electron spin transitions. As is described in detail in a forthcoming publication (7), the relaxation rates of these transitions are given by Eq. 1, assuming relaxation by dominant ZFS interaction. Here, D denotes the principal value of the traceless ZFS tensor, E describes the asymmetry of the traceless interaction, ω is the Zeeman frequency, and τ gives the correlation time of the orientation of the ZFS tensor in its molecular frame with respect to the external field.

In the short correlation limit, the ratio of the subcomponent linewidth is predicted as 3/2, in good agreement with the experimental data recorded at room temperature. As is shown in Fig. 3, the absorption mode spectra (which were measured with
\[ T_2^{-1}(1/2, -1/2) = \frac{4}{5}(D^2 + 3E^2) \left[ \frac{\tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} + \frac{\tau}{1 + 4\omega^2 \tau^2} \right] \]

\[ T_2^{-1}(3/2, 1/2) = T_2^{-1}(-1/2, -3/2) = \frac{4}{5}(D^2 + 3E^2) \left[ \tau + \frac{\tau}{1 + \omega^2 \tau^2} + \frac{\tau}{1 + 4\omega^2 \tau^2} \right] \]

(1)

FT-EPR can be fitted with Lorentzians of width 370(20) and 540(20) kHz, respectively. At lower temperatures larger ratios are observed, allowing for a parameter-free determination of \( \tau \) and subsequently of \( D_{\text{eff}}^2 = (D^2 + 3E^2) \).

**Figure 3.** FT-EPR derived EPR absorption lines of the low field multiplet of P@C_{60}. The dotted line is a fit of the data assuming Lorentzian line shapes.

For the temperature range 193 to 293 K in toluene, \( \tau \) ranges from 32 to 5 ps. Considering the large error which has to be attributed to the “high temperature” values which are calculated from data close to the limiting value of \( T_1^{-1}(1/2, 3/2)/T_2^{-1}(1/2, -1/2) = 3/2 \), the observed variation of \( \tau \) by one order of magnitude compares well with a predicted variation of the translational correlation time \( \tau_{\text{trans}} \sim \eta/T \) of toluene, which varies from 0.00155 to 0.032 cP/K in the same temperature interval. The finally deduced values of \( D_{\text{eff}} = 60(5) \) MHz is a measure for the fluctuating deformation of the C_{60} cage sensed by the 3p valence electrons.

In case of N@C_{60} because of the lack of resolved second-order hyperfine splitting, \( \tau \) and \( D_{\text{eff}} \) were determined by measuring \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), although quantum beats arising from the 255 kHz subcomponent splitting which modulates the spin echo decay lead to
a significant uncertainty in the determination of $T_2$. From the measured ratio $T_1/T_2 = 2.4(5)$, the correlation time of N@C$_{60}$ in toluene at 300 K is estimated as $\tau = 10(2)$ ps. The difference of values determined for N@C$_{60}$ and P@C$_{60}$ in the same solvent is attributed to the error made in measuring $T_2$ from the partially overlapping lines. The value of $D_{eff}$(N@C$_{60}$) corresponding to $\tau = 10$ ps is calculated as 6(1) MHz. This value is quite insensitive to the particular choice of $\tau$ because of its square-root dependence.

CONCLUSION

From an analysis of spin relaxation data it can be concluded that Nitrogen as well as Phosphorus in C$_{60}$ can be described as atoms being confined in a highly stable and efficient “chemical trap”. Interaction of the quartet state atoms with the surrounding molecules is promoted via a fluctuating ZFS, originating from solvent-induced random deformations of the fullerene cage. The dominance of this interaction was confirmed by performing a two-dimensional EPR experiment. The absence of cross peaks in an EXSCY type spectrum can be taken as evidence that nuclear spin-dependent terms, originating, e. g., from nuclear quadrupole interaction or electron-dipolar interaction, are practically absent.
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Thermal stability of N@C$_{60}$
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Abstract. N@C$_{60}$ (atomic nitrogen inside C$_{60}$) is stable at ambient conditions for long periods. No loss of EPR signal intensity is observed after storage for several months in air. However, at approximately 480 K the EPR signal intensity starts to decrease. We present here an annealing study using EPR to measure the amount of N@C$_{60}$ remaining in the sample at the respective temperature. We find an activation energy for the escape process of approximately 1.7 eV. The present data show that the disintegration occurs in different steps. Possible reasons will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

N@C$_{60}$ is produced by ion implantation as described earlier (1,2). The main characteristic of this system is that the encapsulated nitrogen keeps its atomic ground state configuration and that it is inert towards binding to the cage. Such features have been observed so far only for noble gas atoms which are inert by themselves (3). The remarkable stability of N@C$_{60}$ manifests itself also in the fact that N@C$_{60}$ survives chemical reactions (4). In this work the thermal stability of N@C$_{60}$ is examined by temperature dependent EPR investigations.

EXPERIMENTAL

The encapsulated nitrogen is paramagnetic, therefore the EPR signal intensity (multiplied by the absolute temperature in order to account for the temperature dependent sensitivity of EPR) is a convenient measure of the amount of N@C$_{60}$. Both solid and liquid samples of N@C$_{60}$ were investigated. The solid sample was prepared by filling N@C$_{60}$ powder into an EPR-tube and evacuating the tube to 10$^{-9}$ mbar in order to avoid oxidation effects. The liquid sample contains N@C$_{60}$ in 1-Chloronaphthalene, which is a solvent with a high boiling point (532 K). The samples were inserted in a cw-X-band spectrometer and heated in a gas flow in a range from room temperature up to 600 K for the solid samples and 520 K for the liquid ones. EPR spectra were taken after every 2 K step in temperature.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the quantity of N@C_{60} derived from the EPR signal intensity. In this isochronal annealing experiment the temperature was increased with a rate of 1 K in 41 seconds. In the lower part of the figure the differentiated curve, which corresponds to the percentage loss of N@C_{60} per Kelvin, is displayed. It can be seen that the major disintegration of N@C_{60} starts around 490 K and is completed at 580 K. Surprisingly the data indicate that the disintegration occurs in at least two different steps. This will be discussed in more detail below.

**FIGURE 1.** Isochronal annealing of N@C_{60}. The heating rate was 1 K in 41 seconds. a) Quantity of N@C_{60} measured by EPR at different temperatures. b) Differentiated curve which corresponds to the fractional loss of N@C_{60} per K.

The disintegration of N@C_{60} occurs probably via the process depicted in Fig. 2: The nitrogen atom moves away from the centre, forms a bond with two carbon atoms and
FIGURE 2. Model for the escape of nitrogen out of C<sub>60</sub>. In a first step the nitrogen forms an azabridge with two carbon atoms from the inside of the cage, and in a second step it leaves the cage by swinging through the bond to the outside.

then swings through the bond to the outside of the cage. Along this way the barrier towards the outside is lower than the escape through a five- or six- membered ring as shown by theoretical calculations (5). This proposed escape route can explain the rather low temperature at which N@C<sub>60</sub> disintegrates.

![Graph showing temperature vs. decay rate](image)

**Figure 3:** Decay rate $\lambda$ as function of the reciprocal temperature.

Figure 3 shows the decay rate $\lambda$ as a function of the reciprocal temperature. $\lambda$ was calculated according to

$$\lambda = \frac{I(i) - I(i+1)}{I(i) \cdot \Delta t}$$

(1)

where $I(i)$ is the EPR intensity for measurement number $i$ and $\Delta t$ the time between measurement number $i$ and $i+1$. The different annealing steps mentioned above are
again seen on this plot. These data can not be explained with two different escape mechanisms but require the assumption of different kinds of N@C$_{60}$. The increase of $\lambda$ between 480 K and 500 K is attributed to species one of N@C$_{60}$, that between 530 K and 560 K to species two. The flat part between 500 K and 520 K arises from the fact that species one with a high decay rate dies out and species two with a lower decay rate progressively takes over and determines the effective decay rate in this temperature range.

The investigation of N@C$_{60}$ in solution shows decomposition in the same temperature range as the solid sample beginning at around 480 K. The solution data indicate also that the decay occurs in different steps. However, these data are less reliable since, due to the thermal agitation in the solution, particles were ejected from the active area and deposit at other places in the EPR tube mimicking a decay of N@C$_{60}$. In general, however, the solution data confirm the results described above for the solid sample.

CONCLUSION

N@C$_{60}$ disintegrates at a rather low temperature (above 500 K) compared to e.g. He@C$_{60}$ which is stable up to 800 K. The reason is that the escape process is quite different for these two endohedral systems. Whereas He is a passive partner which takes the chance to escape after the opening of the cage by thermal excitation, nitrogen takes an active part in the opening of the shell by forming a bond with two carbon atoms and thereby lowers the barrier for the escape. Theoretical calculations show that this process results in the lowest barrier for the way out.

The present data show distinct annealing steps, both for the powder sample and for the sample in solution. These data indicate that two or more different species of N@C$_{60}$ exist in the sample. The reason for these different species is not clear. At present we cannot decide whether these effects are intrinsic to the N@C$_{60}$ molecule or induced by environmental effects. An interesting speculation is that the effect is due to the different isotopes of carbon. With a natural abundance of 1.1% $^{13}$C, 47% of the C$_{60}$ molecules contain no $^{13}$C, 36% contain one $^{13}$C, and 13% two $^{13}$C. The influence of these $^{13}$C atoms might show up in changes in the vibration modes leading to a change in the activation energy required for the escape reaction.
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Stabilisation of Atomic Elements Inside C\textsubscript{60}
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Abstract: In this study we present a topological explanation for the reactivity of elements encapsulated in C\textsubscript{60}. Performing computations with semiempirical and DFT methods we investigated the influence of the charge distribution of the endohedral fullerene complexes on their chemical behaviour. In contrast to electropositive metals an N-atom is most stable uncharged in the centre of the fullerene. Due to the formation of an intermediate with an endohedral aza-bridge the barrier of extrusion of the N-atom through a CC-bond is comparatively low. The rigid concave shape of the interior of C\textsubscript{60} and the absence of charge transfer to the fullerene cage are responsible for the astonishing inert behaviour towards N-atoms.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, the endohedral complex of nitrogen in C\textsubscript{60} was described [1]. As conduced from EPR- and ENDOR-spectroscopic analyses the nitrogen atom does not undergo any reaction with the fullerene cage in contrast to electropositive metals encapsulated by C\textsubscript{60} [2]. According to resent calculations [3] and EPR measurements on endohedral complexes of higher fullerenes [4] there is a charge transfer from the enclosed metal atom to the fullerene cage. In this computational study we compare the charge distribution in the endohedral complexes of Li, N, and F with C\textsubscript{60} and discuss possible follow-up reactions. All semiempirical calculations were performed with the VAMP 7.0 [5] program using the PM3 [6] Hamiltonian within the unrestricted Hartree-Fock formalism.

CHARGE DISTRIBUTION AND Reactivity

There are three types of endohedral fullerene complexes represented by Li\textsuperscript{+}C\textsubscript{60}, NC\textsubscript{60} and FC\textsubscript{60}\textsuperscript{+}. The polarisation of the fullerene cage is visualised in figure 1 [7]. The plotted surface is obtained by subtraction of the electrostatic potentials of the fullerene cage with and without the encapsulated guest atom. The geometries represent the optimised structures of the endohedral complexes. Whereas nitrogen and fluorine are most stable in the centre of the cage lithium is off-centred. This position is accompanied by a partial charge transfer of about 0.6 while the charge of the in-centre atoms N and F is nearly zero according to PM3-UHF. The density functional
UB3LYP/DZ95* basis set, however, provides a Mullikan charge of -0.53 for F and almost zero for N [8].

![Li@C_{60}, N@C_{60}, F@C_{60}](image)

**Figure 1**

The chemical behaviour of these endohedral compounds depends on the charge transfer interaction between the guest-atom and the fullerene cage. In case of nitrogen (S=3/2) the unpaired electrons are symmetrically distributed in three degenerated orbitals. There is no charge transfer according to our calculations and the EPR measurements [1]. The chemical behaviour is indistinguishable from C_{60} [9]. Calculations done on Li@C_{60} [3, 10] show that the lithium ion inside C_{60} is off-centred due to the attractive interaction with a double bond. The transferred charge is basically located on two carbon atoms of a [6,6]-bond. Thus, the chemistry should be similar to C_{60} or the isoelectronic C_{59}N which is known to form a dimer or to add H leading to C_{59}NH. In our calculation the formation of a dimer (scheme 1) is an exothermic reaction of -19.4 kcal/mol (PM3-UHF). Recent experiments of the Campbell group (these proceedings) corroborate these findings.

![Scheme 1](image)

**Scheme 1**

For F@C_{60} we expect a different behaviour because, if any, there is an electron charge transfer from the cage to the encapsulated F-atom. Since C_{60}^{+} is very reactive, a polarisation of the endohedral complex may induce an exohedral addition or electron impact to give FC_{60} or F@C_{60}X. In both cases a remarkable stabilisation of the endohedral fullerene complex is calculated (-20.7 kcal/mol for F@C_{60}H). Whereas in F@C_{60} the F-anion is located in the centre the formation of an endohedral C-F bond moves the F-atom away from the centre to the C_{60} shell (figure 2).
MECHANISM FOR THE EXTRUSION OF THE N-ATOM OUT OF THE CAGE

We performed semiempirical reaction pathway calculations considering all possible multiplicities. Figure 3 reflects the movement of the N-atom from the centre of C₆₀ towards a) a [5,6]-bond, b) the centre of a hexagon and c) a [6,6]-bond. Up to a distance of 1.5 Å from the cage centre the N-atom is most stable in the quartet state. Then the doublet state becomes more favourable until the N-atom has penetrated a [5,6] or [6,6] bond and reaches its exohedral global minimum. After dissociation of the C-N bonds the quartet spin state is most stable again. Close to the transition states when bond opening occurs both spin states are very close in energy. A comparison of the energies of the stationary points with the DFT results is given in lit. [8b].

The barrier for the extrusion of an N-atom through a CC-bond is about 100 kcal/mol lower than that through the centre of a hexagon. Thus, the calculated activation energy of about 60 kcal agrees well with temperature dependent EPR experiments [8b] (scheme 2).
"Schema 2\[a\]^1

The barrier (40–50 kcal/mol PM3-UHF) for the extrusion of atomic oxygen through a [6,6]-bond is even lower. For the endohedral O@C_{60} there are two nearly isoenergetic minima. The oxygen-atom is either located in centre in its triplet ground state or is bound to a double bond as a singlet epoxide.

**CONCLUSION**

We demonstrate that the reactivity of endohedral fullerene complexes depends both on the shape of the rigid carbon network and on the electron affinity of the guest atom. A very special situation is represented by N@C_{60} were the atomic nitrogen does not undergo any reaction with the fullerene cage. The extrusion of enclosed N or O-atoms out of C_{60} can occur via low energy pathways due to the formation of an intermediate endohedral addition of the guest atom with a CC bond of the cage.
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7. To achieve a clear presentation only the potential surfaces with the highest or lowest charge are shown. The dark regions represent negative, the pale grey positive charged van der Waals surface.
EPR studies of N@C$_{60}$ and its Adducts
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**Abstract** Atomic Nitrogen in its quartet ground state can be encapsulated in C$_{60}$ and its derivatives of reduced symmetry. Three endohedral fullerenes were studied in solid matrices for a determination of the permanent zero-field-splitting tensors. In solution the lowering of the site symmetry by collision-induced deformations of the fullerene cage apparently leads to a time dependent zero-field-splitting of the quartet spin state. The variance of the zero-field-splitting and the correlation time of this interaction are estimated from the absolute values of $T_1$ and $T_2$.

**INTRODUCTION**

The endohedral complex N@C$_{60}$, nitrogen in its atomic ground state ($^4$S$_{1/2}$) encapsulated in C$_{60}$, can be derivatized by chemical reactions without a loss of the endohedral nitrogen. Recently, it was shown that a lowering of the $I_5$ cage symmetry to $C_2$ by derivatization to the mono-adduct N@C$_{61}$(COOEt)$_2$ causes additional lines in the EPR spectra resulting from zero-field-splitting (ZFS) (1). Assuming that the nitrogen atom is still located at the centre of the cage, the ZFS should vanish for the quartet spin in the tetrahedral environment of the hexa-adduct C$_{66}$(COOEt)$_{12}$. In this paper, we studied nitrogen encased by fullerenes of different cage symmetries in solid matrices to determine the permanent ZFS tensors. Additionally, we investigated the fluctuating cage deformations by measuring electronic spin relaxation rates in solution.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

N@C$_{60}$ was produced by ion bombardment (2). A mixture of the endohedral compound and empty C$_{60}$ (ratio 10$^5$:1) was used to synthesise these adducts by cyclopropanation with diethyl bromomalonate (3). Especially, the hexa-adduct $T_5$-N@C$_{66}$(COOC$_3$H$_5$)$_{12}$ and the perdeuterated one, $T_5$-N@C$_{66}$(COOC$_3$D$_5$)$_{12}$, were prepared by the template activation method developed previously (4). Different products were separated by HPLC. For EPR investigations, samples of poly-crystalline powders and carefully degassed solutions were sealed off on a high vacuum line. Pulsed and c.w. EPR spectra were recorded with a BRUKER ELEXSYS 680 X spectrometer.
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Figure 1. a) Integrated c.w. EPR powder spectrum of the mono-adduct $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2\text{N@C}_{60}(\text{COOEt})_2$ (95 GHz)
Parameters derived by simulation: $|a_{\text{iso}}^{(14\text{N})}| = 15.88$ MHz, $|d| = 8.4$ MHz, $|e| = 0.3$ MHz
b) Field swept EPR powder spectrum of $\text{T}_{2}\text{H} \text{N@C}_{60}(\text{COOC}_2\text{H}_2)_{12}$
c) Echo transformed powder spectrum of perdeuterated $\text{T}_{2}\text{H} \text{N@C}_{60}(\text{COOC}_2\text{D}_2)_{12}$
d) Echo transformed powder spectrum of $\text{T}_{2}\text{H} \text{N@C}_{60}$
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EPR spectra in solid matrices

Fig. 1 shows the powder EPR spectra of $I_p$-$N@C_{60}$ and its diethylmalonate adducts with $C_{3v}$ respectively $T_h$ symmetry. The EPR spectrum of the mono-adduct with axial symmetry shows additional transitions because of its lowered symmetry resulting in a non-vanishing ZFS (Fig. 1a). The nitrogen atom, encapsulated in the hexa-adduct, retains its cubic site symmetry; consequently, no ZFS interaction is expected for the quartet spin. In fact, the additional lines observed in the mono-adduct spectrum are missing, although the lines are broadened by unresolved proton hyperfine interaction (hfi) (Fig 1b). To determine if an additional small ZFS exists, we investigated the totally deuterated hexa-adduct. As is seen from Fig 1c, the high molecular symmetry at the nitrogen site is lifted by the crystal field. Apparently, this leads to a distribution of zero-field-splitting values from $|D| = 0$ to 7 MHz, estimated from the edges of the broad "feet" in the EPR spectrum (Fig. 1c). To verify this assumption, we recorded a spectrum of $N@C_{60}$ under the same experimental conditions. Matrix-induced distortions should vanish in the solid phase of $N@C_{60}$, because the fast molecular tumbling of $C_{60}$ at room temperature leads to an averaged D-value of zero. Indeed, no cage deformation could be detected for $N@C_{60}$ as is shown in Fig. 1d.

EPR spectra in solution

The weak coupling of the electronic spin of the nitrogen and the highly symmetrical cage are responsible for the exceptionally long spin relaxation times of $N@C_{60}$, because most of the mechanisms causing electronic spin transitions, e.g., anisotropy of the $g$ matrix and of the electron-nuclear dipole interaction, as well as nuclear quadrupole interaction, are absent if the nitrogen atom is located at the centre of the $C_{60}$ shell. We measured the electron spin relaxation times $T_1$ and $T_2$ for $N@C_{60}$, and for two of its adducts by the inversion recovery method and by spin echo experiments, respectively (see Tab.1). Assuming relaxation process by a dominant ZFS interaction, and denoting the principal values of the ZFS interaction are by $D$ and $E$, and the correlation time and Zeeman frequency by $\tau$ and $\omega$, respectively, the spin relaxation data measured for the mono-adduct in toluene solution, evaluated by Eq.1 and 2, lead to a rotational correlation time of 25 ps and a value for $|D_{\text{eff}}| = 8.5$ MHz ($D_{\text{eff}} = \sqrt{D^2 + 3E^2}$). Nearly the

$$\frac{T_1}{T_2} = \frac{\tau + \omega^2 \tau^2}{\tau}$$

(1) \hspace{1cm} \frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{8(D^2 + 3E^2)}{5(1 + 4\omega^2 \tau^2)} \frac{\tau}{1 + 4\omega^2 \tau^2}$$

(2)

same value was determined by a simulation of the powder spectra shown above (Fig. 1). This indicates that the modulation of the permanent ZFS by rotational tumbling is the major source of spin relaxation in solution. In absence of a permanent cage distortion, as is the case of unmodified $N@C_{60}$ or of the hexa-adduct, a ZFS tensor
rigidly attached to the molecular frame is lacking and therefore rotational tumbling cannot induce spin relaxation. Instead, we have to consider collision-induced deformations of the carbon shell leading to a temporary ZFS tensor fluctuating in direction and magnitude (5). Table 1 summarises the experimental data and the correlation times of the interaction as well as the resulting effective ZFS parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N@C\textsubscript{60}(COOC\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{12} \textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>N@C\textsubscript{60}(COOC\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{5})\textsubscript{12} \textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>N@C\textsubscript{60} \textsuperscript{a}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T\textsubscript{2} [\mu s]</td>
<td>13(2)</td>
<td>24(2)</td>
<td>50(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T\textsubscript{1} [\mu s]</td>
<td>78(5)</td>
<td>116(3)</td>
<td>120(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\tau [ps]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D\textsubscript{eff} [MHz]</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Spin relaxation times measured at 300 K, correlation times of the ZFS interactions, and permanent respectively temporary effective zero-field tensors for nitrogen encapsulated in cages of different symmetry. a) toluene solution, b) dichloromethane solution.

**CONCLUSION**

Evaluation of the electron spin relaxation data in solution and the analysis of powder spectra reveals the existence of a permanent ZFS tensor with axes rigidly attached to the molecular frame for the mono-adduct, which indicates an *intrinsic* distortion of the cage. In contrast, the distribution of ZFS interactions monitored by nitrogen in the hexa-adduct are of *extrinsic* nature and can be explained by matrix-induced distortions of the cage. In solution, in the absence of a permanent ZFS interaction, fluctuations of the ZFS tensor are the major source of spin relaxation. The root-mean-square value of this collision-induced fluctuating zero-field-splitting interaction as estimated from relaxation data for N@C\textsubscript{60} and the hexa-adduct is in the range of the ZFS interaction measured for the mono-adduct.
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CLUSTERS
Giant gold-cluster compounds - Gaps in optical and charging spectra, and an electronic origin of abundance anomalies

Robert L. Whetten, M. M. Alvarez, T. Bigioni, J. T. Khoury,, B. E. Salisbury, T. G. Schaaff, Marat N. Shafigullin, I. Vezmar, Schools of Physics & Chemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0430 USA

Over the past three years, an extraordinary series of as many as 9 abundance anomalies have been identified in the thiogold clusters (AuNSRM) with metallic (Auₙ) cores. [1], [2], [3], [4] These anomalies, discovered at ever smaller sizes in a system lacking a small-molecule antecedent, now span a range from nearly 250 Au to fewer than 20 Au atoms. Several have been confirmed in other labs.

For each abundance anomaly identified, a new material phase is obtained, in high yield, through the optimized decomposition reaction of a polymer precursor (p-RSAu), followed by isolation through recrystallization, chromatography, or gel-electrophoresis methods. The result is a series of new (macro)molecular materials displaying remarkable homogeneity-uniformity and high robustness with respect to thermal-chemical-photochemical-electrochemical stress, fully justifying the analogy to their extended-surface asymptotes (s-Au:SR self-assembled monolayers, SAMs). The functionality achieved through the selection or exchange of R-groups has made it possible to incorporate the core gold-sulfur clusters into an ever growing variety of complex, hierarchical nanostructures.

Earlier hypotheses for the origin of these anomalies have been structural in nature, i.e. centered around the identification of unusually stable atom-packing structures and crystallite morphologies. A series of novel and very stable structures have been found, of truncated pentagonal-decahedral morphology, that explain the x-ray scattering functions [5] better than any others proposed (and also account for an earlier 1.4-nm AuPR3:halide compound [6]). However successful, this explanation can not account for the full range of anomalies observed, particularly at small sizes.

An alternative source of special stability lies in the electronic structure, and in particular the filling of the Au-core conduction-electron levels. The statistical (Kubo) prediction [7] for the HOMO-LUMO gap Δ in Au clusters is 8 N⁻¹ eV, where N is the number of Au atoms in the neutral cluster. Predicted gaps are ~ 1 eV at N = 8, 0.4 eV (20), 0.2 eV (40), 0.11 eV (70). However, experiments on the clusters obtained reveal gaps that are typically three times greater. [8], [9]

The observed gaps are predicted much better by a very different picture, namely the (spherical) electron-shell model, which associates each stability-abundance anomaly with a distinct angular-momentum state, L, of high occupancy 2(2L+1).
[10] [See accompanying Table.] The first two such closings, at 2 and 8 (total) conduction electrons, are already known to account for the stable smaller Au cluster compounds, e.g. the well established Au$_{8+q}$($X_{8}$ clusters ($X = \text{halide}$) with $\Delta \sim 2.5$ eV. [11] Six subsequent major shell closings are predicted to occur in the 18 $< N < 198$ range, and have been thoroughly established, e.g. by atomic-cluster beam experiments. [12] Each higher shell-closing can account for the magnitude of the gaps found experimentally at the corresponding cluster size (mass), suggesting further that they may account for the preferential formation of certain Au$_N$(SR)$_M$ clusters of definite composition.

The gaps $\Delta$ are measured by optical transmission spectroscopy of dilute samples of rigorously purified clusters and with excellent dynamic range, so that even very weak transitions can be detected. [8] The spectra are highly structured, giving evidence of a rich set of electronic transitions. The clusters prepared with a natural thiol show rich circular-dichroism spectra as well, indicating a further decomposition into distinct transitions. [4] In each case, a dispersion (Kramers-Kronig) analysis is used to identify the energy gaps from the imaginary part ($\epsilon_2$) of the dielectric response.

The optical measurements may nonetheless miss a highly dipole-forbidden transition (i.e. not an L - L+1 type expected from the above model). The gaps derived optically are therefore confirmed by measuring the sequence of charging transitions, using either double tunnel-junction or electrochemical methods. [9] In this case, the large-cluster response (a regular Coulomb staircase-like charging curve, indicating a well-defined, sub-$aF$ capacitance) gives way for smaller clusters to a pattern with an increasingly large central gap. The magnitudes of these charging gaps are in reasonable agreement with those observed optically, once a charging contribution has been subtracted.

The finding of gaps in the obtained materials that are uniformly much larger than expected statistically suggests that a universal explanation for the enhanced abundance of certain metal cluster compounds lies in the ability to open a large electronic gap, without deforming to a non-globular shape (morphology). A large electronic gap can act to increase a cluster’s relative inertness against growth or etching, leading to its accumulation. These principles can be taken to apply to the commercially available 0.8-nm and 1.4-nm Au cluster compounds (undecagold, nanogold), as 1st- and 4th-generation shell-closings. [13]

If this explanation holds, it could mark the beginning of a grand unification of the principles of metal-atom clusters (beam experiments and theory), metal-cluster compounds, small-particles materials research, and capacitive nano-electronics. However, there remains an pressing need to clarify several remaining uncertainties in this series of compounds, concerning: (i) the nature of the surface-chemical bond in Au:SR systems; (ii) unambiguous determination of the precise number of Au atoms in the clusters, from fragmentation-free mass-spectrometry; and (iii) total structure determination, e.g. by single-crystal x-ray diffraction. Work on these fronts is underway. [14]
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>(L)</th>
<th>(\Delta_{\text{charg}})</th>
<th>(e)-Count</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>(D_{\text{eq}})</th>
<th>(\Delta_{\text{optic}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0th</td>
<td>S(^2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>~ 2</td>
<td>~ 0.7</td>
<td>&gt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1(^{st}) (o)</td>
<td>S(^2)P(^6)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>~ 2</td>
<td>~ 0.7</td>
<td>~ 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2(^{nd}) (e)</td>
<td>D(^{10})S(^2)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>~ 4</td>
<td>~ 0.9</td>
<td>~ 1.4</td>
<td>~ 1.2</td>
<td>&gt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(^{rd}) (o)</td>
<td>F(^{14})P(^6)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>~ 8</td>
<td>~ 1.1</td>
<td>~ 0.9</td>
<td>~ 1.2</td>
<td>~ 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>G(^{18})D(^{10})S(^2)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>~14</td>
<td>~ 1.35</td>
<td>~ 0.6</td>
<td>~ 0.8</td>
<td>~ 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>H(^{22})F(^{14})P(^6)</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>~ 1.5</td>
<td>~ 0.6</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>I(^2)I(^2)</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>~ 1.65</td>
<td>&lt; 0.6</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^{\prime})</td>
<td>G(^{18})D(^{10})S(^2)</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>~ 1.8</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>J(^{30})</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>~ 1.9</td>
<td>~ 0.6</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^{\prime})</td>
<td>H(^{22})F(^{14})P(^6)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>~ 2.1</td>
<td>~ 0.6</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
<td>~ 0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proton NMR of a Manganese-Ion Cluster Nanomagnet
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Abstract. The manganese ion cluster compounds allow for a study of the transition from molecular paramagnetism to bulk ferromagnetism. They also show bistability on a molecular level and are thus potentially useful for information storage. In view of a large energy gap the system is ESR silent in the X and Q band but not in high field ESR. Here we report on the first proton NMR study of the Mn 12 acetate compound.

INTRODUCTION

The manganese ion cluster compounds show a bistability on a molecular level and thus are very interesting compounds for information storage. In addition they allow for a study of the transition from molecular paramagnetism to bulk ferromagnetism.

The chemical formula of the compound studied in this work is

\[ \text{[Mn}_{12}\text{O}_{18}(\text{CH}_3\text{COO})_{18}(\text{H}_2\text{O})]_2\text{CH}_3\text{COOH}4\text{H}_2\text{O} \]

The twelve Mn ions within a cluster, form a high total spin \( S=10 \) ground state which is well separated from excited levels.

\( S(\text{Mn}^{3+})=2 \)

\( S(\text{Mn}^{4+})=3/2 \)

so that the ferromagnetic ordering of Mn spins leads to:

\( S=8+2-4+3/2=10 \)

The ground multiplet is split by the tetragonal symmetry so as to leave the \( M=\pm10 \)
states laying lowest.

Studying the low temperature properties one sees the following characteristics:

(a) Slow relaxation of the magnetization similar to the blocking temperature of supermagnets

\( \tau=\tau_0\exp[A/kT] \)

where \( \tau_0=2.1\times10^{-7} \text{ sec. and } A/k=61 \text{ K.} \)
(b) At low temperatures, the Mn cluster behaves like a single molecule magnet showing hysteresis effects.
(c) For T<2K the relaxation time becomes temperature independent which means that we have a quantum tunneling of the magnetization between M=-10 and M=10 states.
Nevertheless powder neutron diffraction in an applied magnetic field shows that the above mentioned simple model of coupled Mn-Mn ions is inadequate.
The metal site spin-density population 2.2 for Mn^4+ and 4.0 for Mn^{3+} are much larger than the values expected for octahedrally coordinated ions of 1.5 and 2.0 spins respectively. As a result there is a substantial, generally negative, spin density on the bridging ligands. They obtain:
O(2)=O(3)=-1.0
C(1)OO=0.5
C(3)OO=2.0
C(5)OO=C(7)OO=-1.4
The magnetization of spin differences within the molecule is traditionally described as resulting from “spin polarization” and is a manifestation of electron electron correlation effects.
The above results imply that the unpaired electron spin density is delocalized over the whole molecular cluster.
If this is indeed the case there should be also some unpaired spin density at the protonic positions. This would lead to isotropic contact Fermi shifts of the proton lines which would be clearly evident even in a powder sample.
In view of that we decided to look for the possible delocalization of the electron spin density implied by the neutron data by a proton NMR.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

Proton NMR Fourier Transform spectrum at T=290K and 270MHz shows two pronounced peaks shifted to lower fields in Fig. 1
The salient features of the spectrum are:
1. The strongly shifted A peak is most likely due to the four H_2O molecules which are bonded to the Mn-core. The Oxygen of these H_2O molecules is directly attached to the Mn ion so that the corresponding protons are only one bond length away.
2. The CH_3 peaks are less shifted because in this case the protons are 3 bonds away from the end oxygen that is attached to the Mn ion.
3. An additional contribution to the less shifted peak comes from the protons of the solvated molecules that are present in the crystal lattice but not attached to the Mn-core. These are the other four H_2O molecules and the two CH_3COOH molecules.
4. One thus expects an over-all intensity ratio of 1:8 of the less shifted peaks. This roughly agrees with the observed integrated intensities.
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\textsuperscript{1}H NMR lineshapes

\( T = 290 \text{ K} \)
$T = 290 \, \text{K}$
Deuteron Magnetic Resonance and Relaxation in a Manganese-Ion Cluster Nanomagnet

R. Blinc, J. Dolinšek, T. Apih, and D. Arčon
J. Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, SLOVENIA

R.M. Achey and N.S. Dalal
Department of Chemistry and National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-4390, USA

The temperature dependence of the deuteron NMR spectra and the deuteron spin-lattice relaxation time T_1 of the fully deuterated manganese ion cluster nanomagnet Mn_{12}O_{12}-Acetate have been measured. Two sets of deuteron peaks have been observed which both shift towards lower fields with decreasing temperature. The results imply that the unpaired spin density extends over the whole molecular cluster rather than being concentrated at the Mn ions. The deuteron magnetization recovery was found to be of the stretched exponential type and the spin-lattice relaxation time parameter T_1 showed two pronounced BPP type minima around 70 and 10 K.

Magnetic clusters formed by Mn_{12} acetate molecules (abbreviated as Mn_{12}O_{12}) offer the possibility to study the transition from molecular paramagnetism to bulk ferromagnetism(10). They show superparamagnetic behavior and bistability on a molecular level so that they may be important for information storage. Another possible application is quantum computing. The chemical formula is

\[ [\text{Mn}_{12}\text{O}_{12}(\text{CH}_3\text{COO})_6(\text{H}_2\text{O})_3]2\text{CH}_3\text{COOH}-4\text{H}_2\text{O} \]

The molecular cluster is made of four tetrahedrally coordinated Mn(IV) ions with S=3/2 at the center and eight Mn(III) ions with S=2 at the outside of the cluster. It is assumed that in the ground state all Mn(III) spins are up and all Mn(IV) spins are down resulting in a total spin S=10.

To get some additional information on the possible delocalization of the unpaired spin density and the spin dynamics we decided to study the deuteron NMR spectra and spin-lattice relaxation of a fully deuterated polycrystalline Mn_{12}O_{12} powder sample at a Larmor frequency \(\omega_0/2\pi=42.5\) MHz.

The observed deuteron NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Below 80 K two sets of peaks, designated as A and B, emerge. The B peak is practically unshifted down to 14 K, whereas the position of the A peak follows a Curie law (Fig. 2). The total shift of the A peak amounts to \(\approx1000\) Gauss=650 kHz between 192 K and 14 K. The shifts are due to the isotropic Fermi contact hyperfine coupling. The strongly shifted A peak seems to be due to the four D_2O molecules bonded to the Mn core. The less shifted B peak seems to be due to the \(-\text{CD}_2\) deuterons which are three bonds away from the Mn ions and the solvated D_2O and CD_3COOD molecules. This proves that the unpaired spin density is distributed over the whole molecular cluster including the organic framework and not localized at the Mn cluster skeleton.
The recovery of the deuteron spin magnetization of the less shifted \( B \) peak was found to be of the stretched exponential type. This is not surprising in view of the large number of deuterons contributing to this peak.

The temperature dependence of the deuteron spin-lattice relaxation time parameter \( T_1 \) is shown in Fig. 3. Two BPP \( T_1 \) minima, one around 70 K and another one around 10 K, are clearly discernible. The high \( T \) minimum is present in the proton \( T_1 \) data\(^{(2)} \) too. At the position of the two minima \( \omega_\tau \tau_1 = 1 \) and \( \omega_\tau \tau_2 = 1 \) respectively. Here \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) are the correlation times for the fluctuations in the hyperfine coupling responsible for the occurrence of the two minima.

\[ \text{Figure 1: Deuteron NMR spectra of polycrystalline Mn}_{12}\text{O}_{12} \text{ at different temperatures.} \]

It should be noted that the fluctuations in the hyperfine coupling can be due to fluctuations in the magnetization or sublattice magnetization of the whole \( \text{Mn}_{12}\text{O}_{12} \) cluster, to single \( \text{Mn} \) spin excitations, or due to the reorientations of the \(-\text{D}_2\text{O}\) or \(\text{CD}_3\) groups which take the spin from a position with one value of the hyperfine field to another position with a different hyperfine field.
Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the position of the deuteron NMR A peak in polycrystalline Mn$_{12}$O$_{12}$.

Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the deuteron spin-lattice relaxation time parameter $T_1$ in Mn$_{12}$O$_{12}$.
Figure 4: Temperature dependence of the two correlation times $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ responsible for the deuteron $T_1$ minima in $\text{Mn}_{12}\text{O}_{12}$.

The temperature dependence of the two correlation times $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are shown in Fig. 4. Both are thermally activated and orders of magnitude faster than the correlation time $\tau_M$ for the reorientation of the macroscopic magnetization$^{(3)}$. This mode however seems to contribute to the deuteron $T_1$ at room temperature.
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Synthesis and Characterization of Divalent Metal Containing Mesoporous Silicas by an Ionic Templating Route

Dimitris Petridis and Michael A. Karakassides
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Abstract. The ability of organofunctional silicon alkoxides to bind metal ions enables their use in a new room temperature method based on an ionic template approach for the preparation of divalent metal containing mesoporous silicas. X-ray diffraction, electron spin resonance (ESR), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and surface area measurements, provide evidence for the Cu$^{2+}$, Ni$^{2+}$ and Co$^{2+}$ incorporation into the framework positions and reveal the hexagonal mesoporous nature of the silicate structure.

INTRODUCTION

The recent advent of inorganic mesoporous solids possessing well-defined and designable mesopores with a relative narrow pore size distribution has triggered both academic and industrial interest owing to their use in high economical impact potential applications (1). Hexagonal MCM-41, is one of these materials (2), that recently has been prepared at room temperature by the co-condensation of tetraethoxysilane and organosiloxanes in the presence of surfactant templates (3,4). In this work, combining the sol-gel approach and the ability of organosiloxanes to bind metal ions, it was possible to prepare stable mesostructures under ambient conditions which containing catalytically active metals such as Cu, Ni and Co.

EXPERIMENTAL

In a typical preparation the N-[3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl]-ethylenediamine (1mmol) were dropwise added to an alcoholic solution of cupric chloride (0.5mmol in 5ml methanol). The resulting dark blue solution was then added under stirring to Si(OCH$_3$)$_3$ (23mmol) and the mixture was left for 3-4min. The obtained clear solution was slowly added to a stirred solution of cetyltrimethyl ammonium chloride (3 mmol) in 37ml distilled water with 0.325ml 50wt% NaOH (5.7mmol) and 8ml methanol. After few seconds a blue solid was precipitated. The product, designated as Cu-MCM-41, was allowed to age for 5hours, and then filtered, washed extensively with distilled water and with methanol, dried in air and finally calcined at 600°C for 12
hours to remove the alkylamino groups and the template surfactant. The same synthetic route was also used for the preparation of nickel and cobalt containing-MCM-41 materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the calcined metal containing MCM-41 materials are shown in Fig. 1. All spectra show a characteristic strong diffraction peak at the low scattering angles 2θ, which correspond to a d(100) spacing from 31Å to 33Å. The repeat distance a₀, between the pore centers of the porous structure was calculated with the formula 


\[ a_0 = 2d_{100}/\sqrt{3} \]

(Table 1). The spectra show additional 110 and 200 reflections in the 2θ range from 4.0 to 6.0° (Fig. 1) which indicate the existence of the hexagonal phases. Fig. 2 presents the N₂ adsorption-desorption isotherm for the Co-MCM-41 sample and the corresponding pore size distribution curve (inset) calculated using a cylindrical pore model (5). The shape of the isotherms is typical of the previously reported mesoporous silica samples (1). A well defined step in the adsorption curve was observed near the 0.2 value of P/Po, indicative of the filling of the framework-confined mesopores. The calcined Co-MCM-41 sample has a surface area of 1010m²/g and a pore size of 18Å. The uniform porous structure of Co-MCM-41 is evident in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) lattice image shown in fig. 3.

![Diagram](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of MCM-41 samples calcined at 600°C for 12 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>metal %wt</th>
<th>XRD, d₁₀₀ d-spacing (Å)</th>
<th>a₀ (Å)</th>
<th>Surface area BET(m²/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu-MCM-41</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-MCM-41</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-MCM-41</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>1010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I Chemical Composition (atomic ratio) and structural properties of MCM-41 materials
In an effort to elucidate the environment and the geometry of the catalytic metal centers in the silicate framework the ESR spectra of the as-synthesized (a) and the air-heated Cu-MCM-41 sample (b) were examined (fig.4). The spectrum of the as-synthesized Cu-MCM-41 can be described by an axial spin Hamiltonian with parameters $g_x = 2.27$, $g_y = 2.035$ and $A_z = 0.016$. On the basis of these parameters and previous assignments (6,7) the axial signal may be attributed to a distorted octahedral Cu(II) symmetry, similar to the geometry reported for the cupric-tetrammine complexes introduced in silica gels by a cation exchange procedure (8). The number of nitrogen atoms coordinated to cupric ion may be four or less with framework oxygens competing for the coordination environment of copper. Turning to the spectrum of the calcined Cu-MCM-41 sample, fig.4b, we observe that the E.S.R. parameters are different from those of the as-synthesized sample. The spectrum of the calcined sample can also be described by an axial spin Hamiltonian with $g_x = 2.395$, $g_y = 2.07$, $A_z = 0.012 \text{cm}^{-1}$.

These ESR parameters differ only slightly from the $g_x$ and $A_z$ for the $[\text{Cu(H}_2\text{O)}_6]^{2+}$ complex found in hydrated Cu$^{2+}$ ion exchange MCM-41 ($g = 2.4$ and $A_z = 0.0141$)(6) or hydrated clay minerals ($g_x = 2.38$ and $A_z = 0.0145$) (9). In line with these studies we propose a similar octahedral geometry with tetragonal elongation for the coordination of Cu(II) in Cu-MCM-41.
In conclusion we present a general route for the preparation of mesoporous divalent metal containing MCM-41 materials based on ionic template approach. The x-ray diffraction data in conjunction with the surface area measurements reveal that the metal containing mesoporous material exhibits similar structural characteristics and physical properties with the hydrothermal method obtained MCM-41 materials. The E.S.R. results provide evidence that the cupric ions centers in the silicate framework occupy octahedral sites.

FIGURE 4. E.S.R. spectra of as synthesized Cu-MCM-41 (a) and calcined (b)
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CARBON CLUSTERS – SIZE EFFECTS OF PROPERTIES
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P.W. Fowler
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Abstract

The stabilities of carbon clusters \( C_n \), \( 30 \leq n \leq 82 \) with fullerene like cage structures are discussed on the basis of theoretical calculations. The outstanding stability of clusters with \( n = 32, 36, 44, 50, 60, 70 \) as "magic numbers" is emphasized. Over a wide size range between a few dozen and a few hundred atoms general trends in stability and electronic structure of clusters with different topologies (fullerenes, graphitic sheets, tubules) are discussed.

It has been known for a long time that carbon forms 1D structures (linear chains) for \( n < 10 \) and the size region between \( 10 \leq n \leq 20 \) is dominated by monocyclic rings\(^1,2,3\). As it was shown by systematic DFT investigations\(^4\) and also by ion chromatography\(^5\), ion drift experiments\(^6\) and photoelectron spectroscopy\(^7,8\) the size region \( 20 \leq n \leq 30 \) may be viewed as the transition region from 2D cyclic structures to 3D fullerene cage structures. Calculations\(^4\) have shown also that graphitic like structures for \( C_{20...30} \) are energetically rather stable but they may be suppressed under the high temperature conditions of the experiments by entropic factors\(^9\). Undoubtedly, the fullerene structure is the most stable structure of carbon clusters in the size range beyond \( n = 30\)\(^7,10,8\). The existence of fullerenes for \( 30 < n < 60 \) was indicated in the mass spectra\(^11,13\) and proved by photoelectron spectra\(^7,8\). Besides the most prominent fullerene \( C_{60} \) a number of fullerenes larger than \( C_{60} \) has been isolated\(^14\). However, until now no fullerene material could be synthesized with \( C_n, n < 60 \). Very recent experimental results, as for example reported at this meeting\(^15\), indicate the possibility for the synthesis of fullerene material with fullerenes \( C_n, n < 60\)\(^15,16\).

These experimental findings may be supported by theoretical calculations. The energetics of a cluster \( (C_n) \) with respect to fragmentation \( (C_n \to C_{n-k} + C_k) \) and further growth \( (C_n + C_k \to C_{n+k}) \) can be described by its (relative) stability \( (\delta) \):

\[
\delta = E(n + k) + E(n - k) - 2E(n).
\]

Several experimental studies\(^15,17,18\) and also theoretical models\(^19\) suggest consideration of a process with \( k = 2 \) for fullerenes. The calculated stabilities of fullerene structures between \( C_{30} \) and \( C_{84} \) are drawn in fig. 1. The method we have applied is a density functional based tight binding scheme \( (DF-TB)\)\(^21\). The initial structures of the fullerenes are those of the so called "fullerene road"\(^19,20\). These initial structures, which are minimal pentagon-adjacency fullerenes at each nuclearity and are
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connected by a \( \tilde{C}_2 \) insertion process, were optimized using conjugate gradient algorithms. The calculated stabilities confirm the outstanding stabilities of the two most prominent fullerenes (\( C_{60}, C_{70} \)). The results agree also nicely with the experimentally determined relative binding energies of fullerene ions for \( n \geq 46 \)\(^{18} \). Furthermore, the calculations strongly support the high stabilities of several fullerenes below \( n < 60 \): \( n = 50, 44, 36, 32 \) as "magic numbers".

![Graph showing calculated stabilities for fullerene structures.](image)

Fig. 1: Calculated stabilities (\( \delta(n) \)) for fullerene structures.
In fullerenes as \( C_{60} \) the binding energy (per atom) is still clearly smaller than in graphite owing to the curvature of cages. One can describe the size dependence of the binding energy of the fullerenes as\(^{22} \):

\[
E(n)/n = \varepsilon_\infty + \gamma(n),
\]

where \( \varepsilon_\infty \) is the binding energy per atom in a graphite monolayer and \( \gamma(n) \) is the curvature energy. Assuming a spherical geometry of the fullerene cage, \( \gamma(n) \) goes like \( 1/R^2 \). The number of atoms in a hollow sphere increases proportional to \( R^2 \). Therefore one can write:

\[
E(n)/n = \varepsilon_\infty + c/n.
\]

Graphitic sheet structures of carbon clusters are also less stable than a infinitely large graphitic monolayer, and they are less stable than the corresponding fullereneic structures, at least for \( n \geq 30 \) - see fig. 2. The deviation of the binding energy of a graphitic sheet cluster from that in bulk graphite is mainly due to the "unsaturated" surface atoms. The ratio of surface atoms (\( n_S \)) to the total number of atoms (\( n \)) in the cluster may be used as a measure of \( \gamma \) in these clusters. A graphitic sheet with a radius \( R \) covers an area \( A = 4\pi R^2 \) and has a circumference \( U = 2\pi R \). The area is covered by all atoms: \( A = n A_i \) and the circumference is determined by the surface
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atoms: \( U = n_S d_i \). Therefore the ratio \( n_S / n \) scales as \( 1/R \) and like \( 1/\sqrt{n} \). This means the size dependence of graphitic sheets may be described by:

\[
E(n) / n = e_\infty + c / \sqrt{n}.
\]

As one can see from fig. 2 these size dependences are confirmed by calculations of a large series of fullerenes and graphitic sheets over a wide size range \( (n \sim 20 \rightarrow n \sim 500) \).

**Fig. 2:** Calculated binding energies per atom \( (E(n) / n) \) of fullerenes (dots), graphitic sheets (crosses) and tubes (triangles) divided by the binding energy of a graphite monolayer \( (e_\infty) \) versus \( 1/n \).

As one can see also from fig. 2 tubular structures (energies of \((5,5)\)-tubes are drawn as an example) are generally less stable than the corresponding fullerenes, but they are more stable than graphitic sheets within the size region \( 50 < n < 500 \) for the tubes considered here. The deviation for \( n \rightarrow \infty \) from the graphite value describes the strain energy for a tube of a given radius (for the \((5,5)\)-tubes \( R \approx 3.5 \AA \)).

As shown in \( ^{22} \) the deviation of the ionization energy \( (I_p(n)) \) of a fullerene from the work function of a planar infinite graphite-like plane \( (\Phi_\infty) \) can be described roughly by:

\[
I_p(n) = \Phi_\infty + 1/2R \rightarrow \Phi_\infty + a/\sqrt{n}.
\]

The same holds for the electron affinities \( (E_a(n)) \). It is necessary only to change the sign in the correction \( (-1/2R, -b/\sqrt{n}, a = b) \). The calculated ionization energies and electron affinities for a large number of fullerenes are drawn versus \( 1/\sqrt{n} \) in fig. 3. One can clearly see that for \( n < 100 \) the abovementioned size dependence has superimposed "structural" effects, but the extrapolation for the large fullerenes gives
for the affinities and for the ionization energies a value close to the work function of graphite. The difference between the affinity and the ionization energy is related to the HOMO-LUMO gap. The gap shows significant fluctuations again for \( n < 100 \). These fluctuations will be discussed and compared with experimental data elsewhere\(^\text{16}\). The extrapolations from \( n > 100 \) indicate clearly that the gap is closing - see dashed lines in fig. 3. For \( n > 100 \) the graphitic sheets and the tubes have considerably smaller gaps (< 0.5 eV) than the fullerenes. Details will be given in\(^\text{23}\).

In fig. 3 there is drawn also the average of electron affinity and ionization energy, which might be viewed as the electronegativity of the fullerenes (\( \chi(n) \)). Interestingly this quantity does not vary much, going from small clusters up to \( n \to \infty \). Certainly, this rough qualitative approach deserves a more detailed discussion and refinement\(^\text{23}\).

For example, the trend lines (dashed lines) in fig. 3 show a slightly different slope for the electron affinities and the ionization energies (\( a \neq b \)) and \( \chi(n) \) tends to decrease slightly with increasing \( n \).

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 3:** Calculated electron affinities (crosses), ionization energies (dots) and 
\( \chi(n) \equiv 1/2[E_a(n) + I_p(n)] \) for fullerenes versus \( 1/\sqrt{n} \).
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Laser Induced Emission Spectroscopy of Carbon Clusters in Solid Argon
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Carbon clusters \( C_n \) \((n \leq 20)\) play an essential role in the formation of larger carbon structures like fullerenes and nanotubes. To prepare these species, we applied the matrix isolation technique. Graphite rods were evaporated in vacuum and the carbon vapor molecules \((C_1 - C_3)\) were trapped in argon matrices. By thermal annealing, the molecules can form clusters of up to about \( C_{20}\). We used FT absorption spectroscopy and high-sensitivity emission spectroscopy to characterize the vibrational modes of the of these species. The time-resolved dispersed fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra were recorded by a gated photodiode array spectrometer. For selective excitation of the matrix-isolated molecules, a pulsed dye laser system was used. Such studies are technically extremely demanding since the emissions of larger carbon molecules are very weak.

1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon molecules are of predominant interest in fullerene science. They also play an essential role in combustion research and, last not least, as possible constituents of the interstellar medium. There is a plenty of evidences that buckminsterfullerene \( C_{60} \) and the other closed structures are formed in the gas phase from small precursor molecules,\(^{1}\) such as the species \( C_1, C_2, C_3 \) which are abundant in carbon vapor.\(^{2}\) The structures and the spectroscopic properties of these small molecules and that of the fullerenes starting from \( C_{60} \) are rather well known. The geometric structures of molecular ions in the intermediate size range have become apparent by ion chromatography.\(^{3}\) However, corresponding data for neutral carbon species are very much limited, even though an impressive progress has been made in identifying the absorption spectra of the linear molecules ranging up to about \( C_{15}.\(^{4,5}\) Theoretical predictions\(^{6}\) and also experimental data\(^{3,7}\) indicate that carbon clusters above a certain size should occur not only as linear chains but also as monocyclic rings. The electronic transitions of the carbon rings, however, could not be identified so far.

Linear carbon molecules exhibit dangling bonds at their periphery and thus are highly reactive. Moreover, the intermediate size clusters can be produced in the gas
phase only in moderate amounts. Hence, the spectroscopical studies of these species are accompanied by many problems. In our previous report on matrix-isolated species, we presented the strategies by which the molecular identification and structure determination can be achieved. In this paper, we give a short overview about the recent developments in this field. We report on our success in obtaining the fluorescence and phosphorescence emission spectra of the matrix isolated carbon species. This kind of spectroscopy allows to determine the energies of the symmetrical (i.e. Raman active and infrared inactive) vibrational modes in the ground states of linear molecules. In conjunction with the infrared absorption data, the vibrational modes of the ground states can be completely characterized. The emission spectra yield also important informations about the structures of the molecules. The corresponding excitation spectra allows us to selectively study the electronic transitions of the matrix isolated species. By such methods, we aim to clarify the structure of the intermediate-sized carbon clusters, search for cyclic isomers, and ultimately also for fullerene-like species.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Carbon-vapor molecules (C1–C3) produced by evaporation of graphite in vacuum were deposited together with an excess of argon (C/Ar-ratio of 0.1 - 1 mol%) onto a cold (10 - 20 K) rhodium-plated sapphire mirror. The evaporation process was monitored by a mass spectrometer and the molecular beam was purified by a differential pumping stage before reaching the cold substrate. Larger clusters were synthesized in the matrices by chemical reactions induced by controlled matrix annealing. In case of large C/Ar-ratios, the molecular growth took place already during deposition, and no thermal annealing was required. To identify the produced molecules, high-resolution absorption spectra of the prepared matrices were recorded in the infrared and uv-visible spectral ranges by FT-spectrometers. The clusters embedded in the matrices were selectively excited by a pulsed dye laser system and time-resolved dispersed fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra were obtained with a gated photodiode array spectrometer.

3. ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Figure 1 shows an infrared absorption spectrum of a freshly prepared matrix. The C/Ar-ratio during the deposition was kept relatively high (about 1 mol%) so that already after matrix preparation larger clusters were synthesized. The most intense features in the infrared spectrum are at 1956, 1998 and 2039 cm\(^{-1}\) and come from linear C6, C9 and C3, respectively. The spectrum shows absorption features of all so far identified linear carbon molecules ranging up to C11. The actual cluster size distribution is, however, wider, and extents probably up to linear C20. Beside the linear isomers, also a carbon ring could recently be identified. Based on isotopic substitution
experiments and *ab-initio* calculations, Wang and co-workers assigned the absorption at 1695 cm\(^{-1}\) to cyclic C\(_6\)^. On the other hand, we never found absorption lines at frequencies below 700 cm\(^{-1}\), that would be typical for the radial modes of fullerene-cage vibrations. Very likely, carbon cluster growth at cryogenic conditions does not lead to fullerenes. This result confirms the widely accepted conjecture that fullerenes only form efficiently under high-temperature conditions where the molecular structures have the chance to relax into the minimum-energy configurations, i.e. to fullerenes.

![Infrared absorption spectrum of small carbon clusters trapped in an argon matrix. The molecular absorbers are indicated. Most of the absorption lines originate from linear molecules.](image)

**Figure 1.** Infrared absorption spectrum of small carbon clusters trapped in an argon matrix. The molecular absorbers are indicated. Most of the absorption lines originate from linear molecules.

### 4. EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

The high-sensitivity emission spectroscopy is a very powerful tool to analyze molecular vibrations and structures. We demonstrate the impressive potential of this method by our data obtained on the linear C\(_3\) molecule.

#### 4.1. Dispersed Emission Spectra

Figure 2 shows an example of an emission spectrum: the complete dispersed fluorescence (\(\tilde{A}^1\Pi_u \rightarrow \tilde{X}^1\Sigma_g^+\)) spectrum of C\(_3\) embedded in solid argon. The insert in the figure shows the excitation wavelengths labeled by arrows over the well known C\(_3\) absorption (\(\tilde{A}^1\Pi_u \leftarrow \tilde{X}^1\Sigma_g^+\)) spectrum. The emission spectrum is plotted in
semilogarithmic scale. The very high sensitivity of our setup enabled us to observe emission bands up to vibrational energy of about 8000 cm\(^{-1}\). The intensity of the observed emission peaks extends over about seven orders of magnitude.\(^{10}\)

![Figure 2. Dispersed fluorescence emission spectrum of C\(_3\). The emission peaks of C\(_3\) are labeled by corresponding vibrational quantum numbers \((v_1', v_2', v_3')\); several fluorescence emission peaks are due to the CNN molecule. See text for details.](image)

The emission spectrum shows evidences for fast vibrational relaxation in the excited state \(\bar{A}^1\Pi_u\) caused by the matrix environment. We never observed emission bands occurring from the vibrationally excited electronic state \(\bar{X}^1\Sigma^+_g\). The vibrational relaxation in the excited state \(\bar{A}^1\Pi_u\) is obviously much faster than the lifetime of the state itself. The emission spectrum shows also evidences for the linear structure of C\(_3\) in the ground state \(\bar{X}^1\Sigma^+_g\). The observed emission peaks exactly obey the selection rules for linear molecules (only transitions to even multiples of \(v_2 + v_3\) can occur). Thus, our measurements clearly answer the question discussed several years ago, whether C\(_3\) is linear in the ground state or not.

### 4.2. Excitation Spectra

Scanning the laser emission wavelength over the absorption structures and observing the corresponding emission intensities, excitation spectra of the matrix-isolated molecules can be obtained. Depending on the spectral resolution of the spectrometer and on the width of the laser emission line, some of the matrix-induced effects can be resolved, as e.g. matrix site effects and also to some degree the inhomogeneous line...
broadening due to the matrix. Generally, excitation spectra yield additional informations about the molecules: they reflect the vibrational structure of the excited states of the studied species. Because of the selectivity of the emission spectroscopy, the excitation spectra provide - in comparison with the absorption spectroscopy - a more reliable method to determine the absorption lines of a specific molecule, even in a sample containing a mixture of different clusters.

5. OUTLOOK

We have developed an apparatus by which extremely weak emission lines with quantum yields lower than $10^4$ can be detected. Besides $C_3$, we recorded for the first time emission spectra of larger linear species. At present, we are analyzing the emission spectra of these molecules. Using the emission spectroscopy, we are searching for cyclic carbon isomers in the matrices.
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Carbon Onions Produced by Ion-Implantation
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Abstract. Carbon films were produced by high dose carbon ion-implantation into polycrystalline copper and silver substrates held at high temperature (> 400°C). The carbon layers so obtained were characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy and Atomic Force Microscopy. Numerous carbon-onions (50-200 nm in diameter), randomly distributed into a graphitic film were obtained after the implantation into copper whereas a continuous film of carbon onions (10-30 nm in diameter) was observed onto the silver substrates. We discuss the growth mechanisms of the carbon clusters and propose that the onion formation is simply based on a carbon precipitation in the substrate volume. We propose that the here presented process is a powerful way to synthesize a high density of carbon onions, especially in silver substrates.

INTRODUCTION

Carbon onions, usually described as concentric spherical carbon shells having a graphite-like structure, have been subject of interest when Ugarte (1) discovered a reproducible technique to synthesize such carbon clusters. This author irradiated a carbon soot (composed of fullerenes, nanotubes and graphite particles) with a high current electron beam in a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM). Surprisingly, he observed the destruction of the various carbon clusters composing this soot and their rearrangement in an onion-like structure. Nevertheless, the inability of such a method to synthesize carbon onions in macroscopic quantities let explain that one has a poor knowledge of their physical properties.

More recently, other processes have been demonstrated to be efficient for the carbon onion synthesis. Annealing experiments performed on diamond nanoparticles (2) or on carbon black (3) have in this way been successfully used to obtain numerous carbon onions of about 3-10 nm in diameter. However, the so formed carbon onions are often polyhedral. Another kind of experiments that have been recently demonstrated to be powerful for onion synthesis consists in high dose carbon ion-implantation into copper or silver. Below, we will focus our attention onto the results obtained using such an approach.

These last experiments were first performed to find a new route for diamond thin film synthesis using an original approach. Carbon and copper are poorly miscible and Prins (4) proposed that during a high temperature carbon ion-implantation into copper, C atoms will diffuse towards the surface where they will precipitate. Copper and diamond have close structures and a very small lattice mismatch. Thus Prins proposed that carbon could precipitate onto the copper surface in the diamond phase. In fact, using such an approach we have never been able to characterize the presence of
diamond onto the implanted copper substrates(5) and this whatever the implantation conditions were. It was only detected a uniform turbostratic graphite film seeded with numerous carbon onions randomly dispersed onto the surface. To obtain a better understanding about the growth mechanisms of these spherical clusters, we perform the same kind of experiment but into silver, in which carbon has also a very low solubility.

In this paper, we present the results obtained for the different carbon phases formed by carbon-ion implantation into copper and silver. Analysis and comparison of carbon onions formed during implantation in copper and silver are presented. The mechanisms of growth of the different carbon phases we obtain and the potentiality of the presented implantation technique are then discussed.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Copper and silver substrates (purity > 99.99%) are shots (3 mm in diameter) mounted onto a furnace that can reach temperatures higher than 1000°C. The 120 keV C\textsuperscript{+12} ion implantations have been performed in a vacuum better than 10\textsuperscript{-5} Pa. The substrates' temperature has been varied for copper in the range 700-1000°C and 500-800°C for silver. We also varied the ion-fluxes (2 to 45 μA cm\textsuperscript{-2} s\textsuperscript{-1}) and implanted high doses (0.5 to 5x10\textsuperscript{17} cm\textsuperscript{-2}). To prepare the samples for TEM observations, the backside of the substrate was polished (the implanted face being protected with a plastic film) with a chemical jet. Near the hole so created, areas where only the carbon thin film free of silver (or copper) is present are obtained. The different synthesized carbon phases were studied by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and High Resolution TEM (HRTEM). The surface of the implanted samples was examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Typical bright field micrographs of the carbon film so produced are presented in figure 1. Spherical micrograins (50-200 nm in diameter) embedded into a continuous carbon film are observed onto copper substrates. This result differs from the one obtained for the implantations into a silver matrix since only spherical carbon clusters are observed in this last case (see fig. 1b). The Selected Area Electron Diffraction Patterns (SAEDP) obtained are typical of polycrystalline graphite. We performed dark field observations of the spherical clusters by selecting a part of the most intense ring (corresponding to a distance of 0.34 nm between graphene layers) as shown in figure 2. The fact to observe right segments of disks indicates that the graphene layers of these clusters are parallel from each part of the center. Such an observation is easily explained if one considers that these micrograins have an onion-like structure.

High resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy experiments assess that carbon onions have been elaborated after implantation into both copper and silver. Nevertheless, it is important to note that carbon-ion implantation in silver is much more promising since only carbon onions are obtained. Indeed for copper substrates, if
some areas present a high density of onions, a uniform film of turbostratic graphite free of carbon onions is observed on many other areas. Let's also note that the density of onions formed into silver is so high that the observation of individual onions is only possible on the vicinity of the hole created by the chemical polishing. Furthermore, we annealed some silver samples in vacuum (800°C, 10⁻³ Pa) to evaporate the silver and thenafter observed that uniform films of carbon onions were formed in these substrates.

The positions of the onions versus the implanted surface have been determined using AFM observations. On Figure 4, a high density of onions is clearly observed onto the implanted surface for both silver and copper substrates after high fluence implantations (≥ 3 x 10¹⁷ ions/cm²). These experiments confirm the TEM observations since it attests

**FIGURE 1.** TEM bright field micrographies (and corresponding SAEDP) of carbon film formed by implantation: (a) into copper (dose : 5.10¹⁷ cm², ion-flux : 2 μA.cm², temperature : 800°C) and (b) into silver (Bragg spots on the SAEDP are due to some silver residues) (dose : 3.10¹⁷ cm², ion-flux : 2 μA.cm², temperature : 600°C)

**FIGURE 2.** TEM dark field micrographies of the carbon film formed: (a) into copper and (b) into silver (same implantation parameters than for the figure 1)
FIGURE 3. HRTEM micrographies of some carbon onions synthesized: (a) into copper (dose: $5 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$, ion-flux: 2 $\mu$A.cm$^{-2}$, temperature: 800°C) and (b) into silver (dose: $2.5 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$, ion-flux: 45 $\mu$A.cm$^{-2}$, temperature: 500°C).

FIGURE 4. AFM observation (signal error image) of carbon onions synthesized into silver (dose: $3 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-2}$, ion-flux: 2 $\mu$A.cm$^{-2}$, temperature: 500°C). (Image size: 1x1 $\mu$m$^2$)

of the formation of a high density of carbon onions for implanted silver substrate. Furthermore, on many areas, only the top of some onions can be observed; the main part of the carbon onion film being still embedded inside the silver volume. Onto copper substrates, the density of onions is heterogeneous: isolated onions as well as clusters of some tenth of onions are randomly distributed onto the surface (not shown here).
In view of AFM experiments, we propose that the carbon onions formed into the bulk of the silver substrates is due to a carbon precipitation. During this three dimensional precipitation, one can expect spherical precipitates to be formed. Furthermore for such dissolution-diffusion-precipitation mechanism, it is well documented that some metals (as Cu, Ag, Ni, Co,...) have a catalytic effect onto graphitization (6-9). More especially, during experiments related to the study of the catalytic effect of these metals, graphitization occurs at low temperature, the graphene layers being parallel to the C/metal interface. Thus one can expect the spherical carbon precipitates to have their graphene layers parallel to the metal interface and this would lead to the formation of an onion-like structure. Moreover, if such a structure is not directly formed in the bulk bulk, irradiation effects combined with the temperature effect can allow the transformation of carbon precipitate into onions (10). The onions being formed into the bulk of the metal substrates, we propose that copper (or silver) preferential sputtering will play a significant role by letting appear the top of the onions on the metallic surface.

From our results, carbon-ion implantation into copper and silver seems to be a powerful technique to synthesize numerous carbon onions. Especially, the formation of a continuous thin carbon onion film onto silver is of interest if one consider the poor knowledge that we have about onion properties. We can then think to perform many new experiments to characterize tribological, magnetic and electrical properties of carbon onion films. Furthermore, the medium range temperature process we have presented has the advantage to be a one step process and high current implantors can contribute to cover large areas with carbon onions in short times. For example, carbon onion thin film formation has been observed after ion implantation into silver with a high ion-flux (45 mAm cm⁻²). With such high ion-fluxes we could then obtain carbon onions' films in only some tenth of minutes. Moreover, the onion formation by carbon ion-implantation seems to be a general feature for substrates in which carbon is not miscible. Thus, one can expect to obtain identical results by performing high fluence carbon-ion implantations into gold, lead, etc....
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Molecular Dynamics Study of Carbon Structures
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Abstract. Tight binding molecular dynamics calculations were performed for the study of carbon structures. Under helium atmosphere cage-like structures were obtained independent of the initial arrangement of the carbon atoms. The final cage $C_{60}$ cluster contained 11 pentagons, 19 hexagons, 1 tetragon and 1 heptagon. When the helium atoms were removed, the final bulk structure was determined by the densities of the carbon atoms. In the case of amorphous and graphite densities of bulk simulation mostly threefold coordinated carbon atoms were obtained, and when diamond density was used the final structure contained mostly fourfold coordinated carbon atoms.

INTRODUCTION

Molecular dynamics [1] can provide detailed insight into the formation process of fullerenes although the simulation time of several psec is small compared to the real time of formation. In the laser evaporation [2] and arc deposition [3], for example, the estimated average time between collisions of He, C or $C_{60}$ is the order of nanoseconds [4]. This drawback is usually avoided by using higher pressure and increased temperature in the simulation process. In all of these calculations, however, there are applied some artificial conditions in order to obtain the closed cage like structures. Ballone and Milani [5] kept the carbon atoms on the surface of a sphere for $T > 4000K$, Chelikowsky [6] removed and replaced randomly the energetically unfavorable atoms and Wang et al. [7] confined them into a sphere and obtained closed cage only for $R = 3.832 \text{ Å}$.

In the proceedings of the 1997 Kirchberg Winterschool [8] we presented our preliminary molecular dynamics calculations on the formation of the $C_{60}$ molecule, where tight-binding molecular dynamics calculations were performed for sixty carbon atoms in helium atmosphere. In the present work we increased the time of simulation from 11.2 psec to 30.8 psec and studied the influence of the different initial carbon structures on the final results. We studied also the formation of amorphous graphite and diamond structures when the helium atmosphere was replaced with the periodic boundary condition on the carbon unit cell.
I  THE METHOD

In our simulation the carbon carbon interaction was calculated with the help of the

\[ E = \sum_{i} \frac{P_i^2}{2m} + \sum_{\text{occupied}} \psi_n |H_{TB}| \psi_n \psi_n > + U_{rep} \]  (1)

tight-binding total energy expression of Xu et al. [9].

The helium-helium and carbon-helium interaction was modeled with a pairwise 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential

\[ U_{ij} = 4\varepsilon_{ij} \left( \frac{\sigma_{ij}^{12}}{r_{ij}^{12}} - \frac{\sigma_{ij}^6}{r_{ij}^6} \right) \]  (2)

where \( \varepsilon_{HeHe}/k_B = 10.8 K \), \( \sigma_{HeHe} = 2.57 \text{ Å} \) [10] and \( \varepsilon_{CC}/k_B = 33.25 K \), \( \sigma_{CC} = 3.47 \text{ Å} \) [11,12]. The carbon-helium parameters were calculated with the relations \( \varepsilon_{HeCC} = (\varepsilon_{HeHe}\varepsilon_{CC})^{0.5} \) and \( \sigma_{HeCC} = (\sigma_{HeHe} + \sigma_{CC})/2 \).

In the first part of our calculation we put 60 carbon atoms in a cube of side 25.0 Å with randomly dispersed 1372 helium atoms. Four initial carbon arrangements were used, as Kroto’s four-deck sandwich model 6:24:24:6, and other random structures with amorphous, graphite and diamond densities. These carbon clusters were exploded with an initial temperatures of 13000 K. A Nosee-Hoover thermostat controlled the T = 4000 K temperature of the helium gas. Periodic boundary condition was applied for the cube of side 25.0 Å.

In the second part of our calculation the helium atmosphere was removed and the periodic boundary condition was used for the unit cells of side 8.424 Å, 8.00 Å and 6.4Å in the case of amorphous, graphite and diamond densities of 60 carbon atoms.

II  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the carbon structures in helium atmosphere.

In the first 0.35 psec the disintegration of the various carbon structures were found. Until 1.4 psec new polygons were created and for 5.6 psec cage like structures were developed for each case of the simulation. The calculation was continued for the four-deck model and after 30.8 psec a cage structure was obtained with 11 pentagons, 19 hexagons, 1 tetragon and 1 heptagon (Figure 2).

Any artificial condition was not used in the simulation.

In the case of bulk simulation the time of simulation was 5.6 psec. The number of onefold, twofold, threefold and fourfold coordinated sites are in order 0.0%, 10.0%, 86.7% and 3.3% for the amorphous; 3.3%, 10.0%, 86.7% and 0.0% for the graphite; and 0.0%, 0.0%, 10.0% and 90.0% for the diamond densities.
**FIGURE 1.** Snapshots at 0.0, 0.35, 1.4, and 5.6 psec of the four-deck, amorphous, graphite and diamond structures.

**FIGURE 2.** The final structure after the simulation time of 30.8 psec. The structure is seen from the six faces of the cubic unit cell.
The results of the present computational study can be summarized as follows: Under helium atmosphere cage-like structures were obtained independent of the initial arrangement of the carbon atoms, but in the case of bulk simulation the final structure was determined by the atomic densities.
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Plasmon Excitations in Carbon Onions: Model vs. Measurements
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Abstract. Non-relativistic local dielectric response theory has proven successful in the interpretation of Electron Energy Loss data of nanometer-size isotropic particles of different geometries. In previous work, we have adapted this model to take into account anisotropy as encountered in the case of carbon onions. We have shown that this anisotropy needs to be taken into account since important deviations with respect to an isotropic model can be observed. In this contribution, we report on the first energy filtered images of carbon onions and compare intensity profiles across the spheres to our calculations.

INTRODUCTION

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) in a High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope (HRTEM) allows at the same time the characterization of the geometrical parameters and the investigation of the electronic properties of one single nanometer-size particle. This technique therefore does not rely on the necessity to dispose of high purity samples, which is interesting in the case of carbon nanostructures such as tubes or onions, since even though important progress has been made (1), the purity of the samples still is a problem. In fact, some measurements using this technique have already been reported, but a qualitative interpretation of the results has not yet been possible due to the lack of theoretical background. Recent calculations (2) based on non-relativistic local dielectric response theory (3) have now evened a way for a detailed qualitative analysis of the experimental data. We report on the analysis of energy filtered transmission electron micrographs of carbon onions based on those calculations.

MODEL OF THE EXCITATION OF PLASMONS

The model of the plasmon excitations in carbon onions was developed in the frame of non-relativistic local dielectric response theory (3). This approach consists in deducing surface and volume plasmon excitation probabilities from the dielectric tensor of the bulk material, taking into account the geometry of the particle. In the case of carbon onions, it is necessary to make an assumption about the dielectric properties of the particle. In our calculations, this was done following the scheme proposed by Lucas et al. (5) which consists in projecting the dielectric tensor of planar graphite into spherical coordinates (figure 1a). Accordingly it is assumed that locally the dielectric properties of a carbon onion can be described by the dielectric tensor of planar graphite.

\[ \tilde{\varepsilon}(\omega) = \varepsilon_{\parallel}(\omega)e_{\parallel} + \varepsilon_{\perp}(\omega)e_{\perp} + \varepsilon_{\theta}(\omega)e_{\theta} \]

**FIGURE 1.** (a) Model used for the electronic properties of a carbon onion. Locally, the electronic properties are supposed to be identical to those of planar graphite. (b) As the electron moves along its trajectory, it passes infinitely small layers of planar graphite oriented at an angle \( \alpha \) with respect to the optical axis of the microscope.

Non-relativistic local dielectric response theory allows to calculate the excitation of the surface and volume plasmons separately, the total plasmon excitation probability being just the sum of the two. In our approach, the volume contribution is deduced from the excitation probability per unit path length of a planar sheet of graphite as calculated by Wessjohann (4). In fact, as the electron is travelling through the carbon onion, it crosses infinitely thin layers of graphite which continuously change their orientation as the electron moves on (see figure 1b). The volume plasmon excitation probability is therefore simply given by the integral of the orientation-dependent excitation probability given by Wessjohann along the path in the onion (Eq. 1). \( q_p^2 \) and \( q_c^2 \) are the projection of the transferred momentum on the plane perpendicular and on the direction parallel to the c-axis of the graphitic layer of thickness \( dz \), respectively.

\[
\frac{dP_{\text{volume}}(\omega)}{d\omega} = \frac{e^2}{4\pi\varepsilon_0 \hbar^2} \int_{-z_0}^{z_0} dz \int_{\theta_0}^{\theta_M} d\theta \int_0^{2\pi} d\phi \, \text{Im} \left[ \frac{-q_0^2}{q_p^2 \varepsilon_{\perp}(\omega) + q_c^2 \varepsilon_{\parallel}(\omega)} \right]
\] (1)
In order to calculate the surface plasmon excitation probability, the expression for surface plasmon excitation given in the review article by Wang has been used (3).

\[
\frac{dP_{\text{surface}}}{d\omega} = \frac{e^2}{\pi \hbar v^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dz' \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dz' \text{Im}\left\{e^{i\omega(z' - z)/v} V_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_0) \right\}_{\mathbf{r} = (x_0, 0, z')}
\]

(2)

\(V_{\text{ind}}(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_0)\) is the induced electric potential at position \(\mathbf{r}\) caused by a stationary electron located at position \(\mathbf{r}_0\). It is the homogenous part of the solution of the equation 

\[\nabla \cdot \left(\frac{\varepsilon(\omega)}{\varepsilon_0} \nabla V(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_0)\right) = (e/\varepsilon_0) \delta(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{r}_0)\].

The details of how this induced potential is calculated can be found in ref. (2).

**MEASUREMENTS**

The EELS measurements have all been carried out on a Philips CM 300 field emission microscope equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter. The onions were produced *in situ* by intense irradiation of polyhedral closed shell graphitic particles (6) frequently found in the deposit of a conventional arc discharge used for the production of carbon nanotubes (7). Figure 2 shows a series of energy filtered images of a carbon onion of 12.5 nm radius (insets (b) through (e)).

![Figure 2](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Non filtered HRTEM image (a) of a carbon onion of 12.5 nm radius on which the experiment was carried out. Figures (b) through (e) display intensity profiles across the energy filtered images shown in the inset (solid lines). The energy window was 4 eV wide and centred at the energies indicated in the corresponding figure. The profiles were taken from the centre of the sphere (A) to the point (B) indicated in the non-filtered image. Also shown are the simulated intensity profiles as obtained from the non-relativistic local dielectric response theory.
The experimental intensity profiles (solid lines) taken from points A to B are compared with the simulated profiles obtained from our model (dotted line).

It has to be noted that the observed intensities have not been scaled in any way in order to fit our simulations, and that the simulations have been obtained without taking into account the characteristics of the electron beam (energy distribution and angular convergence). It can be seen that there is an excellent agreement between the experimental and theoretical curves at 10 and 20 eV, whereas at 15 eV the simulations slightly underestimate and at 27.5 eV they slightly overestimate the actual excitation probability. Further experiments and simulations are currently undertaken in order to clarify whether this difference between model and measurement arises from the experimental broadening of the plasmon excitation probability due to the finite energy resolution of the experimental setup or if it is due to either the effect of curvature of the layers or to the finite size of the particle.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary analysis of our experimental data shows that non-relativistic local dielectric response theory is adapted for the interpretation of experimental electron energy loss data. A detailed analysis of the EEL spectra and energy filtered TEM images should therefore allow to determine the differences between the intrinsic properties of a carbon onion and those of planar graphite and hopefully contribute to a better understanding of the physical properties of those novel, intriguing form of carbon.
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HIGHLY SYMMETRIC BORANE CLUSTERS AS FULLERENE ANALOGS
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Abstract. Although borane closo-clusters have been widely studied by chemists and their analogy to fullerene clusters has been emphasized by Lipscomb in 1992, they have not yet been closely investigated by material scientists. We undertake a theoretical study of several highly symmetric borane clusters analyzing their ground state geometry and electronic structure. The calculations confirmed the fact that the stable clusters are doubly ionized. Energetics and geometry relaxation in several ionized states has been investigated paying particular attention to Jahn-Teller distortions occurring due to degeneracies. It has been found that, in comparison with the corresponding data for fullerenes, the distortion energies are significantly larger, falling in the range of a few eV. We also study the extent of electron transfer between metal dopants and borane clusters. Preliminary investigations predict a moderate charge flow from potassium atoms to small borane clusters.

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF CLOSOBORANES

Analogy between highly symmetric fullerene cages and closed borane clusters has been advocated some time ago by Lipscomb [1], who applied geometrical duality (face to vertex interconversion) to derive closo-boranes from fullerenes. For example, the first known species among closo-boranes, B₁₂H₁₂, has icosahedral symmetry and it derives from C₂₀. The simplest boron cluster, B₄H₄, is an analog of C₄. These latter two clusters have not been actually synthesized yet, but the next members of the series, from B₆H₆ to B₁₂H₁₂, do exist [2] in charged states (see below). Oppositely to fullerenes, preparation of higher borane clusters seems to be difficult while smaller ones can be synthesized by standard inorganic techniques [2].

Existence of small borane clusters is advantageous as they are available for more sophisticated quantum chemical calculations. In spite of this, most computational results for these systems were obtained so far by semiempirical calculations [3]. In this work, we report our recent studies with ab initio calculations in various basis sets at the Hartree-Fock (HF) level augmented by second order Möller-Plesset (MP2) perturbation calculations to account for electron correlation. Geometries of the clusters have been optimized at the HF level.

In course of these calculations we had to face to difficulties coming from orbital degeneracies resulting from the high point group symmetries (D₄d, Tₐ, O₈). An example is shown in Fig 1 for B₆H₆ (O₈ geometry) exhibiting doubly degenerate HOMO and LUMO levels with a partially filled shell. Exact description of such degenerate systems would be possible by expensive multi-configuration calculations.
We used here a simple approximate scheme [4] which treats the problem by fractional occupancies of open-shell levels. We have extended here this philosophy to MP2 calculations as well and applied the formula

\[ E^{(2)} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{pqrs} n_p n_q (1 - n_r)(1 - n_s) \frac{[pq|rs]([pq|rs] - [pq|sr])}{\varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_s - \varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_q} \]  

in terms of spin-orbitals \( p, q, r \) and \( s \). Here \( n \)-s stand for (integer or fractional, \( 0 \leq n \leq 1 \)) occupation numbers, \( \varepsilon \)-s for orbital energies while \( [pq|rs] \) are two-electron integrals in the usual notation.

Performing the calculations for the neutral species, we found that, in agreement with previous semiempirical studies [3], \( B_4H_4 \) and \( B_6H_6 \) have closed-shell ground states, while \( B_6H_9, B_7H_7, B_8H_8, B_{10}H_{10}, B_{12}H_{12} \) possess partially filled degenerate HOMO. These latter systems can either accept two extra electrons forming \( B_6H_9^- \), observed actually in inorganic chemistry since decades [5], or they will undergo a geometrical distortion to resolve degeneracies.

\[ \int \]

Fig 1.
Energy level diagram of \( B_{10}H_{10} \)

**JAHN-TELLER DISTORTIONS**

Jahn-Teller (JT) distortions [6] may occur for clusters with non-Abelian point group symmetry if they possess a partially filled (open-shell) level. Distortion is performed along the normal coordinates towards the state with lower symmetry and one-dimensional representation. Similar distortions are well known in fullerenes [7, 8, 9].

According to the results of the electronic structure calculations mentioned above, the singly, doubly and triply charged anions of \( B_4H_4 \) are JT active, while the neutral and fourtuply charged ions are described by nondegenerate wave functions.
The B₈H₆ clusters are stable in neutral and doubly ionized states while JT active in singly and triply ionized states. In contrast, the rest of the clusters investigated in this study are nondegenerate if they are doubly charged. Other ions as well as the neutral clusters will distort.

In order to monitor the JT distortions we have carried out SCF and MP2 calculations for the open-shell states of B₈H₆⁺⁺ for various zrs. Because, even if the degeneracies are slightly resolved by distortions, we can count with low-lying excited states, the damped MP2 formulae [10] were used which can handle quasidegeneracies. The corresponding method will be referred to as QD-MP2.

Symmetry breaking geometries have been obtained by applying a manual distortion to the desired subgroup of the original (parent) point group, then re-optimizing the geometry by the aforementioned quantum chemical methods. The result of such distortions is schematically illustrated for B₈H₆ in Fig 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>distortion</th>
<th>ΔE_{SCF}[eV]</th>
<th>E_{QD-MP2}[eV]</th>
<th>basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B₄H₄⁺</td>
<td>T₄ → D₃d</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>6-21G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₄H₄⁻</td>
<td>T₄ → D₃d</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>6-21G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₄H₄⁻</td>
<td>T₄ → D₃d</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>6-21G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₆H₆²⁺⁺</td>
<td>O₄ → D₄h</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>6-21G*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₇H₇⁻</td>
<td>O₄ → D₄h</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6-21G*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₆H₆⁻</td>
<td>O₄ → D₄h</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>6-21G*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₇H₇⁻</td>
<td>D₄h → C₂v</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>STO-3G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B₁₀H₁₀⁻</td>
<td>D₄d → C₂v</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>STO-3G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Jahn-Teller distortion energies in some closoboranes

Table 1 presents the computed distortion energies at the SCF and QD-MP2 levels. Comparing to similar data for fullerene clusters, we found JT energies which are larger by at least an order of magnitude (e.g., for triplet C₆₀ one gets ΔE_{JT}(I₆ → D₅d)=180 meV). The relatively small differences between HF and QD-MP2 results indicate that correlation effects, though not negligible, do not change the situation qualitatively. Distortion energies, however, are sensitive functions of the charge states for each cluster.

Similarly to the huge JT energies, we found extraordinarily large changes in atomic distances upon JT distortion. Typical bond length changes in neutral B₈H₆ are 0.15 Å (for comparison in C₆₀ these are ≈ 0.01 Å).

**DOPING OF CLOSOBORANES**

Extra electrons which are necessary for stabilizing most clusters may come from alkali or alkali-earth atoms. Such a process is not a usual doping as neutral versions of the borane clusters do not exist. Nevertheless, we may keep this term for brevity.

To model doped structures, we performed ab initio STO-3G calculations on clusters containing one (two) potassium atoms at optimized distances. Atomic
charges on K were computed by Mulliken's population analysis. We have found that the charge q on K was 0.88 (0.81) a.u. For comparison, a similar calculation on KC₆₀, when the K atom is placed at 7 Å from the center of C₆₀, resulted q=0.73 a.u. while for the KCl diatomic we got q=0.64 a.u. These numbers indicate that the electron accepting ability of borane clusters is similar to, possibly even larger than, that of fullerenes.
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Pulse ESR of Triplet States of Large Molecular $\pi$ Systems
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Abstract. We report on the electronic properties of flat, disc-type molecules with extended $\pi$ systems, which are designed as well-defined graphite subunit molecules by a new synthetic route. In our contribution, we have investigated the excited states of three benzenoid hydrocarbons — namely hexa-peri-hexabenzocorone and two higher homologues — with time-resolved electron spin resonance (ESR) and optical techniques. After applying a laser flash to shock-frozen solutions of these molecules, we find excited states with lifetimes in the range of seconds. We have examined the fine-structure parameters of the triplet states in two molecules and furthermore observed the luminescence in the third one.

EXPERIMENTAL

Toluene solutions of the benzenoid hydrocarbon compounds $C_{42}H_{12}[C(CH_3)_3]_6$, $C_{60}H_{18}[C_{12}H_{25}]_4$, and $C_{72}H_{18}[C(CH_3)_3]_6$ [1] — abbreviated as “$C_{42}$”, “$C_{60}$”, and “$C_{72}$” — are investigated by pulse ESR and optical techniques. Since all three molecules show optical absorption in the range 300–400 nm, we used a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser ($\lambda = 355$ nm) for photo excitation. All experiments were performed in frozen solution at low temperatures.

PULSE ESR OF “$C_{42}$” AND “$C_{72}$”

Spin-polarized triplet states

After applying a laser pulse to solutions of “$C_{42}$” and “$C_{72}$”, we find phosphorescence with decay times of 9.4 s (“$C_{42}$”) and 4.1 s (“$C_{72}$”) at $T = 6$ K. Due to these long lifetimes, we could generate not only a single spin echo per laser pulse but a
series of echoes using a Gill-Meiboom pulse sequence. When integrating the intensity of the echoes as a function of the magnetic field, we yield the spin-polarized triplet spectra shown in Fig. 1.

Due to the molecular symmetry, the intersystem crossing causes a selective population of the triplet energy levels resulting in emissive transitions at the low-field part and absorptive transitions at the high-field part of the spectra.

![Figure 1: Comparison of the triplet line shapes of “C_{42}” (left) and “C_{72}” (right) in frozen solution at T = 6 K. The solid lines are experimental data; the dashed lines correspond to simulations with parameters as summarized in Table 1.](image)

**Results and discussion**

From simulations, we obtain the zero-field splitting parameters $D$ and $E$ as summarized in Table 1. We compare the obtained values with those of smaller aromatic molecules [2–4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th></th>
<th>$D$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“C_{42}”</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>“C_{72}”</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, the $D$ and $E$ values of “C_{42}” and “C_{72}” differ not much from those of coronene and anthracene, respectively. This is quite remarkable since the size of the conjugated $\pi$ system in “C_{42}” and “C_{72}” is much larger.

We also calculated the spin-density distributions of the benzenoid hydrocarbons using the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian with geometry optimization by the program *XHuge* of P. Surján [5]. The results are displayed in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2. Spin-density distributions of the triplet states of “C₄₂” (left) and “C₇₂” (right). The spin densities are proportional to the radii of the circles.

The spin densities are concentrated in the central parts of the molecules. This corresponds with our experimental finding of rather large $D$ values like those reported for small aromatics. The spin distribution in “C₄₂” has a six-fold symmetry axis (like the molecule itself) consistent with the experimentally observed $E$ value. In “C₇₂”, the symmetry of the wavefunction is reduced leading to a finite $E$ value.

OPTICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF “C₆₀”

Luminescence

We find longliving luminescence phenomena in frozen solution of “C₆₀” at $T = 77$ K. There are two multi-line spectral regimes with maxima at 657 nm and 415 nm (see Fig. 3). The lifetimes of the emission maxima are 1.6 s (red) and 1.9 s (blue), respectively. Independent of the excitation intensity, the decay curves are monoexponential.

Results and discussion

We observe different luminescence intensities for the red and blue spectral regime with respect to the laser excitation intensity. At low excitation intensities the red emission shows a linear behaviour and seems to saturate for laser pulse energies $> 1$ mJ. In contrast, the blue emission exhibits a superlinear dependence starting with an almost quadratic intensity dependence at low intensities.

We assign the red emission to the $T₁$–$S₀$ phosphorescence. The blue emission is not yet understood. The quadratic dependence hints at a two-photon absorption process. The excitation into a higher triplet state is unlikely since fast internal conversion to the lowest triplet state $T₁$ would be expected. We are not quite sure that the blue luminescence is an intrinsic property of “C₆₀”; it might be originating from precursor compounds of the synthesis or photo fragments. This question is still under investigation.
FIGURE 3. Structure of \( \text{C}_{60} \) (top); red (bottom, left) and blue (bottom, right) luminescence at \( T = 77 \text{ K} \) after laser excitation at \( \lambda = 355 \text{ nm} \).
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Metallic, Insulating and Superconducting States in κ-ET$_2$X Systems, where ET is the BEDT-TTF (bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene) molecule

Valery A. Ivanov, Elena A. Ugolkova and Mikhail Ye. Zhuravlev

N. S. Kurnakov Institute of General & Inorganic Chemistry of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 31 Leninskii prospect, Moscow, 117 907 Russia

Abstract. An electronic structure and normal and superconducting properties are reviewed for layered organic materials on the basis of bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene molecule (BEDTTTF, hereafter ET) with essential intraET electron and cross-dimer κ-packing in ET-plane. The metall-insulator phase transition is derived for realistic model of κ-ET$_2$X salts. Based on the Fermi-surface topology and electron correlations the d-symmetry of superconducting order parameter is obtained with interplay between its nodes on the Fermi surface and superconducting phase characteristics. The results are in agreement with measured nonactivated temperature dependencies of NMR-relaxation rate of central carbon $^{13}$C spins in ET and superconducting specific heat.

TIGHT-BINDING ELECTRONIC BAND STRUCTURE

Irrespective of the similarity of electronic and crystal structure and the same carrier concentration of half a hole per ET molecule the κ-ET$_2$X family includes semiconductors, normal metals and superconductors with highest critical superconducting temperatures as much as $T_c$~13 K. Its crystal motif is made by dimers, ET$_2^+$ arranged in a crossed-dimer manner in ET-layers, separated by alternating polymerized anion sheets, $X^-$, with a sheet periodicity of about 15 Å. The ET$_2$ dimers are fixed in sites of plane lattice closed to triangular one and its elementary cell is rectangular $a$-by-$\sqrt{3}a$ including two dimers ET$_2$ (hereafter the lattice constant $a$=1). The intermolecular distance within the ET$_2$ dimer is 3.2Å whereas the separation between the neighboring dimers ET$_2$ is about 8Å.

In the tight-binding approach [1] for triangular lattice electron energy dispersion relations are such as $E_p^\pm = \pm t_0 \pm \varepsilon_n$, where
\[
\varepsilon_p = t_2 \cos p_y \pm \cos(p_y / 2)\sqrt{t_1^2 + t_3^2 + 2t_1t_3\cos(\sqrt{3}p_x)}
\]  

(1)

With taking into account a small interlayer carrier hopping \(\tau\) along \(c\) axis perpendicular to ET\(_2\) layers one can derive the general energy dispersion relations as follows (\(t_{1,2,3} = t\)):

\[
\omega_p^{1,2} = \varepsilon_p^+ \pm \frac{\tau}{t} \cos \frac{p_x c}{2} \sqrt{3 + 2\varepsilon_p^+}, \quad \omega_p^{3,4} = \varepsilon_p^- \pm \frac{\tau}{t} \cos \frac{p_x c}{2} \sqrt{3 + 2\varepsilon_p^-}.
\]  

(2)

It is easily seen from Eq. (2) that effective carrier hopping \(t_\perp = \tau \cos(p_x c / 2) / \cos p_x c\) increases with increase of interlayer separation \(c\) in agreement with experimental visualization [2]. A metallic dimerized ET\(_2\) layer in \(\kappa\)-ET\(_2\)X can be represented by a lattice of sites ET\(_2\) = ET\(_2\)ET\(_2\) with degenerated energy levels of orbitals, \(a\) and \(b\), namely the doubly degenerated Hubbard model with a hole concentration, \(n\), of around unity [3]. Then the energy dispersions (1)-(2) are narrowed due to the correlation factor \(\xi = (4 - 3n) / 4 = 1\). Energy dispersion relations of Eq. (2) provide three-dimensional corrugated Fermi surface in contrary to the cited conventional two-dimensional Fermi surface of \(\kappa\)-ET\(_2\)X metals.

**INSULATOR-METAL PHASE TRANSITION**

The \(\kappa\)-ET\(_2\)X insulators and metals can be described by the half-filled Hubbard model with two \(\text{ET}^+\) sites per a unit cell of a triangular ET\(_2\) lattice. We employ the X-operator machinery for generalized Hubbard - Okubo operators (\(e.g.\), Ref. [3]), \(X_A^B = |B\rangle|A\rangle\), projecting multielectron \(A\) state of a unit cell to \(B\) state. From tight-binding correlated energy bands it follows that intra \(\text{ET}^+\) electron interactions \(U_{\text{ET}2}\) are responsible for the insulating gap:

\[
\Delta = \left[\sqrt{9 + \left(\frac{2\varepsilon}{t_2}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{3/2}{2}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{2\varepsilon}{t_3}\right)^2} - 9/2\right] t_2 / 2.
\]  

(3)

With the assumptions \(\varepsilon = U_{\text{ET}2} / 2\sim 0.2\mathrm{eV}\) and \(t \sim 0.1\ \mathrm{eV}\) this magnitude is in agreement with the measured activation energy \(E_g = \Delta / 2 \sim 10^3\text{meV}\) in \(\kappa\)-ET\(_2\)X semiconductors [4].

The Mott-Hubbard phase transition is governed by singularities of the two-particle vertex \(\Gamma_{ab}\) for small momentum transfer [5]. From solution of the Bethe-Salpeter system of Eqs. for vertices \(\Gamma_{ab}\) one can derive the critical point of the insulator-metal phase transition as follows [3, 6]

\[
\left(\frac{t_2}{\varepsilon}\right)_{\text{crit}} = \left(\frac{t_2}{U_{\text{ET}2} / 2}\right)_{\text{crit}} = \frac{4\pi}{4\sqrt{3}\sqrt{15\pi^2 + 64}} = 0.66.
\]  

(4)
Taking into account the antibonding bandwidth, 4.5\( t \) (c. f., Eq. (1)), and the effective intradimer correlations of carriers, \( \bar{U}^{\text{ET2}} \), the calculated phase critical point of Eq. (4) can be converted to the noticed empirical ratio such as \( W/\Delta E = 1.1 - 1.2 \) [7] in terms of the conducting bandwidth, \( W \), and dimer splitting, \( \Delta E = 2\mu_0 \). From knowledge of evaluated magnitudes \( W \) and \( \Delta E \) one can conclude that all known \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) salts are located around the calculated insulator-metal phase boundary, Eq. (4), dividing regions of semiconducting and metallic \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) compounds. Recently it was reported that \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{Cu[N(CN)]}_2\text{Cl} \) insulator manifest the phase transition to metal and superconductor at a moderate hydrostatic pressure [8].

SUPERCONDUCTING PAIRING IN THE ET\(_2\)-LAYER MODEL

The band structure effects are important when the Fermi surface is near the Bz (this is the \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) family case) where the influence of the crystal potential is strong. For realistic \( \text{ET}_2 \) triangular lattice of \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) compounds the nonspecified attractive interaction depends on the momenta difference of pairing fermions, namely

\[
V_{\mathbf{p}-\mathbf{p}'} = 2V[\cos(p_x-p'_x)+\cos\frac{\sqrt{3}(p_x-p'_x)+p_y-p'_y}{2}+\cos\frac{\sqrt{3}(p_x-p'_x)-(p_y-p'_y)}{2}],
\]

and conserves a symmetry of carrier dispersions beyond the discussion about the nature of superconductivity. It can be expanded over six basis functions of irreducible representations of triangular lattice symmetry [9]. From the system of nonretarded BCS like equations we obtain the equations on \( T_c \) for each type of pairing. The symmetry of the representation with the largest \( T_c \) is the case according to developed approach to \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) superconductors [3].

In view of the same \( V \) value and assuming that the cut-off energy parameter, \( \alpha_v \), equals to the interdimer hopping integral \( \alpha_v = t = 0.1 \) eV, in logarithmic approximation, we can estimate the superconducting transition temperature \( T_c \) at 10 K for \( d_\alpha \)-wave pairing with order parameter as \( \Delta_p = \Delta_0 \sin(p_y/2)\sin(\sqrt{3}p_x/2) \). The \( T_c \) magnitude has a reasonable value for \( \kappa\text{-ET}_2\text{X} \) 10K class superconductors. Also the zeroth Knight shift measurements evidence in the favour of singlet pairing.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANISOTROPIC SUPERCONDUCTING PHASE

For superconducting phase with order parameter of \( d_\alpha \)-wave symmetry the density of electronic states (DOS) is as following:

453
\[ \rho_{\pm}^+(E) = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4\pi^2} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} dp_x \int_{-\sqrt{3}/3}^{\sqrt{3}/3} dp_y \delta \left(E - \sqrt{(\xi_p^\pm)^2 + \Delta_p^2}\right) \]  

(5)

where \( \xi_p^\pm \) is the one-particle energies measured from the chemical potential \( \mu \). The magnitude \( \Delta_p \) is small quantity in the neighbourhood of four nodes on the Fermi surface inside the first Bz near the \( p_x = 0, p_y = 0 \). Expanding the \( \xi_p^\pm \) and \( \Delta_p \) magnitudes over variations of thereof values at nodes of the order parameter, i.e. \( \Delta_p = 0 \), on the Fermi surface \( \mu (p_x, p_y) \) one can calculate the superconducting DOS around the node \( p_x = 0, p_y = 2 \arccos\left(\sqrt{3}/4 + \mu/2f - 1/2\right) \) on the electronic portion, \( \xi_p^+ = 0 \), of the Fermi surface as

\[ \rho_{\pm}^+(E) = \frac{E}{2\pi \Delta_0 f I_0 \sin^2(p_y/2) \left(2 \cos(p_y/2) + 1\right)} = \beta_+ E. \]  

(6)

Around the other node \( p_x = 0, p_y = 2/\sqrt{3} \arccos(1/2 - \mu/2f) \) on the hole portion of the Fermi surface the DOS is as follows:

\[ \rho_{\pm}^-(E) = \frac{E}{2\pi \Delta_0 f I_0 \sin^2(\sqrt{3}p_x/2)} = \beta_ - E. \]  

(7)

In contrary of the conventional s-wave pairing picture from Eqs. (6) and (7) it is follows that superconducting DOS is linearly proportional to an energy nearby the nodes of the derived anisotropic order parameter with \( d_{g\ell} \)-wave symmetry. Noteworthy that the Fermi surface portions with different curvatures contribute different coefficients \( \beta_\pm \). For the calculated magnitude \( \mu / If = -0.415 \) (the correlation factor \( f = 1/4 \)).

The obtained superconducting DOS allows to calculate a variety of superconducting condensate quantities. The linear behaviour of DOS on energy leads to quadratic temperature dependence of electronic specific heat, namely

\[ C = 2 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (\beta_+ + \beta_-)E^2 \left(\frac{\partial N_F}{\partial T}\right) dE = 9(\beta_+ + \beta_-)\zeta(3)T^2 = 10.8(\beta_+ + \beta_-)T^2 \]  

(8)

for a unit cell of ET_2 layer. Here \( \zeta(3) \) is the Riemann \( \zeta \)-function. Putting into Eq. (23) the reasonable parameters for \( T_c = 10 \)K and \( \Delta_0 = (2.5 \pm 3.5)T_c \) [10, 11] one can derive the superconducting specific heat per mole as \( C_m = aT^2 \) with variation of the factor \( a = 10.8N_A(\beta_+ + \beta_-)k_B^2/2 \) (\( N_A \) is Avogadro's number and \( k_B \) is Boltzman's constant) in the range 1.59-2.23 mJ/K^2 mole. The latter is in agreement with experimental data such as \( a = 2.2 \) mJ/K^2 mole and less than 3.53 mJ/K^2 mole for superconductors respectively \( \kappa \)-(ET)_2Cu[N(CN)_2]Br with \( T_c = 11.6 \)K and \( \kappa \)-(ET)_2Cu(NCS)_2 with \( T_c = 10 \)K [12].
In central fragment of ET molecule the $^{13}\text{C}$ nuclear magnetic momentum damps out through the conduction electrons in ET$_2$-plane. The corresponding NMR relaxation rate $R = 1/T_1$ is defined in superconducting phase by

$$
\frac{R_s}{R_n} = \frac{2 \pi (\beta_+ + \beta_-)^2 E^2}{T_0 \left[ \rho(\mu) \right]^2 \left( \exp(E/T) + 1 \right) \left( \exp((E + \nu)/T) + 1 \right)} \cdot \exp(E/T),
$$

where the radio-frequency $\nu \sim 10\text{MHz} \sim 10^4\text{K}$ for oscillating magnetic field, $\rho$ denotes the normal DOS on the Fermi level and $w$ is the cut-off energy for an energy proportional superconducting DOS. At low temperatures, $T \ll w < T_c$, the result is

$$
\frac{R_s}{R_n} = \frac{2T^2 \beta^2 \zeta(2)}{\rho^2(\mu)} \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{\nu}{T} \ln 2 \right) \zeta(2).
$$

For normal phase $R_n \sim T$ according to the Korringa law, and the superconducting spin-lattice relaxation rate has cubic temperature dependence such as like as $R_n \sim T^3$. The following regulation can be derived from (8) and (10) for zero magnetic field:

$$
\frac{R_s \cdot C_s^2}{R_n \cdot C_n^2} = \frac{4 \cdot \zeta^3(2)}{81 \cdot \zeta^3(3)} = 0.29
$$

at assumption that normal specific heat is $C_n = 2 \cdot \zeta(2) \cdot \rho(\mu) \cdot T$.

The derived $d_{xy}$-wave superconducting order parameter effects on the temperature dependence of the nuclear relaxation rate differently than the conventional BCS s-wave pairing also just below $T_c$. Averaging over the Fermi surface in Eq. (9) leads to the softening of the singularity in superconducting DOS and to disappearance of the Hebel-Slichter coherence peak at $T_c$ for $R_s$ according to Maleyev scenario in Ref. [13].
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Abstract.
We have used scanning probe microscopy to investigate self-assembled monolayers
of chemically synthesized peptides. We find that the peptides form a dense uniform
monolayer, above which is found a sparse additional layer. Using scanning tunneling
microscopy, submolecular resolution can be obtained, revealing the alpha helices which
constitute the peptide. The nature of the images is not significantly affected by the
incorporation of redox cofactors (hemes) in the peptides.

INTRODUCTION

Synthetic peptides are an exciting new form of engineerable electronic material.
Chemical synthesis allows peptides to be synthesized with arbitrary amino acid
sequences. It is therefore possible to design molecules with minimal complexity,
yet which fold to a desired structure and can incorporate redox cofactors.

We have studied a redox peptide based on the prototype of Robertson et al.
[1] with minor modifications [2]. The peptide consists of a pair of 2-helix dimers,
each joined by disulfide bonds (see Figure 1). The sulfurs allow the peptide to
form a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) [3] when dispersed onto a gold substrate.
Alternatively, a peptide SAM can be deposited onto a SAM of dimercaptoalkane
linker. The interior of the four-helix bundle contains four ligation sites for binding
metalloporphyrin hemes. Heme redox centers found in natural proteins play an
important role in electron transport [4,5]. In viewing synthetic peptides as a novel
electronic material, we consider hemes as the basis for engineering the material’s
electronic properties. Using a scanning probe microscope, we have investigated
the morphology of peptide SAMs, both on linker and on bare gold, with various
numbers of hemes incorporated into the peptides.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Substrates for self-assembly are made by evaporating gold onto cleaved mica squares which have been heated for 3 hr to 300 °C. Annealing these in a gas flame produces atomically flat Au(111) terraces with typical sizes around 100 nm.

When a linker layer is used, the substrates are immersed in a solution of dimer-captoalkanes, which form a self-assembled monolayer on the gold surface. The samples are rinsed in isopropanol, and then immersed overnight in a 200 μM solution of peptide. Alternatively, the peptide self assembly step is performed directly on the bare annealed gold. are Our primary tool for studying the peptide SAMs is an Omicron Beetle Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). In this work, all images were taken under ambient conditions, using tunneling impedances ranging from 1 to 15 GΩ. The Omicron Beetle can also be operated as an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). AFM is not sensitive to the conductivity of the sample and forces exerted by the tip can be substantially lower than in STM.

RESULTS

As seen in Figures 2 and 3, our STM data show a uniform monolayer of peptides. The separation between nearest neighbors is typically 4-5 nm, while the observed vertical corrugation of the layer is only a few Ångstroms. Occasional depressions in the layer suggest voids in the monolayer, but are more likely etch pits in the gold substrates. Such etching is characteristic of thiol self-assembly processes [6].

Our images (see Figure 2) show that there is a sparse second layer of peptides which are probably not covalently bound into the monolayer, and which are mobile under the influence of the STM imaging. In the STM images, this layer appears as horizontal streaks up to 5 nm in length which persist for one or more scan lines of
FIGURE 2. Left image: 100x100nm STM image of a peptide SAM. The Au(111) terrace structure dominates the image. The grains on the largest visible terrace are peptides in the SAM. The monolayer is punctuated by dark spots and bright horizontal streaks. The spots are attributed to etch pits in the gold layer, while the streaks are caused by a mobile second layer of peptides. V=1.1 V, I=220 pA. Right image: 1 μm x 1 μm AFM image of another peptide SAM showing sparse second layer of peptides. The image is created from the feedback signal (phase), which yields an image with a 'shaded' appearance. The peptides appear enlarged due to finite tip size. Some of the underlying gold grain structure is also visible.

the image. We infer that a peptide molecule is present in a location long enough to be imaged for a few scan lines, and then is removed by the tip to another location. By imaging with AFM, we can reduce the forces disturbing molecules, and we find that the second layer remains immobile on the surface. Figure 2 shows the manifestations of this layer in both STM and AFM images.

We have studied peptide SAMs using low 'conventional' tunneling impedances of 1-10 GΩ, as well as relatively high values of 13-15 GΩ. By imaging at higher impedances, we raise the tip further above the sample surface. The effect of this on our images is to reveal the 4-helix substructure of the peptides. The α helices appear as round features separated by 2-3 nm from their nearest neighbors (Figure 3). Images taken with various current setpoints and bias voltages suggest that the enhanced resolution is due to raising the impedance (and therefore the tip-sample separation), and not due to the increase in voltage alone. We conclude that at low impedances, the bottom of the STM tip is actually passing within the peptide layer, whereas at larger impedances, it is raised to near the surface of the monolayer.

When a linker layer is present between the peptide monolayer and the gold substrate, we find that imaging at low tunneling impedances leads to etching of the gold substrate. This is probably a result of linker molecules which bind to the Pt/Ir STM tip, and then pull gold atoms out of the the substrate. At higher tunneling impedances (above 13 GΩ), the tip is further above the linker layer, and this
process is not observed. In this case, the images are essentially identical to those obtained without a linker present.

Finally, we have investigated peptide SAMs with the number of hemes per peptide varying from 0 to 4. Furthermore, a monolayer was made with a mixture of both peptides containing hemes and those without. Until now, we have not observed any effect in the images or tunneling spectra which could be attributed to the presence of hemes. Observation of such an effect will be the subject of future research.
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Self-assembly of Ropes of Cyanine Dye Molecules
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Cyanine molecules self-assemble into molecular ropes. Through the aid of a polyelectrolyte, which is oppositely charged compared to the dye, this ability is even enhanced and leads to formation of individual ropes with lengths up to a few hundred nanometres, widths on the order of ten nanometers, and a few nanometers in height. These ropes were attached to chemically modified surfaces of atomically flat gold and substrates bearing a gold/palladium electrode pattern.

1 Introduction

In the late 30ies, Scheibe\(^1\) and Jelly\(^2\) discovered that cyanine molecules are able to self-assemble into rope-like structures. The formation of such molecular ropes does not only occur in solution but also at solid-liquid interfaces. For a review on these so called Scheibe or J-aggregates see Ref.\(^3\). J-aggregates are characterized by a narrow absorption band which is shifted to longer wavelengths with respect to the monomer absorption. Due to their strong light absorption, these aggregates are of great interest for, e.g., the spectral sensitisation in photographic processes. These properties suggest their use as photo or dark conductors over small dimensions.

In this paper, we describe the self-assembly of 1.1'-diethyl-2.2'-cyanine on different chemically modified gold surfaces.

2 Experimental details

For all the experiments described here, purified water (Milli-Q) was used. Prior to the assembly of the molecular fibers, electrode structures were fabricated on GaAs and SiO\(_2\) substrates. On the GaAs substrates the oxide layer was removed\(^4\) prior to electron beam lithography: The samples were first dipped into H\(_2\)O\(_2\):HCl:H\(_2\)O 1:1:40 for 10 sec and then immersed in a solution of 10 ml CH\(_3\)CSNH\(_2\) and 250 \(\mu\)l HCl for 15 min, at 90 °C. The samples were rinsed with water for 5 min and baked at 240 °C for 30 min. The SiO\(_2\) substrates were cleaned ultrasonically using aceton and 2-propanol. With the electron beam, patterns of parallel wires (100 nm in width, 100 nm apart from each other) were defined in a double layer PMMA resist followed by evaporation of approximately 12 nm AuPd (3:2) and lift off.
Prior to assembling the molecules, functional groups were introduced to the gold surface: To achieve this, the GaAs sample was immersed in an aqueous 1 mM 3-mercaptopropionic acid (3-MPA) solution for 3 hours. Afterwards, the sample was rinsed with water and put into a freshly prepared cyanine solution for 1 hour (0.11 mg of cyanine solved in 2 ml water/ethanol 1:1 and one-molar equivalent of Na-polyacrylate added). The Na-polyacrylate solution, prepared from 1 mg polyacrylic acid Na salt and 1 ml water, was used as well for all self-assembly experiments.

For Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) investigations, we prepared a 2nd set of samples by assembling the molecules on atomically flat gold surfaces as described for the GaAs substrate.

The surface of the gold electrodes on the SiO2 substrate was modified with a solution of 1 mg 2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride solved and 1 ml water for 6 - 7 hours. Afterwards, the samples were rinsed with purified water. Then, one sample was immersed in a solution containing cyanine molecules for 130 sec (1 mg cyanine dissolved in 4 ml water and 2 ml 2-propanol with 210 µl Na-polyacrylate solution added). A different sample was immersed in a more concentrated cyanine solution for 120 sec (1 mg cyanine dissolved in 1 ml water and 0.5 ml 2-propanol with 210 µl Na-polyacrylate solution added).

The samples were investigated using either a Hitachi S-800 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), or a Nanoscope IIIa Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in tapping mode with commercially available Si3N4 tips. An OMICRON STM and mechanically cut Pt/Ir tips were used for STM investigations.

3 Results & Discussion

We successfully assembled ropes of cyanine molecules onto different chemically modified gold surfaces. For the electrode structures on GaAs and atomically flat gold substrates, the gold surface was treated with 3-MPA. This treatment attaches negatively charged carboxylate groups to the surface to which positive cyanine molecules are expected to bind. For electrodes on SiO2 surfaces, binding is achieved through the negatively charged polacrylate binding to the positive amino-groups attached to the gold surface. In the following sections, we describe the results of these self-assembly experiments.

3.1 Assembly of cyanine ropes on carboxylic acid modified gold surfaces

Fig. 1a shows an SEM micrograph of a GaAs sample with molecular ropes bridging over the electrode pattern. Bending of the cyanine fibers over the electrode is observed. Carbon contamination on the substrate originating from
the SEM investigations makes this method not suitable for characterization prior to transport measurements.

![Figure 1: Molecular ropes attached to conducting substrates. SEM graph of molecular ropes attached to GaAs (a) and STM graph of a molecular rope (170 nm long, 20 nm wide and 3.2 nm high) attached to atomically flat gold surface (b). The concentration of the cyanine solution was not altered.](image)

Fig. 1b displays an STM image of a molecular rope assembled on an atomically flat gold surface. We observed molecular ropes with lengths ranging from 65 nm to 195 nm. The height of the ropes were 1.3 to 3.2 nm, which suggests a vertical stacking of 2 to 4 molecules per rope. Similar widths of the ropes observed with the STM (about 20 nm) are attributed to tip size effects. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy performed at different positions on the cyanine rope and away from it was described elsewhere 6.

3.2 Assembly of cyanine ropes on amino-functionalized gold surfaces

Fig. 2a and 2b shows the assembly obtained with two different concentrations of the cyanine solution. Fig. 2b displays a sample where the dye solution was 4 times as concentrated as the one used for Fig. 2a. As the concentration of the dye solution increases, fibers of cyanine molecules interconnect to a network. This allows us to control the assembly of single fibers by adjusting the concentration of the dye solution.

4 Conclusion

Our results demonstrate that cyanine ropes not only self-assemble on atomically flat gold surfaces but can also be bridged over electrode structures on GaAs and SiO2 substrates. This offers the possibility of transport measurements in a device configuration.
Figure 2: Assembly of molecular ropes on insulating substrates performed with two different concentrations of the dye solution: The concentration is 4 times higher for the image b.
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Abstract. Carbon nanotube science is a new exciting subject for all the carbon community. We now have in hand 1D graphite prototypes opening a new field for basic research and increasing the technological potential of traditional carbon fibers. In addition to many open fundamental questions, one of the main difficulties resides on the technological side, since large scale synthesis, high purity samples, and manipulation at the nanoscale are not yet fully developed. In this paper, we present recent development on different nanotube aspects: preparation and purification, electronic transport properties, electron spin resonance, mechanical behaviour of individual nanotubes, and field-emission.

MATERIALS

Preparation of nanotubes

The arc-discharge MWNTs were produced in a carbon arc apparatus using the method described by Ebbesen and Ajayan [1], i.e., by arc discharge between two graphite electrodes (U = 16 V, I = 80 A) in a 350 mbar He atmosphere. The SWNTs were produced by arc discharge under 500 mbar He static pressure using pure graphite electrodes 20 mm (cathode) and 5 mm (anode) in diameter. A 3 mm hole was drilled in the anode and filled with a graphite-Ni-Y mixture with weight proportion 2:1:1 [2]. The voltage and current used were approximately 25 V and 100 A. The nanotubes were predominantly found in the webs, as opposed to the cathodic deposit. The disordered nanotubes were produced by catalytic decomposition of acetylene on reduced cobalt oxide that was deposited on a silica substrate [3]. The nanotube powder was collected after dissolution of the silica substrate and catalyst in acid. In this case, the nanotubes show a high density of structural defects.

Purification of multiwall and singlewall nanotubes

The arc-discharge yields, along with carbon nanotubes, nanoparticles consisting of nested closed graphitic layers of polyhedral shape, as well as larger graphitic flakes which make up the largest part in weight of the deposit. The situation is even worse with SWNT where the catalyst remains in the deposit in the form of metallic nanoparticles embedded in amorphous or graphitized carbon. On the other hand, it is important for characterization to have good quality samples with as little “foreign” material as possible.
For MWNTs, we have developed a soft purification method which uses the properties of colloidal suspensions [4]. We started the purification with a suspension prepared from 500 ml distilled water, 2.5 g SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate, a common surfactant) and 50 mg of MWNT arc powder sonicated during 15 minutes. Sedimentation and centrifugation (at 5000 rpm for 10 minutes) removed all graphitic particles larger than 500 nm from the solution, as confirmed by low magnification SEM observations. We then add surfactant to the solution to reach 12 CMC. At such surfactant concentrations, micelles form and induce flocculation, i.e., the formation of aggregates. These aggregates contain mainly large objects, while smaller objects remain dispersed, and sediment after a certain time, typically a few hours. After decanting the suspension after about one week, we repeat the procedure once or twice. Fig. 1 shows scanning electron microscopy images of a MWNT deposit after the separation procedure. The as-deposited material contains a large proportion of nanoparticles (typically 70 % in number and 40 % in weight.). The material remaining in suspension consisted nearly exclusively of nanoparticles, while the sediment contained nanotubes with a content of over 90 % in weight. This procedure allows us thus to eliminate nearly all nanoparticles that can be separated from the tubes by sonication.

For SWNT, the purification of the raw soot has been carried out by oxidative dissolution of the carbon encapsulated metal particles with concentrated acid which ensures maximum efficacy of the process of metal elimination. A weighed amount of the raw soot was sonicated in an ultrasonic bath at 25 °C with concentrated nitric acid for a few minutes and subsequently refluxed for 4-6 h. Thick brown fumes of oxides of nitrogen were seen, indicating the rapid oxidation of carbon to carbon dioxide. After cooling, water was added so as to leave the samples in 6M HNO₃ for the next 8-12h after which it was centrifuged several times and the supernatant rejected until the pH of the solution was around 6.5. High resolution transmission electron micrographs of this solution show the presence of long ropes of bundled nanotubes accompanied by small amounts of carbon-coated metal particles. Parallel examination of the unpurified soot showed that more than 80% of the metal had been dissolved.

The SWNT in suspension were stabilized by using a surfactant such as SDS and left undisturbed for 3-5 days until the slow aggregation of the nanotubes allowed their separation from the nanoparticles in solution. The nanotube suspension was filtered through a polycarbonate membrane (1 μm pore size) in order to eliminate most of the particles. On drying, the sediment on the filter paper peeled away to form a self supporting sheet of carbon nanotubes. Scanning electron micrograph of such a sediment, as on Fig. 1(b) shows a network of pure nanotubes.
FIGURE 1. Scanning electron (SEM) micrographs of (a) a MWNT deposit and (b) a mat of SWNTs after purification. A few nanoparticles and embedded catalyst particles, respectively, are still present.

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

Transport properties of SWNTs

The study of the transport properties of SWNT attracts lot of attention since effects due to chirality, ballistic transport, low-dimensionality, twistons, non-Fermi liquid behaviours etc. are expected. Although in several laboratories nanolithographical technology permits resistivity measurements on individual tubes and/or ropes, the intrinsic nature of the charge transport is far from being clear even for a priori metallic nanotubes. This is due to the strong influence of the substrate on the electronic states of the SWNT and possibly to the interaction of the tubes of different helicity within a rope. Furthermore, there is also the technical problem of purification of SWNTs, to remove not only the catalytic particles, but also the amorphous carbon often covering the surface of the ropes which precludes the proper contacting of the tubes. In some of the measurements on single ropes the resistivity has shown a metallic behaviour in a limited temperature range, and below a T* temperature a non-metallic behaviour has been observed. There are several theoretical models which have been proposed to account for this metal-insulator transition. Rather surprisingly, a bulk sample of SWNT ropes often shows a metallic-like behaviour, and it was suspected that a percolating path of metallic nanotubes not interacting with any substrate gives such a positive slope. The Berkeley group has nicely demonstrated that the T* is just a side effect in the network of loosely connected nanotubes with long localisation length, and at low temperature the resistivity follows a 3D variable range hopping behaviour [5]. Our resistivity measurements performed on a submicron thick film of purified SWNTs show also that the so-called T* might be just an effect of oxygen absorption in the tube-tube contact region. This is exemplified in Fig. 2(a). When the sample was cooled down (Fig. 2(a), bottom trace) the resistivity showed a minimum at a “T*” of 270K. This minimum was
shifted downwards on heating the sample back to room temperature (top trace). After the sample space was evacuated (not shown) we did not observe any minimum in the resistivity on cooling down the sample again. Furthermore, this measurement has shown that even the slope of the log R vs T$^{1/3}$ had changed (see Fig. 2(b)), demonstrating the importance of the tube-tube contacts in the hopping process.

![Graph showing resistivity vs temperature](image)

**FIGURE 2.** Resistivity as a function of temperature for a purified SWNT film before and after heating and evacuating the sample stage; (a) room temperature region (b) whole temperature range as log(R) vs T$^{1/3}$ (2-D variable range hopping representation).

**Electron Spin Resonance**

Electron Spin Resonance spectroscopy (ESR) has proven to be a powerful tool for the investigation of graphitic materials. ESR allows one to determine three important quantities: the absorption intensity, which is proportional to the spin susceptibility; the g-factor, which is sensitive to the chemical environment and/or to the band structure; and the linewidth (ΔH) which depends on the spin dynamics. The absorption intensity is usually composed of two contributions arising from conduction carriers and localized spin centres due to imperfections, respectively. The total spin susceptibility is the sum of the Pauli component from the metallic density of states and of the Curie component from paramagnetic defects. Due to strong exchange interaction and rapid motion of conducting carriers, the two spin systems interact strongly, resulting in a single symmetric line. The two contributions can be separated by performing measurements on a large temperature range (4 - 300 K), which permits to estimate the density of states and the defect concentration. A comparison of the samples with standard polycrystalline graphite gives information about the degree of graphitization of the multiwall nanotube material.

An important result is the nearly flat spin susceptibility between 10-300K, similarly to graphite which behaves as a semi-metal (a zero gap semiconductor should give an activated susceptibility). The absolute value of the susceptibility per gram of material is also similar to graphite. Moreover, no difference in susceptibility is observed between nanotubes and nested polyhedral nanoparticles [6]. This means that this parameter is insensitive to the structural arrangement between graphene segments, and that nanographite is semi-metallic no matter if the stacking is turbostratic or not. As for graphite the density of states is modified when boron atoms are incorporated in the graphitic planes [7].
However, some differences with single crystal graphite are observed on the g-factor and on the linewidth: the average g-factor is slightly lower (2.0010 instead of 2.0018) and $\Delta H$ shows a different temperature dependence. Due to the anisotropy of graphite, both g-value and $\Delta H$ are influenced by subtle motional averaging over the Fermi surface of different crystallites. In our case the differences are probably due to the turbostratic structure of multiwall nanostructures. Similar differences are observed on lampblack-base graphite [8] and graphitized carbon blacks [9].

**ESR and purification**

*Case of multiwall nanotubes:* ESR is also a probe of the sample purity. TEM observations of raw powder revealed that it is composed of a mixture of large graphite flakes and nested nanostructures (amorphous carbon particules, as found in soot, is rarely observed in the cathode deposit). Due to the slight yet significant difference in g-value for the two different graphitic structures, we can separate their ESR signals by dispersing the raw powder in paraffin. After purification only the nanotube line is measured.

*Case of singlewall nanotubes:* the raw powder signal is characterized by a broad line (3000 G) corresponding to the ferromagnetic resonance of catalyst nanoparticles. No additional line is detected near the free electron value due to internal field shift and relaxation by ferromagnetic spins. Purification treatment of the raw powder in acid drastically decreases the concentration of ferromagnetic nanoparticles. SEM/TEM observations demonstrate that only metallic particles embedded in graphitic shells survived the acid treatment. The ferromagnetic signal was effectively attenuated by orders of magnitude with respect to the pristine material. Quite surprisingly, no graphitic line superimposed to the low ferromagnetic background was detected near the free electron value, even when the powder was diluted in paraffine. To investigate the influence of the remaining catalyst particles, we incorporated well-characterized MWNT powder to the treated soot. In this case we observed the MWNT signal slightly shifted by the small internal magnetic field. We see two possible explanations: either SWNT have an intrinsic broad ESR signal completely different from graphite, or some catalyst remains trapped inside nanotube ropes or in the amorphous carbon that often covers the ropes, thus relaxing the graphitic spins. In fact, it is possible to remove completely the catalyst by annealing at high temperature ($>1600^\circ$) under inert gas. No ferromagnetic background was then detected, and a narrow line was found near $g=2.0023$. These new results will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

**Anomalous contact effect in MWNT**

An interesting effect of dilution on linewidth was also measured. When dispersed in paraffin or quartz powder, the MWNT nanotubes have a linewidth of $\sim 10$ G. However, for compacted thin films $\Delta H$ can be as large as 30 G. This effect cannot be attributed to motional averaging effect (as observed in carbon blacks by Arnold and Mrozovski [9]) since such an effect should narrow the line with increasing contact between particles,
and it should also affect the g-shift which was not observed. In metals, the Elliott theory [10] predicts that the linewidth is governed by the g-shift (due to spin-orbit coupling) and the carrier relaxation time $\tau$ following the relation $\Delta H \propto g^2/\tau$. An increase of the linewidth while $g$ remains constant reflects thus an increase of the resistivity. This theory proved to be well suited for isotropic metals. In graphite, no consensus has been yet found on the applicability of Elliot’s analysis. In our case, if we assume that both in-tube and inter-tube conductivity play a role in the spin relaxation time, the increase in $\Delta H$ may be due to the increase in the intertube hopping component as described by Movaghar [11]. Note that the spin diffusion length in graphite is a few microns, i.e., larger than the average nanotube dimension. Intertube hopping offers then new relaxation paths for the spins. From our point of view, this effect can be qualified as mesoscopic since it disappears for larger graphitic particles (it is absent in 70 nm carbon blacks, yet still present in 40 nm arc-grown particles).

**MECHANICAL PROPERTIES**

Graphite is extensively used in low-tech and high-tech industry for its special mechanical and electrical properties. In fiber geometry, one takes advantage of the high in-plane modulus to realize strong but light composites, for example in aircraft industry. In cast-iron or steel, lamellar graphite induces efficient damping due to friction between planes. The low inter-plane shear modulus is also responsible for the lubrication properties of small crystallites diluted in oils.

The large anisotropy of graphite is however an inconvenience in microscopic fibers since it favors crack propagation initiated by inevitable imperfections. This is one explanation for the paradoxical effect that increasing the modulus decreases the tensile strength. The situation should be different in nanometer size fibers such as nanotubes where fewer imperfections are present and extended dislocations are absent.

Tensile strength is an important technical parameter. Its measurement is however seldom achieved for nanometer-sized fibers, since a traction nanomachine remains to be invented. However, with the aid of an atomic force microscope, experiments can be done giving qualitative and quantitative information. Large reversible bending of nanotubes on an adhesive substrate provides an estimate of the strength in bending [12][13]. Small bending deformation of cantilevered or suspended nanobeams can yield quantitative values for the elastic modulus. Here we describe a novel method which permits a reliable measurement of the elastic modulus for different nanostructures. We compared ordered and disordered multiwall nanotubes, and analysed the elastic response of SWNT ropes.

One method to measure the elastic modulus of a material is to fabricate a beam that is subsequently clamped or left simply supported at each end and to measure its vertical deflection versus the force applied at a point midway along its length. Although the AFM naturally suggests itself as a means to study the mechanical properties of nanotubes, we are confronted with the problem of configuring a nanotube suspended over empty space. The solution is to deposit the nanotubes on a well polished alumina ultra-
filtration membrane. On such a substrate nanotubes occasionally lie over the pores, either with the most of the tube in contact with the membrane surface (Fig. 3(a)), or with the tube suspended over a succession of pores. The attractive interaction between the nanotubes and the membrane acts to clamp the tubes to the substrate. Hence, we assume that tubes with long lengths in contact with the membrane are rigidly clamped.

The AFM is then used to apply a force and to measure the resulting deflection of the “beam”. The deflection $\delta$ of a beam as a function of the applied load is known from small deformation theory to be $\delta = FL^3/3EI$, where $F$ is the applied force, $L$ is the suspended length, $E$ is the Young modulus, $I$ is the beam’s moment of inertia, and $\alpha = 192$ for a clamped beam [14]. For a hollow cylinder, $I = \pi(R_o^4 - R_i^4)/4$; $R_o$ and $R_i$ being respectively the outer and inner radii.

We used an AFM in contact mode with Si$_3$N$_4$ tips for all measurements. To minimize the uncertainty of the applied force, we calibrated the spring constant of each AFM cantilever, usually $-0.1$ N/m, by measuring its resonance frequency.

Once a suspended nanotube is located with the AFM, we determine its diameter, suspended length, and deflection midway along the suspended length from data like those of Fig. 3(b). The apparent tube width is a convolution of the tube diameter and the tip radius. Height remains a reliable measure of the tube diameter. The reversibility of the tube deflection and the linearity of the $\delta$-$F$ curve show that the nanotube response is linear and elastic. The slope of the curve, typically $-0.5$ m/N, directly gives the Young modulus of the MWNT once $L$ and $R_0$ are known.

![Image of MWNT](image.jpg)

**FIGURE 3.** (a) AFM image of a MWNT adhered on the polished ultrafiltration alumina membrane, with a portion bridging a pore of the membrane; (b) cross-sectional profiles of the nanotube (A) and corresponding pore (B) depicted in image (a).

It is worth mentioning that the deflection is nonzero for zero nominal force, i.e., for zero deflection of the AFM cantilever. Two reasons can be evoked for this observation. First, the filter surface is rounded so that the tube can be slightly bent by the moment exerted by adhesion forces on the membrane. Second, the absolute force exerted on a surface by the tip is the sum of a net attractive force $F_a$ and the nominal force due to cantilever bending $F_n$. Our measurement rely on the assumption that $F_a$ does not depend on $F_n$. This is true as long as the surface is not deformed by the tip, i.e., if the contact surface is the same.
Let us examine the precision of the method. The precision on the tube diameter is about 0.5 nm; the relative error decreases for large tubes. The problem of convolution with the tip shape affects also the measurement of the suspended length. In fact we determine a minimum value of the suspended length. Then a minimum value for $E$ is calculated. A further source of uncertainty arises from the inner diameter which cannot be measured by AFM. An extensive HRTEM study by Bacska et al. [15] demonstrated that it can vary from 1 to 6 nm for a tube of 10 nm outer diameter, with the most probable value being approximately 2 nm. We assume $R_i = 1$ nm, with the consequence that we calculate the minimum value for $E$. If in fact the inner diameter were 6 nm, the error would be 13%, less than our probable error.

The Young’s modulus for eleven individual arc-grown carbon nanotubes, nearly independent of tube preparation, diameter, suspended length, or clamping to the substrate, is $810 \pm 410$ GPa, which should be taken as a minimum value. Our result compares favourably with simulations, and with the calculated value for the in-plane direction of graphite, 1.06 TPa [16].

For catalytically grown nanotubes a singular decrease of the elastic modulus is observed as compared to arc-grown nanotubes. Our values ranged from 10 to 50 GPa. This behaviour can be explained by the high anisotropy of graphite. The variation of the elastic modulus with the angle to hexagonal axis is strongly influenced by the shear effect between planes. A minimum value of about 10 GPa is obtained when the crystallites are disoriented by $45^\circ$ from the hexagonal axis.

The characterization of SWNT ropes is more difficult [17]. The ropes are not always symmetric in cross-section, and may be covered with amorphous carbon. It was therefore not possible to obtain linear and reproducible results on all ropes. We checked that the measured diameter was the same on both sides of the hole to verify that the rope was homogeneous. The regularity of the profile measured with AFM ensures that the rope is not covered by amorphous carbon beads. The nearly cylindrical shape of the ropes we measured was verified by comparison with multiwall nanotubes. For small ropes it is probable that we underestimate the number of tubes because the actual shape should be a trapezoid. Then the Young modulus for small ropes may be overestimated.

Dealing with the elastic properties of ropes we feel that the problem will be different than for nested multiwall nanotubes or catalytic nanofibers. The low intertube cohesion will facilitate bending as compared to an isotropic beam obtained by cross linking neighbouring tubes. This is actually why an elongated crystalline array of SWNT is called a rope...

To modelize the deformation of the rope in bending, one may be tempted to consider the SWNT completely free in a rope. The clamped beam formula can then be used with the applied force divided by the number of tube in a rope. Doing so gives a Young modulus higher than 10 TPa for a single tube, which is far higher than the more optimistic predictions. We have clearly to improve the model. Fortunately the problem of deflection of anisotropic beams have been considered by mechanical engineers a long time ago. In fact, the shear deformation of the beam must be included in addition to the pure bending effect [17].

It appears that shear deformation can be neglected for long ropes of small diameter.
and we measured directly the Young modulus, obtaining about 1 TPa. This is in agreement with theoretical calculations [18] and with other experiments [19]. Using this value we can also extract the shear modulus for large ropes, which amounts to ~1 GPa.

To conclude this section it is worth stressing the good correlation we found between the elastic properties and the structure of the different beams. The good agreement between these experiments and theory show that nanofibers have an enormous technological potential which only asks to be exploited.

FIELD EMISSION

Although important insights have been obtained recently on field emission from carbon nanotubes, little is yet known about the emission mechanism, although experimental evidence strongly suggests that the electrons are not emitted from a metallic continuum as in usual metallic emitters [20][21]. We address here this still open question by studying the field emission from three different perspectives: measurements of the energy spectra of the emitted electrons, observations of light emission during field emission, and field emission microscopy.

**Emitted electron energy distribution**

According to the Fowler-Nordheim theory (F-N theory, i.e., elastic tunneling through a triangular barrier, with the electron distribution described by Fermi-Dirac statistics [22]), the energy distribution of the emitted electrons is

\[ J_{FN}(E) \propto \exp\left(\frac{(E - E_F)}{b(F/\phi^{1/2})}\right) f(E - E_F), \]

where \( E \) is the electron energy, \( E_F \) the Fermi energy, \( \phi \) the work function, \( F \) the electric field, and \( f(E) \) the Fermi-Dirac distribution. We show in Fig. 4(a) a field electron energy spectra obtained on a MWNT film, along with the best fit obtained with the F-N distribution. Obviously, the distribution doesn’t match the measured spectra. The F-N theory predicts exponential slopes on both sides of the distribution which arise from the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution and from the increase of the barrier width, respectively.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**FIGURE 4.** Field electron energy spectra obtained on a MWNT film (dots), showing (a) a single peak, along fits obtained with the F-N distribution and with the modified F-N distribution including a gaussian band of states; (b) two peaks along with the deconvolution in two gaussian distributions (dashed lines) and the resulting total distribution (solid lines).
To obtain reasonable agreements with the measured spectra, we considered a gaussian band of states at the tip of the tubes instead of the usual metallic density of states (DOS), resulting in a distribution $J(E) = J_{FN} \times \exp\left(-\frac{(E - E_F)^2}{(2\Delta E)^2}\right)$, i.e., the Fowler-Nordheim distribution times a gaussian band of width $\Delta E$ centered at energy $E_F$. With this distribution, the tube body is taken as metallic, i.e., with a DOS described by the Fermi-Dirac statistics, and it supplies the tip states (gaussian bands) with electrons. This modified formula fits well the spectra, as can be seen in Fig. 4(a), and allows one to estimate the width of the gaussian (typically 0.2 - 0.4 eV) and the Fermi temperature of the electrons (300 - 400K). We found the presence of several peaks on some spectra as displayed in Fig. 4(b), where the two peaks have been deconvoluted with two gaussian distributions. Such a situation may arise from one tube if the local DOS at the tube tip has two bands not too far apart in energy, or from another tube. In the latter case, the difference in energy between the peaks wouldn't come from a potential difference, but because the bands are not located at the same energy from one tube to the next.

**Field emission induced luminescence**

We observed luminescence induced by electron field emission on single- and multiwall nanotubes films as well as on single MWNT emitters. The light emission occurred in the visible part of the spectrum, and could sometimes be seen with the naked eye. No light emission was detected without applied potential.
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**FIGURE 5.** (a) Emitted light intensity and current density as a function of time for a MWNT film; (b) Spectra of field emission induced luminescence for one MWNT along with the two gaussians fit.

The emitted light intensity followed furthermore closely the variations in emitted current, as can be assessed in Fig. 5(a), where the emitted current and emitted light intensity have been simultaneously measured. Actually, the emitted intensity depends critically on the current, since the relative variations are 3-4 times higher for the luminescence as compared to the current.

To investigate further this phenomenon, we analysed the spectral repartition of the emitted light for single MWNTs. A typical spectrum is displayed in Fig. 5(b). The spectra could be described with very good accuracy as a sum of two gaussian functions, with peak energies, widths, and relative intensities that varied with experimental conditions. Fig. 5(b) shows an example of a fit, with the measured spectrum in grey, the
two gaussians in dashed lines, and the resulting fitted spectra in solid line. The full width at half maxima (FWHM) in the case of Fig. 5(b) were ~0.34 eV and ~22 meV for the broad and the narrow gaussian, respectively, with an integrated intensity ratio of typically 20. No significant changes in the shape of the spectra was observed when the current was varied apart from a small shift (<25 meV) of the broad gaussian. The position and width of the narrow gaussian remains nearly constant from one tube to the next. As for the broad gaussian contribution, we observed peak intensities and widths varying between 1.73 and 1.83 eV and between 0.3 and 1 eV, respectively. Finally, light was emitted at higher energies from SWNTs as compared with MWNTs.

There has been one report of observed luminescence on opened nanotubes [23] but it was attributed to an incandescence of carbon chains at the tip of the tube provoked by resistive heating. Our results however strongly suggest that the light emission is directly coupled to the field emission. The narrowness of the luminescence lines and the very small shifts with varying emitted current (< 5 meV) show that we are not in presence of blackbody radiation or of current-induced heating effects, but that photons are emitted following transitions between well-defined energy levels. This strongly suggests the presence of localized states at the tip.

We estimate that one emitted photon corresponds to at least $10^6$ field emitted electrons. With localized states at the tip, the greatest part of the emitted current will arise from occupied states with a large local density of states located near the Fermi level. Other, more deeply located electronic levels may also contribute to the field emission. In this case, the emitted electron will be replaced either by an electron from the semimetallic tube body with an energy comparable to the level energy, or by a tip electron from the main emitting state. Clearly, the second alternative may provoke the emission of a photon. Even if the tunneling probability for electrons from deep state is several orders of magnitude lower than for the main emitting state, it will be readily sufficient to cause the observed light intensities.

The luminescence intensity $I_p$ as a function of the emitted current $I_e$ follows a power law $I_p \propto I_e^\alpha$ with $\alpha = 1.4 \pm 0.2$. This dependence can be reproduced by a two-level model [24]. The distribution of localized states at the nanotube tip is simplified to a two level system, with the main emitting level at energy $E_1$ below or just above the Fermi energy, and a deep level at $E_2 < E_1$. When an electron is emitted from the deep level, it is replaced either by an electron from the tube body, or by an electron from the main level which can provoke the emission of a photon. From the Fowler-Nordheim model, the transition probability $D(E)$ can be evaluated for each level, and in the frame of our model, $I_p \propto D(E_1), I_p \propto D(E_2)$. It appears that $I_p$ varies as a power of $I_e$ with an exponent that depends on the separation of the levels, and that amounts to 1.51-1.65 for the energies observed here (typically 1.8 eV), which corresponds well to the experimental observations.

**Field emission microscopy**

Field emission microscopy (FEM) is an extension of field emission characterization, which offers a unique possibility of visualizing the emitter by replacing the counter-
electrode with a phosphor screen. We performed FEM on SWNT films with the emission area reduced to ~0.1 mm diameter. A simple 20 x magnifying electrostatic lens, held at about 1 mm distance, was used as counterelectrode, and a phosphor screen located 5 cm above the film-lens assembly allowed us to visualize the field emission patterns on a phosphor screen.

The FEM patterns observed on the screen reflect directly the emitted current distribution. Since the tunneling electrons have very small kinetic energy, they follow the lines of forces, which diverge in first approximation radially from the emitter surface. The emission pattern at the tip, reflecting the spatial distribution of the emitted density, is thus enlarged before hitting the screen. A pattern detected by FEM on carbon nanotubes can be induced either by adsorbates, by local changes in the emitted current due to preferential emission sites (surface steps that result in a locally enhanced field amplification, protrusions of amorphous carbon present on the tip surface, or atomic wires), or spatial variations of the electronic density.

![Figure 6. Sequence of field emission patterns obtained on a SWNT film.](image)

Fig. 6 shows a sequence of field emission patterns recorded at ~1 s intervals. Usually, several spots were simultaneously visible on the screen. Besides single spots and elongated and/or circular features without any distinctive shape, some well-defined patterns were observed. Most of them acted definitely as a unit. Like the one outlined in the first frame of Fig. 6, they abruptly changed shape, rotated or librared, or disappeared suddenly. This behaviour makes it highly plausible that each of these patterns is due to a single tip, or to a single adatom/admolecule. Individual patterns of two-fold and four-fold symmetry were frequently observed evolving from simple spot pattern, but no three- or five-fold symmetry patterns were detected. More complicated figures consisting of a series of fringes (up to four) showing twofold symmetry, with some fringes divided in two leaves, were also observed.

Because of the observed symmetries, it is very improbable that the different spots on the patterns were caused by preferential emission from protrusions of amorphous carbon, single atomic wires, or surface steps. On metallic tips, adsorbates also give raise to two- or four-fold leaf patterns, appearing bright and superimposed on the usual tip pattern. However, complicated patterns like the ones on Fig. 6 were only very rarely detected, whereas they systematically appear at high current for SWNT, and no additional tip pattern was observed in superposition. Furthermore, experiments carried out in ultra-high vacuum conditions yielded comparable results. It is thus most probable that the observed patterns are caused solely by spatial variations of the electronic density, i.e., that they reflect the electronic density of the emitting states at the tip. The fact that the electronic distribution from a single tube shows a non-homogenous structure points again to the fact that the electrons are emitted from electronic states
localized at the tip, and are not delocalized conduction-band electrons as in metals.

**Field emission mechanism**

We deduce from the above results that the field emission behavior of carbon nanotubes cannot be understood in terms of emission from a metallic tip. The luminescence and the energy distribution of the emitted electrons indicate that the electrons are emitted from narrow band states of ~0.3 eV half-width. In fact, theoretical calculations show that the local density of states at the tip presents sharp localized states that are correlated to the presence of pentagonal defects [25]. The observed luminescence strongly suggests that although the greatest part of the emitted current comes from occupied states with a large density of states near the Fermi level, other, deeper levels also contribute to the field emission. The position of the tip states with respect to the Fermi level influences directly the field emission properties of the tube. Indeed, only tubes with a band state close under or just over the Fermi level are good candidates for field emission.

We conclude that the presence of such localized states instead influences greatly the emission behaviour. At and above room temperature, the body of carbon nanotubes behave essentially as graphitic cylinders. This means that the carrier density at the Fermi level is very low, i.e., on the order of $5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$, which is 3 orders of magnitude less than for a metal. Simulations show that the local density of states at the tip reaches values at least 30 times higher than in the cylindrical part of the tube. Since the field emission depends directly on this carrier density, the field emission current would be far lower without these localized states for a geometrically identical tip. The superiority of closed over open or disordered MWNTs is in this respect an additional indication [21], since the position and intensity of the localized states are strongly influenced by the crystalline structure. A disordered, or worse, a missing tip would consequently lead to inferior performances, as was observed for open and catalytic MWNTs [21].
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Hydrogen Storage in Carbon Materials - Preliminary Results

Ludwig Jörissen*, Holger Klos*, Peter Lamp*, Gudrun Reichenauer* and Victor Trapp*


Abstract. Recent developments aiming at the accelerated commercialization of fuel cells for automotive applications have triggered an intensive research on fuel storage concepts for fuel cell cars. The fuel cell technology currently lacks technically and economically viable hydrogen storage technologies. On-board reforming of gasoline or methanol into hydrogen can only be regarded as an intermediate solution due to the inherently poor energy efficiency of such processes. Hydrogen storage in carbon nanofibers may lead to an efficient solution to the above described problems.

THE GINA PROJECT (GAS STORAGE IN NANOFIBERS)

Large hydrogen storage capacities (HSC) of carbon nanofibers (CNF) were previously reported by a group of Boston researchers (1). Other research groups have been working on this topic and also obtained some interesting results (2). In reflection of such promising HSC in carbon-based nanostructures, a German group of two industrial partners and two R&D institutes have joined to follow up on this issue. This project comprises the screening of various types of carbon materials, putting an emphasis on CNF, with regard to their HSC. Furthermore, a CNF synthesis apparatus was set up enabling us to a focused production of certain CNF types with promising HSC. The hydrogen storage tests were carried out by applying two different methods, i.e. gravimetric measurements and volumetric tests. While in the initial phase it appeared to be difficult to obtain reliable test results, both methods prove to provide highly reproducible data. Although the tested materials were also characterized by a variety of analytical methods, mainly results of the HSC tests are reported here. Within the scope of this project, a wide range of carbon materials were obtained from several providers from the scientific community and commercial sources. These initial HSC tests of different carbon materials were necessary in order to get an understanding of the fundamentals of the relevant hydrogen storage mechanisms especially in CNF.
Hydrogen Storage Capacity Tests

The volumetric HSC test was carried out with a high-pressure apparatus (Fig. 1) by determining the gas pressure drop. The entire test device can be flooded with various gases at room temperature up to a pressure of 200 bars, and can be evacuated down to \(10^{-7}\) mbars by means of a molecular pump.

\[ \text{FIGURE 1. Schematic experimental set-up for volumetric HSC tests (ZAE division Garching).} \]

The actual test volume (dotted square) is divided by the valve S into two volumes \(V_R\) (reference volume) and \(V_S\) (sample vessel). The pressure sensor \(P\) measures the pressure in \(V_R\), and two temperature sensors monitor the ambient temperature and the gas temperature inside the sample vessel. After loading the sample vessel with a carbon material, the apparatus is evacuated and heated up to 450 °C for several hours. Subsequently, volume \(V_R\) is filled with hydrogen gas up to a final pressure of approx. 100 bars. Opening the valve S results in a pressure drop caused by expansion of the gas into \(V_S\) and uptake of hydrogen by the sample. The first contribution can be taken into account by applying the ideal gas law to the set of known values of \(P, V_S, V_R\). The remaining pressure drop has then to be attributed to hydrogen storage in the sample. For further verification, a reference measurement is taken with helium which does not significantly adsorb on the sample surfaces.

Gravimetric tests of HSCs were based on a system (Fig. 2) employing a SATORIUS micro-balance S3D-P. This device allows to measure mass yields at the sample with a sensitivity of 0.1 µg at pressures up to 150 bars. Crucible S contained the sample and the reference crucible R was loaded with quartz powder. The HSC tests were carried out isothermally at 23 °C. First, the balance volume was evacuated to \(2\times10^{-6}\) bars until the pressure had stabilized for 30 min. Then the entire gas volume was flushed 3 times.
with hydrogen gas at ambient pressure. The HSC test was carried out stepwise up to 125 bars. Gas pressures were measured with a pressure sensor and were kept at a constant value after the balance had stabilized. The same procedure was applied during the subsequent desorption steps.

FIGURE 2. Set-up of gravimetric HSC tests (ZSW Ulm).

**Preliminary Results**

So far, none of the investigated carbon nanofibers and nanotubes had HSCs exceeding values of 2 w/w%. In many cases it was difficult to judge how much nanofibers the obtained sample actually contained because it consisted of an inhomogenous mixture of amorphous materials and various forms of nanofibers and nanotubes. In such cases, it could be applicable to determine the fraction of e.g. nanofibers in the specimen and to extrapolate the found HSC to 100% nanofiber content. However, such an approach and was not yet applied within the scope of our project.

Interestingly, a row of HSC tests on activated carbon blacks (ACB) with various micropore volumes gave some understanding on the important role of micropores for the HSCs. Figure 3 shows a diagram emphasizing the dependence of the HSC of various ACBs. Clearly, the HSC is increasing with greater micropore volume up to a maximum of about 0.6 w/w% at around 0.75 ml/g micropore volume. Since the investigated ACBs have not yet been fully characterized, we are so far unable to draw a more detailed conclusion of these test results.
FIGURE 3. Relationship between HSCs and the ACB micropore volume (experimental data).

Outlook

In the initial project phase, a sound basis for various HSC test has been established and the first carbon nanofibers have been synthesized in-house. The following steps will comprise a focussed nanofiber synthesis, aiming at certain preferred morphological aspects. Furthermore, cleaning and activation procedures will be pursued. It will also be attempted to get a better understanding of the hydrogen storage mechanisms.
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Pressure Dependent $^1$H-NMR-Measurements of Activated Carbon and Carbon Nanofibers

Walter Schütz, Holger Klos

Mannesmann Pilotentwicklung,
Chiemgaustraße 116, 81549 München, Germany

Abstract: Pressure dependent $^1$H-NMR-spectroscopy was used with the aim to study the microscopic mechanism of gas storage in different carbon materials. Investigations were performed on activated carbon, arc discharge produced soot, carbon-nanotubes and carbon-nanofibers in comparison to metal hydrids. We rebuilt a standard NMR-spectrometer, which allows hydrogen pressure dependent measurements up to 100 bar. Interesting parameters are the line width and the line position in comparison to pure hydrogen gas. Carbon-nanofibers exhibit large line shift and line width.

INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen is the most promising energy resource for the future. Fuel cells convert hydrogen and oxygen gas into electrical energy. While fuel cells are close to market entrance, there is still need for powerful hydrogen storage systems. Hydrogen can be stored in pressure vessels, but the storage capacity is comparatively low. Storage as liquified hydrogen requires a lot of energy and an expensive cryogenic tank system. Metal hydrids for hydrogen storage are not practicable, because they are too heavy and too expensive. Maybe carbon materials can help to solve these problems: Different press releases reported about enormous storage capacities in carbon nanofibers (Ref. 1, 2). This storage mechanism is not understood until now.

Using pressure dependent $^1$H-NMR measurements it is possible to get information about the microscopic environment of the protons and to distinguish between physical adsorption and chemical absorption phenomena.

The line intensity is proportional to the amount of the stored hydrogen. The line width gives evidence about the interactions between the hydrogen molecules and the adsorption material. Line broadening is caused by dipolar interactions, which are independent of the outer magnetic field and by magnetic anisotropy or anisotropic chemical shift, which are proportional to the applied magnetic field. The line position depends on the local magnetic field. For example, in activated carbon it can be shown, that line shift is found, when the pores, where the hydrogen is adsorbed, are surrounded by anisotropic diamagnetic material and depends on the form of the pores and grains (Ref. 3).
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

$^1$H-measurements were performed with a 20 MHz Bruker minispec spectrometer. The sample handling of this spectrometer type is easy, because no special probe head is needed.

The sample is placed in a special glass tube (Fig. 1), which is connected to a gas capillary system. A hydrogen gas vessel is fixed at the other end of the capillary system. The hydrogen pressure range is variable between 0 and 100 bar. This system is submitted as patent.

![Figure 1. NMR glass tube.](image1)

RESULTS

NMR of metal hydrides generates spectra, which are typical for protons in solids (Fig. 2). In metal hydrides, hydrogen is stored in interstitial positions. Due to strong dipolar interactions, the line width is about 100 KHz. The sharp peak in the center of the signal is caused by gaseous hydrogen in the sample tube.

The spectra of the different carbon materials are shown in Figure 3. The line shift and the line position are summarized in Figure 4. Both are independent of the applied pressure in contrast to the line intensity: The hydrogen pressure is directly proportional to the number of gas particles. In a wide range the ideal gas law is valid (up to 150 bar). The NMR-line intensity is proportional to the number of gas particles. (In Fig. 3 the line intensities of the different carbon materials can not be compared.)

In activated carbon we found a line width, which is typical for this class of material (Ref. 3). The lines are broadened in comparison to free hydrogen gas (Fig. 4). This line broadening is caused by the distribution around the middle value of the local magnetic field. Dipolar interactions are muddled out by fast reorientation of the hydrogen molecules. The line position is also typical for activated carbons and can be explained by a model, where the hydrogen molecules are adsorbed on a graphitic plane (Ref. 3).
In arc discharge produced soot, the signal is similar to pure hydrogen gas. No line shift can be detected, the line width remains nearly constant. This means, that almost no adsorption on the surface takes place.

![NMR spectra of different carbon materials (60 bar)](image)

**Figure 3.** NMR spectra of different carbon materials (60 bar)

The NMR-signal of carbon nanotubes (MWNT) exhibits a shift, which is comparable to activated carbon. It can be explained with hydrogen adsorption on an aromatic surface (Ref. 3). The lines are narrower as in activated carbons and depend on the orientation of the aromatic plane.

In carbon nanofibers we detected unusual large shift and line width. At present an interpretation of these signals is not possible.

![Line width and line shift of the different carbon materials](image)

**Figure 4.** Line width and line shift of the different carbon materials.
DISCUSSION

NMR-spectra of metal hydrides exhibit that hydrogen is absorbed in interstitial positions. These spectra are typical for solids and have a line width of about 100 KHz due to dipolar interactions. We studied different carbon materials and found that hydrogen is just adsorbed on the surface. The NMR line widths are in the same range as those of pure hydrogen gas. The broadening by a factor of 5 to 10 is caused by the diamagnetic anisotropy of the carbon materials. The lines are shifted to higher fields in comparison to hydrogen gas. As well, this shift is caused by anisotropic diamagnetism. When hydrogen is absorbed between the graphicite platelets, which is expected in carbon nanofibers, the lines should get much broader, when the molecules become immobile. Until now, we could not confirm this hypothesis. However, we found an unusual line shift and line width in carbon nanofibers. Experiments with hydrogen pressure above 100 bar are in progress.

SUMMARY

We rebuilt a conventional $^1$H-NMR spectrometer for pressure dependent measurements up to 100 bar and demonstrated that NMR is a powerful tool to study adsorption and absorption phenomena. All carbon materials we studied, showed adsorption on the surface in contrast to metal hydrides, where the hydrogen occupies interstitial positions.
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Encapsulation of Ferromagnetic Metals into Carbon Nanoclusters

S. Seraphin, J. Jiao, C. Beeli*, P.A. Stadelmann*, J.-M. Bonard**, and A. Châtelain**
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Abstract. Electron holographic measurements of the magnetization of carbon-coated ferromagnetic particles of different sizes in the nanometer range are reported. Values of a ratio of remanent to saturation magnetization of 0.3 are found for the entire assembly by Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). If determined for the individual particle by electron holography, however, values in between 0.75 and 0.30 are determined for diameter range in between 30 and 100 nm, with the highest value relating to the smallest diameter. Exposing the sample assembly to a 2 Tesla external magnetic field increases the magnetization by 10%. The small size of the particles as well as the interface of the ferromagnetic material with the carbon coating are cited in speculations on the interpretation of the results.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in magnetic properties of the carbon coated ferromagnetic particles was stimulated first by their technological promise. Recording technologies in particular are searching for very fine-grain magnetic materials that could be tailored in their magnetic properties and are resistant to oxidation. A second, more fundamental reason is given by the fact that the small size and subsequently limited number of atoms of a particle could support novel physical properties that are not observed in the macroscopic bulk. Several studies have measured the integral magnetic properties of these particles [1-4]. The only study on the magnetization measurements of individual carbon coated nanoparticles of Co, Ni, Dy using a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) focused on ellipsoidal particles of 15-30 nm diameter [5]. The results suggested single domain character. This study reports on the measurements of the magnetization of spherical carbon-coated Co and Ni particles as a function of their diameters by electron holography in the transmission electron microscope (TEM). The technique was used to determine the remanent magnetization of thin Co and Ni nanowires as a function of diameter and length-to-diameter ratio [6]. Recently, the magnetization reversal behavior of submicron-sized Co thin films was also studied in situ using electron holography [7]. The understanding of the formation of remanent states is of importance for the design of magnetic elements for device applications.
SAMPLE PREPARATION

The carbon-coated Ni and Co nanoparticles were prepared in a modified arc discharge chamber with two vertical electrodes and a perpendicular jet of helium gas [1]. The products consisted mainly of spherical particles without nanotubes or amorphous debris as shown by the scanning electron image of Ni in Fig.1(a). The size of the particles ranged from 20 to 80 nm. TEM revealed that these particles were coated with thin layers of graphitic carbon (Fig.1(b)). The coating layer became thicker and completely graphitic when the sample was annealed at 900 °C for 1 hour (Fig.1(c)). The XRD analysis showed that these particles are elemental Ni and Co without changing to carbides. This is in contrast to most of the products from the conventional arc discharge which sustained a much higher carbon-to-metal ratio in the process. Our previous studies showed that the average size of the particles can be controlled by changing the size of the metal pool in the anode [8]. It was found that the larger the metal pool the bigger the average size of the particles.

MAGNETIC CHARACTERIZATION

The integral hysteresis loops of the samples taken by a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) showed a ratio of remanent to saturation magnetization, M/M_s ~0.3 [1]. In this study, the electron holography was used to determine remanent magnetization as a function of individual particle size when they are attached to each other in chains as shown in Fig.2. The electron holography was performed at 100 kV with the objective lens current switched off in a HF-2000 FEG TEM equipped with an electrostatic biprism. Two sets of samples for each metal type were studied, one as-deposited and the other after applying a 2 Tesla magnetic field parallel to the grid plane. The profiles (Fig. 4) of the phase difference across the chain as indicated in the phase image (Fig.3) corresponded to the total magnetic flux leaking from the chain [6], thus determining the remanent magnetization. The direction of the phase change across the chain (after the reduction of a 2π phase wrapping) from positive to negative values or vice versa determines the direction of the magnetic moment in the chain.

Fig. 5 shows the ratio M/M_s as a function of the average Ni particle diameters. In the diameter range 30 to 100 nm the remanent magnetization decreases with increasing particle diameter. The highest relative magnetization obtained in this sample is around 0.75, and the lowest 0.30. After being exposed to the 2 Tesla external magnetic field, the magnetization of the particles increased by about 10% with the dependence on the particle size staying essentially unchanged. Compared to the integral value of 0.3 obtained from the VSM technique, the results from holography provide more detailed information on the magnetization. A magnetization much lower than in the bulk may be due first to size effects, and secondly caused by the presence of the carbon coating interfacing the metal core. The reduction in magnetization of larger particles may be due to the internal flux closure in the large particles. A TEM equipped with a Lorentz lens is required to provide the phase contours lines of constant magnetization inside the particles of these sizes. Fig. 6 shows the relative magnetization values of carbon coated Co nanoparticles of smaller values (0.55 to 0.16) but show the same trends as Ni. The results attach for the first time a magnetization value to a particle that can be identified individually in its graphite-coated existence. Further investigation is necessary to verify the cause of the size dependence of the magnetization and determine at what size range will the remanent magnetization increases again to reach the bulk values.
Fig. 1  
(a) A scanning electron image of as-made Ni nanoparticles without any nanotubes.
(b) A TEM image of as-made Ni particles with a thin carbon coating layer.
(c) A TEM image of Ni particles after annealing at 900°C with thicker coating layers.
Fig. 2 A chain of spherical nickel particles.

Fig. 3 Phase image of the Ni chain shown in Fig. 2. Arrows indicate the locations of line-scans.

Fig. 4 Phase profiles of the three line-scans shown in Fig. 3. Note the sign inversion in c compared to a, b indicating a reversal of magnetization.
Fig. 5  Relative remanent magnetization, M/M_s, of Ni particles as a function of average particle diameter. The external magnetic field (upper trace) increases the magnetization of the particles by 10% over that of the as-deposited particles.

Fig. 6  Relative remanent magnetization, M/M_s, of Co particles as a function of average particle diameter.
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Fullerene Incorporated Nanocomposite Resist Systems for Practical Nano-fabrication
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Abstract. We propose a nanocomposite resist system that incorporates sub-nm fullerene C_{60} or C_{70} into a conventional resist material as a practical nanometer range resist system. Fullerene molecules show chemical and physical resistant characteristics, and their incorporation reinforces the original resist film, leading to substantial improvements in resist performance: etching resistance, pattern contrast, mechanical strength, and thermal resistance. A nanocomposite resist system based on an positive-type electron beam resist, ZER520, and its application to the fabrication of X-ray masks, diffractive grating elements, nano-printing molds, and quantum dots are presented.

INTRODUCTION

With the advances in device miniaturization and integration, the fabrication of nanometer patterns with dimensions smaller than 0.1 \( \mu \)m is increasingly in demand not only for single-device study but also for ULSI research and development. However, it has been difficult to fabricate such ultrasmall patterns due to the poor resistant qualities of conventional resist materials, regardless of the means of exposure. First of all, there are the problems of contrast degradation and defects, which are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Because resolution generally increases with decreasing resist film thickness, an extremely thin film is used for ultrasmall pattern fabrication (1). Such film is likely to result in contrast degradation or rounding at the upper corner region of the patterns during development and in the formation of defects during etching due to its poor etching resistance. Another problem is pattern collapse [Fig. 1(b)]. For substrate etching with a thicker resist film, the aspect ratio of a pattern, defined as the ratio of pattern height and pattern width, becomes higher, and this often results in pattern collapse. Figure 1. Problems in conventional resist processes.

collapse due to the poor mechanical strength of such thin and high patterns. Because pattern collapse practically determines resolution, it has become a serious concern in actual device fabrication. As a way to overcome these problems, we have proposed a novel approach called the nanocomposite resist system, which incorporates fullerene C60 or C70 into a conventional resist material to enhance resist performance (2), (3). In this paper, we first present the concept of the nanocomposite resist system, and then describe enhanced resist quality in a system composed of a C60/C70 mixture and a positive-type electron-beam (e-beam) resist, ZEP520. We also discuss future developments and applications of this system.

CONCEPT

Figure 2 shows the basic idea of the nanocomposite resist system. A film of conventional resist material spin-coated on a substrate appears to be a closely packed film, but from a microscopic viewpoint, such a thin organic polymer film has spaces not occupied by polymer molecules and is porous in nature compared to metal or other inorganic materials [Fig. 2(a)]. Developer or etching species easily pass through the pores and induce pattern contrast degradation or etching defects. In addition, the porous organic film generally has poor mechanical strength. By filling the unoccupied spaces with highly etching resistant ultrafine particles, the intrusion of both the developer and etching species is blocked and pattern contrast and etching resistance are thereby enhanced [Fig. 2(b)]. It is also expected that close packing with such ultrafine particles could increase the rigidity or strength of the film by increasing its density. Since fullerene molecules are highly etching resistant (5) and ultrafine as shown in Fig. 2, we used C60 or C70. These molecules have several advantages for incorporation: They readily dissolve in some aromatic solvents, and are chemically and physically stable.

![Figure 2](image)

FIGURE 2. A schematic drawing of the nanocomposite resist system. C60 and C70 molecules fill up the spaces among the matrix resist molecules to form a closely packed and reinforced resist film.
RESIST CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS

Commercially available fullerene C60, C70, and a C60/C70 mixture (ratio: 4/1), which is available at a much lower price than C60 or C70, were incorporated into ZEP520 resist (C60, C70, and C60+70@ZEP) by dissolving them with o-dichlorobenzene. The detailed preparation process is described in a previous report (4). Patterning experiments were done with an e-beam machine (25 kV), and exposed samples were processed following the conditions for pure ZEP.

The enhancement of etching resistance was evaluated using reactive ion etching (RIE) with C2F6 gas. As shown in Fig. 3, the etching rate of all the fullerene-incorporated ZEPs decreases in the same manner with increasing fullerene content. Under the present development conditions, we could not obtain good-quality patterns at higher contents due to heavy residue caused by the strong dissolution inhibiting effect of the fullerenes. The best-quality patterns were obtained in the range from 5 to 10 wt%, which corresponds to an etching resistant enhancement of 10 to 15%. While the strong dissolution inhibiting effect degrades pattern quality, a moderate inhibiting effect improves pattern contrast. We observed a contrast enhancement effect at 5 wt%, as shown in Fig. 4. Fullerene is insoluble in the ZEP developer and thereby limits the dissolution of the resist at the upper corner of a pattern, which is weakly exposed by e-beam and is removed in the pure ZEP. Mechanical resistance or strength was also enhanced by fullerene incorporation. Figure 5 shows 90-nm-pitch and resist patterns of (a) pure ZEP and (b) 10 wt% C60@ZEP formed in a 250-nm-thick film, which is relatively thick for nanometer pattern fabrication. During the development process, the pure ZEP patterns collapse due to their poor mechanical strength. On the other hand, the 10 wt% C60@ZEP patterns

![Graph showing normalized etch rate vs. fullerene content](image)

**FIGURE 3.** Enhancement of dry-etching resistance.

![Examples of contrast enhancement](image)

**FIGURE 4.** An example of the contrast enhancement of patterns. The pure ZEP patterns show rounded upper corners, while the 5 wt% patterns show steep profiles.
exhibit an extremely high aspect ratio of about 5.5 with no pattern collapse. We also observed an enhancement of thermal resistance in the nanocomposite systems. Patterns of 10 wt% showed practically no adverse swelling after heat treatment at 120 °C and only slight deformation even at 150 °C, whereas those of the pure ZEP swelled at 120 °C and completely flowed at 150 °C.

We have applied the new resist system to various device fabrications and obtained good results. Figure 6 shows a cross-sectional view of 50-nm Ta absorber patterns of a fabricated mask for x-ray lithography. The Ta thickness is 400 nm, so the aspect ratio is as high as 8. The mask was patterned with the 10 wt% C60+70@ZEP. The mask composition and fabrication processes are described in detail elsewhere (6). This successful result can be applied to the fabrication of a Fresnel zone plate for x-ray microscopy. Grating patterns for semiconductor lasers were also fabricated by using the 10 wt% C60+70@ZEP (Fig. 7). 80-nm-pitch patterns were etched into a 140-nm-thick SiN film through a 200-nm-thick resist by C2F6 RIE. The SiN patterns would be further transferred into an InP substrate in an actual device process. For deep etching of the substrate, the 10 wt% system has a great advantage over pure ZEP, since it provides
high-aspect-ratio patterns strong enough to etch a thicker SiN film.

An array of dots with dimensions smaller than 100 nm is of great interest in the fabrication of quantum box lasers and nanocompact disks. Figure 8 shows an array of \sim 80 diameter and 125 nm period Ti dots formed by a lift-off technique using a single layer of the 10 wt% system. The enhanced thermal resistance of the system minimizes damage caused by increased temperatures during metal deposition by electron beam. We are currently working on the fabrication of quantum box lasers and nanocompact discs using this technique (7), (8). Further improvements in resolution will be possible by introducing a bilayer resist system composed of a fullerene-incorporated ZEP top layer and a pure ZEP bottom layer. In this new system, an inversely tapered pattern favorable for lift-off is formed by changing the fullerene content to optimize the sensitivity of the top layer.

**FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS**

C$_{60}$ and C$_{70}$ are not soluble in common or nontoxic resist solvents like ethyl lactate. This limits the extensive application of nanocomposite resist from practical and environmental points of view. However, some fullerene derivatives have been and will be synthesized to enhance solubility in common organic solvents. Such derivatives can be readily incorporated into conventional resist materials at much higher contents than C$_{60}$ or C$_{70}$. The higher degree of incorporation will make the quality of future nanocomposite systems much greater than that of the present ZEP system. In addition, the solubility enhancement has the potential to increase the sensitivity of nanocomposite resist by making it possible to combine it with a chemical amplification resist, in which sensitivity is greatly enhanced by the catalytic chain reaction of acids produced by high energy irradiation.
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Cluster structure and elastic properties of superhard and ultrahard fullerites
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Abstract. Velocities of the longitudinal and shear sound waves are measured in ultrahard fullerites created by static high-pressure-high-temperature treatment under P=13 GPa and T=1670-1870 K. The highest value of 26.0 km/s for the longitudinal waves is measured, that is about 40% more than in diamond. Bulk modulus of different ultrahard fullerites covers the range of about 600-1700 GPa. The highest hardness is about 30×10^5 kg/mm^2. We ascribe these unique properties to formation of 20-30 atoms clusters by the walls of adjacent molecules under process of 3D-cross-linking. Most distinctly these clusters declare themselves in the cubic structure with the lattice parameter about 6 Å and 32 atoms per unit cell.

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of the structure of high-pressure-high-temperature treated C_{60} fullerite have shown that beyond the stability of C_{60} molecule the materials created under pressure below about 8 GPa have a graphite-like features while under pressure above about 20 GPa - a diamond-like [1-3]. After the heat treatment in the pressure range 8-20 GPa the very interesting quenched fullerite states were created. Different 3D-polymerized crystal structures were obtained as well as the new disordered carbon states [3-5]. Physical properties of these metastable states are very different to the properties of other known carbon materials. Hardness of these new materials cover a wide range (3-30)×10^5 kg/mm^2 [3,4,6,7]. The materials with the hardness higher than that of diamond were called “ultrahard” [4]. The very first practical application of such materials as ultrahard nanoindenters for correct measurements of the hardness of different faces of natural diamonds at room temperature is described in [6]. The elastic properties and structure of ultrahard fullerites are of particular interest. In this study we have measured the velocities of sound in the samples of ultrahard fullerites, evaluate elastic constants and discuss correlation between bulk modulus, hardness and structure of these materials.
SAMPLES AND ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

Samples of pure pristine C_{60} (99.98%, C_{70}: 0.01%) were treated under pressure of 13 GPa and temperatures in the range 1500 - 1870 K for 1 min in a specially designed high-pressure apparatus [4]. After the thermobaric treatment the specimens were embedded into a steel cartridge clips; front and back faces were polished for acoustic microscopy study. The thickness of the samples with plane-parallel reflecting surfaces was 1.2 - 2 mm and their diameter was about 2 mm.

The wide-field pulse scanning acoustic microscope WFPAM was applied in a reflection mode with the small-aperture ultrasonic beam (half-aperture angle of lens is 11°) at a driving frequency f = 50 MHz [8]. Ultrashort probing ultrasonic pulses of 30 ns were used for measurements. They propagated into a specimen mainly as a beam of the longitudinal wave. A mean diameter of the acoustic spot on the specimen face was about 100 μm. The time interval t_1 between the signals reflected at the front and back faces of a sample determines the magnitude of the longitudinal sound velocity C_L: \( C_L = 2d / t_1 \), where \( d \) is a specimen thickness. Due to the mode conversion at the faces of the samples a part of the incident beam propagates into a specimen as the transverse waves. In the particular values of the distances between an acoustic lens and the sample surface the echo-signal was formed by the beam which penetrates in the specimen as the pure longitudinal wave but after reflection at the backface propagates back as the transverse wave or vice versa. The transverse wave velocity magnitude was derived from measurements of the time intervals t_1 for longitudinal wave and t_2 for mixed mode of propagation: \( C_T = d / (t_1 + t_2/2) \).

Table 1. Density \( \rho \), velocities of the longitudinal \( C_L \) and shear \( C_T \) sound waves, bulk elastic modulus \( B \), shear modulus \( G \), Young’s modulus \( E \) and the Poisson’s ratio \( \sigma \) for the fullerite samples synthesized under pressure \( P \) and temperature \( T \). Data for synthetic polycrystalline diamond (graphit) as well as known data for monocrystal diamond, graphite and pristine C_{60} are presented for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>( P/T ), GPa</th>
<th>( \rho ), g/cm(^3)</th>
<th>( C_L ), km/s</th>
<th>( C_T ), km/s</th>
<th>( B ), GPa</th>
<th>( G ), GPa</th>
<th>( E ), GPa</th>
<th>( \sigma )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.5 / 1000</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13 / 1670</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13 / 1770</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13 / 1870</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polycrystal.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>synth. diam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monocryst.</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>17.5-18.6</td>
<td>11.6-12.8</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>354-535</td>
<td>884-1144</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diamond</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphite [9]</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>4.0-21.6</td>
<td>0.3-14.0</td>
<td>290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prist. C_{60} [10]</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>3.0-3.4</td>
<td>1.6-2.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ultrasonic scanning of the samples have shown their acoustic inhomogeneity. The areas with a minimum values of \( t_i \) were studied for a quantitative measurements. Elastic moduli were calculated on the basis of the measured velocities and densities of the samples. The results of measurements and calculations for ultrahard samples synthesized at pressure of 13 GPa and different temperatures are represented in the Table 1. We have measured acoustic properties of the synthetic polycrystalline "carbonado"-type diamond in the same manner. These data as well as the data for superhard fullerite sample obtained at \( P=12.5 \) GPa, \( T=1000 \) K and known data for monocrystal diamond, graphite and pristine \( C_{60} \) are presented for comparison. Values of velocities are averaged over 3-4 different points for each sample with the deviation of \( \pm 0.1 \) km/s. Density of the samples was measured by flotation method using a mixtures of diiodmethane and acetone liquids of different concentrations.

As seen from the Table 1, the velocity of the compressional sound wave in the samples obtained at \( T = 1770 \) and 1870 K is higher than that in diamond and the bulk elastic modulus \( B \) of all studied samples is essentially higher than that for diamond and graphite. On the other hand, the velocity of the shear wave in the fullerites is less than in monocrystal diamond, thus their shear modulus \( G \) is less than that for diamond. The Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) of the studied fullerites is much more than that of diamond.

It is interesting to note, that the values of \( B = 540 \div 690 \) GPa for the samples No.’s 1 and 2 obtained at relatively lower pressure and temperature correlate with the estimation of about 630 GPa calculated in [11]. We suppose that under these synthesis conditions the \( C_{60} \) cages in the nanostructure still prevail. A new sharp growth of \( B \) upwards 1 TPa was not predicted, but this phenomena may be also explained, at least partially, on the basis of theoretical approach [11] using the model of cross-linked fullerene-like carbon clusters for the structure of ultrahard fullerites.

STRUCTURE OF THE MATERIALS

Structure of the studied ultrahard materials highly disordered. X-ray study and Raman scattering [4,5] revealed only broad bands similar to those of amorphous diamond-like films with high ratio of sp\(^3\)- to sp\(^2\)-sites. However, very high hardness and particular elastic properties direct on the drastic difference in the structures of ultrahard fullerites as compare to known diamond-like materials. High bulk modulus, almost twice more than that of diamond was calculated for \( C_{60} \) molecule [11], but cross-linking of the molecules with sp\(^3\)-hybridization was not considered at that time. The experimental data show that 3D-polymerization of \( C_{60} \) in fcc and bcc lattices as well as in disordered \( C_{60} \) solid actually takes place. In this case formation of 20-30 atoms clusters by the walls of adjacent molecules happens [3]. Thus we suppose that the structure of 3D-polymerized \( C_{60} \) may be considered as a random 3D network of \( C_{60} \) and \( C_{20-30} \) clusters with conjugated interatomic bonds. Elastic properties of the material with such structure depend on the ratio of different clusters and type of interatomic bonds. Fig. 1 shows the x-ray diffraction patterns of the fullerite samples obtained in a narrow temperature-pressure range 1770-1830K; 12-13 GPa. Filtered Cu K\(_\alpha\) radiation was used; the range of the scattering angle in Fig. 1 is up to 50° (about 2.0
Å of d-spacing). Top curve shows formation of the diamond-like peak in fullerite at very high temperature 2100 K and P=13 GPa. The value of pressure 12 GPa is not sufficient to preserve C_{60} structure at T=1770 K and the cross-linked layered carbon structure [3,5] forms at these conditions (bottom curve). Under P=13 GPa, T=1830 K only two distinct broad diffraction bands were observed, corresponding to 2.16 and 1.2 Å. The diffraction pattern of the sample synthesized at medium value of pressure 12.5 GPa and T=1830 K contains more bands. Their maximums correspond to 3.0, 2.18, 1.8, 1.2 Å of d-spacings. We consider such diffraction pattern as a very disordered cubic structure with the lattice parameter of about 6 Å and 32 atoms per unit cell. This structure is built on the basis of the clusters corresponding to tetrahedral and octahedral emptiness in the 3D-polymerized fcc structure.

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of the fullerite samples obtained at different P-T-conditions pointed out in the plot.

Fig. 2. Bulk modulus B of spherical carbon cluster versus number of atoms N according to relation used in [11] (solid line). Dashed line is discussed in the text.

Fig. 2. displays the dependence of bulk modulus on the number of atoms N in a fullerene (or fullerene-like cluster). Solid line is plotted using the relation \( B=2h/3(S_{11}+S_{12}) \) from [11]. Here \( R \) - radius of a fullerene and we substitute it with \( \sqrt{N/4} \) for spherical shape (\( f \) is a coefficient that we consider to be constant in the first approach). \( S_{ij} \) are elastic constants of graphite. The value of \( (S_{11}+S_{12}) \) practically equal for graphite and diamond, thus we suppose in the first approach that sp\(^3\) hybridization do not affect on bulk modulus of the molecules at cross-linking. Dashed curve \( B(N) \) is drawn up taking into account known value of \( B \) for diamond as a cluster of 10 atoms and our experimentally determined values of \( B \) for ultrahard fullerites assuming that they include clusters of about 20 to 60 carbon atoms.
MEASUREMENTS OF HARDNESS

The hardness of different fullerite samples including ultrahard was measured by the "NanoScan" (NS) measurement system based upon the principle of the atomic force microscope [6,7]. It was specially designed to carry out hardness tests by sclerometric (plowing) method. Ultrahard fullerite tips were used as a microindenter.

The results of measurements are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Hardness H of the fullerite samples treated at pressures of 9.5 and 13 GPa as a function of temperature of synthesis T.

The hardness of different faces of natural diamond was measured by the same method and it is pointed out in the Fig. 3 for comparison. Fig. 4 shows that the hardness of ultrahard fullerites with bulk modulus up to 790 GPa fits the same linear dependence on B as it is known for other hard and superhard materials [12]. Hardness of hard and superhard fullerites accords to this empirical rule too.
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Electronic Properties of Nanotube Junctions

Ph. Lambin and V. Meunier

FUNDP, 61 Rue de Bruxelles, B 5000 Namur, Belgium

Abstract. The possibility of realizing junctions between two different nanotubes has recently attracted a great interest, even though much remains to be done for putting this idea in concrete form. Pentagon-heptagon pair defects in the otherwise perfect graphitic network make such connections possible, with virtually infinite varieties. In this paper, the literature devoted to nanotube junctions is briefly reviewed. A special emphasize is put on the electronic properties of C nanotube junctions, together with an indication on how their current-voltage characteristics may look like.

INTRODUCTION

The atomic lattices of two different single-wall nanotubes can be joined while preserving the threefold coordination of all the sites. Such a connection demands a few topological defects, a single pair of pentagon and heptagon in the simplest case [1]. The most promising junctions would be these ones connecting semiconducting to metallic nanotubes [2]. In this respect, hetero-junctions between C and $B_2C_pN_q$ nanotubes look promising [3] because the band gap of a BCN nanotube is only weakly dependent on its radius. A challenging issue would be to realize Schottky barriers in a controlled way which, through their rectifying properties, could act as fast switching nanodevices [4]. Although there is no direct experimental evidences that such junctions could work, there has already been a report of rectification of the current flowing across metal-semiconductor interfaces along a rope of single-wall carbon nanotubes [5]. The present paper provides a short survey of theoretical data obtained for junctions between C nanotubes, with a special emphasize put on their electronic properties. How the density of states varies locally in the junction region is illustrated on a few typical examples. The implications of these results on the current-voltage curves of the nanotube junctions are discussed.
Figure 1(a) (left): (9,0)-(12,0) connection [9]. The curves a, b ... are local DOS averaged over the atomic sites around the sections indicated by the corresponding labels in the atomic structure. The heptagon and the pentagon are located at the sections f and i, respectively. The Fermi level is at zero energy, the horizontal bars indicate zero DOS.

Figure 1(b) (right): Same as in fig. 1(a) for a (8,0)-(7-1) junction [11]. There is a pair of adjacent pentagon-heptagon between the sections g and h.

LOCAL DENSITIES OF STATES

The density of states (DOS) of a carbon graphitic network around the Fermi level $E_F$ is dominated by the $\pi$ electron states, which are well described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian. In small diameter nanotubes, the curvature of the lattice has a significant effect on the $\pi$ DOS [6]. The lattice curvature can be taken into account by setting the hopping interactions between first-neighbor $\pi$ orbitals as

$$\langle \pi_i | H | \pi_j \rangle = V_{pps} \tilde{n}_i \cdot \tilde{n}_j - (V_{ppp} - V_{ppx}) \cos \theta_i \cos \theta_j$$

with $V_{pps} \approx -V_{ppx} = \gamma_0$ (= 3 eV in this paper). In that equation, $\theta_i$ is the angle between the orientation $\tilde{n}_i$ of the $\pi$-orbital at site $i$, normal to the atomic network, and the direction of the CC pair $ij$. In tight-binding, the DOS can easily be calculated on any atomic site of interest by the recursion technique. This method was used for computing the data presented below. A structural optimization of all the junctions considered in this paper was performed as described in ref [7].

Conical sections between straight nanotubes have often been observed in multi-walled systems [8]. An atomic model of such a conical junction between two zig-
zag nanotubes is easily constructed by introducing a pentagon and a heptagon along a line parallel to the axis of the structure [9, 10]. An example is the (9,0)-(12,0) connection shown in fig. 1(a). The (9,0) and (12,0) nanotubes both have a small gap (0.08 and 0.05 eV, resp.) induced by curvature that forms a small dip in the plateau of metallic states around $E_F = 0$ (see fig. 1(a)). There is a continuous transformation of the width and the height of the metallic plateau across the junction, both being inversely proportional to the radius of the nanotube.

In the (8,0)-(7,1) connection shown in fig. 1(b), the pentagon and heptagon are adjacent [11]. The structure bends at an angle of 12°. The (8,0) nanotube is a semiconductor (1.4 eV). As for the (7,1) tubule, the curvature of the lattice opens a small gap (0.1 eV). Fig. 1(b) indicates how the transition operates between the metallic plateau in the DOS of (7,1) and the band gap of (8,0). A remarkable feature of the junctions of figs. 1(a) and (b) is the rapid convergence of the DOS towards the one of the constituent nanotubes on moving away from the interface [11].

An example of a true metal-semiconductor junction is the (10,0)-(6,6) connection shown in fig. 2 [12]. Here the pentagon and the heptagon are located at diametrically-opposed positions, which bends the structure at an angle of 36°. Bends of that sort have been observed experimentally [13]. The DOS rapidly vanishes in the gap of the (10,0) semiconductor. In the upper part of the junction, the DOS does not converge monotonously towards the plateau typical of a metallic nanotube, but oscillates instead on both sides of the Fermi level. These oscillations are most likely due to interferences between incoming and reflected Bloch waves whose propagation is blocked by the semiconducting band gap. These interferences could form a $2k_F$-oscillation like standing pattern in front of the junction, and should be observable by STM. The corresponding wavelength $3a/2 = 0.37$ nm is characteristic of the armchair geometry.

**CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS**

A Bardeen perturbative formulation of the tunnelling conductance across a junction between two zig-zag nanotubes has been developed in ref. [9]. By simplifying further this approach, the tunnel current $I$ in a biased junction can be written as

$$I = \frac{2e}{h} 2\pi N t^2 \int_{E_{F-eV/2}}^{E_{F+eV/2}} n_1(E + eV/2)n_2(E - eV/2) dE$$

where $N$ is the number of bonds making the connection, with an average hopping interaction $t$, $n_1$ and $n_2$ are the DOS of the two nanotubes, assumed to have their Fermi levels at the same energy. In the absence of any charge transfer, the $I - V$ curve is symmetric with respect to zero bias. In a metal-semiconductor junction, $I = 0$ for $|V| < E_g/2$ where $E_g$ is the band gap. There is no rectification unless the
semiconducting part be doped. The differences between metal-semiconductor and metal-metal junctions gradually wash out by increasing the radii of the connected nanotubes. Indeed nanotubes with radii larger than $\sim 3$ nm have their DOS already close to that of a graphite, which varies like $|E - E_F|$ near the Fermi level. The above convolution formula then gives $I$ proportional to $V^3$ for all the connections. $I - V$ curves measured experimentally by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy follow this cubic law reasonably well, except at low bias where a parabolic law of the current was observed [5].

When the effects of curvature on the $\pi-\pi$ interactions are neglected, all the nanotubes $(L, M)$ with $L - M$ divisible by 3 are metallic. At this approximation, the conductance at zero bias of a junction between two of them, as given by the Landauer formula, becomes a purely topological property [14]. It is equal to $4e^2/h$ when the connected nanotubes are identical, and decreases rapidly by increasing the ratio $R_1/R_2$ of the radii. This is because a Fermi Bloch wave traveling on the largest nanotube cannot easily constrict to the smaller diameter of the other nanotube, and a large fraction of it is therefore reflected back. In certain circumstances, a junction between two metallic nanotubes can be insulating [15]. A gap of conductance takes place when the Fermi states on both sides of the junction belong to different representations of the rotational symmetry group of the connected system. This demands a conical connection based on several pairs of pentagon-heptagon that preserves the common rotational symmetry of the constituent nanotubes.

To summarize, it is hoped that this short survey of theoretical results on nan-
otube junctions was sufficient to prove their rich variety of properties. Whereas the exploration of these interesting properties has just started, new ideas are frequently proposed such as three-line junctions having the form of a T [16]. This work was performed under the auspices of the Interuniversity Research Project on Reduced-Dimensionality System (PAI P4-10) of the Belgian OSTC.
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Phthalocyanine-C_{60} Composites as Improved Photoreceptor Materials?

B. Kessler, C. Schlebusch, J. Morezin, W. Eberhardt

Forschungszentrum Jülich, IFF, D-52425 Jülich, Germany

Abstract. With the methods of photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) and optical transmission spectroscopy we demonstrate that an electron transfer from light-induced excitonic states of different phthalocyanines (Pcs) towards unoccupied electronic states of C_{60} is energetically possible, thereby increasing the generation efficiency for free charge carriers. No indication for a ground state electron transfer is found for any of the Pcs in contact to C_{60}. The improvement of τ-H_2-Pc due to the admixture of C_{60} is directly shown by an enhanced photocconductivity.

INTRODUCTION

Organic photoconductor materials, especially metal phthalocyanines (M-Pcs) with M=TiO or VO and the metal-free H_2-Pc, are widely used in commercial photoreceptors which are the light sensitive parts in laser printers and xerographic devices (1). They are less toxic than inorganic components and their sensitivity reaches into the infrared region. Therefore infrared lasers can be used which are less expensive due to their universal application in mass technology products.

A crucial step for the performance of a photoreceptor is the generation of free charge carriers. The efficiency of the charge carrier generation process depends on the competitive recombination probability of the light induced excitonic state of the Pc. It can be enhanced when an acceptor is placed close to the Pc-molecules which is able to separate the electron and the hole and thereby reduces the recombination rate. C_{60} has already demonstrated its capability for this purpose with different organic materials (2-7). With our experimental analysis of the electronic states of several M-Pcs in contact to C_{60} we are able to determine whether such an electron transfer is energetically possible for the material combinations studied here. This process can only occur if the charge-separated state is energetically preferred compared to the intermediate excitonic state. An unwanted ground-state electron transfer between the M-Pc and C_{60} that
might enhance the dark conductivity is unlikely due to the rather high chemical inertness of \( C_{60} \).

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Two different kinds of samples are analyzed: we either use a dispersion directly from the production process of photoreceptor devices that contains a Pc with a polymeric binder (8) and an optional admixture of about 5% \( C_{60} \) ("technical" sample) which is cast onto a metal substrate and inserted into ultra-high vacuum after drying, or we prepare an *in situ* sublimed film of Pc with a thin overlay of \( C_{60} \) ("model" sample). M-Pcs with \( M=\text{TiO} \), \( \text{VO} \), \( \text{Cu} \), \( \text{Ni} \), \( \text{Fe} \) and two different phases of metal-free \( \text{H}_2\text{Pc} \) are analyzed.

For the analysis of the unoccupied density of states we use X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES). Using tuneable synchrotron radiation from the HEPGM 3 at BESSY (Berlin) a C-1s core electron is excited into the unoccupied states. Measuring the secondary electron yield as a function of the photon energy thereby gives the unoccupied density of states via the absorption cross section.

The occupied density of states is analyzed by photoelectron spectroscopy with ultraviolet radiation (UPS) using a He-resonance light source (\( \text{hv}=21.2\text{eV} \)) and an hemispherical electron analyzer.

Information on the excitation energy of the Pc is obtained by optical transmission spectroscopy in the energy region of \( \text{hv}=1\text{eV} \) to \( 4\text{eV} \).

Measurements of the photoconductivity and the dark conductivity directly confirm the improvement of the Pc by an admixture of \( C_{60} \). For these measurements a sandwich structure is prepared on a glass substrate that consists of the sample material between a transparent indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrode and an evaporated Au electrode. Monochromatic light with a wavelength of 610nm is used for a measurement of the photocurrent as a function of an applied voltage between -0.1V and 0.1V.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Using X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) we study the unoccupied density of states of different M-Pcs (\( M=\text{TiO} \), \( \text{VO} \), \( \text{Cu} \), \( \text{Ni} \), \( \text{Fe} \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{Pc} \)) and M-Pcs with low coverages of \( C_{60} \) (0.5ML to 2ML, not shown). The spectral features of the overlay samples are composed of structures from the particular M-Pc substrate and from the \( C_{60} \). By subtracting the spectra of the pure M-Pc from the overlay spectra a measured spectrum of pure \( C_{60} \) can be very well reproduced. Since no significant peak broadening or extra features occur we can conclude that none of these Pcs undergoes a chemical reaction with \( C_{60} \). Therefore we do not expect a dramatic enhancement of the dark conductivity of these Pcs when they are doped with \( C_{60} \).
Fig. 1 displays our results for optical transmission spectra from two different samples of H$_2$-Pc, namely a "technical" and a "model" sample. Their spectra show slightly differing onset energies for the optical excitation that corresponds to the singlet excitonic state of the Pc. The singlet excitonic state can be populated with energies larger than 1.5eV and 1.6eV for the dispersion and the sublimed sample, respectively. We attribute this difference to different phases in which the organic molecules are stacked in order to build molecular crystallites in the solid (9). Such phases usually differ in the stacking angle and the stacking distance between the molecular subunits. Whereas the molecular crystals grow in a mixture of the thermodynamically stable $\alpha$- and $\beta$-phases during the sublimation process, the dispersion-sample crystallites are in the metastable $\tau$-phase. As a result of these spectra we see that singlet excitonic states of H$_2$-Pc have a minimum energy of 1.5eV.

As a next step we analyze the occupied density of states by photoelectron spectroscopy with ultraviolet radiation (UPS). As an example we discuss the results for a sublimed layer of H$_2$-Pc with a coverage of 2ML C$_{60}$. This UPS-spectrum can be decomposed into the single components of $\alpha,\beta$-H$_2$-Pc and of C$_{60}$ (see Fig.2). From this we determine the energies of the top of the valence band (VB) of $\alpha,\beta$-H$_2$-Pc and of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of C$_{60}$. Using the published value for the gap of C$_{60}$ of 2.3eV (10) we obtain the position of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of C$_{60}$, and all 3 levels can be drafted in a model of the electronic states in the right part of Fig.2. From this model it is obvious at least 1.2eV are needed in order to transfer an electron from the VB of $\alpha,\beta$-H$_2$-Pc into the LUMO of C$_{60}$. We therefore can conclude that the charge separated state is 1.2eV above the ground state, whereas the energy of the singlet excitonic level is at least 1.5eV as obtained from the transmission spectra. That makes a charge separation of the excited intermediate state via an electron transfer into the LUMO of C$_{60}$ energetically possible. Since most of the M-Pcs have singlet excitonic levels at about 1.5eV to 1.8eV (1, 11) and our UPS-results show transfer energies $\leq$1.2eV for the other M-Pcs (not

FIGURE 1. Optical transmission data from a technical (open dots) and a model sample (solid squares) of H$_2$-Pc.
shown) we can conclude that for all the M-Pcs studied here an improvement of the charge-generation efficiency is expected when they are doped with C₆₀.

**FIGURE 2.**
left: Position of UPS-features of αβ-H₂-Pc and C₆₀ in contact to each other (see text). right: Model of the electronic levels of αβ-H₂-Pc and C₆₀ in contact to each other; C₆₀ gap from (10).

**FIGURE 3.** Photoconductivity (top) and dark conductivity (bottom) of technical samples of t-H₂-Pc and binder with (open symbols, right scale) and without C₆₀ (filled symbols, left scale).
Fig.3 displays the results of the photoconductivity (top panel) and the dark conductivity (bottom panel) for an undoped technical sample of τ-H₂-Pc (left scales) and a C₆₀-doped sample of this material (right scales). The spectra are displayed in such a way that the measured data fit into the same window for undoped and doped material. Therefore a comparison of the scaling factor at the top panel directly shows that the doping improves the photoconductivity by a factor of 20. The contrast between the photoconductivity and the dark conductivity of the undoped sample (left scales: top range divided by bottom range) corresponds to about 100. For the C₆₀-doped sample (right scales: top range divided by bottom range) the contrast improves to 200.

SUMMARY

Our results demonstrate that photoreceptors containing M-Pcs may show an enhanced charge-generation efficiency when they are doped with C₆₀.
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New Metallic Alloys Incorporating Fullerenes and Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract. In order to open new routes to fullerenes application, we have investigated the effect of fullerenes and nanotubes in metallic alloys. Fullerenes mixture and carbon nanotubes have been used as new carbon sources in the synthesis of metallic alloys (Al, Fe and Ni). After melting under inert atmosphere, macroscopic homogeneous alloys were obtained with iron and nickel but the aluminium based alloys looked rather inhomogeneous due to an incomplete melting. From the samples analysis by chemical reactions and XPS, it was concluded that the carbon is essentially located on the alloy surface as carbide and sp² structures. Except for the aluminium based alloy where some fullerenes were still detected, thermal treatment as well as metal catalytic effect led to the decomposition of the fullerenes in the alloys. Nevertheless, carbon nanotubes kept their structure and were trapped in the alloys. The hardness of these new alloys were determined and compared to values of common alloys incorporating graphite and norit-A as carbon sources. The preliminary results showed slightly higher hardness values for alloys incorporating fullerenes and weaker values for alloys incorporating carbon nanotubes.

INTRODUCTION

Since the publication in 1992 of a new way to use fullerene's structure to reinforce steel [1], we have developed new metallic alloys incorporating fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. New alloys were prepared by melting processes and samples obtained were analysed by different methods to determine whether the fullerene's structure was conserved or not. The reason to use fullerene in the synthesis of metallic alloys holds in the hope that fullerenes and especially carbon nanotubes could build a kind of carbon backbone in the metallic matrix leading to better mechanical properties. To evaluate the mechanical properties, we have measured the hardness of the samples, but other mechanical data were not available since the amount of sample was limited (about 50 g). All these results were compared with results obtained from metallic alloys made of graphite or Norit-A as carbon sources. The aims of our experiments were both to get new high tech material and to study the stability of fullerene compounds under severe conditions (molten metal).
EXPERIMENTAL

Multi-walls carbon nanotubes were produced by catalytic decomposition of acetylene over cobalt supported on zeolite NaY as described in the literature\(^{12-13}\). The support was removed by dissolution in hydrofluoric acid. Fullerenes soot was produced by mild oxidation in a premixed benzene/oxygen/argon flame at low pressure (70 torrs). This soot contains about 5% of fullerenes, mainly C\(_{60}\) and C\(_{70}\) in our experimental conditions. The fullerenes were separated from soot by Soxhlet extraction using toluene as solvent and analysed by HPLC. The latter showed the presence of C\(_{60}\) and C\(_{70}\) in a ratio 80/20, less than 1% of higher fullerenes and some PAHs which have been removed by petroleum ether washing. Powder mixtures have been prepared as described in table 1 and then, melt in an inductive oven (model PV 8910) working under argon atmosphere. This kind of oven allows the complete melting of the samples in less than one minute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
<th>Weight of metal (g)</th>
<th>Weight of carbon (g)</th>
<th>Weight % of carbon</th>
<th>Atomic % of carbon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe1</td>
<td>Fe + fullerenes</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>0.8173</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2</td>
<td>Fe + nanotubes</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>0.4598</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>5.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe3</td>
<td>Fe + noril-A</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>0.8417</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe4</td>
<td>Fe + graphite</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>0.8223</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni1</td>
<td>Ni + fullerenes</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>0.8825</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>8.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni2</td>
<td>Ni + nanotubes</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>0.3961</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni3</td>
<td>Ni + noril-A</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>0.8638</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>8.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni4</td>
<td>Ni + graphite</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>0.8804</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al1</td>
<td>Al + fullerenes</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.2873</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al2</td>
<td>Al + nanotubes</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>0.3104</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al3</td>
<td>Al + noril-A</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>0.2755</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al4</td>
<td>Al + graphite</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.2961</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Homogeneous melting were obtained for iron and nickel based alloys, but it was quite impossible to melt the aluminium by inductive heating because aluminium is diamagnetic and the very small granulometry could prevent the field lines propagation. So, we have used a resistive oven to melt the aluminium based alloys. This kind of oven works under vacuum, the temperature was set at 1200°C and the cooling was achieved by a nitrogen flow. However, the melting was incomplete and the samples looked inhomogeneous.

XPS measurements have been collected on a SSX-100 spectrometer calibrated with the value corresponding to the full width at half maximum of Au 4f\(_{7/2}\) signal. TEM observations have been performed on a Philips EM 301 with a lateral resolution of 3 Å.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemical Analysis

The general principle of the characterization by chemical analysis consists in taking a stuck of the alloy (about 3 g) and to dissolve the metal in aqua regia. Then, we analyse the residu by HPLC using a commercial Buckyprep column for fullerenes and by TEM for carbon nanotubes. HPLC results do not show the presence of fullerenes in the iron or nickel based alloys. Thus, fullerenes have been decomposed during the melting process. The thermal decomposition was enhanced by the catalytic effect of iron or nickel as it is the case in Cepek's experiments \(^4\). For the aluminium based alloy, we recovered 1.6 % of the initial fullerenes amount. This could be in agreement with a possible resistance of fullerenes in melting aluminium. The 98.6 % of missing fullerenes was decomposed into graphitic form or carbide, or has been sublimated during the one hour melting process. TEM observations of the alloys incorporating nanotubes show that the structure of the nanotubes is partially conserved. Only some nanotubes have been eaten away from the tips or imperfect sections (connections between two tubes, unwell graphitic parts,...). We also observed helicoidal tubes after the metal dissolution and this could confirm the perfect and continuous turbostratic structure for this kind of nanotubes. The reaction time of the melting was found to be a very important parameter: The shorter it is (inductive heating) the more nanotubes do survive. The catalytic destruction of fullerenes compounds seems to be stronger for the case of nickel than for iron.

XPS Characterization

The iron and nickel based alloys were analysed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to collect more information about the chemical environment of both metal and carbon. Thus, the XPS experiments allowed us to determine the bond energy of the different carbon species at the surface of the sample. Before each measurement, the metal was cleaned by ionic sputtering for 20 minutes \(( \pm 1 \text{ mm}) \). The XPS results are listed in table 2. The carbon was observed to be localised at the surface of the alloys except for the "Fe + fullerenes" alloy which looks more homogeneous in its mass. Only traces of carbide were observed in the iron based alloy incorporating nanotubes. This is in complete agreement with the conservation of the \(sp^2\) structure of the nanotubes. The percentage of carbide found in the alloy incorporating nanotubes could come from the amorphous carbon produced together with the nanotubes.

Hardness Determination

The hardness of the iron based alloys has been determined by the depth of the diamond print at the surface of the polished samples. The results obtained are presented in table 3.

\textit{Table 2: Summary of XPS results.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metallic alloy composition</th>
<th>in initial mixture</th>
<th>Atomic % of carbon at surface of alloy</th>
<th>in sp² form</th>
<th>in carbide form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe + fullerenes</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>12.27</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + nanotubes</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>49.96</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + norit-A</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>27.99</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + graphite</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>17.01</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni + fullerenes</td>
<td>8.84</td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni + nanotubes</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>46.69</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>51.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni + norit-A</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>60.87</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni + graphite</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Hardness of the iron based alloys and depth of the diamond print on the surface of the alloy.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of alloy</th>
<th>(in)print d (nm)</th>
<th>Hardness (Vickers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe + fullerenes</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + nanotubes</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + norit-A</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe + graphite</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe that the alloy incorporating fullerenes is slightly harder than the reference alloys (Fe+graphite, Fe+ norit-A). This could be explained by a better distribution of the carbon in the alloy as the XPS results suggest. The alloy incorporating nanotubes is softer than the references. This is likely due to the fact that the samples were polished and since the nanotubes are essentially located at the surface, the polishing have removed nearly all the carbon leading to a very poor carbon alloy.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We have used fullerenes and carbon nanotubes as carbon sources to synthesise new metallic alloys. XPS measurements and chemical analysis show that fullerenes decompose into graphitic form or carbide, but the structures of the nanotubes are partially conserved. As far as iron or nickel alloys are concerned, the hardness of the new alloys do not show any advantages compared with conventional carbon sources.
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Abstract. Various interesting photophysical phenomena in composites of fullerenes and non
degenerate ground state conjugated polymers with highly extended Π-electrons in their main
chain can be explained by the ultrafast electron transfer from the conjugated polymer (donor) to
the fullerene (acceptor) upon illumination. This photoeffect was utilized for the production of
small area (mm²) photovoltaic devices which show energy conversion efficiencies ηₑ > 1% and
carrier collection efficiencies ηₑ > 20%. In this work we present efficiency and stability studies
on large area (6 cm by 6 cm) flexible solar cells based on a soluble alkoxy PPV (3,7-
dimethoxyloxy methylloxy poly(phenylenevinylene)) and a highly soluble fullerene derivative,
1-(3-methoxyxaronyl)propyl-1-phenyl [5,6]C₆₀ (PCBM). The enhanced solubility of PCBM
compared to C₆₀ allows a high fullerene - conjugated polymer ratio and strongly supports the
formation of donor - acceptor bulk heterojunctions.

INTRODUCTION

The utilization of organic materials for photovoltaic devices has been investigated
intensely during the last couple of decades (for a summary of the early reports see for
example (1,2,3)). Because of the ultrafast photoinduced electron transfer (4) with long
lived charge separation, the conjugated polymer/C₆₀ system offers the special
opportunity to produce thin film photovoltaic devices from solution. The
photoinduced charge separation happens with quantum efficiency near unity. The
performance (5) of such bulk heterojunction devices is remarkably enhanced compared
to devices made from the single components. Conjugated polymers seem to fulfill all
properties acquired for photovoltaic energy conversion: strong light absorption and
the possibility of charge separation in presence of a strong electron acceptor like
fullerenes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photovoltaic devices have been produced by spin casting from solution, yielding a typical film thickness around 100 - 200 nm. For the high work function electrode, transparent ITO substrates, either on glass or on polyester, have been used. The low work function electrode, Al, was evaporated onto the spin cast film.

Fig. 1 shows the intensity of the photoluminescence (dots, right axis) as a function of the fullerene concentration in alkoxy PPV/PCBM composites. Luminescence quenching already happens at very low fullerene concentrations (below 1 mol% fullerenes). Percolation of fullerenes to a connected path (around 17 mol% for small molecules) is not necessary for luminescence quenching. Even at low fullerene concentrations the very effective electron transfer takes place. To obtain an efficient photovoltaic response it is further necessary to collect these photogenerated charges. The squares in Fig. 1 (left axis) show the short circuit current $I_{sc}$ as a function of the fullerene concentration.

![Figure 1](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Luminescence quenching (full dots, right axis) and short circuit current $I_{sc}$ (full squares, left axis) vs. molar fullerene concentration in the composite.

The lines are fits to sigmoidal logistic distributions. One can see clearly, that charge carrier transport occurs at higher fullerene concentrations than luminescence quenching. At 20 mol% of fullerenes $I_{sc}$ already reaches 50 % of its saturation value, while at concentrations below 15 % $I_{sc}$ is app. 10 % of the saturation value. At 33 mol% saturation is reached and no enhancement of the current is found by further addition of fullerenes. Microscope studies on these compounds show, that at higher fullerene concentrations (>33 mol%) PCBM tends to aggregate and/or phase separate from the conjugated polymer, leading to inhomogeneous films. The quality and homogeneity of the composite film strongly influences the efficiency of the solar cell. Inhomogeneous films with pin holes and large serial resistivities lead to small fill factors (FF), lower rectification and decreased open circuit voltages ($V_{oc}$). A further
important parameter, determining the quality of the thin film is therefore the choice of the substrate. We studied the I/V characteristics of the fullerene/conjugated polymer thin films on two different substrates and in two different geometries: (i) devices on ITO glass substrates with active areas around 15 mm², and (ii) devices on ITO polyester substrates with typical areas of 6 cm by 6 cm and active areas of 4 times 360 mm². Figure 2 shows a comparison between these two cell types.

![Graph](image1)

**FIGURE 2.** (a) I/V characteristics of small area glass cell (☐ dark - ■ illuminated with 488 nm, 10 mW/cm²) and (b) large area polyester cell (☐ dark - ■ illuminated with 488 nm, 10 mW/cm²).

Although dark negative currents are higher for the flexible substrate cell, both cells show comparable V_{oc} and J_{sc}. For both cells we calculated a filling factor FF around 0.35. The overall efficiency of the cells is calculated with app. 1.2% under monochromatic illumination (488 nm) with 10 mW/cm². These data show clearly, that upscaling to flexible substrates does not influence the efficiency of the cells. The electron/phonon efficiency \( \eta_e \) of the conjugated polymer/fullerene network is estimated to be higher than 20% for thin films (5). Obviously \( \eta_e \) is limited by inefficient charge transport processes, probably due to the hopping conductivity of the fullerenes.

A very important parameter for industrial applications is the lifetime of the devices. Conjugated polymers are well known for their sensitivity to photodegeneration in oxygen containing environments. We studied the degradation behavior of the single components of the plastic solar cell by in situ FTIR measurements in ATR geometry (attenuated total reflection). Fig. 3a shows the difference spectra for the alkoxy PPV. Negative growing bands are vanishing absorption bands, positive growing bands are interpreted as enhanced absorption features. Illumination with light under oxygen atmosphere bleaches the polymer, seen by the vanishing absorption of the PPV between 800 and 1500 cm⁻¹. After degradation the polymer film is transparent. The mutual growing of absorption bands around 1700 cm⁻¹ is interpreted by the formation of carbonyl bands, which is in accordance with the bleaching of the polymer. No
comparable effects are found for fullerenes. In Figure 3b the $V_{oc}$ of oxygen protected plastic solar cells is monitored. One can see, that the shelf life of the sealed devices is more than 150 days.

**FIGURE 3.** (a) In situ FTIR degradation study in ATR geometry. Difference spectra are gained by dividing the reference spectrum (dark, in Argon) through spectrum taken under illumination (25mW/cm²) and oxygen. Scans are taken in 3 minutes intervals. (b) $V_{oc}$ vs. shelf life time [days] of protected plastic solar cells.

**CONCLUSION**

In plastic solar cells fullerenes act in a double role – as highly efficient $e^-$ acceptors as well as $e^-$ conductors. The power efficiency of plastic solar cells (> 1.2 %) is limited by charge transport. Plastic solar cells can be upscaled to large flexible substrates without losing efficiency. Oxygen protection of plastic solar cells increases the shelf life time over 150 days. Further improvements in device efficiencies are expected by optimizing the composite composition, the network morphology and the charge transport properties of the single components.
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Abstract. We report on the present status of the plastic solar cell and on the design of fullerene derivatives and π-conjugated donor molecules that can function as acceptor-donor pairs and (supra-) molecular building blocks in organized, nanostructured interpenetrating networks, forming a bulk-heterojunction with increased charge carrier mobilities. Finally, we report on the first and basic steps towards the preparation of such molecular building blocks.

INTRODUCTION

The need to develop inexpensive renewable energy sources continues to stimulate new approaches to the production of efficient, low-cost photovoltaic (PV) devices. The recent discovery of photoinduced electron transfer\(^1\) in composites of conducting polymers (CP's) as donors and suitable fullerene (F) derivatives as acceptors provided a molecular approach to high-efficiency photovoltaic conversion. Because the time scale for photoinduced charge transfer is ultrafast as compared to charge recombination, the charge separated state can be described as being meta-stable (lifetime \(\sim 10^4\) s) with a quantum efficiency close to unity (Scheme 1).

\[
\begin{align*}
CP + F &\rightarrow h\nu \rightarrow CP^* + F^- \\
\text{(ground state)} &\rightarrow \text{(excited state)} \\
\text{e}^+ \text{transfer} &\rightarrow \text{recombination} \\
&\rightarrow \text{(charge separated state)}
\end{align*}
\]

**Scheme 1.** Photoinduced electron transfer in composites of conducting polymers and fullerenes.

In contrast to single junction devices (e.g. n-Si/p-Si), PV devices consisting of blends of CP and suitable fullerene derivatives (CPC blends) behave like bulk-heterojunction materials with interpenetrating networks of donors and acceptors in which the whole blend is photoactive.

Recently, it has been shown that such “all plastic” (except for the electrodes) PV devices consisting of blends of alkoxy-poly(phenylene vinylene) (alkoxy-PPV) and
the soluble fullerene derivative\textsuperscript{2,3} 1-(3-methoxycarbonyl)propyl-1-phenyl [6,6]C\textsubscript{61} (denoted as [6,6]-PCBM) can be made reproducibly with active areas of 4 cm\textsuperscript{2} without loss of efficiency\textsuperscript{4} (see Figure 1). Device manufacturing includes a single spin-cast procedure of the alkoxy-PPV/[6,6]-PCBM blend from solution upon a flexible substrate coated with ITO followed by deposition of the upper aluminum electrode.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of PV device.

Due to the presence of electrodes with different work functions an internal electric field is generated, along which the separated charges (i.e. hole and electron) move in opposite directions.

There are two major points of interest for further development of this type of PV cell: lifetime (stability) and charge carrier mobility. Since the bulk-heterojunction is a rather disordered assembly on the nanometer scale, it is expected that the overall charge carrier mobility within the PV cell is still low. With respect to the fullerene phase, optimum charge carrier mobility (i.e. electron transport) would be achieved if the independent fullerene units could be assembled in a more or less straight alignment between the two electrodes.

Towards assembly of novel functionalized fullerene derivatives

Through the rich chemistry of addition reactions to fullerenes\textsuperscript{5}, a variety of functional groups can be introduced that affect macroscopic properties (e.g. solubility).
We have studied the introduction of complementary functional groups ("lock" and "key") that can induce head-to-tail assembly of fullerene units on the molecular level. The connection of complementary functional groups to the fullerene core yields a fullerene derivative 1 that is expected to give a spontaneous head-to-tail assembly via multiple "lock"-"key" interactions (Scheme 2).

![Diagram of Scheme 2: Assembly of fullerenes through complementary functional groups.]

Scheme 2. Assembly of fullerenes through complementary functional groups.

For this reason we have prepared methanofullerenes 2a and 2b which are structurally related to [6,6]-PCBM (see Figure 2).6 Both compounds have been characterized by several spectroscopic techniques (IR, UV/VIS, NMR). Especially 2b shows remarkable solubility in different solvents such as carbon disulfide, toluene, tetrahydrofuran and o-dichlorobenzene which is an important factor during the manufacturing of PV devices. Both 2a and 2b meet the criterion of bearing complementary functional groups including the carboxylic- (acidic "key") and the N,N-dialkylamino- (basic "lock") functionalities. We have found that recrystallization of 2b under carefully controlled conditions leads to the formation of polycrystalline bowl-shaped superstructures of ~0.4 mm (!) outer-diameter as identified by microscopy (see Figure 2).

![Structures of methanofullerenes 2a and 2b and top-view of bowl-shaped polycrystalline superstructures of 2b.]

Figure 2. Structures of methanofullerenes 2a and 2b and top-view of bowl-shaped polycrystalline superstructures of 2b.
We speculate that the actual assembly involves a poly hydrogen bonded array of fullerene units. A further study of the assembly features of both 2a and 2b in the solid state and in solution is needed to unambiguously answer this question.

**Nanostructured interpenetrating CP/fullerene networks**

There are numerous ways in which one could think of modifying the structure of a bulk-heterojunction involving interpenetrating networks of CP’s and fullerenes. Three different types of interactions can be distinguished in such networks:
(a) Interactions between CP-units; (b) interactions between fullerene-units (as discussed in the previous paragraph); (c) CP/fullerene interactions within the bulk-heterojunction. Control over CP/fullerene interactions on the nano-level might be achieved by linking the independent CP- and fullerene-units together. This process could involve either linking of CP and fullerene through covalent bonds and/or linking through a spontaneous assembly process of functional groups (i.e. the principle of “lock” and “key”). Currently we are selecting and investigating suitable molecular building blocks materials for this particular purpose. Ultimately, the impact of the linking process on the architecture of the bulk-heterojunction and physical PV device parameters such as exciton transport, electron transfer efficiency, charge recombination, charge carrier mobilities etc. is to be verified.
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Abstract. A possibility to produce a Schottky barrier at the Ag/C_60 thin film interface has been demonstrated. The device structure exhibited rectifying behavior in the dark and photovoltaic properties.

INTRODUCTION

Recently we demonstrated a possibility to produce a Schottky barrier between a C_60 single crystal and silver paste [1]. We also reported on photovoltaic properties of C_60 thin film - silicon heterojunction [2]. However, we didn’t successfully produce any stable Schottky barrier with C_60 thin films. Therefore, we decided to use an Ag layer as a substrate and to improve the C_60 film crystallinity in order to produce a Schottky barrier between the C_60 and Ag layers. This paper presents a study of the crystalline structure and Surface Photovoltage (SPV) spectra of such C_60 thin films as well as the dark and light current-voltage (I-V) curves for a C_60/Ag interface.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

C_60 thin films were evaporated on the glass substrates partially predeposited with an Ag layer (Fig. 1, a), using a vacuum deposition technique. The starting powder was commercially obtained C_60 (99.98%).

The crystalline structure of the C_60 films were determined by X-ray diffraction. C_60 films and C_60/Ag interfaces were also studied by SPV spectroscopy [3]. Dark and light I-V measurements of the C_60/Ag interfaces were performed with an HP 4140 pA Meter / DC voltage source. Light measurements were performed using a solar simulator (Solar Constant 575).

Using special conditions for C_60 evaporation we have obtained films with homogeneous thickness for both the Ag and clear glass parts of the substrate (Fig. 1, b). However the structure of the C_60 film grown onto the Ag part of the substrate differs principally from that deposited onto the glass part of the same substrate. Fig. 2 displays the x-ray diffraction pattern for such a film with a thickness of 100 nm. For
the film grown on the Ag layer, one can observe narrow and intensive peak (111) and its higher harmonics: (222) and (333). In other words this C_{60} film has a (111)-texture, i.e. a well-aligned growth of the C_{60} molecules, with (111) planes parallel to the substrate surface, takes place under these conditions. The sizes of crystalline domains for textured C_{60} films are sufficiently high: values of a coherence length along <111> direction were up to 630 Å.

**FIGURE 1.** Schematic cross-section of the substrate (a) and deposited C_{60} thin film (b). 1 - glass substrate, 2 - Ag layer, 3 - C_{60} thin film.

Fig. 3 represents the SPV spectra for similar C_{60} film with a thickness of 300 nm. The spectrum for the film grown on clear glass (Fig. 3, a) was very similar to that we observed previously for non-textured C_{60} films grown on glass substrates [3]. The negative sign of the SPV indicates the n-type of photoconductivity of C_{60} films. On the other hand the C_{60} film grown on the Ag-covered part of the same substrate and having well-ordered textured structure exhibits a spectrum with the similar characteristic energies but with a positive sign (Fig. 3, b).
FIGURE 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of the C$_{60}$ film grown on the Ag (a) and glass (b) part of the same substrate. Broad line belongs to the glass substrate.

FIGURE 3. SPV spectra for the C$_{60}$ film on the glass (a) and Ag (b) parts of the substrate.
We may understand this result by postulating the existence of a barrier with the opposite direction and higher strength of the electric field (in respect to the one at the front surface of the C\textsubscript{60} layer). This indicates that a Schottky barrier has been formed at the C\textsubscript{60}/Ag interface and that the SPV signal mainly originates from band-bending at this barrier. This conclusion is confirmed by the results of the experiment varying the C\textsubscript{60} film thickness: the maximum SPV signal increased from 60 mV for a film thickness of 400 nm to 300 mV for a film thickness of 180 nm.

To study the I-V characteristics of the C\textsubscript{60}/Ag interface we produced an Al/ C60/Ag device structure using Al semi-transparent dots as front contacts because, as is known [4], the Al/ C\textsubscript{60}/Al structure (in the absence of an intermediate insulating layer, as in the Al/AlO\textsubscript{x}/ C\textsubscript{60}/Al configuration) demonstrates a quasi-ohmic behavior. The device exhibited rectifying behavior in the dark (the rectification ratio is about 10\textsuperscript{2} at ±2 V) and photovoltaic properties. Under irradiation by a solar simulator with P = 700 W m\textsuperscript{-2} the short-circuit current density was found to be J\textsubscript{sc} = 22.3 μA cm\textsuperscript{-2} and the open-circuit voltage was V\textsubscript{oc} = 180 mV. The low value of the fill factor FF = 0.3 is attributable to the high resistivity of C\textsubscript{60} films [5].

CONCLUSIONS

A possibility to grow C\textsubscript{60} films with well-ordered (111)-textured crystalline structure on Ag-predeposited substrates has been demonstrated. The SPV spectra for such a film grown on an Ag layer have been reported and discussed by postulating the existence of a Schottky barrier at the C\textsubscript{60}/Ag interface.

The I-V characteristics of the C\textsubscript{60}/Ag interfaces have been presented. The device structure exhibited rectifying behavior in the dark and photovoltaic properties.
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Introduction

The availability of computers, networks, and extended data bases make statistical evaluations of published literature fairly easy. One problem of using this method in condensed matter physics and material sciences is the definition of the search field by appropriate choice of search terms (key words). E.g. in many papers on „nanotechnology” this word will neither appear in the title nor in the abstract. In addition, the term is used for a large variety of subjects. The situation is quite different in the field of fullerenes and carbon nanotubes. This is a closed area with about 15 000 publications within the last few years, all of which can be found by using the chemical names.

A statistical analysis of published literature is attractive for

■ active researchers
■ industry
■ funding agencies

Active researchers will be able to select the journal in which most of the papers in their field of specialization are published (e.g. „Synthetic Metals” or the „Kirchberg Proceedings”) or they will learn to improve their impact on the scientific community by choosing the periodical which is most likely to be quoted by scientists in general („Science”?, „Nature”? „Condensed Matter News”? or by peers in their own field („Synthetic Metals”? „Advanced Materials”?).

Managers in industry might find help in deciding when to switch from observation of a field to active engagement in research and development. Furthermore they will be able to localize the most active groups for co-operations, for instance, if they intend to participate in research networks sponsored by the European Communities. Funding agencies might be interested in the regional distribution of research activities (Why are there more fullerene publication from China than from Russia?). They might spot out deficiencies in particular fields of research and development (There is very little nanotube research in Germany), and they might like to use scientometrics to control the efficiency of certain funding actions (Has the number of multinational publications increased by the establishment of European TMR Networks?)

Of course, there is an important CAVEAT: Scientometrics measures the impact on the scientific community but not scientific quality! (Just as a library of 20 000 000 volumes does not necessarily have to have a copy of the Gutenberg Bible or 20 000 paintings art gallery might not have a single Rembrandt).

The following graphs and tables summarize a scientometric evaluation of the fullerene and nanotube literature, which was carried out on the host STN International in the context of the International Winterschool on Electronic Properties on New Materials: Molecular Nanostructures - IWEP 98, Kirchberg, Tyrol, Austria, February 28th to March 7th, 1998 [1].
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Number of Publications

On January 19th, 1998 there were 10 331 „fullerene species” registered in the chemical compounds file of Chemical Abstracts. The total number of publications on these species was 14 920, out of which 1 564 were on nanotubes. The files compile data from more than 10 000 journals, reports, conference proceedings, patents, and books.

Figure 1 shows a plot of number of publications versus year of publication both for fullerene and for nanotubes. Of course, the sudden rise in the fullerene literature is due to Kratschmer’s discovery of a new route of fullerene synthesis, which made this material easily accessible to almost any laboratory in the world. Table 1a compiles the journals with the largest numbers of fullerene publications, and Table 1b those with publications on nanotubes. The Kirchberg proceedings[2] are at rank 5 and 9, respectively. This information tells us that these proceedings have a well established position in the field. The reader will get a good survey without having to select the relevant papers from a plethora of other material.

Figure 2 shows the regional distribution of research activity. Fig. 2a for fullerenes, and Fig. 2b for nanotubes. These graphs are based on the nation assignment of first authors by Chemical Abstracts. A surprising result is that China ranks third, after America and Japan, and well before the European countries and Russia. Germany has a good position in fullerenes (rank 4), but in nanotubes she is at the rear end (rank 10, after India).

Number of Citations

According to the files of the Science Citation Index (SCI) there are 7 479 publication out of the total of 14 920 which have been cited at least once, i.e. every second paper has not (yet) been quoted at all. There are 18 802 publications with citations on fullerenes, and the total number of fullerene citations is 140 158. Consequently a citing publication has 7.5 references on fullerenes on the average. The 1 564 publications on nanotubes have been cited 7 545 times in 3 179 publications. For a reliable evaluation the files of Chemical Abstracts and Science Citation Index had to be combined and many technical details [3] had to be taken care of (of which the treating of umlauts as in „Kratschmer” is just one example). The reader should be aware that citation lists are not ranking lists. Depending on their age the various publication had time intervals of different lengths during which they had the chance to accumulate citations!

Table 2 compiles the most cited publications on fullerenes. The „star“ certainly is Krätschmer with his method of mass production of fullerenes, followed by Kroto, whose first synthesis of fullerene was honored by the 1997 Noble price ( Curl, Kroto, Smalley). Figure 3 shows the time dependant citation of the two most cited publications from Table 2.

Table 3 compares the „field-specific impact“ of those journals which have published at least 50 papers on fullerenes. The field-specific impact differs from the „Journal Impact Factor“ (JIF) of the Institute for Scientific Informations (ISI). The field-specific impact considers only the fullerene literature and should help researchers to select those journals which have the biggest influence in the community specialized in fullerenes. As can be seen from Table 3, the high-JIF journals „Nature“, „Science“, and „Physical Review Letters“ also rank first in fullerene-specific impact.
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Table 1a: Compilation of the 30 journals with the largest number of publications on fullerenes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>723 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>719 PHYS REV B: CONDENS MATTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>503 PROC - ELECTROCHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>390 J PHYS CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>380 KIRCHBERG PROCEEDINGS* (UP TO IWEPNM 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>331 J AM CHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>326 FULLERENE SCI TECHNOL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>325 SYNTH MET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>247 SOLID STATE COMMUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>228 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>200 MATER RES SOC SYMP PROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>160 PROC SPIE-INT SOC OPT ENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>149 J CHEM PHYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>142 APPL PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>142 J CHEM SOC., CHEM COMMUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>128 MOL CRYST LIQ CRYST SCI TECHNOL., SECT C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>105 PHYSICA C (AMSTERDAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>104 SCIENCE (WASHINGTON, D C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>100 TETRAHEDRON LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>95 MOL CRYST LIQ CRYST SCI TECHNOL., SECT A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>88 J ORG CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>86 NATURE (LONDON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>84 ANGEW CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>79 Z PHYS D: AT., MOL CLUSTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>78 CARBON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>68 J PHYS CHEM SOLIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>66 APPL PHYS A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>66 NUCI INSTRUM METHODS PHYS RES., SECT B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>65 IZV AKAD NAUK, SER KHIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>63 J PHYS.: CONDENS MATTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1b: Compilation of the 30 journals with the largest number of publications on nanotubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PHYS REV B: CONDENS MATTER
CHEM PHYS LETT
CARBON
PROC. - ELECTROCHEM SOC
APPL PHYS LETT
NATURE (LONDON)
SCIENCE (WASHINGTON, D C)
PHYS REV LETT
KIRCHBERG PROCEEDINGS* (UP TO IWEPMN 1996)
MATER RES SOC SYMP PROC
SYNTH MET
FULLERENE SCI TECHNOL
PCT INT APPL
J PHYS SOC JPN
SOLID STATE COMMUN
J MATER RES
ADV MATER (WEINHEIM, FED REPUB GER)
ELECTRON MICROSC 1994, PROC INT CONGR ELECTRONMICROSC
JPN J APPL PHYS., PART 2
J PHYS CHEM
J PHYS CHEM SOLIDS
MOL CRYST LIQ CRYST SCI TECHNOL., SECT C
CHEM MATER
EUROPHYS LETT
NATO ASI SER., SER. E
PHYS LETT A
Z PHYS D: AT., MOL CLUSTERS
J APPL PHYS
J VAC SCI TECHNOL., B
PROC SPIE INT SOC OPT ENG
Table 2: The 50 most-cited publications on fullerenes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>First Author</th>
<th>Journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KRAETSCHMER W</td>
<td>V347 P354 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>KROTO H W</td>
<td>V318 P162 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HEBARD A F</td>
<td>V250 P600 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IJIMA S</td>
<td>V354 P56 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HEINEY P A</td>
<td>V66 P2911 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>HAUFLER R E</td>
<td>V94 P8634 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>KRAETSCHMER W</td>
<td>V170 P167 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>AIE H</td>
<td>V94 P8630 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>KROTO H W</td>
<td>V91 P1213 CHEM REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ROSSENZKY M J</td>
<td>V66 P2830 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SAITO S</td>
<td>V66 P2637 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>HADDON R C</td>
<td>V350 P320 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TAYLOR R</td>
<td>P1423 J CHEM SOC CHEM COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ALLEMAND P M</td>
<td>V253 P301 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>HOCZER K</td>
<td>V252 P1154 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>STEPHENS P W</td>
<td>V351 P632 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>EBBESON T W</td>
<td>V358 P220 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>TAYLOR R</td>
<td>V363 P685 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>DAVID W I F</td>
<td>V353 P147 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>CHAI Y</td>
<td>V95 P7564 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>DIEDERICH F</td>
<td>V252 P548 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>TANIGAKI K</td>
<td>V352 P222 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>HAWKINS J M</td>
<td>V252 P312 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>HADDON R C</td>
<td>V125 P459 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>KROTO H</td>
<td>V242 P1139 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>ARBOGAST J W</td>
<td>V95 P111 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>BETHUNE D S</td>
<td>V179 P181 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>YANNONI C S</td>
<td>V95 P9 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>ALLEMAND P M</td>
<td>V113 P1050 J AM CHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>UGARTE D</td>
<td>V359 P707 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>RAO A M</td>
<td>V259 P955 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>WEAVER J H</td>
<td>V66 P1741 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>DAVID W I F</td>
<td>V18 P219 EUROPHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>ZHANG Q L</td>
<td>V90 P525 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>KROTO H W</td>
<td>V329 P529 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>MINTMIRE J W</td>
<td>V68 P631 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>FLEMING R M</td>
<td>V352 P787 NATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>CURL R F</td>
<td>V242 P1017 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>OBERN S C</td>
<td>V88 P220 J CHEM PHYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>BETHUNE D S</td>
<td>V174 P219 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>HARE J P</td>
<td>V177 P394 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>SCHMALZ T G</td>
<td>V110 P1113 J AM CHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>VARMA C M</td>
<td>V254 P989 SCIENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>WUDL F</td>
<td>V25 P157 ACCOUNTS CHEM RES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>CREEGAN K M</td>
<td>V114 P1103 J AM CHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>LOF R W</td>
<td>V68 P3924 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>TYCRO R</td>
<td>V67 P1886 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>SCHLUTER M</td>
<td>V68 P526 PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>TYCRO R</td>
<td>V95 P518 J PHYS CHEM-US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>NEGR F</td>
<td>V144 P31 CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Fullerene-specific impact of the journals having published at least 50 papers on fullerenes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citations per Publication</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Publications</th>
<th>Journal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>210.14</td>
<td>18072</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>NATURE (LONDON)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.32</td>
<td>9289</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>SCIENCE (WASHINGTON, D C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.68</td>
<td>10870</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>PHYS REV LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.33</td>
<td>14011</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>J AM CHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.36</td>
<td>3506</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>ANGEW CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>11828</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>J PHYS CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.89</td>
<td>3676</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>J CHEM SOC, CHEM COMMUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.42</td>
<td>3639</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>J CHEM PHYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.88</td>
<td>1361</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>EUROPHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>16405</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>CHEM PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>J PHYS CHEM SOLIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.08</td>
<td>1503</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>J ORG CHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>10856</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>PHYS REV B: CONDENS MATTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>APPL PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>J CHEM SOC, FARADAY TRANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.61</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>J CHEM SOC, PERKIN TRANS 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>CHEM LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>2429</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>SOLID STATE COMMUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>CARBON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>TETRAHEDRON LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>APPL PHYS A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>SURF SCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>THIN SOLID FILMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>JPN J APPL PHYS, PART 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>PHYSICA C (AMSTERDAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Z PHYS D: AT, MOL CLUSTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>PHYS LETT A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>INT J MASS SPECTROM ION PROCESSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>J PHYS: CONDENS MATTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>NUCL INSTRUM METHODS PHYS RES, SECT B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>MATER RES SOC SYMP PROC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>FULLERENE SCI TECHNOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>SYNTH MET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>MOL CRYST LIQ CRYST SCI TECHNOL, SECT A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>THEOCHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>&quot;KIRCHBERG PROCEEDINGS&quot; (UP TO IWEPM 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>CHIN PHYS LETT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>IZV AKAD NAUK, SER KHIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>MOL CRYST LIQ CRYST SCI TECHNOL, SECT C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>PROC - ELECTROCHEM SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>GAODENG XUEXIAO HUAXUE XUEBAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>PROC SPIE-INT SOC OPT ENG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>CHEM COMMUN (CAMBRIDGE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Number of Publications versus Year of Publication for Fullerene and for Nanotube Literature
Figure 2: Regional Distribution of Publications. a) Fullerenes b) Nanotubes
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